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Executive Summary
The Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops operated between 1885 and 1986. The Locomotive
Workshop together with North Eveleigh Carriage Works, located across the Main Western Railway
line, formed the Eveleigh Railway Workshops.
The historic buildings, structures and machinery now within Australian Technology Park (ATP) are
an eloquent testament to the huge nineteenth-century public enterprise that the Eveleigh Railway
Workshops represents. It is within these buildings that complete steam locomotives were
manufactured and assembled, as were the tools to make them.
ATP is currently managed by Australian Technology Park Sydney Ltd (ATPSL), a governmentowned company. ATPSL have developed the following Conservation Vision Statement that
provides an overarching direction and vision for the conservation and management of the ATP site.
ATP is a workplace which has always been characterised by technical achievement and
contemporary best practice. Today ATP is a site of State heritage significance which combines the
rich and evocative history of more than a century of rail industry with inspiring adaptation of historic
buildings, innovative new development and cutting-edge technology. While retaining links with the
past and social value to former workers, ATP also has strong connections with the current
community of workers, residents and visitors.
ATP will be managed to:


deliver high quality custodianship of a major public asset;



facilitate ongoing evolution of the place itself and ever-changing technology through new
uses and appropriate development while retaining the heritage values of the ATP site and the
Eveleigh Railway Workshops site as a whole;



engage with workers both past and present, local people and the wider community; and



present the old and new Eveleigh/ATP stories in an engaging way—both on and off site.
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Custodianship
ATP will be managed, conserved and developed in a way which retains and adds value—both the
heritage value of the site and the economic and social value of the asset.
All heritage management actions and decisions will comply with ATPSL’s constitution, relevant
legislation, the Burra Charter, the policies of the ATP Conservation Management Plan and the NSW
Government policy, as appropriate.
Evolution
ATP will continue to develop in a manner which respects and conserves the existing heritage values
of the place, but which encourages exciting new development that is of sympathetic design.
Innovative commercial uses which use new technologies and deliver good heritage outcomes—in
relation to both physical conservation and interpretation—will be encouraged.
Engagement
Interested people, including current or former workers, residents, special interest groups and the
wider public, will be encouraged to connect with ATP both on and off site.
Engagement will continue to occur through on-site interpretation, publications, access to common
areas, events and direct delivery of information.
Presentation
The history and heritage of ATP will be presented on and off site to inform and inspire workers and
visitors.
Interpretation will embrace the concepts contained in the ERW Interpretation Plan and will use the
historic fabric of the place itself, landscape elements, artwork and signs, as well as electronic
media. Tenants will be encouraged to communicate and celebrate the special nature of this
extraordinary place.

(Source: All photographs by GML 2010)
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 The Purpose of this CMP
Australian Technology Park Sydney Ltd (ATPSL), a government-owned company, has
commissioned Godden Mackay Logan Pty Ltd (GML) to prepare a Conservation Management Plan
(CMP) for the Australian Technology Park (ATP). This CMP reviews and replaces the 1995 CMP
and the Draft 2002 CMP for the Locomotive Workshops to reflect the changes that have occurred to
the site since then.
The CMP is the principal conservation management document for ATP and provides the guiding
conservation policies for the site. Other conservation documents, such as the S170 Heritage and
Conservation Register and the Interpretation Strategy, provide additional information for managing
the heritage significance of ATP and are supporting documents for the CMP.
The CMP should also be used in the development consent process for the site. As the ATP is part
of a broader area listed on the State Heritage Register (SHR), the NSW Heritage Council must be
consulted prior to approval being given to any alterations to the site. The Heritage Council would
expect to see a CMP prepared to guide any substantial works. This CMP provides guidance for
ATPSL and the Heritage Council in making decisions about matters that may affect the heritage
values of ATP.
The CMP has been prepared as a high-level policy document to guide future planning for the site with
regard to its heritage value and to provide clarity on future heritage requirements.

1.2 Overview
The area of land now known as ATP is the amalgamation of two parcels of land that originally
contained the Eveleigh locomotive workshops and the Alexandria goods yard. The border of the
ATP site does not correspond exactly to the boundaries of either, but rather reflects the areas of
land where the original use had become obsolete. Consequently, the area of the Eveleigh Railway
Workshops that contained the engine running sheds and the Large Erecting Shed are on railway
land still owned and operated by Rail Corporation New South Wales (RailCorp). Part of the land
used for the Alexandria Goods Yard was transferred to the Housing Commission of NSW (now
Housing NSW) in the 1980s for the development of medium- and low-density public housing.
The ATP site is also the result of the physical and operational division of the Eveleigh railway
workshops. The workshops were designed as a binary site with the carriage workshops on the
northern side of the western rail line and the locomotive workshops on the southern side. In recent
years, this division has been reinforced by the division of management of the two workshops areas.
Both parts of Eveleigh today are vastly different to the railway workshops of the past, with new
buildings, new uses and new owners.
This CMP must therefore address the difference between the site in the past (the Eveleigh
locomotive workshops and other railway functions) and the site as it is today (ATP) as well as
acknowledging that ATP is part of a broader area of related land listed on the SHR.
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1.3 Site Identification
The ATP site is located on land south of Redfern railway station, approximately 3.6km southwest of
Sydney CBD. The site is bounded by Garden and Cornwallis Streets to the east, Henderson Road
to the south, Rowley Street and RailCorp land to the west and the western railway to the north. The
ATP site is located within the boundary of the Redfern-Waterloo Authority operational area. The
location of the site and its boundary is shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2.

1.4 Heritage Listings
The site is listed as a whole and in part on a number of statutory and non-statutory heritage
registers. These listings are outlined below and discussed in detail in Section 7.0 of this report.

1.4.1 Statutory Listings
The Eveleigh Railway Workshops and Eveleigh Railway Workshops Machinery are listed on the
following heritage registers under the Heritage Act 1977 (NSW) (the Heritage Act):


State Heritage Register; and



Australian Technology Park S170 Heritage and Conservation Register (ATP S170 Register).

The Eveleigh Railway Workshops and its components, such as the machinery, were listed on
Regional Environmental Plan No. 26—City West and South Sydney Local Environmental Plan
1998. Due to changes to the statutory context of the site, outlined in Section 8.0 of this report,
these listings no longer apply.
The following items are also listed on the ATP S170 Register:


Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Precinct



Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Machinery Collection



Engine Shop (former)



Locomotive Workshops Building



Works Managers’ Office (former)



Water Tower

1.4.2 Non-Statutory Listings
Eveleigh Railway Workshops and Eveleigh Railway Workshops Machinery are also listed on the
Register of the National Estate and on the National Trust of Australia Register.

1.5 Methodology and Terminology
This CMP builds significantly on previous heritage plans prepared for only part of the site by addressing
all heritage elements included on the ATP Heritage and Conservation Register (ATP s170 Register),
including movable items. It also responds to the current planning framework for the site.
Because the history and fabric of the site reflects two strongly different phases before and after the
creation of ATP, this report is also structured to reflect those two phases, as follows:
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Part A describes the operational aspects of the Locomotive Workshops within the context of
the broader Eveleigh Railway Workshops operations.



Part B addresses all aspects of the site as ATP today.



Part C of the report brings together the previous parts in a significance assessment, including
a review of existing heritage listings.



Part D describes the constraints and opportunities on policy development and states
conservation policy.

Preparation of the CMP has involved consultation with a range of external and internal stakeholders
who are integral to future planning for the site. The consultation included a specific workshop held
on 7 December 2010 to discuss the significance of the site and issues affecting its management.
The following reports have been prepared previously for the Eveleigh Railway Workshops:


Eveleigh Railway Workshops Heritage Study, prepared by Don Godden & Associates for the
State Rail Authority of NSW, 1986.



Eveleigh Railway Yards Locomotive Workshops Conservation Management Plan, prepared
by Heritage Group, State Projects, NSW Department of Public Works, for the City West
Development Corporation, June 1995.



Eveleigh Workshops Management Plan for Movable Items and Social History, prepared by
Godden Mackay for City West Development Corporation, State Rail Authority and
Department of Urban Affairs and Planning, July 1996.



Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Conservation Management Plan (draft), prepared by Otto
Cserhalmi and Partners for the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority, September 2002.



Section 170 Heritage and Conservation Register—Australian Technology Park, Eveleigh—
Overview Report and Inventory, prepared by Futurepast Heritage Consulting for ATPSL,
June 2008.

Additional reports referred to in the preparation of this CMP are listed in Section 10.0 of this report.
This CMP has been prepared with regard to the methodology outlined in the NSW Heritage Manual
(Heritage Council of NSW, November 1996, as amended July 2002). It is consistent with the
relevant principles and guidelines of The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places
of Cultural Significance 1999 (the Burra Charter). The report has also been prepared in accordance
with the requirements of the Heritage Act 1977 (NSW). The terminology used in this report is
consistent with the NSW Heritage Manual and the Burra Charter.

1.6 Limitations
The historical overview has been limited to previous reports and the vast collection of photographs
and plans of the site available. Little additional primary research was conducted for this report.
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1.7 Authorship
This CMP has been prepared by the following consultants:


Geoff Ashley, Senior Associate, who was the Project Manager and co-ordinated the
preparation of the report;



Julia Dowling, Consultant, who prepared the historical overview, significance assessment,
constraints and opportunities and policies;



Lyndon Patterson, Archaeologist, who prepared the preliminary archaeological assessment,
Aboriginal cultural values assessment and led the Aboriginal stakeholder consultation;



Randa Cotterell, Research Assistant, who prepared the site analysis and assisted with all
aspects of the report;



Tony Brassil, Associate, who contributed to the assessment of movable heritage; and



Prof. Richard Mackay, AM, Partner, who led the stakeholder consultation process and
reviewed and edited the report.

1.8 Acknowledgements
GML gratefully acknowledges the assistance provided by the following people:


Roy Wakelin-King, Managing Director, Australian Technology Park Sydney Limited



Chris Saunders, General Manager, Australian Technology Park Sydney Limited;



Graham Stevens, Director, Property Services, Australian Technology Park Sydney Limited;



Kathy Tilbury, Property Manager, Australian Technology Park Sydney Limited;



The staff of the (then) Redfern–Waterloo Authority who participated in the community
consultation workshop, including Juliet Suich;



Maclaren North, Futurepast Heritage Consulting;



Lucy Taksa, Historian;



Geoff Turnbull, REDWatch; and



Guido Gouverneur and Wendie McCaffley, Wrought Artworks.
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Figure 1.1 Site location plan. The boundary of the site is shown in Figure 1.2, on the following page. (Source: Google Maps 2009
with GML overlay)
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Figure 1.2 Site plan. (Source: Google Maps 2009 with GML overlay)
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2.0 Historical Overview
2.1 Introduction
The current ATP site was occupied by a large complex of rail workshops and yards throughout the
late nineteenth and most of the twentieth century. The northern part of the ATP site, next to the
western rail lines, was occupied by the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops, while the southern part of
the site was occupied by the Alexandria Goods Yard.
The industrial processes of the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops are revealed in its physical form
and the ability to understand its history is intertwined with the history of the railway workshops as a
whole. However, the relationship of the locomotive workshops to the carriage workshops has been
severed, at least for management purposes, and this historical overview focuses on the locomotive
workshops and the goods yard.
Detailed historical overviews of the Eveleigh Railway Workshops can be found in previous heritage
reports, particularly the heritage study prepared by Don Godden & Associates in 1986 while the
workshops were still in operation, and the management plan for movable items and social history
prepared by Godden Mackay Heritage Consultants in 1996. The purpose of this historical overview
is to examine the role of the Eveleigh Railway Workshops and the Alexandria goods yard in their
local and regional context, including their effect on the surrounding area (both in terms of population
and physical form), and more broadly, on NSW.
The site as it is today will be examined in Part B Section 3.0–6.0 of this report.

2.2 Pre-European Occupation and Use
More than thirty different Aboriginal groups are recorded as having occupied the Sydney region
prior to contact. Estimates of the number of Aboriginal people living along the coast between
Broken Bay and Botany Bay at the time of contact place the number at approximately 1,500 people.
Similar estimates have been made for the inland groups occupying the Cumberland Plain to the
west.1 However it is difficult to make any certain estimate of population numbers, with researchers
placing the total pre-contact number of Aboriginal people within the Sydney region anywhere
between 4,000 and 8,000.2
The available evidence suggests that the area of Redfern today forms part of a wider expanse of
land traditionally occupied by the Cadigal (or Gadi, Gadigal) people. Historic accounts suggest
these people lived in the area from South Head along the southern side of Sydney Harbour to the
cove adjoining this settlement (Long Cove). 3 To the west of the Cadigal were the Wangal people
and to south, on the shores of Botany Bay, lived the Gameygal people.
The boundary between the Cadigal and neighbouring Wangal remains unclear, with considerable
ambiguity in the historical records. Thus it will probably never be possible to say for certain where
the physical boundary between these two groups was. The Cadigal and Wangal clans had strong
associations with the harbour landscape, and the available evidence indicates that the study area
may have been part of an area which formed the border between these two groups. For example,
records by Phillip Gidley King in 1793 state:
The tribe of Cadi inhabit the south site, extending from the south head to Long-Cove; at which place the
district of Wanne, and the tribe of Wangal, commences, extending as far as Par-ra-matta, or Rose-Hill.4
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However this is contrasted by records made by Governor Arthur Phillip in 1790, which describe a
different common boundary between the two groups:
From the entrance of the harbour, along the south shore, to the cove adjoining this settlement the district is
called Cadi, and the tribe Cadigal; the women, Cadigalleon. The south site of the harbour from the abovementioned cove to Rose Hill, which the natives call Parramatta, the district is called Wann, and the tribe
Wanngal.5
King’s account would place the tribal boundary at Long Cove (Iron Cove), probably along the
ridgeline which forms the eastern watershed of Iron Cove, in which case the study area would be
within Cadigal land. In some contrast, Phillip’s account would place the boundary along the
ridgeline of Darling Harbour or Blackwattle Bay (assuming the ‘cove adjoining settlement’, which he
refers to, is Darling Harbour). In this case the study area would lie close to the western boundary of
the Cadigal. Cadigal country extended across most of the Sydney peninsula, and today is generally
defined as taking in the land between Darling Harbour and South Head and including Port Jackson,
Botany Bay and Port Hacking.6
Records from 1790-92 state the Gameygal people were said to occupy the area around Ka-may,
the local name for Botany Bay7. At the time of arrival of Europeans in the Sydney region, the area
between Redfern and Botany Bay was said to be covered by huge swamps, tea tree country and
sand dunes, this area characterised by the Botany Lowlands physiographic region today.
Archaeological and ethnohistoric information provides many details of Aboriginal life in the Sydney
basin prior to contact with European settlers. The Cadigal subsisted on the wide resource base of
the local area, including terrestrial, estuarine and marine resources, although archaeological and
ethnohistorical evidence indicates that the Sydney Aboriginal economy is likely to have been
predominantly marine-oriented. Food was obtained through fishing, shellfish collection, hunting and
gathering of small plants and animals. These activities would have been conducted in the vicinity of
the study area; indeed it is likely that the nearby swamps, estuarine mud flats and bays would have
provided a relatively reliable, predictable and concentrated range of fish, shellfish and crustacean
resources. Fishing was conducted either with lines or spears, although traps and stone weirs may
also have been used.8 As well as the range of plant and animal foods, the landscape would have
provided a range of medicinal plants, as well as raw materials used for the manufacture of tools,
weapons and shelters and for ceremonial purposes including body decoration. 9
The Cadigal were the earliest Aboriginal people to be impacted physically and socially by the
European colonisation of Sydney. Early contact started on a relatively positive note, with a range of
historic accounts detailing the friendly relations between European and Aboriginal people during this
period. Governor Phillip had been instructed ‘by every possible means to open an intercourse with
the natives and conciliate their affections’. 10 Phillip’s policy in dealing with the Aboriginal people
was to treat them with the greatest humanity and attention, ensuring that every precaution be made
to prevent them from receiving insults.11
However, these intentions of peaceful cohabitation were difficult to enforce, and friendly relations
did not last. Many of the early settlers did not share the sentiments of the governor, being less
morally inclined than him in relation to the local Aboriginal population. Incidents of conflict soon
emerged and this, combined with European expansion and land and resource use, placed pressure
on traditional Aboriginal practices.
The local Aboriginal population became increasingly
dispossessed of their traditional lands and food and plant resources, leading to inter-tribal conflict,
starvation and the breakdown of traditional cultural practices.12
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The Aboriginal population of the Sydney region declined significantly following the arrival of
Europeans, as they brought with them diseases to which the Indigenous inhabitants had little or no
resistance. The smallpox epidemic of 1789 was particularly deadly and spread throughout the
Aboriginal population. The Governor of New South Wales, Arthur Phillip was reported to note dead
Aboriginal elderly people and children around Sydney Harbour in 1789. 13 Smallpox had quickly
spread west to the Cumberland Plain by the time of Governor Phillip’s expedition to the
Hawkesbury–Nepean River in April 1791. The smallpox epidemic is thought to have caused the
death of well over half of the Aboriginal population of the Sydney region within one year. 14 Butlin
argued that prior to the 1780s Aboriginal people in southeastern Australia had not been exposed to
smallpox and estimated that 80 percent of them died. 15 The widespread death from smallpox would
have had an enormous impact on the social life of Aboriginal people in the Sydney region at the
time, including mourning the family members who perished, the loss of elders’ knowledge, the
survivors fleeing inland to escape the disease and the depopulation of some areas.
Despite these pressures on the local Aboriginal population, there is historical and archaeological
evidence that Aboriginal people maintained a continued presence within the Sydney region
following European settlement. For instance, four shards of blue and white ceramic transfer ware
found in association with flaked stone within Aboriginal occupation layers at a site in East Darling
Harbour provide evidence that Aboriginal use of this area continued well into the historic period. 16
Historical records of blanket distribution lists of the 1830s show that:
apart from a group living in government boatsheds at Circular Quay, few people identified as Aboriginal were
living in Sydney. Many had moved to places such as La Perouse on Botany Bay, south of the city. 17
Places such as Happy Valley at La Perouse continued to be a focus for Aboriginal people through
the nineteenth century and into the twentieth century. From the 1930s, Aboriginal people were
attracted to working class suburbs like Redfern, Glebe, Pyrmont, Balmain and Rozelle where they
could find work on the nearby railways, including Eveleigh Railway Workshops and factories. Many
Aboriginal people migrated from northern and western New South Wales into these suburbs for new
work opportunities.18 Particularly Redfern and Glebe became communities with sizable Aboriginal
populations and many organisations developed to service the needs of these communities. Today,
the Redfern area is the home of many Aboriginal organisations including the Metropolitan Local
Aboriginal Land Council, Native Title Services and Redfern Aboriginal Corporation.

2.3 The Chisholm Estate
The site of the Eveleigh Railway Workshops was formerly an area of land granted to James
Chisholm in 1835, and subsequently known as the Chisholm Estate. The grant comprised 60 acres
of land on the southwestern side of Chippendale’s grant. 19 Chisholm, a former member of the NSW
Corps, built a house in the northeastern area of the site and named it Calder House after his
birthplace in Scotland. Parts of the estate were farmed. Chisholm died in 1837 and his widow
remained at Calder House. The estate was bisected by the western rail line to Parramatta in 1855
and the Calder House was leased for a school. Plans from c1875 indicate that the estate was
undeveloped, containing only Calder House, a cottage in the estate’s northwestern area and a
group of stables in its southeastern corner (Figure 2.3). The group of stables were located in what
is now the ATP site (see Section 5.0 Archaeological Assessment).
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2.4 The Role of Eveleigh Railway Workshops
2.4.1 Background
The Eveleigh Railway Workshops were established in response to the rapid growth of rail transport
during the second half of the nineteenth century and the need for a local, government-owned
maintenance facility for the many locomotives that serviced the new railways. Prior to 1855, private
enterprises had been relied on to establish a rail network in NSW. Due to the significant costs
involved in railway and locomotive construction, reliance on private companies failed to establish
any comprehensive railway network for NSW. Following an enquiry in 1854 which revealed the
need for a rail system for the state, the NSW government took control of the state’s railways in
1855.
The first government-constructed rail line opened in 1855 and linked the first Redfern station
(located on Devonshire Street to the south of the present Central Station) to Parramatta. A small
group of government-owned rail workshops was established at the southwestern end of the old
Sydney railway yards to service the locomotives (Figure 2.11), but the manufacture of rolling stock
and much of the locomotive repair and overhaul work continued to be carried out by private
companies. Demand for rolling stock soon outstripped supply and it became apparent that the
NSW government would need to expand its own repair and maintenance operations to keep up with
demand. An 1871 proposal to expand and upgrade the established government-owned rail
workshops was initially carried out, but the workshops were swiftly outgrown. A larger site that
could accommodate foreseeable future expansion was required.
Chisholm Estate, located southwest of the old Sydney railway yards, was selected as the site for
the new railway yards in 1875. The estate was already bisected by the western rail line to
Parramatta and mainly undeveloped. The NSW government resumed 64.5 acres of the estate for
the construction of the new railway workshops in 1878. 20 Land clearing and building construction
commenced in 1882.

2.4.2 The Eveleigh Railway Workshops
The Eveleigh Railway Workshops were separated into two main functional areas—the carriage and
wagon workshops on the northern side of the western rail line and the locomotive workshops on the
southern side (Figure 2.4). This arrangement enabled each side to communicate with the main
lines without interfering with each other or interrupting traffic.21 The operations of the Locomotive
Workshops area was then divided into two main sections—the locomotive workshops and the
running sheds, as were the Carriage Workshops—the carriage and wagon shops, and the paint
shop and stores. Each of these sections operated quite separately with little crossover of workers
or tasks.

Locomotive Workshops
The engine running shed was the first building to be constructed, and was put into operation in 1885
(Figures 2.12 and 2.13). Bays 1–4 of the locomotive workshops soon followed. Demand for
locomotive repairs was so high that Bays 1–4 were put into operation as soon as they were
completed and while Bays 5–15 were still under construction. The locomotive workshops were
constructed of English bond brickwork with sandstone details (Figure 2.17). Each bay was
supported by cast-iron columns laid out in double rows. Bays 1–4 and 5–15 were separated by an
annex which contained tinsmiths and coppersmiths, a sand store and core stoves for the foundry.
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The intended function of each workshop bay was part of the design of the building. Bay 1 contained
the steam hammer shop, Bay 2 the blacksmith’s shop, Bay 3 the boiler shop and Bay 4 the foundry.
As for Bays 5–15:
Bay 5 was the tender repair shop and had a 25 ton overhead crane installed. Bays 6, 7 and 8 contained the
engine repair or erecting shop, with the traverser in Bay 7 distributing locomotives to the bays on either side,
each of these having a 25 ton overhead crane. Bay 9 contained the wheel shop and the machine and fitting
shop occupied Bays 10 and 11. Each of these bays had a 5 ton overhead crane installed. Bays 12 and 13
contained the paint shop with the traverser in Bay 13 to move locomotives in and out. Brick walls inserted
instead of columns at the junctions with either adjacent bay isolated the Paint shop from the rest of the
workshops and, in the absence of any overhead crane, only a single row of columns divided the two bays.
Bay 14 contained the pattern and joiners shop and a brick wall also separated this from Bay 15 containing the
locomotive store which supplied all manner of parts and tools used in the workshops. Two annexes were built
at the rear of Bays 9 and 10, one being the cleaning shop and the other a second boiler house22
A works manager’s and timekeeper’s office was constructed to the northeast of the locomotive
workshops. Originally a small masonry building with sandstone lintels and wrought iron balconies,
the office was marked by a bell tower at the top of the building which called the beginning and end
of each working day (Figures 2.19–2.20). The works manager’s and timekeeper’s office handled
the payroll for all areas of Eveleigh.

Carriage and Wagon Workshops
On the northern side of Eveleigh, construction of the Carriage and Wagon Workshops commenced
in 1885 and eventually opened late 1887. The workshops consisted of 10 bays, numbered 16–25,
almost identical in overall design and materials to the locomotive workshops. Similarly, bays or
groups of bays of the carriage workshops were allocated to specific functions. The workshops were
put into operation straight away, constructing new carriages and wagons as well as carrying out
repairs. The carriage workshops site also contained the chief mechanical engineer’s office, ‘under
whose supervision the whole workshops operated’.23

2.4.3 The Effect of the Eveleigh Railway Workshops on the NSW Railways
The size and capacity of the Eveleigh workshops allowed the centralisation of maintenance and
overhauls of locomotive engines and carriages in Sydney and its establishment led to a period of
sustained growth in rail transport in NSW. Eveleigh became the central repair facility for New South
Wales for both locomotives and carriages. The workshops had always built new carriages, but
locomotives were generally imported from England or America and assembled at Eveleigh.
Eventually, from 1915–1924 and again from 1945–1952, the workshops at Eveleigh manufactured
new locomotives.
By the end of the nineteenth century approximately 1500 men were employed at the Eveleigh
Railway Workshops. 24 By 1900 the Eveleigh Railway Workshops was one of the biggest employers
in the state, counting for 10% of the total rail workforce in NSW. A total of 3,720 workers were
employed at Eveleigh by 1912. At its peak, the Eveleigh Railway Workshops employed more than
7000 workers on site.25

2.4.4 Early Expansion
The Locomotive Workshops expanded greatly throughout the 25 years following its opening and
experienced almost constant growth. During the same period the Carriage Workshops experienced
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sustained work, but did not expand at the same rate. Figure 2.2 provides a graphical summary of
the changes to the Locomotive Workshops during the period 1887–1984.
The demand for locomotives continued to rise and a new erecting shop (known as the ‘Large
Erecting Shed’) was constructed by 1899 to augment the works of the existing erecting shop in
Bays 6–8 of the Locomotive Workshops. The Large Erecting Shed is shown in Figure 2.14. A new
foundry was constructed first on land adjacent to the site of the Large Erecting Shed (Figure 2.5)
and the paint shop was removed from Bays 12 and 13. The Large Erecting Shed was extended
from 1900–1906 and the traverser from Bay 13 was moved outside Bay 15 to serve it.
Increasing demand for locomotives and repairs continued to push growth of the Locomotive
Workshops. Expansion was accommodated by reconfiguring the internal arrangement of the
workshops as well as adding new buildings and annexes. Each expansion and reconfiguration had
a ‘domino effect’ on the workshops, as the function of each bay was carefully arranged in relation to
the adjacent bays and to the workshops as a whole. An example of the effects of expansion
occurred when the capacity of the blacksmiths and boiler shop had to be increased in 1905. The
blacksmiths shop was expanded from Bay 2 to fill both Bays 1 and 2 of the Locomotive Workshops.
The annex between Bays 4 and 5 was roofed over and walled in to accommodate the expanded
boiler shop, which filled Bays 3 and 4 and this new section, named Bay 4a. A new coppersmiths
and tinsmiths shops were erected subsequently on the southern side of Bays 5–9 and a new spring
shop and steam hammer shop (which formerly occupied Bay 1), erected to the east of Bay 1 in the
area now known as Innovation Plaza. Many of these new annexes and shops were constructed
quickly using corrugated iron.
The process of electrification of the workshop machinery began in 1901 (due to the new AC power
supply provided by the Ultimo Power Station) and was carried out gradually over the next 15
years.26 A major advancement was the conversion of the original rope-driven cranes to electric
motor drives and the electrification of the ground traversers in 1907. The electrification process was
a major undertaking of the years 1914–1916, when the machinery in Bays 8, 9 and 14 were
electrified. All boilers were replaced or refurbished from 1908–1910.

2.4.5 Manufacturing Locomotives 1908–1925 and 1945–1952
Local manufacturers of locomotives could not keep up with the demand for new rolling stock, nor
compete in price with imported stock. The NSW Government decided in 1907 that new locomotives
should be manufactured at the Eveleigh Railway Workshops due to its size and established
workforce, which could be ‘effectively adapted to the task.’ 27 The Locomotive Workshops were
already operating at capacity at this time, so new workshops had to be constructed to
accommodate the additional workload. The New Locomotive Shop was completed by the end of
1908 and, for the first time, locomotives were manufactured at Eveleigh.
The New Locomotive Shop was extended in 1914, six years after it opened (Figure 2.22). A new
foundry and a pattern shop were erected on the southern side of the Locomotive Workshops by
1919, requiring the resumption of two acres of land at the southwestern end of the site to allow
construction of a new rail siding that connected to the foundry and pattern shop. The steel foundry
was extended in 1922, only three years after it began operation (Figure 2.6). The old foundry
adjacent to the Large Erecting Shed was converted for use as a boiler repair shop.28
The Eveleigh Railway Workshops were working at capacity and further expansion could not be
accommodated. After 153 locomotives had come out of Eveleigh, the manufacture of new
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locomotives ceased in 1925. The New Locomotive Shop was subsequently used for repairs. New
railway workshops opened in the western Sydney suburb of Chullora in 1927. The inability of
Eveleigh to keep up with the demand for locomotive repair works saw boiler repair work transferred
from Eveleigh to Chullora in 1927, but this alleviated only a little of the pressure on the Locomotive
Workshops.
It was intended that Chullora would eventually take the place of Eveleigh. While the new Chullora
workshops gradually took on much of the repair work undertaken at Eveleigh (a new locomotive
repair shop opened there in 1937) 29, there continued to be enough work for both workshops to
remain in operation.

2.4.6 Progress at the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops
Eveleigh saw little expansion during the Depression, but the New South Wales rail system
continued to grow. Rail lines in NSW were gradually electrified during the mid-1920s and diesel
trains were introduced in 1935. The diesel engines were made overseas and maintained locally.
The change in technology had a long-term impact on the workshops, seeing a shift in technology
and a need to retrain workers. Overhauling diesel engines was a much simpler process than
overhauling locomotives. A diesel engine could be overhauled and back in operation within five
days, while it took up to 12 weeks to overhaul a locomotive.30
Demand for locomotive repairs still outstripped supply during the 1930s and as a result an
increasing number of contracts were given to private companies. The ideology of governmentowned industries was losing ground.

2.4.7 Eveleigh and the War Effort
An attempt was made during World War I to manufacture field gun shells at Eveleigh on its
machinery, but the process was deemed unsatisfactory for the army and the railways alike. The
war had not reduced the demand for locomotive repairs and it was difficult to accommodate the
additional work required to produce ammunition for the army. Modification of machinery at Eveleigh
to make it suitable for use in ammunition manufacturing was found to be difficult and costly.
The Eveleigh Railway Workshops were again used for manufacturing for World War II from 1941.
This time the Department of Defence supplied its own machinery for the manufacture of 25lb fieldgun shells. The machinery was installed in Bays 5 and 6, which were temporarily cleared of railway
machinery, and a timber mezzanine level constructed in Bay 5. Bay 8 was used as a munitions
annexe and, for a short time, tanks were assembled in the New Locomotive Workshop. The
workshops at Eveleigh also produced the machinery needed for the manufacture of Bren guns.
Concrete air raid shelters were added to both sides of the Eveleigh Railway Workshops in 1942-43
and some Department of Defence workers were accommodated at the Carriage Workshops. The
Defence machinery was removed from the Locomotive Workshops in 1945 at the end of the war
and the workshops resumed normal operations. 31

2.4.8 Decline and Closure
Locomotives were again manufactured at Eveleigh from 1945 to 1952, this time in the Large
Erecting Shed. The pattern of combining repairs and maintenance with manufacturing and
assembly was drawing to a close during the 1950s. Contracts continued to be granted to private
companies and Eveleigh lost large numbers of experienced workers to the better wages offered by
private companies. This resulted in labour shortages that in turn led to further contracting. 32
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Attempts were made throughout the second half of the twentieth century to keep the Eveleigh
Railway Workshops in operation. Machinery was updated and workers retrained in repairing and
overhauling diesel engines. In 1968 a cleaning and servicing shed was added to the Locomotive
Workshops on the site of the Engine Running Sheds.
The Locomotive Workshops closed on 27 June 1986 and the entire Eveleigh Railway Workshops
closed for good in February 1989. Paddy’s Market occupied the Locomotive Workshops for a short
period before the creation of Australian Technology Park was announced in 1991. This was a joint
venture between the University of NSW, University of Sydney and University of Technology,
Sydney. More information about this change is provided in Section 3.0.
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Figure 2.1 Plan of the entire Eveleigh Railway Workshops and associated places when fully operational c1970. The plan indicates the evolution of the area and the sheer scale of the Eveleigh Railway Workshops. The current ATP site boundary is also included to demonstrate the railway land and uses that were
amalgamated when the ATP site boundary was set. (Source: GML 2010)
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2.5 Operations of the Locomotive Workshops
2.5.1 Functional Divisions
As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, the Eveleigh Railway Workshops were separated into two main
functional areas—the Carriage and Wagon Workshops on the northern side of the rail line and the
Locomotive Workshops on the southern side—and four main sections: the locomotive workshops,
the running sheds, the carriage and wagon shops, and the paint shop and stores. 33
The Locomotive Workshops operated in the following way:


Locomotive Workshops: Manufacture and repair of parts were carried out in the Locomotive
Workshops. Engines were put together in Bays 6–8 of the workshops.



Large Erecting Shed: After 1899 engines were also put together in the Large Erecting Shop.



Engine Running Sheds: Locomotive servicing, cleaning and repairs were carried out in the
engine running sheds. The sheds were capable of holding 126 engines at any one time. 34



New Locomotive Shop: Locomotives were manufactured in the New Locomotive Shop from
1908.

The four main buildings were supported by a range of ancillary operations carried out in other
buildings around the site. At its peak, the locomotive workshops contained the engine running
sheds, locomotive workshops, the large erecting shed and the new locomotive shop, iron, steel and
copper foundries, a spring shop (which manufactured all springs used in the workshops), an oliver
shop for the oliver hammers (used to manufacture tools and brake keys), a boiler shop, tinsmiths,
coppersmiths, a pattern shop, plumbers shop and the works manager’s office (see Figure 2.2
evolution diagram).
Table 2.1 Functions of the Locomotive Workshops buildings remaining on the ATP site since 1887.

Building

Bay

1887

1905

1924

1984

2009

Locomotive
Workshops

1

Steam hammer
and spring shop

Blacksmiths
shop

Blacksmiths
shop

Blacksmiths
shop

Blacksmiths
workshop

2

Blacksmiths
shop

Blacksmiths
shop

Blacksmiths
shop

Blacksmiths
shop

Blacksmiths
workshop
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Building

Bay

1887

1905

1924

1984

2009

3

Boiler shop

Boiler shop

Boiler shop

New spring
shop/Heat
treatment

Offices

4

Foundry

Boiler shop

Boiler shop

Fabrication
shop

Main entry

4a

Annex containing
tinsmiths and
coppersmiths,
sand store and
core stoves for
the foundry

Boiler shop

Boiler shop

Fabrication
shop

Offices

5

Tender repair
shop

Erecting shop

Tender shop

Canteen (south)
/Fitting shop
(north)

Offices

6

Erecting shop

Erecting shop

Tender shop

Millwrights
shop/Bar store

Offices

7

Erecting shop
and traverser

Erecting shop

Wheel shop
and traverser

Fitting shop

Offices

8

Erecting shop

Erecting shop

Tender shop

Fitting shop

Offices

9

Wheel shop

Wheel shop

Machine shop

Axle and wheel
shop

Offices

10

Machine and
fitting shop

Machine and
fitting shop

Machine shop

Machine shop

Exhibition
space

11

Machine and
fitting shop

Machine and
fitting shop

Machine shop

Machine shop

Exhibition
space

12

Paint shop

Paint shop

Machine shop

Machine shop

Exhibition
space

13

Paint shop and
traverser

Paint shop and
traverser

Machine shop

Machine shop

Exhibition
space

14

Pattern and
joinery shop

Pattern and
joinery shop

Tool
room/Brass
finishers

Tool room/Air
brakes

Offices

15

Locomotive store

Locomotive
store

Millwrights

Store/Rail motor
test room

Offices

New
Locomotive
Shop

N/A

New locomotive
manufacture

New locomotive
manufacture
(until 1925,
then locomotive
repairs)

Rail motor
engine
maintenance

National
Innovation
Centre

Works
Managers
Office

Works
managers,
timekeepers,
cost estimators

Works
managers,
timekeepers,
cost estimators

Extended 1922
and again in
1940s

Works
managers,
timekeepers,
cost estimators

International
Business
Centre
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Figure 2.2 Locomotive Workshops site plan showing the evolution of the site from 1889 to 2010.

2.5.2 Machinery
Machinery and equipment necessary to undertake the repair and maintenance of railway track,
buildings, structures and rolling stock was installed in the workshops from their opening. Individual
items of machinery and equipment were maintained, removed or replaced and new items acquired
over the ensuing years of operation.
The term ‘machinery and equipment’ covers a wide range of items, each specific to performing a
task or range of tasks needed to keep the railway system in operation. Machinery and equipment
can be grouped by a number of characteristics but the most important distinguishing characteristic
for the type of items installed in a large workshop complex is the nature of the power delivery
system by which the machine is actuated. The power delivery system and the machine itself form
an operational group of related artefacts or structures that rely on each other to function
effectively.35
Three main types of machinery power systems operated in the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops.
These systems include hydraulic, steam and belt-drive from lineshafts and counter shafts.
Lineshafts at Eveleigh were originally driven by steam engines but were converted to electric motor
drive in the early twentieth century.36 In the latter half of the twentieth century, many belt-driven
machines were converted to being driven by their own dedicated electric motor and new machines
were designed and built according to this approach.
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Hydraulic System
Hydraulic power in the Locomotive Workshops is evident today in the spring buckling presses,
spring stripper and Ryerson spring formers in Bay 1. 37 The hydraulic power generating system is
located in Annex 6, south of Bay 3. The Hydraulic Power system was originally driven by steam
supply from the steam system but was later converted to electric power.
The Hydraulic Power annex contains a steam engine direct-connected to a pressure pump and an
electric motor driven pressure pump, both supplied with water from an overhead riveted steel tank 38
which is speculated to date from 1887.39 The reservoir supplies water to the pumps by receiving
water through a low pressure return pipe and supplying water through a 4 inch diameter low
pressure pipe. The reservoir is constructed of a three piece cast iron unit placed on a timber
platform and supported by columns. It is also fitted with a volume indicator for determining the
supply of water.40
Located to the west of Annex 6 are two hydraulic accumulators which form an integral part of the
hydraulic system. These are comprised of large boiler sections filled with scrap iron and sandstone,
supported by heavy vertical guide-frames and contain valves and safety override equipment.41

Steam System
Steam played an important role in the function of the workshops, powering a large number of
machines such as hammers, presses and punches.42 The C36 locomotive steam boilers now
located outside Bay 2 in close proximity to the reservoir were the main source of steam. 43 They
were installed at some time between 1924 and 1927. The boilers generated high pressure steam
which was sent to the machinery which required steam to operate via the various steam lines and
valves. The steam was then released in the atmosphere rather than being returned to the system.44
The boilers have 4m high steel stacks and large steel locomotive front plates and were originally fed
coal to the grates from the rear. They were later adjusted to be fired by force fed oil. 45 It is the third
boiler set in place since the opening of the workshops and it is thought that it is able to operate at a
higher pressure than the previous sets. It is also believed that the steam lines were replaced when
the new boilers were put in place.46
One of the most notable machines that operated with steam was the Davy Press located in Bay 1
north. The 1500 ton Davy Press was installed in the Blacksmiths Shop in 1925. The press stands
at 5m tall and 3m wide and includes ancillary equipment, such as two steam reservoirs, a steam
intensifier, a hydraulic unit and a number of large balanced tongs, dies, anvils, fullers ad swages.
An oil-fired furnace served the Davy Press located in Bay 1 North within the northeast corner and
an overhead crane was used to carry material that needed to be forged.47 The Davy Press
originally utilised its own two dedicated boilers installed nearby, which were removed during the
1990s and later, was connected directly to boiler No 4 in the Boilerhouse Annex.
A number of powered hammers were served by the steam system including the 40 cwt arch steam
hammer, the 20 cwt steam hammer and the 8 ½ cwt steam hammers. All three types of hammers
include an assemblage which contributes to their operation, comprised of items such as tongs,
fullers, swages and anvils.48
The 40 cwt arch steam hammer is over 4m high and 2m wide at the base. Two vertical guide rails
are cast into the main frame and it has a single vertical cylinder. The operating lever determines
how much steam is passed to the cylinder, controlling the strength and speed of the hammer blow. 49
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The 20 cwt steam hammer is 3.5 metres high with a stroke of 1m. It sits on top of and is bolted to a
brick and concrete plinth. This hammer was built for the NSW Government and the initials NSWG
are cast into the iron casing. There are four 8 ½ cwt general purpose hammers made by Davis and
Primrose, also with the initials NSWG cast into the iron casing. 50
The two surviving Oliver Hammers are powered by compressed air and emulate the work of a
human striker. Pedal-operated by the blacksmith, they were used for small forging jobs and for
sharpening various tools.51
The steam-driven Rootes Blowers are located against the southern wall of Bay 1 south. They
produced large volumes of low pressure air circulated in underground pipes to the forges that were
located within Bays 1 - 4.52

Line Shafts and Counter Shafts
Line shafts and counter shafts were situated between each bay along the row of double columns. A
number of machines operated from this system including the electric shears, the impact punch, the
continuous forging machine and the overhead and wall cranes. 53 Many of the items that operated
under this system have already been (or have the potential to be) converted to unit electric-motor
drive.
The Bretts impact punch dating from 1899 located at Bay 1 South, was originally operated via an
overhead line shaft and was later converted to electric-motor drive. The electric motor is mounted
on top of the machine and operates a flywheel through a pulley. The punch is operated via pedals
that provide alternating blows to the working tables alongside the machine. 54 Similar to the impact
punch, the De Burg electric shears were also converted to electricity with a dedicated electric motor.
It is believed that both of these machines were relocated to Bay 1 from the old boiler shop. 55 The
Ajax Continuous Forging Machine was operated by a belt and also is provided with a separate
electric motor.56
Integral to the operations in the workshop were the overhead and wall cranes. These had a part in
manoeuvring items in the workshops, as well as acting in an ancillary capacity for various
machines, such as the use of the overhead crane with the Davy press. The wall cranes also
assisted in the movement of material from furnaces to hammers and to other machines or onto
trolleys for transport around the workshop.57

2.6 The Surrounding Area
2.6.1 Character of the Surrounding Area
Before the railway workshops were established at Eveleigh, the area was known as Chisholm’s
Estate. This estate and neighbouring estates were undeveloped farmland until the late nineteenth
century. The effect of the new railway workshops was to transform the area dramatically—a
previously pastoral area of land58 (at that time a dairy) became a site of heavy industry.
When the Eveleigh Railway Workshops were established, the surrounding land was gradually
subdivided and developed into one- and two-storey terraces and cottages, shops and small
warehouses (Figures 2.8–2.9 and 2.35–2.36). The suburb of Redfern was already one of Sydney’s
highest-density areas by the 1880s. By the 1940s, three quarters of Sydney factory workers
worked within a three-mile radius of Redfern Station, and many commuted to work by train. 59
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The Eveleigh Railway Workshops dominated the area, physically and socially. Surrounding areas,
such as Darlington (Golden Grove), Chippendale and Erskineville filled with workers’ housing and
boarding houses. As Lucy Taksa and Joan Kent explain in their social and oral history of the
workshops, it was common for Eveleigh’s workers to live in the surrounding area in close proximity
to the workshops.60 Many boarding houses were established nearby and were common lodgings for
workers, particularly those who moved from the country to find work at Eveleigh. Golden Grove
estate, located on Wilson Street to the north of the Eveleigh Carriage and Wagon Workshops, was
the result of a subdivision of Hutchinson’s Estate for workers’ dwellings in 1881. Similarly, land
immediately south of the Locomotive Workshops filled with streets of terrace houses and shops
during the late nineteenth century61 (see Figure 2.9).
As the workshops expanded, land to the south and southeast of the original workshop boundary
was resumed. A large area was further resumed for the Alexandria Goods Yard in 1917, but a row
of houses and shops remained along the northern side of Henderson Road, with their backyards
abutting the southern boundary of the goods yard 62 (see the 1943 aerial photograph of the site in
Figure 2.10). These houses and shops remained until the late 1940s, when they were demolished
for the construction of the Eastern Suburbs railway line. The only early building that remains along
the this section of Henderson Road is the Alexandria Hotel at the corner of Garden Street.
Rosemary Annable and Kenneth Cable (1995) note that the area around Eveleigh was dominated
by two main activities—residential and rail.63 As the workshops declined and many of its functions
were relocated west to the workshops in Chullora, a corresponding decline occurred in the
population and relative prosperity of the surrounding area.

2.6.2 Alexandria Goods Yard
In 1913,a long strip of land along the southern border of the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops was
resumed to establish the Alexandria Goods Yard. This area, which stretched from Garden Street to
west to the western rail line, was occupied by about four blocks of terrace houses, cottages and
shops (see Figures 2.8 and 2.9 showing the areas of housing removed). Most were resumed and
demolished for the yards—approximately 230 buildings in total64—except for the single row of
houses and shops noted in Section 2.6.1 above.
The Alexandria Goods Yard opened in 1917 and consisted of two long corrugated-iron sheds with a
gable roof and a series of small ancillary buildings (Figures 2.7 and 2.10). 65 The yard was served
by rail lines that connected to the Bankstown suburban rail line north of Erskineville Station. Freight
services to Melbourne were loaded at the Alexandria Goods Yard and travelled along the
Bankstown suburban rail line before heading south. Many trains used for moving goods for the war
effort were loaded at Alexandria during World War II. The yard closed in 1980 and the western part
of the site was transferred to the Housing Commission of NSW to redevelop as public housing. The
eastern part of the site, near Garden Street, was turned into a carpark for Paddy’s Markets in 1988.
This land was incorporated into ATP land in 1991.

2.6.3 Redfern Station
Redfern Station was originally known as Eveleigh Station and was established in 1884 to serve the
new railway workshops. The original station consisted of three island platforms serving four lines
(Figure 2.4). The ticket office was located on the corner of Lawson Street and Rosehill Street, with
stairs down to each individual platform. Rosehill Street was demolished to make way for the later
expansion of Redfern Station to the east, while the ticket office survived and was later extended.
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The construction of Redfern Station was overseen by the office of John Whitton, engineer-in-chief of
the NSW Railways. Whitton had been appointed in 1856 at the beginning of the NSW railway
development and remained in the position until 1890, overseeing the establishment of the main
body of the NSW system.
The station was extended to accommodate the quadruplication of the main suburban lines not long
after it opened in 1891-92. Platforms 5, 6 and 7 were built during this period. Platforms 8 and 9
were added in 1919 and platform 10 in 1924/25. Further extensions occurred in the mid-twentieth
century for the Eastern Suburbs Railway and Illawarra line. Construction of these underground
platforms began in the late 1940s but subsequently stopped as the program came to a halt, but
were partly rebuilt from 1967 as the Eastern Suburbs Railway was restarted, and completed in
1979.
The two sides of the Eveleigh Railway Workshops were connected in 1913 by a narrow metal
pedestrian bridge that stretched over the rail lines and connected via stairs to each of the platforms
of Redfern Station, providing the workers direct access to their place of work 66 (Figures 2.23 and
2.34). The bridge entered the Locomotive Workshops at their northeastern corner, near the Works
Manager’s Office. This bridge was demolished c199467 and, as a result, the strong connection
between the Eveleigh Railway Workshops and Redfern Station has been lost.
An engine dive was constructed to take locomotives under the suburban rail lines to the Locomotive
Workshops. A series of brick chimneys were constructed near the ends of the Redfern Station
platforms to ventilate the dive, which comes to the surface just to the north of the Works Manager’s
Office.

2.6.4 Macdonaldtown Gas Works
The Macdonaldtown Gas Works (also known as the Eveleigh Gas Works) were constructed in
1891–1892 to serve the Eveleigh Railway Workshops. Gas from the works was used for lighting in
carriages and in the railway workshops themselves. The Macdonaldtown Gas Works were
established between the Bankstown and Inner West lines, just south of Macdonaldtown Station
(Figure 2.1).
The gas works produced two types of gas: one plant manufactured gas from coal for general
lighting use and the second plant produced gas from shale for use in carriage lighting. The shalebased gas provided a much brighter illumination than the coal-based gas. The works consisted of
two gas holders, a retort house, a coal store and a purifier shed. Gas was conveyed to the Eveleigh
Railway Workshops in underground pipes.68
On-site production of gas ceased in the 1950s and the gas producing plant was demolished in
1958.69 The gas holders continued use to store gas from the Mortlake Central Distribution Plant.
After the 1950s, the works were used as a pumping and gas equalisation plant until the mid-1970s.
Only one of the two original gas-holders is extant.70

2.7 Labour and Community History
2.7.1 Eveleigh as a Place of Work
In 1996, a series of oral histories of former Eveleigh workers were recorded by Lucy Taksa and
Joan Kent for Godden Mackay. The social history prepared as a result and the interview transcripts
have informed this section of the historical overview.
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By all accounts, the Eveleigh Railway Workshops was a difficult and dangerous place to work. The
intense heat generated by the machines and forges in the workshops, not to mention the constant
noise, dirt and dust, made working at Eveleigh a tough job. Figures 2.28–2.30 show workers in the
Locomotive Workshops in 1938 and 1945. Workers’ conditions were not deemed a priority and
many battles fought at Eveleigh by its workers and associated unions over its 100-year history were
for improved conditions, such as breakfast breaks, and basic amenities, such as indoor toilets and
proper facilities for washing.
Due to the highly technical nature of the work at Eveleigh, the need to employ and keep highly
skilled workers meant that the workshops were a place of long-term employment. Many workers
were employed as apprentices and learnt their trade at Eveleigh, then remained at the workshops
for their entire working lives. The workshops also tended to employ relatives of workers, so in many
cases entire families were employed at Eveleigh.
Social divisions between different sections were marked, even between the running sheds and the
locomotive workshops, to the extent that social events were held separately for the different
sections of Eveleigh.71 Management of the workshops was shaped by the desires of the NSW
Railways Department.

2.7.2 Unions and Eveleigh Railway Workshops
Due to the pattern of long-term employment at the workshops and unity within craft divisions, trade
union membership at Eveleigh was high. The first trade union action at Eveleigh occurred in 1882,
when the Boilermakers Union made claims for overtime on behalf of workers in the Locomotive
Workshops.72 The All-Grades Railway and Tramway Union was formed in 1886. Industrial action
such as strikes occurred at the workshops since the early years of their operation. The industrial
action and work by the union resulted in many improvements in working conditions: the workshops
closed on Saturdays from 1892 following union negotiations and indoor toilets were eventually
provided for workers in 1910. The Eveleigh Railway Workshops were the site of approximately 21
strikes between 1915 and 1917.
During World War II the NSW Department of Railways made moves to introduce new ways of
managing labour in the workshops. The Taylor system, which had been imported from factories in
the US, was touted as a means of improving worker efficiency. The system involved standardising
the methods by which workers performed each task by providing standardised tools and instruction
cards to workers. Surveillance of workers was also increased by hiring additional sub-foremen to
supervise the workshops. The sub-foremen also recorded the time taken for each task performed
by a worker, replacing the established system at Eveleigh that allowed workers to record this
information themselves on timesheets.
The introduction of this last measure sparked a general strike, which commenced 2 August 1917,
with a total of 5780 workers downing tools to protest the introduction of the Taylor system. By the
end of the week, 10,000 workers were involved in the strike and by 22 October, after other unions
became involved, 77,350 workers were on strike in NSW, representing an astonishing 14% of the
State’s total workforce. Of 48,000 workers employed by the NSW Railways and Tramways
Department, only 15,000 did not strike.73 Large protests were held in Sydney throughout the strike.
Figure 2.29 shows idle locomotives outside the Engine Running Sheds during the strike and Figures
2.32 and 2.33 show the empty workshops.
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The All-Grades Railway and Tramway Union strike ended officially on 10 September 1917, though
other workers such as coalminers remained on strike. The general strike had a profound effect on
workers at Eveleigh. The Taylor system was retained and many strikers lost their jobs or were
reinstated on lower pay levels or with reduced responsibility.
Union membership in the workshops remained high after the strike and throughout the next 70
years until the workshops closed. The unions maintained a strong presence in the workshops and
were instrumental in providing work and social services, including language classes, as detailed in
Section 2.74 below, to advocacy for the improvement of working conditions and workers’ rights.

2.7.3 Aboriginal Workers at Eveleigh
The Eveleigh Railway Workshops was a major employer of Aboriginal workers. Due to government
policies that restricted Aboriginal people’s access to education and training, Aboriginal workers in
the city were generally employed as unskilled labourers in factories and workshops and as fettlers
and labourers for the railways. 74 Aboriginal workers at the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops were
generally employed in the foundry and boiler shops and also at the Alexandria Goods Yard in
unskilled labouring jobs such as loading crates and kegs into goods train carriages. 75 Aboriginal
workers were also paid less than their white co-workers at Eveleigh and elsewhere.76 Interviews
held in 1996 with former Eveleigh workers revealed a number of memories of Aboriginal workers in
the locomotive workshops and that the unions and shop committees were active in supporting them.

2.7.4 Migrant Workers at Eveleigh
The number of migrant workers employed at Eveleigh rose sharply after World War II. These workers
moved into the neighbouring suburbs of Alexandria, Redfern and Newtown, taking the place of local
workers who had moved to suburbs further out of the city centre over the previous 20 years. Through
the efforts of the Australian Railway Union, the railway workshops worked hard to integrate the new
migrant workers. English language classes were provided at Eveleigh from 1969.77

2.8 Key Historical Figures
2.8.1 John Whitton and George Cowdery
The founding of the Eveleigh Railway Yards was driven by two important figures in the history of
New South Wales: John Whitton and George Cowdery. Whitton was the Engineer-In-Chief of the
Railways and Cowdery the Deputy Engineer for Existing Lines.
John Whitton arrived in Australia from England to take up the position of Engineer-In-Chief of the
Railways in 1856. His task was to oversee the expansion of the NSW rail system. Despite his task,
many of Whitton’s proposals for the improvement of NSW rail were denied, including extension of
the railway to Hyde Park from its then terminating station at Redfern, and adoption of the same
railway gauge as Victoria and South Australia.78 Whitton fought for the establishment of new railway
workshops for many years and recommended the purchase of the Chisholm Estate for this purpose
in 1875. Other sites were suggested by the government, including an area of land that later
became the Chullora workshops, but Whitton insisted on the Chisholm Estate. Whitton was
responsible for the construction of the southern railway to Goulburn, the Blue Mountains railway and
completing the connection between Queensland, NSW, Victoria and South Australia’s railways. He
retired in 1890.
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George Cowdery also came to Australia from England in 1856. Cowdery first worked on surveying
new railway lines in Victoria and was appointed District Engineer of the Great Southern Railway in
NSW in 1863 by Whitton, whom Cowdery had met previously in England. Cowdery was made
Deputy Engineer for Existing Lines in 1878 and Chief Engineer for Existing Lines in 1880. He was
responsible for the detailed design of the Eveleigh Railway Workshops including the engine running
sheds, for which he used an arched truss roof, reputedly the first use of such a system for an
engine shed.79 Whitton and Cowdery were often in conflict, with Whitton considering the engine
running sheds extravagant.

2.8.2 NSW Premiers JJ Cahill and James McGowen
John Joseph (JJ) Cahill worked at the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops as a fitter. He grew up in
the railway community around the workshops and was hired as an apprentice fitter in 1907. Cahill
was heavily involved in the trade unions at Eveleigh and was an officer of the Amalgamated Society
of Engineers. Cahill lost his job at Eveleigh as a result of his involvement in the General Strike of
1917, where he was seen as one of the main agitators and instigators of the strike. He was reemployed on the railways in 1922 following five hard years without permanent work. Cahill was
elected to NSW parliament in 1925 as the member for St George and served as premier from 1952
to 1959.80
James McGowen was the first Labour Premier of the state of NSW. He worked at the Eveleigh
Railway Workshops as a boilermaker until 1891. During his time at Eveleigh, McGowen became an
active member of the trade union, serving on the executive of the New South Wales Trades and
Labour Council from 1888–1891. McGowen was the president of the Eight Hours Demonstration
Committee in NSW. As a member of the Trades and Labour Council, McGowen joined the Labor
Party and won a seat in Redfern, which he held until 1917. He became leader of the NSW Labor
Party in 1894 and Premier of NSW when the party won the 1910 State elections. He was replaced
in 1913 following friction with trade unions and members in the party and was expelled from the
Labor Party in 1916 because of his support for conscription in World War I.81

2.9 Comparative Analysis
The comparative analysis below compares the historical form and operation of the Eveleigh
Locomotive Workshop area with other railway workshops in Australia from the same period. This
comparative analysis focuses on sites that have contributed to the Australian industrial landscape
historically. Section 3.8 provides a comparison of the current form and condition of the Locomotive
Workshops and other relevant former industrial sites, including former railway workshops.

2.9.1 Newport Railway Workshops, Victoria
Initially built to solely service rolling stock, the Newport Railway workshops were immediately
involved in the actual construction of rolling stock. They were constructed between the Geelong
Railway and the Williamstown Railway in the mid1880s and were the principle construction and
maintenance workshops in Victoria before ceasing operation in 1992. 82
The workshops design was based on British railway workshops with a central clock tower and
masonry main wings with a steel internal structure. The collection of buildings are sprawled across
the site and like Eveleigh were the main construction and maintenance workshops for the state.
Unlike Eveleigh, the workshops are associated with the use of timber with timber used in trusses
and roof purlins. The site also contains a significant timber shed that was part of the original
Carriage Workshops in Williamstown. The site also contained a large tarpaulin shop which was
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constructed with a high roof to allow for the tarpaulins to be hung inside and has an extensive
amount of internal timber.

2.9.2 Inveresk (Launceston) Railway Workshops, Tasmania
The Inveresk (Launceston) railway workshops were established in the 1870s to service locomotives
and the construction of wagons and carriages. The workshops were integral to the evolution of
Tasmania’s industrial environments, in particular demonstrating the beginning of wartime industries
for the state, and were closed in 1993. Initially containing an engine shed and a blacksmith shop,
the site expanded over time as the demand for rail increased and addition buildings were added.
Post World War II, the workshops played a role in the increasing demand of defence and produced
items to accommodate this change, such as shells.83
Similar to Eveleigh, the workshops demonstrate technological innovation with a large reinforced
concrete building constructed by E.G. Stone in 1923 to house the main workshops. They were also
the first in Australia to be converted to diesel power in the 1950s with the construction of the Diesel
Workshops group to service new locomotives. 84 As with Eveleigh, the workshops became
redundant in the 1990s and were subsequently shut down. Currently, they house the Queen
Victoria Museum and Art Gallery discussed in Section 3.7.1 of this report.

2.9.3 North Ipswich Railway Workshops, Queensland
The North Ipswich railway workshops in Queensland operated from 1864 to 1995 and were the first
railway workshops in Queensland, built to serve the State’s first railway line. Like Eveleigh, the
initial task of the workshops was to assemble and maintain locomotives and parts imported from
England and later began manufacturing its own locomotives for use on Queensland’s railways. 85
The workshops initially consisted of two cast-iron, pre-fabricated erecting shops, both imported from
England. These buildings were later replaced with brick workshops. As the North Ipswich railway
workshops carried out similar functions to Eveleigh, the site retains a range of buildings of similar
use, including locomotive workshops, carriage and wagon workshops, a boiler house, pump house,
administration buildings and a Chief Mechanical Engineer’s Office, as well as a range of equipment
such as a traverser and turntable.
The workshops were shut down in 1995 following the transfer of remaining functions to the railway
workshops in Redbank. The North Ipswich Railway Workshops now house the Workshops Rail
Museum.

2.10 Figures
The figures below have been oriented with north up the page for consistency with current ATP
plans. Many of the historical plans for the area have been oriented with north down the page and
so are presented upside-down in this section.
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Figure 2.3 Plan of the Chisholm Estate c1875 with an overlay of the current ATP site boundary and buildings. (Source: State Rail
Authority Archives)

Figure 2.4 ‘Diagram plan of Eveleigh Workshops & land resumed. Also rough sketch of siding accommodation’, possibly from 1889.
The sketch south of the workshops is labelled ‘Proposed goods yard Eveleigh’. Streets of housing that had been constructed around
the same time as the establishment of the workshops is shown dotted south of the goods yard sketch. (Source: State Rail Authority
Archives)
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Figure 2.5 ‘New South Wales Government Railways: Plan of water service Eveleigh Workshops’ from 1898. The new foundry building
can be seen to the west of the Locomotive Workshops. (Source: State Rail Authority Archives)

Figure 2.6 ‘New South Wales Government Railways: Locomotive Workshops Eveleigh’, undated, but most likely 1930s. Comparison
of this plan with Figure 2.3 shows the immense growth of the workshops over 30 years. The Large Erecting Shed and New Locomotive
Shops are both shown. (Source: State Rail Authority Archives)
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Figure 2.7 Detail of a plan of the Eveleigh Railway Workshops and Alexandria Goods Yard, undated but probably the 1940s. The
course of the Eastern Suburbs Railway is shown curving along the base of the image. (Source: State Rail Authority Archives)
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Figure 2.8 The present boundary and extant buildings of the ATP site (outlined in red) overlaid on the c1890 Atlas of Suburbs plan of
Alexandria, Parishes of Alexandria and Petersham. This image shows the streets of housing that were resumed. (Source: Atlas of
Suburbs, Alexandria 1890, with GML additions in red outline)
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Figure 2.9 The present boundary and buildings of the ATP site (outlined in red) overlaid on three Metropolitan Detail Series–
Alexandria Sheet 11 Plans dating from 1889, 1893 and 1895. The area inside the red boundary shows in detail the areas of housing
that were resumed for the expansion of the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops and Alexandria Goods Yard in 1917. (Source:
Metropolitan Detail Series–Alexandria Sheet 11 Plans dating from 1889, 1893 and 1895, with GML additions in red outline)

Figure 2.10 The Locomotive Workshops and Alexandria Goods Yard in 1943, showing the row of housing along the northern side of
Henderson Road that was demolished during construction of the Eastern Suburbs Railway line. (Source: NSW Land and Property
Management Authority)
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Figure 2.11 The first Sydney yard, which was located further
towards the current location of Central Station. (Source: State
Rail Authority Archives)

Figure 2.12 The original Engine Running Sheds at Eveleigh.
(Source: State Rail Authority Archives)

Figure 2.13 Interior of the Engine Running Sheds. (Source: State
Rail Authority Archives)

Figure 2.14 The Large Erecting Shed in 1910. (Source:
Government Printing Office collection, State Library of NSW)

Figure 2.15 Interior of the locomotive workshops, date unknown.
(Source: Government Printing Office collection, State Library of
NSW)

2.16 Outside the Large Erecting Shed in 1938. (Source: Hood
Collection, State Library of NSW)
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Figure 2.17 View of the locomotive workshops before 1910, looking southwest. The curved rooves of the Engine Running Sheds can
be seen in the distance. (Source: State Rail Authority Archives)

Figure 2.18 View of the locomotive workshops in 1910. The inscription on the image claims that it is a view of the New Locomotive
Shop, but it appears to be a view of the Locomotive Workshops, with what was the Spring Shop on the left. (Source: Government
Printing Office collection, State Library of NSW)
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Figure 2.19 View of the works manager’s office and the locomotive workshops some time between 1905 and 1922. The New
Locomotive Shop has been constructed, but the Works Manager’s Office has not yet been extended. (Source: State Rail Authority
Archives)

Figure 2.20 View of the works manager’s office and the locomotive workshops pre-1940s. The locomotive dive has been constructed.
(Source: State Rail Authority Archives)
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Figure 2.21 View of the Works Manager’s Office in the late 1940s. (Source: State Rail Authority Archives)

Figure 2.22 The locomotive workshops c1940s. The building in the centre of the image is the New Locomotive Shop. The long sheds
of the Alexandria Goods Yard can be seen in the background. (Source: State Rail Authority Archives)
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Figure 2.23 The locomotive workshops in c1940s, showing the workmen’s bridge connecting the two sides of the Eveleigh Railway
Workshops and Redfern station. (Source: State Rail Authority Archives)

Figure 2.24 The locomotive workshops in 1986, showing the traverser between the locomotive workshops and the large erecting shed.
The building just visible on the right was the old Wheel Press Shop. (Source: Don Godden & Associates)
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Figure 2.25 The locomotive workshops in 1986. The New
Locomotive Shop can be seen in the distance. (Source: Don
Godden & Associates)

Figure 2.26 The locomotive workshops from Garden Street in
1986. The oliver smiths shop is the building on the left. (Source:
Don Godden & Associates)

Figure 2.27 Entrance to the Locomotive Workshops from
Cornwallis Street in 1986, showing the New Locomotive
Workshops in the background. (Source: Don Godden &
Associates)

Figure 2.28 Workers in the locomotive workshops in 1938. This
photograph is one of a series of Eveleigh workers at work taken
by Sam Hood for the Century newspaper. (Source: State Library
of NSW)

Figure 2.29 Workers in the locomotive workshops in 1938. This
photograph is one of a series of Eveleigh workers at work taken
by Sam Hood for the Century newspaper. (Source: State Library
of NSW)

Figure 2.30 Construction of a C3806 locomotive at the Eveleigh
Locomotive Workshops in April 1945, most likely in the Large
Erecting Shed. (Source: State Records NSW)
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Figure 2.31 Idle locomotives in front of the engine running sheds during the General Strike in 1917. (Source: State Library of NSW)

Figure 2.32 The locomotive workshops in 1917 during the General Strike. (Source: State Library of NSW)
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Figure 2.33 The locomotive workshops in 1917 during the General Strike. (Source: State Library of NSW)

Figure 2.34 View of Redfern Station from the workmen’s bridge connecting both sides of Eveleigh in 1954. (Source: State Records
NSW)
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Figure 2.35 A resumed property on the corner of Wyndham
Street and Henderson Road in 1926. (Source: State Library of
NSW)

Figure 2.36 View along Henderson Road in 1938, showing the
Alexandria Hotel on the right. (Source: State Library of NSW)

Figure 2.37 View west along Henderson Road in 1927, showing
the railway sheds of the Alexandria Goods Yard to the right,
adjacent to the Alexandria Hotel. (Source: State Library of NSW)

Figure 2.38 ‘First passenger express train to run on the new
standard gauge line from Sydney-Melbourne ready in Alexandria
Goods Yard’ in 1962. Other sources have indicated that this may
be a freight train. (Source: State Library of NSW)
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3.0 Australian Technology Park Today
3.1 Overview
The ATP site reflects an amalgamation of railway land gradually resumed since 1878. Areas of
land once occupied by the Alexandria Goods Yard and resumed for the construction of the Eastern
Suburbs Railway tunnels and extensions of the Eveleigh locomotive workshops are contained within
the ATP site in addition to the land initially resumed for the locomotive workshops. The site
boundary does not correspond with the boundary of the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops nor does
it reflect any particular historical management area. Figure 3.1 shows the site today.
The ATP site excludes some buildings and areas of land that have historically been part of the
Eveleigh Railway Workshops, including some previously intrinsic to its function. For example, the
Large Erecting Shop, which is still in use by RailCorp, is not within the ATP site boundary. The full
extent of the Alexandria Goods Yard is not reflected in the boundary of the ATP site either—a large
portion of the goods yard land to the east was redeveloped by the Housing Commission of NSW in
the 1980s and some land was turned into a park. The area of the goods yard contained within the
ATP site has been redeveloped into a sports oval, landscaping, tennis courts, carparks and
landscaped verges, as well as the site for the Biomedical and RTA buildings.
Three of the four most significant buildings of the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops have been
retained within the ATP site—the locomotive workshops, the new locomotive shop and the works
manager’s office. The location of the foundry is still evident from the high retaining wall that cuts
across much of the site from west to east. Most of the ancillary buildings that occupied the Eveleigh
Locomotive Workshops have been demolished. These buildings comprised a range of small and
large sheds of various materials which would have provided a sense what the workshops were
really like when they were functioning, but would have been difficult to adapt to a new use.
Eveleigh was formerly surrounded by a boundary wall that separated the workshops from the
surrounding streets. This has been removed and replaced by building form and landscaping. The
pedestrian overbridge that connected the two sides of the Eveleigh Railway Workshops was
demolished c1994. The historical physical connection that existed between the workshops and
Redfern Station has been lost through the removal of this bridge.
The adaptive re-use of the workshops has been carried out sensitively, but inevitably with such a
substantial change in use—railway workshops to technology park—the character of the site as a
whole has changed. Physical remnants of past use is generally confined to the workshops
buildings remaining and the machinery collections contained within, with some machinery and rail
lines located throughout the site. Existing interpretation at the site is a product of its time and does
not give a coherent story about the site as a whole. However, the significant elements that remain
within ATP offer great potential for the powerful and important social history of Eveleigh to be
communicated and remembered.
An Interpretation Plan for the entire former Eveleigh Railway Workshops site has been recently
prepared and its implementation will communicate the powerful story of Eveleigh. Details of the
plan, including proposals to reinstate former pedestrian connections between the two former sides
of Eveleigh, are included in Section 8.0 Constraints and Opportunities.
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3.2 Built Heritage and Management Context
ATP began as a joint venture between the University of New South Wales, the University of Sydney
and the University of Technology, Sydney, supported by the NSW State Government and the
Commonwealth Government. In July 2000, the site was transferred to and managed by the Sydney
Harbour Foreshore Authority and in January 2005 ownership was transferred to the RedfernWaterloo Authority (RWA) (now UrbanGrowth NSW Development Corporation (UGDC)). As a
result, the ATP is a wholly owned subsidiary of UGDC. The RWA managed land and property as
well as infrastructure in the Redfern-Waterloo area and promoted commercial growth for local
businesses. The ATP is one of the state significant sites that forms part of the RWA development
strategy.1
The ATPSL have developed comprehensive criteria for tenants of the ATP based on the
Constitution for ATPSL, prepared in 2000. The RWA (now UGDC) has also prepared the Redfern
Waterloo Built Environment Plan (Stage one) 2006, to assist with planning for the future of the site.
This plan is discussed further in section 8.4.5 of this report.
The Eveleigh site as it stands today has undergone significant change with the addition of new
commercial and educational buildings; however, the original buildings that remain are largely intact
externally. The site comprises of the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshop building, the National
Innovation Centre (the formerly the New Locomotive Workshops), the International Business Centre
(former Works Manager’s Office), the new Global Television and Pacific Magazines building, the
National Innovation and Communications Technology Australia (NICTA) building and the
Biomedical building. These are shown in context of each other in Figure 3.2.
Internally, there has been a series of office fitouts that are largely reversible and do not impact
significantly on the original structure. Spatial volumes are retained in a number of internal plaza
areas and circulation spaces (Figure 3.3).

3.3 Original Buildings
There are three original buildings in the precinct which are situated around the Innovation Plaza.
The Innovation Plaza connects the National Innovation Centre with the Locomotive Workshops, and
with the International Business Centre (see Figure 3.4). The plaza is lined with trees and is paved
with brickwork. Parts of the old rail lines are visible and have been maintained to express what was
once the function of the area with an old carriage displayed on one of the tracks as an interpretive
element.

3.3.1 Locomotive Workshop
The most prominent building on the site is the Locomotive Workshop, a two storey sandstone brick
structure of Neo Classical form consisting of 16 equally sized bays, internal hollow cast iron
columns and wrought iron trusses, and corrugated iron roofing. Initially, it was built as two
structures with Bays 1-4 being one structure and Bays 5-15 a second structure with the space in
between acting as a laneway. This was later filled in and the two buildings were connected with a
new Bay, 4a. Later, the numbering system changed to Bays 1-16 converting Bay 4a to Bay 5 and
the internal wall was demolished. Externally, arched openings pierce through the 460mm thick
brick walls which once allowed for trains and machinery to exit and enter the building. The
openings are now solid, glazed or operable.
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Together with the internal trusses, columns and internal downpipes, the roof acts as a system
working as one unit. It is clad with a mixture of original and new corrugated iron sheeting, with
original sheeting largely in place in Bays 1 and 2. Each bay has a clerestory window in the centre
of the roof with a curvilinear profile, also clad in corrugated iron. Original louvers have remained on
the sides with added glazing allowing for natural light throughout the building.
The building remains predominately intact and in a fair to good condition with each bay expressing
its long period of intensive use with a certain degree of weathering that has occurred over time.
The eastern Bays 1 and 2 communicate of the original condition of the building with the addition of
very little new fabric. These bays house ‘Wrought Artworks’, a private blacksmith workshop at the
southern end and a large number of movable heritage items at the north end, including the Davy
Press.
Within Bays 3, 4 and 5 are new infill offices that house the ATP Office as well as other tenants and
a lecture theatre at the southern end of Bay 5. These bays act as a whole, with a large atrium
space in the middle at Bay 4 and offices built around the edge in a u-shape at the northern end.
They have been built into three levels to utilise the height, with stairs exposed to the central atrium
and the floor lined with carpet throughout. Each floor has a mezzanine walkway that looks over the
open space, with the first floor walkway being the widest and extending out the furthest as shown in
Figure 3.5. Two large openings, which have been infilled with glass, form an access point at the
southern end of Bay 4. This southern end has remained open with a mezzanine walkway for the
upper level shown in Figure 3.6 and the public is able to walk through and view the new use of the
space, then continue to Bay 6-9.
The centre of the Locomotive Workshop building houses further office space and a thick brick wall
with a large opening that divides the space between Bay 5 and 6 shown in Figure 3.7. On either
side are two levels of infill offices leaving a corridor of open space through Bays 6 and 7. Within
this corridor is another overhead travelling crane and a new lift shaft. The office spaces are lined
with plasterboard and contain some openings made up of glass and a steel frame. The corridor
then leads to Bay 8 which is of a similar design to Bay 4, having the central space open with a cafe
and two levels of office space around the edges at the northern end. There is also a large glass
opening at the southern end forming another access point from the south (Figure 3.8). Similarly to
Bay 6 and 7, Bay 9 contains two levels of office space and a ticket window (Figure 3.9) on the
ground floor where it leads into the exhibition space of Bay 10-14.
An open hall is set up in Bays 10–14 (Figure 3.10) leaving the large space of the Locomotive
Workshop open with some machinery grouped as an interpretive display at the northern end of Bay
10 (Figure 3.11). The original structure is left exposed expressing the cast iron columns and
wrought iron roof trusses and each bay has two sets of columns joined together by steel girders
(Figure 3.12). It is envisaged by ATP that this space will remain an exhibition space for the public to
view the movable heritage items. These are the only bays that have not been retrofitted and the
entire structure is exposed.
Originally Bays 15-16 were separated by a brick wall which has remained. They have now been
infilled with three and two levels of new office space respectively. Centrally, the original structure is
exposed with the new structures on either side. These are connected by walking bridges on level
two and three (Figure 3.13 and 3.14). Most of the new infill areas are lined with timber or
plasterboard and constructed of steel and timber while the floor is lined with carpet.
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A series of annexes once lined the southern wall of the building, consisting of 21 annexes of brick,
timber and corrugated iron. Today, there are nine original annexes remaining and three new that
have been constructed of contemporary material. Annexes 1 to 6 are original and currently house
(from 1 to 6): a machinery/workshop area, blacksmith shop, blacksmith shop access and fuel tanks,
boilers (Figure 3.15), commercial kitchen access and pump room. Annex 8a is an original structure
with heavy modifications and currently houses the ATP security office, while 9a is an external space
with air conditioning fan coil units on a platform. Annex 10a houses office space within a modified
original structure. Annexes 12, 13 and 20a are new structures clad with corrugated iron and house
the plant room.
As noted above, Annex 6 houses the pump room. Comprising of a brick and stone structure with a
lantern roof, it has been recently restored and interpreted. The hydraulic pump inside has been
repainted in its original colours and the room itself has been kept in its original form with various
hand tools and other machinery in place as it would have been originally. This interpretation of the
pump room allows the visitor to have a sense of how it once operated (Figure 3.16).

3.3.2 National Innovation Centre
To the east of the Locomotive Workshops is the National Innovation Centre which was once known
as the New Locomotive Workshops, where locomotives were constructed on site. This building is
also of masonry construction and contains a frame of steel columns, roof truss structure and
corrugated iron roof. The building consists of two long bays and is considerably smaller than the
locomotive workshops. The northern section was built first, in 1907. This comprised of two long
bays running north south with openings on either end to allow the locomotives in and out of the
building and divided into eight bays east west. In 1914 an extension was constructed which
extended the building to the south with a further seven bays running east west and a sawtooth roof
facing south.
The majority of the building has been retrofitted internally with three levels of office space and a
central atrium, which exposes the original structure. Within the central space, a row of old wash
basins remain as interpretation of the working conditions of the past and suspended above is an
overhead travelling crane (shown in Figure 3.17). The retrofit allows for much of the structure to be
exposed throughout as the new design is integrated with the old (Figure 3.18).

3.3.3 International Business Centre
The old Works Manager’s Office, now known as the International Business Centre, is situated
opposite the National Innovation Centre. Externally, it is largely intact with major internal
modifications that have changed the configuration to house small offices and meeting rooms. The
building forms a T-shape in plan and is constructed of masonry, rendered and painted an off-white
colour with maroon trimmings (Figure 3.19). Although it has been heavily modified internally,
externally it retains its original form of the 1940s.

3.4 New Buildings
3.4.1 Biomedical Building
Following the closure of the workshops in 1988, one of the initial new buildings built on the site was
the Biomedical Building (Figure 3.20), completed in 2000. It is a purpose-built scientific facility and
was designed by TGP Architects & Planners Pty Ltd. The facility is situated opposite the
Locomotive Workshops on the southern end of the site and is four storeys high with a reinforced
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concrete structure and external stainless steel walkways.2 The wedge-shaped building is split into
two facades, the western laboratories are shaded with sunscreens at the steel walkways and the
eastern façade houses the offices. In keeping with the industrial nature of the site, the air handling
equipment is exposed on the roof of the building. 3

3.4.2 National Information & Communications Technology Australia (NICTA)
Construction began in 2007 for the NICTA research facility following a design by Cox Richardson
Architects and was completed in 2008 (Figure 3.21). The building is located south of the locomotive
workshop building in close proximity to the Biomedical Building. Externally, there are six service
cores on the western and eastern facades expressing the internal mechanics and vertical ventilation
system while providing shade from the low angle sun. Internally, the building adopts a large open
plan and allows for flexibility in workspace arrangements. The materiality of the building responds
to the historical and industrial context with the use of weathered steel cladding on the service cores
and off-form concrete throughout the building, along with recycled hardwood and polished concrete
floors internally. 4

3.4.3 Channel 7, Global Television and Pacific Magazines (Media City)
A new media complex, designed by PTW Architects, has recently been completed to the southwest
of the Eveleigh site in the vicinity of the Biomedical Building. The new media complex will house
the Seven Network, Pacific Magazines and Global Television. The building is broken up into eleven
storeys of office space and four separate studios externally, shown in Figure 3.22. In response to
the nearby NSW Department of Housing apartments, the southwest wing of building is four storeys
high to minimise impact.5 The building is of reinforced concrete frame construction and curtain wall
glazing, particularly the expansive southern side, as can be seen in Figure 3.23. The northern side
consists of smaller coloured window bays with shading devices.

3.4.4 Sydney Ambulance Centre and the NSW Transport Management Centre
The building housing the Sydney Ambulance Centre and the NSW Transport Management Centre
was conceived in 1997 and subsequently built and is one of the first buildings built on the site since
the closure of the Workshops. It is a three–storey brick building that fronts onto Garden Street
south of NICTA and to the east of the biomedical building. A pub is located to the south, on the
corner of Garden Street and Henderson Road, but does not form part of the ATP site.

3.5 Water Tower
The Water Tower is a wrought iron and steel structure with a square, open-topped elevated
reservoir that once supplied water for the site (Figure 3.28). It is located opposite the International
Business Centre on the boundary of Cornwallis Street and acts a landmark for the area. Figure
3.29 shows the Water Tower in context to the street and to the railway line.

3.6 Landscaping
Landscaping is a major component of the site with various planned hard and soft landscaping
areas. The entry point from Cornwallis Street closest to Redfern Station is a landscaped area with
grass and trees lining the edges. A large staircase leads down to the Innovation Plaza and past the
Water Tower which is discussed in section 3.8. The Innovation Plaza is lined with two rows of
deciduous trees, while the ground comprises diagonal brickwork with intact remnants of the old rail
lines. A number of movable planter boxes and benches constructed of steel and timber, (originating
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on the site) are set out in the plaza. The path along Locomotive Street and the edge around the
various carparks are lined with trees and shrubs. A paved area in front of the NICTA building also
contains trees. Paved areas lead down into the southern end of the site and past the media
complex and the biomedical building. A large grassed area with trees lining the edge defines the
southern edge of the site.

3.7 Heritage Interpretation
The ATP lends itself to be interpreted for its past use with the aid of machinery displayed throughout
the site. To this end, there is interpretation scattered across the site, generally in the form of panels
and signs in front of the workshops buildings or next to items of machinery that have been restored
and put on display.
There are 44 interpretive panels throughout the site with 12 external signs and 18 in the internal
circulation spaces, with the remainder being in Bay 10. Most of the panels accompanying the
machinery displayed describe the item and its historical use, while some cover more general
historical themes such as the original blacksmiths shop. Figure 3.26 shows the Davy Press on
display and Figure 3.27 shows an original external urinal with an interpretive panel.
Public access is available to most of the site with access to the exterior unrestricted and the interior
restricted to areas that are unoccupied by tenants. Bays 3 through to 9 and 15–16 are accessible
and Bays 10-14 are available for functions.
The site interpretation is informative, but it is a product of its time—interpretation philosophy and
methods have developed greatly over the past decade. For example, the placing of machinery
does not appear to have been organised with any overarching strategy that would allow the items to
be understood in a meaningful way. Each item is displayed with an interpretive panel that describes
the original use of the machine and its history, but does not provide a connection with the social
history of the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops or a sense of how it operated within the site as a
whole.
There are a number of more successful examples of interpretation at the site. The display of the
overhead traveling cranes throughout the locomotive workshops building, the restoration of the
pump room and the machinery in the blacksmith shop (Figure 3.24), are good examples of
interpretation which provide a representation of how the machines would have once operated,
rather than being displayed in isolation as seen in Figure 3.25. Original rail lines have been
interpreted through the use of lines marked on the carpet within the locomotive workshop building
from Bay 3 to Bay 9, continuing the line from the blacksmith shop in Bay 1 and Bay 2. As noted in
Section 3.1, an Interpretation Plan for the entire former Eveleigh Railway Workshops site has been
recently approved (see Section 8.0 for more details) and some measures have been implemented
or are underway, including the ATP Open Day and Eveleigh Railway Film Festival, fit-out of Bays 1
and 2 north for interpretation, new interpretation signage and a walking guide and window graphics
to Innovation Plaza.

3.8 Planning For Future Development
The approved subdivision plan for ATP allows a number of further development lots on the site.
The planning context for the site is described further in Section 8.0 Constraints and Opportunities.
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A Concept Plan for the former Carriage and Wagon Workshops (now known as North Eveleigh) was
approved in 2009 and allows for a mix of residential and commercial development. Redfern Station
will be redeveloped with funds from the sale of the North Eveleigh.

3.9 Comparative Analysis—Contemporary Adaptive Reuse
The Eveleigh Locomotive Workshop area is an industrial site that has been transformed and given a
new purpose. A comparative analysis is provided here of adaptively re-used buildings and sites
which share key features, characteristics and historic themes including railway sites that have been
adaptively re-used and industrial sites that have been given a new use. The purpose of this
comparative analysis is to provide a better understanding of a site’s significance, in accordance with
the NSW Heritage Council document Conservation Management Plan (CMP) Assessment Checklist
September 2003.

3.9.1 Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery—Launceston Railway Workshops
The evolution of Eveleigh as railway workshops is similar to the story of other railways around
Australia. The Launceston Railway Workshops are no exception. Established in the 1870s, they
ceased operation in 1993 and have since been reactivated as a cultural precinct for Inveresk,
Tasmania.6 The workshops were key to the evolution of Tasmania’s industrial environments, in
particular demonstrating the beginning of wartime industries for the state. Today they house the
Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery, where the original buildings have been retrofitted with new
uses while maintaining the distinction between the old and the new (see Figure 3.30). The new
works take advantage of current technology and allow the museum to maintain a stable
environment through the use of double glazing and an air conditioning system with geothermal heat
exchange. Similar to Eveleigh, the blacksmith workshop has been retained as an interpretation of
the past use of the site along with the Weighbridge. 7

3.9.2 Canberra Glassworks
Industrial sites such as the Kingston Power House demonstrate that they can be successfully
adapted into a new use. This particular site is now a glass art workshop and production centre and
while the new use of the site is quite different to the original, the industrial character of heat, sound
and light remains (see Figure 3.31). Originally, the Power House and the Fitters Workshop were
the first to provide power to Canberra in 1915 and demonstrate the beginning of electricity
generation for the city. Unlike Eveleigh, the life of the Power House was short and shut down in
1929, with reactivation occurring in short periods between 1936 and 1942. 8

3.9.3 North Eveleigh CarriageWorks
North of the Eveleigh workshops is the CarriageWorks, which has been converted into a
performance centre for the arts. A ‘raw’ approach has been taken with this similarly historic site,
with a simple take on adaptive re-use (Figure 3.32). Here, the building has been left in its state of
weathering, with the original structure and materials remaining exposed. The space has been
divided into two flexible theatre spaces, training rooms, office space and large workshops. 9 Situated
within the open space of the foyer are new structures which have been placed to house amenities.
The new structures do not touch the original fabric, but simply exist within it and are constructed of
raw materials. There is also a weekend market, managed by ATPSL, which is held for the
community and visitors. Future residential development has been incorporated into the masterplan
design of the overall site to respond to demand in the area. Overall, the site has retained its
industrial character despite it now housing performing arts.
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3.9.4 Cockatoo Island
Cockatoo Island is a prime example where an industrial site has been taken the ‘keep as found’
approach while making use of the site as a stage for concerts and events. Although the site holds a
maritime history, it is similar to Eveleigh in its industrial nature and ceased operation in 1997. The
island was an imperial prison, industrial school and reformatory gaol and during the twentieth
century it was Australia’s largest shipyard which was built by convicts in 1857. With this substantial
industrial history behind it, the original buildings remain on the site with accommodation available in
Federation period houses on the island. It is also a popular camping ground, where visitors have
the opportunity to camp and take heritage tours of the site or conduct their own tour (see Figure
3.33). There are no permanent activities aside from regular guided tours by knowledgeable tour
guides and a regular school programme.10

3.9.5 Civic Railway Workshops—Honeysuckle, Newcastle
The Civic Railway Workshops are relatively smaller in scale to the Eveleigh Locomotive workshops
and were constructed between 1874 and 1886. They are integral to the historical evolution of
railway in the area having allowed for separation from the Great Northern Lines in the main rail
system. Currently they have been transformed into a new social centre for the area with a mixture
of restaurants, cafes, culture and public space and will soon house the Newcastle Regional
Museum. As the site is situated near the water, this has been used as an advantage to allow for
tourists to visit a historical setting with contemporary activities (see Figure 3.34). The boiler house
and machine shop are currently occupied by the Hunter Valley Wine Society while the blacksmith’s
shop and wheel shop are occupied by tenants, all of which have been restored. 11 In a similar way to
ATP, new office buildings have been added within the Honeysuckle site.

3.9.6 The Workshops Rail Museum Queensland—North Ipswich Railway Workshops
Established in 1864, the north Ipswich railway workshops were the first in Queensland and hence
are important in documenting the transport development of Queensland. 12 With funding from the
Queensland Heritage Trail Network, the workshops have been redeveloped into a ‘living history’
experience for the visitor, including interactive interpretation detailing the history of rail in the state,
the workers and their stories as well as looking into the future of rail technology with simulations
(see Figure 3.33). The museum includes close up exhibitions of rolling stock and a model railway
as well as the chance for visitors to watch workers restore parts of steam locomotives. 13

3.9.7 Midland Atelier—Midland Railway Workshops
The workshops were built in 1904 and were the largest industrial workshops in Western Australia.
The old Pattern Shop and Foundry have been converted into a creative industries centre, the
Midland Atelier (Figure 3.36). The Atelier utilises modern technology and is environmentally
friendly, powered by 201 solar panels. This innovation continues one of the original uses of the
workshops which once had a power house that assisted in the repair of locomotives and provided
electivity to Perth’s east. Like Eveleigh, the workshops are evolving as technology evolves, now
with a contemporary use.
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Figure 3.1 The ATP Site today showing the new and existing buildings. The railway tracks are to the north and Redfern Station is to
the north east. The ATP is outlined in red. (Source: ATP base plan with additions by GML May 2010)
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Figures (left to right) 3.2 Panorama of new buildings, NICTA, Biomedical Building and the Media Complex; 3.3 Internal circulation
space; 3.4 Innovation Plaza; 3.5 Mezzanine Walkway; 3.6 View from top Mezzanine level; 3.7 Brick dividing wall and overhead crane;
3.8 Internal space and southern glazed opening; 3.9 Ticket window; 3.10 Bays 10-14 open hall; 3.11 Interpretive display at northern
end of Bay 10; 3.12 Steel Columns; 3.13 Internal fit out; 3.14 Bays 15-16 connected by walkways; 3.15 Boilers on the southern wall of
the Locomotive Workshop; 3.16 The Pump Room;
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Figures (left to right) 3.17 Internal space with overhead crane and washbasins to the right; 3.18 Exposed structure with new fit out to
the left; 3.19 External view of the IBC; 3.20 External view of the Biomedical Building; 3.21 External view of NICTA; 3.22 Media complex
with four separate studios to the right; 3.23 Media Complex with curtain wall glazing to the south; 3.24 Blacksmith Shop machinery;
3.25 Machinery Display; 3.26 The Davy Press; 3.27 External urinal with interpretation panel; 3.28 Water Tower; 3.29 Entry to the ATP
from Gibbons Street with the Water Tower to the left and the railway to the right.
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Figures (left to right) 3.30 Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery, former Launceston Railway Workshops (Source: Department of
the Environment and Heritage, Adaptive Reuse, The Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery, 2004); 3.31 Canberra Glassworks; 3.32
CarriageWorks, North Eveleigh (Source: Architecture Australia, CarriageWorks, John De Mannicor, Jul/Aug 2007); 3.33 Cockatoo
Island (Source: Sydney Harbour Federation Trust, <http://www.cockatooisland.gov.au/>); 3.34 Civic Railway Workshops, Honeysuckle
(Source: GML 2008); 3.35 The workshops rail museum Queensland, North Ipswich (Source: Queensland Museum
<http://www.theworkshops.qm.qld.gov.au>); 3.36 Midlands Atelier (Source: Heritage Matters brochure, Heritage Council of Western
Australia, 2010)

3.10 Endnotes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
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4.0 Movable Heritage
4.1 Introduction
The Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Machinery Collection is listed in the State Heritage Register
for the contribution it makes to the significance of Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops. The Collection
comprises selected examples of the machines and equipment installed in the Workshops at the
time that it closed and includes individual items dating from the late nineteenth century through to
the mid-twentieth century. An overview of the systems in place and the machinery used when the
workshops were operating is given in Section 2.5.2.
Many machines evolved during their lifetime at the workshops with changing technology.
Conversion of fuel and drive mechanisms was a common process for many of the machines. The
steam boilers which once powered large numbers of machines within the workshops articulate this
evolution in technology, having been switched from coal to fuel-oil to natural-gas firing during the
middle of the twentieth century.
When the workshops first shut down in the late 1980s, a small number of movable items from the
workshops were deemed to be of high cultural or historical value and were put into the railways
memorabilia collection or donated to organisations such as the Powerhouse Museum.
Consequently, these have not been included in any of the subsequent machinery inventories
associated with Eveleigh Railway Workshops and are not documented (outside of their museum
records) in relation to their role in the Locomotive Workshops. At the same time, large numbers of
other machines were deemed to be of little heritage value and were sold or discarded and their role
in the operations of the workshops is also unrecorded. The machinery and equipment remaining in
the Workshops is what is now known as the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Machinery Collection.
Some of the machinery is still being used today at the blacksmiths workshop which operates in
Bays 1 and 2 of the locomotive workshop building. Other machinery is displayed throughout the
site with various interpretation panels. In particular, a number of machines are displayed in the
northern part of Bay 10.
A number of the remaining machines played a significant role in the operations of the workshops,
including the Davy Press in Bay 1 North, blacksmith’s hammers, presses, associated hand tools
and other small items in both Bays 1 and 2, milling and planing machines in Bay 10, the four boilers
in Annex 2 and the hydraulic pumping machines in Annex 6.
ATPSL have completed a Heritage and Conservation Register for the site, which includes an
inventory of the machinery collection, listing all the machinery and movable heritage items that are
of heritage significance which are either located on-site, off-site or have been disposed of since the
early 1990s. These lists do not contain much information on the current condition and integrity of
the items and additionally, where the list does mention whether they are operational or not, it does
not provide any details of the circumstances.

4.2 Management Plan for Movable Items 1996
The primary management policy document in relation to the management of the movable heritage
collection at Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops prior to the ATP S170 Register has been the Eveleigh
Workshops Management Plan for Movable Items and Social History, prepared by Godden Mackay
Pty Ltd for City West Development Corporation, State Rail Authority and Department of Urban
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Affairs and Planning in July 1996. This report provided important background information and
policies for the collection and is noted as a reference document in the movable collection’s S170
Register listing. Section 7.0 of the management plan established a set of management policies for
the movable items. The primary relevant policies identified for management of the movable items
are set out in Policy 7.6: Conservation Approach. This section states, inter alia:


The collection of significant equipment and machinery, the majority of which is
currently in Bays 1-4A of the Locomotive Workshop, should be conserved in ways
which protect and enhance its cultural significance, continue its useful life and
contribute to the activities at Eveleigh as both an engineering and educational
resource. Long term conservation of the outstanding cultural significance of the
Eveleigh machinery collection should be an important component of the future use
and management strategies.



Future developments should take into account the need to integrate the retention and
conservation of the machinery within the development of the site as a whole.



The Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops should house machinery and relics
provenanced to the site or judged appropriate for inclusion in the collection on site by
this report, but should not become a repository for ‘antique’ railway machinery.



The machinery and associated tools should remain together on site as assemblages,
collections or systems.



No part of an assemblage should be removed from the parent relic. This includes all
tools, stands and operating equipment.

Other sections within Section 7.0 provide policies to cover a range of potential issues, including
possible restoration and operation of the machinery. Policies relevant to the current management
environment include:


NSW Government responsibility for management and costs associated with Eveleigh
Machinery Collection (Policy 7.3)



Responsibility to Interpret the Eveleigh Machinery Collection (Policy 7.4)



The appointment of a specialist Machinery Supervisor to oversee the management of the
Eveleigh Machinery Collection (Policy 7.5)

While the last of these policies has not been implemented, ATPSL funds the management and
maintenance of the movable heritage collection and seeks expert advice where required.

4.3 Development between 1996 and the Present
4.3.1 General
Since 1996, the Locomotive Workshops buildings have been substantially redeveloped as
commercial office space, with associated support activities, such as coffee shops and conference
rooms. Bays 10–14 have been developed as a large flexible function space.
In this context, individual machines have been cleaned and put on display, particularly in the central
corridor, with interpretation signage providing identification and historical information about the item.
Most of the machinery on display has been given some preservative treatment and is in relatively
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good condition. The operation of any individual machine is not (or, only superficially) explained, nor
is the display of any machine given any dimension in terms of the input and output materials, power
systems, peripheral elements or operator actions. This context could be provided through
interpretation.
Two recently completed works are the conservation of the hydraulic pumping plant in the Bay 3
South Annex (Figure 4.1) and the conservation, reassembly and display of a steam crane and the
Wheel Shop Pivot Crane in Innovation Plaza. The Bay 3 South Annex containing the hydraulic
pumping plant is normally locked and available to the public only by prior arrangement or as part of
specific tours. This protects the authenticity of the display, wherein the tools, maintenance
materials and normal machine conditions have been kept in place. The proposed Bays 1 and 2
North interpretation display and implementation of the Interpretation Plan generally will
communicate to the public the significance of the movable collection.
While recommendations in the 1996 Management Plan regarding the creation of a management
committee and specialist supervisor have not been implemented, the recent increased involvement
of stakeholders through such avenues such as the Redfern Waterloo Heritage Taskforce and the
Eveleigh Steering Committee and through the Eveleigh Interpretation Plan process, as well as the
volunteer program, provides opportunities to access specialist knowledge through a specialist
reference committee, or similar—see Policy Section 9.0 in this regard.

4.3.2 Heritage Operator in Bays 1 and 2 South
The retention of a use within Bays 1 and 2 South that conserves the historical use of the space has
been adopted by ATPSL. A heritage operator, Wrought Artworks, has been operating from Bays 1
and 2 South, part of the former Blacksmiths Shop within the Railway Workshops complex,
continuously since 1996. Wrought Artworks is a small blacksmithing and decorative iron works
specialising in repair and replacement of architectural ironwork.
Some machines have been maintained continuously since the closure of the workshops through the
involvement of Wrought Artworks, while others were static for many years before being refurbished
and brought back into use by the company. ATPSL recently sponsored a grant application by
Wrought Artworks to recommission a Covmac horizontal upsetting machine. Wrought Artworks has
also brought several items of machinery and equipment of their own into the workshops, including,
for example, a substantial metalworking lathe (a machine that would never have been co-located
with blacksmithing machinery in the railway workshops).
Wrought Artworks operate in a semi-public environment, with passing visitors to the ATP also able
to look over the low fence to observe the blacksmithing operations. As with many industrial
activities, many of the day-to-day actions carried out within this area are mundane and present little
spectacle to an audience. As the business operates primarily as a commercial operation, the staff
and the nature of the work are not specifically chosen for their display value, hence, with a few
notable exceptions, most activities occur with little engagement or interaction with the audience.
Nonetheless, it is generally regarded as a positive and interesting experience to observe the smiths
at work within their area, with occasional moments ‘when sparks fly’. Community engagement
through blacksmithing displays is currently being incorporated in appropriate events at ATP.
Wrought Artworks has operated a successful commercial business in the former railway workshop
context, from a heritage perspective. It has set out to fit its activities into the existing workshop
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environment. This has required a range of compromises to their operations, which are (seen to be)
offset against the advantages of location, equipment and beneficial tenancy arrangements.
The current heritage operator is, to a large degree, a business centred on the personalities of the
owners, whose individual personal commitments to the successful marriage of their business to its
‘railway workshop’ context has been central to the acceptability of their operation within the heritage
environment.

4.4 Current Situation
Machinery has been displayed in various ways throughout the site. For the purpose of this report,
they have been divided into the following categories: In Place (Part of original fabric); In use; On
display and Relocated. Refer to Table 1.1 for further details of items on display in public or private
areas.

4.4.1 In Place
Most of the machines in Bays 1 and 2 are in the same place in which they were when last used
before the closure of the Locomotive Workshops in 1989. The 12 overhead cranes that remain are
in their original places throughout the locomotive workshops building (Figure 4.2), although some
others have been removed, and one remains in the New Locomotive Shop (now the NIC). The
overhead crane in the NIC has been located above the entrance foyer as can be seen in Figure 4.3,
allowing an interpretation of the space in which it once operated.
The machinery and equipment in the Boilerhouse Annex and the Hydraulic Pumphouse Annex is all
in place and relatively undisturbed, as are several externally mounted ancillary facilities, including
the hydraulic accumulators, the compressed-air reservoir and the fuel-oil tanks.
Similarly, there are a number of toilet facilities which have remained throughout the site, such as an
external urinal on the southern wall of the locomotive workshop building and a line of wash basins
inside the NIC foyer (Figures 4.4 and 4.5).

4.4.2 In Use
Wrought Artworks Pty Ltd is a tenant of Bays 1 and 2 South, operating a commercial metal
fabrication business. Wrought Artworks are permitted to use machinery located within these bays
for the purposes of their business, in return for the care, maintenance (in certain circumstances)
and public display of these machines. Machines within Bays 1 and 2 South which are in use
include the De Burgue electric shears, the Ajax Continuous Forging Machine, the Massey electropneumatic hammer and the arch hammer. See Figure 4.6 for an overall view of Bays 1 and 2.

4.4.3 Items on display in Public Areas
Some individual items of machinery are on public display in Bays 3, 4, 5, 8 and 10 (Figure 4.7).
These are generally displayed as individual machines, disconnected from power sources and
lacking in operating components such as drill bits, cutting heads or examples of work (Figure 4.8).

4.4.4 Items on display in Private (Tenant) Areas
Some individual items of machinery are on public display in private (tenanted) areas in Bays 5, 15
and 16. These are generally displayed as individual machines, disconnected from power sources
and lacking in operating components such as drill bits, cutting heads or examples of work.
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4.4.5 Relocated Items
This category relates to items of machinery and equipment which have been removed from their
original location but which are not permanently located anywhere at present, or are currently
dissociated from the workshops. The majority of such items are stored at ATP, with some items
remaining off site.
Table 1.1 Items that are on display in public and private areas and items that have been relocated.

Items on display in Public Areas
Bay

Item

Bay

Item

3

Ryerson Spring Forming Machine (1)
Ryerson Spring Forming Machine (2)

4

Smith & Coventry Spring Coiler (1)

8

Societe Genevoise Drilling and Boring
Machine 1929
Societe Genevoise Drilling and Boring
Machine 1938

10

Webster & Bennett 60" Single Vertical Borer

Smith & Coventry Spring Coiler (2)
Fielding & Platt Spring Buckling Press
Hydraulic Press and Spring Tester
Rice & Co. Hydraulic Spring Buckling Press
Craven Brothers Spring Disassembler
10

Richards' Vertical Borer with Dual Heads
Craven Axle and Journal Lathe

Denham Centre Lathe

Stirk Planer
Timber work bench

Traverser
Whitham Spring Coiler

Herbert Tool and Cutter Grinder

Furnace

Herbert Twin Drill and Borer

Wheel Trolley

Bolt Rack
Ormerod Vertical Shaper

Spring Shop Rack and Mandrels

Department Double Floor Grinder

British Electrical Vehicle (BEV)

Ward Hexagon Turret Lathe

Hoist
Hoist

Height‐setting table

Department Lathe

Innovation
Plaza

Churchill Grinder
Spring Shop Rack, Coils and Tools

Hoist

Spring Shop Rack and Mandrels

Rack associated with Tangye Wheel Lathe

Tangye 48" wheel lathe

Wheel Shop Pivot Crane
Stephenson Loco Crane 1083

Items on display in Private (Tenant) Areas
5

Lang & Sons Spring Coiler

15

Departmental Grinder
BSA Centreless Grinder
Cylindrical Grinder
Craven Brothers Pedestal Drill
Brown & Sharpe Universal Grinder

16

Grinder
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Relocated Items
Compound/
Container

Massey Flange Press

BioMed
Building
Lobby

Wheel Press
White Twin Head Vertical Borer

Robey Smith Bevel Wheel Planer

Pattern moulds
Bleeder Valve for Fielding and Pratt Pump

4.5 ATP S170 Heritage and Conservation Register 2008
ATPSL, as part of its management procedures and on behalf of the RWA (now UGDC) in fulfilment
of its statutory obligations as a government instrumentality under Section 170 of the Heritage Act
1977, has a Heritage and Conservation Register survey and assessment of the machinery
collection. This study made some key findings regarding the collection:


The vast majority of items identified in the 1996 study of the site are still present and,
generally, in good condition. A few smaller items cannot be located and some items
of machinery appear to have been disposed of previously.



The smaller items, such as racks of hand tools, have never been catalogued in detail
and that level of cataloguing has not been undertaken as a part of this exercise.



In total, 482 items, structures or collections of smaller items were assessed by the
project, with 403 items recommended for listing on the S170 Register. Of these 403
items, 5 were recommended for listing as items of State heritage significance and
398 as items of local heritage significance.



The remaining 79 items include items identified in the 1996 study which could not be
located, or items of no heritage significance which are recommended for disposal.

The ATP S170 Register report also reviewed and made an assessment of the general condition and
situation of each item and made comments with regard to the overall circumstances of the
machinery collection.
These comments may be summarised as:


Most items of machinery are not in operable condition, save for those still in use by the
tenants of Bays 1 and 2.



Those items in use by the tenants of Bays 1 and 2 appear to be in operationally sound
condition, although the frequency and nature of maintenance to these items is not known.



Many of the items in use have had safety guards added, to meet OHS Legislation and
Regulations.



Equipment in Bays 1 and 2 not in use by the tenants has not been used for nearly 2 decades
and its suitability for any future operation is not known.



Many items have been set up for static display purposes around the Loco Workshops,
particularly in Bay 4 and Bay 10. This precludes these items being placed into service.

The ATP S170 Register report identifies 37 items which could not be found or identified in the ATP
collection. Although no further search has been initiated, it became clear during the course of this
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CMP that several of these items remain at Eveleigh but are not presently located within the ATP site
area and are therefore not under the ownership and control of ATPSL. For example, the four air
compressors identified in the 1996 report as part of the collection are located in the old compressor
house within the RailCorp lands west of ATP. It is possible that several of the other items not
located in the ATP S170 Register report may also be located elsewhere on the larger Eveleigh
Railway Workshops site, again not under the ownership and control of ATPSL. The management of
these items is the responsibility of their respective owners.
The ATP S170 Register report also analyses the contents of the machinery collection and makes
recommendations regarding its future management. In particular, it makes recommendations for
disposal of some items from the collection based upon, variously, their low significance, their poor
condition or their lack of direct association with the Locomotive Workshops. Some of these are
clearly of low significance and do not have any heritage value. Some of those would, on the other
hand, have value as supporting props as part of any museum or period display relating to the
workshop machinery (eg old metal lockers). Others might be useful as spare or replacement parts
(eg small electric motors). Another group of items relates to machines removed from the Eveleigh
Carriage and Wagon Workshops, which the Futurepast report identifies as unrelated to the
Locomotive Workshops Machinery Collection and thus recommends that these should be removed
from the Collection. The ATP S170 Register report by also includes a Disposal Procedure that
would, in the first instance, offer items to collecting institutions including the Powerhouse Museum,
Office of Rail Heritage and the Thirlmere Railway Museum.
The key constraint identified in the ATP S170 Register report is that the current situation of static
display of the majority of the collection will continue.

4.6 Future Plans
Consultants were engaged by ATPSL to review the present display situation in Bays 1 and 2 and
propose a public display interpretation strategy for this area, in accordance with the broad intentions
of the 1996 Management Plan. It is understood that a controlled pathway through the Bays is
proposed, with static displays and interpretation signage to guide the visitor and explain the
machinery collection.
The interpretation proposal is largely focused on Bays 1 & 2 North, with no additional proposals
affecting the Wrought Artworks area in Bays 1 and 2 South.

4.7 Issues
A range of specific issues relating to the future management of the Machinery Collection have been
identified during the course of this project. These issues provide both constraints and opportunities
for the future management of the collection. The primary, overarching issues are:

NSW Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000 Standards
The potential for reinstating some of the machinery to operational condition and use has been
proposed in the past and it remains theoretically possible. However, in a number of significant
cases, this course of action can be problematic. Much of the machinery does not meet current OH
& S safety standards and achieving compliance can be both costly and have a significant impact
upon the fabric of the machine itself. These issues were present in the workshops at the time that
they closed and were a consideration in the closure of the workshops. Many of the surviving
machines had additional safety screens and guards added in their final years of use, some of which
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have been subsequently removed as part of their conservation works. Wrought Artworks have had
the need to add safety screens to several of the machines that they have kept in use in Bays 1 & 2
South.

Skills
Most of the machinery relies upon skilled operators to function effectively and, particularly for
several of the larger items, were of a size and type rarely found in other workplaces. The Railway
Workshops were, in their day, a centre of skills training and machine operators were trained on the
job by the previous generation of workers. Consequently, the pool of available skilled workers in
the community able to operate the machinery is small and is shrinking further, as new machines are
typically automated and computer-controlled, producing a different set of skills in the workforce.

Subdivision of ownership of the collection
The original machinery collection was, in 1996, all part of the Eveleigh Railway Workshops. Since
that time, the site has been subdivided into areas of different ownership, with different activities
carried out in each. The majority of the Locomotive Workshops have been leased to ATPSL, whilst
the Carriage Workshops have been redeveloped as an arts and performance precinct. RailCorp
retain responsibility for the Large Erecting Shop and a series of minor shops attached to this
building, including the Air Compressor House that originally supplied air to the Locomotive
Workshops. The Large Erecting Shop has been retained by RailCorp to house repair and
maintenance activities associated with its heritage rail vehicle fleet, an activity not dissimilar to that
formerly carried out within the Locomotive and Carriage Workshops, though on a much limited
scale.

Power Supplies
As described in Section 2.0, machinery at Eveleigh Workshops was powered by one of four power
sources: steam, hydraulic, pneumatic or electric. The steam generation plant, being the boilers in
Bay 2 South Annex, have not been operated in over two decades and probably no longer are able
to be operated without major reconstruction (Figure 4.9). The Hydraulic Power plant in Bay 3 South
Annex has been restored but not to operational condition. More significantly though, little of the
high-pressure piping remains throughout the workshops and reticulation of this power supply would
be a major undertaking. Similarly, the pneumatic reticulation pipework also has only fragmentary
remains and the air-compressors are located under a separate ownership.

Ancillaries and Tools
Although many of the blacksmiths’ handtools exist within the collection in Bays 1 & 2 North and
South, most of the other machines in the collection are missing their ancillary components and
peripherals which are essential for their operation. For example, lathes require a wide range of
cutters and shaping heads which fit the machine, depending upon the nature of the material being
works and the intended outcome. Cranes require a wide range of slings, hooks and beams that
provide the flexibility to undertake the range of tasks that they perform. Instruments were required
to measure tolerances and temperatures. Every machine also had its specific operating and
maintenance tools, most of which are now missing. Not only are these items difficult to replace, it is
unlikely that, in the absence of any original documentation, it will be possible to identify what these
should be even if the task of reinstatement was contemplated.
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Figures (left to right): 4.1 Hydraulic pumping plant; 4.2 One of the twelve overhead cranes that remains in its original place in the
locomotive workshops building; 4.3 The overhead crane in the NIC; 4.4 External urinal on the southern wall of the locomotive
workshop building; 4.5 Wash basins inside the NIC foyer; 4.6 Overall view of Bays 1 and 2; 4.7 Item on public display; 4.8 Items on
display in Bay 10; 4.9 Boilers
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5.0 Preliminary Archaeological Assessment
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Preamble
This section presents a desktop summary on the known historical and Aboriginal heritage values of
the ATP site. An analysis of the historical and Aboriginal archaeological potential of the site is also
presented in this section. The archaeological significance of the site is discussed in Section 7.0.
The legislative requirements relating to archaeological are outline din Section 8.0. Policy relating to
archaeology on the ATP site is detailed in Policy Objective 6, Section 9.0.

5.1.2 Scope
The preliminary archaeological assessment has been prepared in accordance with the NSW
Heritage Manual’s ‘Archaeological Assessment’ and the ‘Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Standards &
Guidelines Kit’ of the Department of Environment, Climate Change and Water (DECCW)) (now the
Office of Environment and Heritage), in response to the requirements of the Heritage Act 1977 and
the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NSW) (NPW Act) respectively. The scope for the
preliminary archaeological assessment comprised:


a search of heritage registers to identify known non-Indigenous archaeological sites;



analysis of the historical research for the subject site, to determine the locations of any former
or existing structures and buildings;



a search of the Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System (AHIMS) for known
Aboriginal objects, sites and places within the vicinity of the study area;



a review of previous archaeological assessments undertaken in the general area to provide
context for the current assessment;



inspection of the ATP site to identify visible archaeological relics/objects/sites and/or heritage
items, sites and places and areas of potential archaeology; and



preparation of a report that complies with Heritage Council of NSW and DECCW guidelines.

5.2 Historical Archaeological Resource
5.2.1 Site Inspection
The site inspection for historical archaeological sites was undertaken on 2 December 2010 by
Lyndon Patterson and Seana Trehy, both archaeologists with GML.
The only archaeological remains that are currently visible on the site are brick footings of most of
the northern wall of the foundry and sawn off steel uprights from this building and a shorter section
of footings of the eastern and southern wall of the foundry. These footings can be seen in Figures
5.2–5.4.
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5.2.2 Historical Archaeological Potential
Chisholm Estate (c1820s–1882)
Based on the analysis of the historical research there were two stable buildings marked on a plan of
the Chisholm estate c1875 in the area on or very near to the eastern edge of the current subject
land. These buildings were probably simple timber structures which typified agricultural/pastoral
buildings of the time. Figure 2.1 shows the present buildings and boundary of the ATP site overlaid
on the c1875 plan of the Chisholm Estate. One of the stables appears to be located at the northern
edge of the present NICTA building. The other stable lies just east of the ATP area under the
present Garden Street. Given the location of these stables, adjacent to the large scale new
development, the archaeological potential of these structures remains low. It is unlikely that
remnants of either the building foundations or occupational deposits relating to them would have
survived.

Residential Development in Eveleigh (c1880s–c1917)
Housing stock constructed c1880s was once present in two areas of the ATP site; in the area north
of Henderson Road and the area west of Cornwallis Street. Figure 2.8 shows the present boundary
and buildings of the ATP site overlaid on the c1890 Litho Plan of Alexandria, Parishes of Alexandria
and Petersham. This image shows the large amount of housing stock that was resumed. This
housing stock is shown in detail on three Met Detail Series – Alexandria Sheet 11 Plans dating from
1889, 1893 and 1895, with individual houses visible, shown in Figure 2.9.
The area west of Cornwallis Street has had substantial excavation and landscaping and shown in
Figure 5.1. Given this area has been subject to substantial excavation and landscaping, there is
low potential for occupational deposits and structures relating to the rows of housing stock dating
c1880s west of Cornwallis Street. There is low potential for remains of fences, gardens and yard
surfaces to exist at the rear of these buildings. Due to the potential depth of such features, there is
moderate potential for wells and cellars to survive in this area.
For the area of former housing north of Henderson Road, two phases of history have impacted on
former potential archaeological relics and deposits. Firstly the housing in this area was demolished
when resumed by the railways for the Alexandria Goods Yard c1913. The Goods Yard too was
demolished and today this area now contains a sports oval, open carpark and basketball and tennis
courts. Given this area has been subject to substantial excavation and landscaping, there is low
potential for occupational deposits and structures relating to the rows of housing stock dating
c1880s north of Henderson Road. There is low potential for remains of fences, gardens and yard
surfaces to exist at the rear of these buildings. Due to the potential depth of such features, there is
moderate potential for wells and cellars to survive in this area.

Eveleigh Railway Workshops (1882–present)
As mentioned above, only three buildings from the Eveleigh Railway Workshops survive on the ATP
land. The remainder of the buildings were demolished or removed from the site. Some of the
foundations of the foundry building are clearly visible on the surface in the centre of the ATP site.
There is moderate potential for remains of the foundations of the Pattern Shop, Goods Shed, Steam
Hammer Shop and small stall buildings to remain buried on site where they have not been impacted
by the construction of the modern buildings including the new media complex, NICTA building and
the Biomedical building. These buildings would have had steel frames with dirt floors; as such there
is moderate potential for deposits and relics relating to these buildings. There is high potential for
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rail stock to be present across the site in the locations that are shown on a plan of the site dating to
c1940s (see Figure 2.7).
Figure 2.7 shows the present boundary and buildings of the ATP site overlaid on a plan of the
maximum extent of the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops and Alexandria Goods Yard dating to
c1940s. This overlay shows the Channel 7 building covers the smaller steel foundry building in the
west of the ATP site. The deep foundations of the media complex would have removed any
archaeological potential for this building.
The modern NICTA building covers approximately the eastern half of the former Pattern Shop. Any
archaeological remains from the eastern side of the former Pattern Shop would have been removed
during the construction of the modern building.
The historical archaeological potential of the ATP site is shown in Figure 5.5.
A summary of the potential for historical archaeology from the different phases to exist is shown in
Table 5.1 below.
Table 5.1 Summary of the potential for historical archaeology from the different phases of the subject land to exist.

Phase

Historical Archaeological Potential

1. Chisholm Estate

Two buildings are shown, with the word stables next to them on an early
undated plan of the area. There is very low potential for occupation deposits
and structures relating to these two buildings given the extensive later
development of the site for railway use, the construction of the NICTA
building and excavation for and paving of Garden Street.

c1820s–1882

2. Residential Development in
Eveleigh
c1880s–c1917

Low potential for occupational deposits and structures relating to the rows of
housing stock dating c1880s north of Eastern Suburbs Railway tunnel and
also west of Cornwallis Street.
Low potential for remains of fences, gardens and yard surfaces to exist at
the rear of these buildings.
Moderate potential for wells or cellars associated with the housing stock.

3. Eveleigh Railway Workshops
1882–present
4. Modern Development of the ATP
Site

Moderate potential for structures and occupation deposits relating to the
former buildings on the site in areas where there are no modern buildings.
High potential for rail stock to be present beneath the ground across the site.
Phase relates to the modern and present buildings on site.

1988–present

5.2.3 Impact of Later Buildings on Earlier Features
The clearing of the land for railway use and the construction of the goods shed, foundries and other
buildings would have had considerable impact on the survival of the two buildings likely to be
stables from the Chisholm Estate period, and as such the remains of these buildings are unlikely to
have survived.
The survival of remnants of the housing stock would have also been impacted by the later industrial
and rail use of the site. The archaeological resource of the housing stock immediately to the north
of Henderson Road would have been removed when the eastern railway line tunnel was put in
during the 1970s. The method used for the eastern railway tunnel in this section would have been
cut and fill, thus removing all potential archaeology in this location.
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The leveling of land for the two carparks, the creation of the recreational oval in the south east of
the subject and the construction of modern buildings including the media complex building in the
most recent decade would have all had an impact on the survival of potential earlier archaeology
that may have once existed on the site including the housing stock and the rail buildings and rail
lines.
The survival of potential archaeology on the site cannot be ascertained without further
archaeological investigation such as excavation.

5.2.4 Research Potential
The potential archaeological resources of the ATP site are assessed here primarily in terms of their
archaeological research potential, that is, their ability to contribute to knowledge of an aspect of
New South Wales and the Redfern and Eveleigh area’s local history and the railway history of the
state. The identified research potential is further discussed in Section 7.5 under the NSW Heritage
Branch criteria.
Methods for determining the research potential of historical archaeological resources were
considered in an influential paper by Bickford and Sullivan, published in 1984. 1 In this paper,
Bickford and Sullivan draw attention to the dilemma faced by archaeologists and developers alike
regarding sites that are to be destroyed or modified as a result of development, and discuss
effective means of assessing their potential archaeological research value. Bickford and Sullivan
proposed three questions that can be used as a guide for assessing the research potential and,
hence, significance of an archaeological site within a relative framework.
The three questions designed by Bickford and Sullivan are now accepted as standard questions,
and the ability of the ATP site to demonstrate archaeological research potential is addressed below.

Can the site contribute knowledge that no other resource can?
The layout of former buildings including the foundry, smaller workshops and rail stock and the site
history is contained in the historical record of the site, including historic plans, photographs, site
records and social histories, many of which have been researched in the preparation of this
document. Information on the fabric and form of the former buildings is available from historic
photos, plans and site histories.
The value of archaeology at this site would be its ability to confirm construction methods and fabrics
described in the historic record. Further, archaeological deposits and artefacts at the site may be
able to yield new information on the types of activities undertaken at the Eveleigh Locomotive
Workshops or the types of people, including the different ethnic groups that worked there.
Little information is known on the Chisholm Estate, so if archaeological deposits exist from this
period, including, but not limited to the stables marked on c1875 plan, these would be significant.
If archaeological remains of the Eveleigh Housing Stock remain these deposits may yield
information on the types of people living there and confirm whether these were working class
neighbourhoods based on the material culture.

Can the site contribute knowledge that no other site can?
The Eveleigh Railway Workshops at their peak during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century were the largest and most important railway workshops in New South Wales, if not
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Australia. Because of this, few other sites in the country could yield similar archaeological material
of this size, nature and age. Within the ATP site was the area for the construction of locomotives.
The Chisholm Estate stables, if surviving, while not altogether common, would not be the only
example of such stables within New South Wales from this period.
The former Alexandria Housing Stock, dating from the 1880s, and demolished to make way for the
expansion of the Locomotive Workshops and Alexandria Goods Yard is not the only example of
such housing in Sydney. Indeed, large parts of surrounding suburbs, including Redfern,
Camperdown, Newtown and Surry Hills contain similar examples of such housing dating to the
same time period. The major cities of Australia, including Sydney, experienced a housing boom in
the 1880s. This expansion occurred across large parts of South Sydney, the Inner East and Inner
West, where a lot of terrace housing and smaller one and two bedroom cottages were constructed
to accommodate working class families.

Is this knowledge relevant to general questions about human history or other
substantive questions relating to Australian history, or does it contribute to other
major research questions?
The Eveleigh Railway Workshops are significant at a state level, and potentially a national level for
their industrial output of locomotives and carriages and the value of place in the social and
economic history of New South Wales to thousands of workers and their families over a number of
generations. As such, archaeological remains, if surviving would be significant in their ability to
contribute to the story of the Eveleigh Railway Workshops.

5.2.5 Summary Preliminary Research Potential
The historical archaeological resource at the ATP site has moderate research potential relating to
the functioning of the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops and Alexandria Goods Yard. This potential
resource includes structures and deposits relating to the former buildings on site and rail stock
across the site.
There is moderate research potential relating to the areas of former housing stock to the north of
Henderson Road and west of Cornwallis Street that were resumed by the railways in the early
twentieth century. This former neighbourhood, dating to the 1880s, would have housed many of the
railway workers and their families. This potential resource may include occupational deposits and
structures relating to the rows of housing stock, fences, gardens and yard surfaces and wells or
cellars. Artefacts from this resource, if they exist, may be able to yield information on the types of
people, including social class, gender and ethnicity, living in these former neighbourhoods.
There is moderate research potential relating to two former stables from the Chisholm Estate period
that predated the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops and Alexandria Goods Yard use of the site. This
potential resource may include remains of timber stables and associated deposits.
The archaeological significance of the ATP site cannot be confirmed without additional investigation
such as excavation, recording and analysis. The preliminary historical archaeological significance
of the ATP site is shown in Figure 5.6.
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5.3 Aboriginal Archaeological Desktop Survey
5.3.1 Environmental Context
Geologically, the area of the ATP site lies at the boundary of two physiographic regions: the
Cumberland Lowlands which extend to the north and west and the Botany Lowlands which extend
to east to the Pacific Ocean and south to Botany Bay. The Cumberland Lowlands comprise plains
and generally undulating low hills with the dominant geology being the Wiannamatta Group shale.
The Botany Lowlands in contrast are an area of deep sand dunes with drainage running towards
Botany Bay to the south.2
The dominant soil of the Botany Lowlands is the Tuggerah Soils which comprise of gently
undulating rolling coastal dunefields that run north-south in orientation.3 Rainfall run off collects in
swamps, lagoons and depressions, an example of which was Shea’s Creek which flowed to the
south of the current subject land through present day Alexandria into Cooks River and Botany Bay.
Shea’s Creek has been modified as the whole area has been heavily development for industrial and
residential uses over the past 200 years for European land uses.
The original vegetation has been cleared from the area but would have consisted of dry sclerophyll
eucalypt and apple woodland or forest. Tree species would have included Smooth-Barked Apple
(Angophora costata), Sydney Peppermint (Eucalyptus piperita) and Old Man Banksia (Banksia
aemula) with a variety of bracken and mosses forming the understorey. 4 This environment would
have been a rich area for Aboriginal people to exploit and would have contained a variety of
terrestrial resources including plant and animals for food and medicinal purposes. Coastal
resources would have been available in Sydney Harbour two kilometres to the north, as well as the
Pacific Coastline and Botany Bay.

5.3.2 Archaeological Context
AHIMS Sites
A search of the AHIMS Register revealed there are no previously recorded Aboriginal objects/sites
or gazetted places on the ATP subject land. The search revealed there were four previously
recorded Aboriginal objects/sites within a 2km x 2km search area surrounding the subject land.
These objects/sites are summarised by site type and site features in Table 5.2 below.
Table 5.2 AHIMS registered sites within a 2km x 2km search area surrounding the subject land.

Site Type

Site Feature

Frequency

Midden

Artefact, Shell and Earth Mound

1

None

Artefact

1

None

Potential Archaeological Deposit (PAD)

1

None

Aboriginal Resource and Gathering

1

TOTAL

4

Table 4.1 above shows there are only four sites located in the surrounding area of the ATP. The
2
number of sites is quite low for a 4km area and demonstrates three things—that the area is highly
developed, there are few surviving natural landforms in this part of inner Sydney and that there
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have been relatively few Aboriginal heritage assessments undertaken in this area. This last point is
refection that this is an old part of Sydney and was already developed well before the introduction of
the NPW Act was implemented in 1974, and the corresponding growth of heritage assessments in
recent decades following the creation of this act.
A breakdown of the Aboriginal sites from the AHIMS search comprise one midden containing stone
artefacts, shell and an earth mound, one artefact scatter, a PAD and an Aboriginal Resource and
Gathering site.
Mapping these sites using a geographical information system (GIS) program provides information
as to the distribution of these site types within the various surrounding environments. The isolated
artefact, PAD and Aboriginal Resource and Gathering were located on the grounds of Sydney
University, while the heavily disturbed midden site was recorded in a small park to the east of the
ATP site.
Given the long history of urban development and landscape modification within the City of Sydney
and surrounding inner suburbs, other site types such as stone quarries, grinding grooves, rock art,
modified trees or human burials would be considered extremely unlikely for the study area.

Previous Archaeological Research
Previous archaeological research in the Sydney region has taken two forms: academic-driven
research begun in the 1960s, and consultant reports which have responded to the urban
development of Sydney, following the gazettal of the NPW Act. As the Eveleigh and Redfern areas
are old parts of Sydney, they were already built up with many layers of European industrial,
transport and residential history prior to the introduction of the NPW Act. As such, there have been
few Aboriginal heritage assessments undertaken in the local area.
Aboriginal occupation of the Sydney region extends into the Pleistocene, 10,000 years before
present (BP). Currently the oldest accepted date in the Sydney region is from the Shaws Creek
rockshelter, located on the Nepean River at Cranebrook, dating to 17,800 years BP.5 Pleistocene
dates have also been recorded for the lower occupation levels at Regentville near Penrith, dating to
12,100 years BP.6
The earliest scientific archaeological investigations in the Sydney region were undertaken by Robert
Etheridge Jr in the 1880s. Etheridge and his colleague TW Edgeworth David excavated a site along
Shea’s Creek in Alexandria, approximately one kilometre south of the current study area. Here
dugong bones and ground edge hatchet heads were excavated and cut marks and scars on the
bones suggest the animals were butchered, killed and eaten for food. 7 This shows that this area
was used as a camp place and that in the past a dugong had been brought inland to be eaten.
A review of AHIMS register for previous archaeological consulting reports undertaken in the
surrounding area reveals only two such assessments. This was an archaeological assessment
undertaken by Jo McDonald Cultural Heritage Management at Sydney University as part of the
Campus 2010 development program. No Aboriginal sites or objects were recorded during this
assessment; however, it recommended a test excavation program on Geology Lawn and Maze
Green. The test excavation was undertaken under a S87 Preliminary Research Permit in 2006.
The programme involved the hand excavation of 11 test pits. No intact archaeological deposits
were located during the test excavation. Only one flaked tuff artefact was recovered during the
excavation and the area was found to be considerably disturbed. 8
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5.3.3 Site Types Considered in the Study Area
A wide range of site types can be encountered during archaeological investigations in New South
Wales, and these reflect the range of activities carried out by Aboriginal people in the past. The
AHIMS sets out 20 site types which are defined by the cultural activities associated with the use of a
place. These site types reflect the diverse range of evidence that may be encountered relating to
past Aboriginal activity. It is important to note that one site may comprise a number of different site
types or attributes, indicating the diverse range of cultural activities that can be undertaken in one
place.
Given the long urban and rail yard history of the study area and the lack of previously recorded
Aboriginal objects and places recorded in the surrounding area, only artefact scatters/isolated
artefacts and potential archaeological deposits are considered possible for the subject land. Other
site types such as shell middens or human burials would not likely occur in this environment. The
potential site types that may occur in the local area are described below.

Artefact Scatters and Isolated Artefacts
Stone artefacts occur across much of the New South Wales landscape in varying densities and are
typically classified as artefact scatters, open camp sites or isolated occurrences of individual
artefacts. These sites provide a record of past Aboriginal occupation and activity across the
landscape. Artefact scatters comprise visible concentrations of artefacts (although these sites often
have a significant subsurface element) and typically reflect areas of concentrated Aboriginal activity
and occupation in the past, either as campsites or more transient places of activity. Artefact
scatters or open camp sites are typically defined as the presence of two or more artefacts within 50
metres of each other. These contrast with isolated artefacts, which occur in much lower densities
and are generally considered a ‘background scatter’ across the landscape in many areas of New
South Wales, and may represent casual discard of lithic material. Thus, an artefact scatter or open
camp site can be defined as a concentration of artefacts that occur in a greater density than the
surrounding low-density ‘background scatter’.

Potential Archaeological Deposits
Potential Archaeological Deposits or PADs are sites where archaeological deposits such as buried
artefact scatters or shell midden accumulations are likely to occur based on sensitive landforms and
locations in the landscape. Although it cannot be certain without excavation that an area contains
buried Aboriginal objects, nonetheless, this site type can be registered on the AHIMS database with
the DECCW.

5.3.4 Predictive Modelling on the Subject Land
Potential Impact of Former Land Uses
Land uses can have a substantial impact on Aboriginal archaeological resource that may have been
once present. This section of the report aims to present a summary of the historic impact on the
subject land. The large scale residential and rail yard expansion in the area in the nineteenth and
into the twentieth century has severely impacted on the potential for survival of intact Aboriginal
archaeological sites. The site was cut and levelled for the industrial and rail use during this period
and areas were later excavated for carparks and the sports oval in the southeast of the current site
thus removing top soil in these areas.
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Aboriginal Archaeological Potential on the Subject Land
The European history of the site shows there has been much earth disturbance in the past, for the
construction of the railway, the Eveleigh Railway Workshops and the Alexandria Goods Yard, roads
for vehicle access, modern buildings including the new media complex, carparks, and landscaping.
Given the impacts of these past land uses on the site and the removal of top soil where sites are
frequently located, Aboriginal sites and objects that may have once existed on the site are likely to
have been disturbed and/or removed off site following excavation for the various buildings, roads
and carparks. Any Aboriginal objects, if they exist, are likely to be in a disturbed context and may
comprise isolated artefacts. The Aboriginal archaeological potential for the subject site is
considered low.
There has been much cut and fill and levelling on the site over the past 150 years and many
buildings have been erected on the site and the open areas in the south of the site have been used
for a goods yard. The heavy industrial use of the northern part of the ATP site including the
construction of buildings and the excavation and laying of rail stock has removed the potential of
intact Aboriginal archaeological sites in these areas.
In the central part of the ATP site, the analysis of the historic section reveals that this area was used
for two foundry buildings and a pattern shop all constructed c1919-1922 and the laying of rail stock
that ran to the west connecting up with the existing rail stock servicing the Eveleigh Railway
Workshops. This period of the site would have likely removed any potential for intact Aboriginal
sites that may have once existed in this area. Following the demolition of these buildings, this area
today is home to a large carpark, the new media complex and the NICTA building. The excavation
for the foundation of these buildings would have removed any original soil that may have remained.
The levelling of the land for the carpark would have had impacted on the original soil in these areas
as well.
In the southern part of the site, the area to the north of Henderson Street was used for workers
housing during the 1880s pre expansion of the railway workshops. The construction of the workers
houses at this time would have impacted on any Aboriginal sites that may once has existed in these
areas. The more recent excavation for the sports oval in the southeast of the subject land has
removed any potential for intact Aboriginal archaeological sites in this area. The area immediately
north of Henderson Road was subject to cut and fill for the eastern rail line which went through
c1960s and would have removed all remaining natural soil from this area. A summary of the
Aboriginal archaeological potential for the subject land can be seen below in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3 Summary of the potential for Aboriginal archaeological resources in the different parts of the ATP site.

Part of ATP Site

Aboriginal Archaeological Potential

1. Northern part of the ATP Site:
includes Locomotive Workshop
Building, New Locomotive Shop and
Work Managers Building

Intact Aboriginal archaeological sites are unlikely to exist due to heavy earth
disturbance including cut and fill, construction of buildings and laying of rail
stock.

2. Central part of the ATP Site:
includes Channel 7 building, carpark
north of Central Avenue, NICTA
building.

Intact Aboriginal archaeological sites are unlikely to exist due to heavy earth
disturbance including cut and fill, construction of buildings in the past
including the foundries in this area and laying of rail stock. The excavation
for and construction of the Channel 7 building and the NICTA building have
severely disturbed the soil in these areas.

Low potential for lithic or shell material in a disturbed context.

Low potential for lithic or shell material in a disturbed context.
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Part of ATP Site

Aboriginal Archaeological Potential

3. Southern part of the ATP site:
includes Biomedical Building, RTA
offices, Ambulance building sports
oval, tennis and basketball courts and
carparks.

Intact Aboriginal archaeological sites are unlikely to exist due to heavy earth
disturbance including cut and fill, construction of buildings in the past
including the foundries in this area and laying of rail stock. The excavation
for and construction of the Biomedical Building, the RTA offices, the sports
oval and the area north and adjacent to Henderson Road for the Eastern
Railway have removed the soil in these areas.
Low potential for lithic or shell material in a disturbed context.

5.3.5 Discussion of Aboriginal Archaeology at ATP
Given the considerable disturbance to the original natural environment in the historical period from
the housing stock in the southern and far east part of the site and the subsequent development of
the Eveleigh Railway Workshops and its associated industrial site use including the foundry and
locomotive buildings and laying of rail stock, to the modern development of the site with the
construction of the new media complex, NICTA Building, Biomedical Building, RTA offices,
Ambulance building, sport facilities and cut and fill for the Eastern Suburbs Railway there is low to
none potential for intact Aboriginal archaeological sites such as artefact scatters. Any Aboriginal
objects, if they exist, are likely to be in a disturbed context and may comprise of isolated artefacts.
The Aboriginal archaeological potential for the subject site is considered low.

Figure 5.1 Photograph of land at the rear of the New Locomotive
Workshop that was resumed by the railways. This area was formerly
housing as shown in the plan in Figure 5.5 dating to 1889 although
has since been significantly landscaped. (Source: GML 2010)

Figure 5.2 Remains of the lower brick walls of the eastern wall of
the former foundry. (Source: GML 2010)

Figure 5.3 Brick footings from the northern wall of the former
foundry. (Source: GML 2010)

Figure 5.4 Brick footings from the southern wall of the former
foundry. (Source: GML 2010)
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Figure 5.5 Plan showing historical archaeological potential at ATP. (Source: GML 2010)
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Figure 5.6 Plan showing the preliminary historical archaeological significance at ATP. (Source: GML 2011)
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6.0 Community Consultation
6.1 Preamble
This section provides details of a community consultation session held at ATP in December 2009,
during the preparation of the draft CMP. In the almost 4 years that have passed since the
consultation took place, a number of initiatives for involving the local community have been
completed by ATPSL and the RWA (now UGDC), including the creation of the Redfern-Waterloo
Heritage Taskforce and a volunteer group engaged to promote the heritage significance of the ATP.
The views expressed in this section represent the views of members of the local community at the
time of the workshop.

6.2 Consultation Strategy
The preparation of this CMP has included consultation with Government agencies, local Aboriginal
groups, community organisations and individuals that have an interest or special attachment to the
site of the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops.
During the preparation of this CMP on 7 December 2009, a community consultation session was
held at ATP and facilitated by ATPSL and GML.
The aims of the community consultation were to:


outline the objectives and scope of the CMP;



to gather information and knowledge held by members of the community to assist in
identifying and refining the understanding of the potential social heritage values of the
Eveleigh Locomotive workshops as a whole;



seek stakeholder accord from ATPSL and the local community in relation to the identified
heritage values and ongoing statutory protection of the heritage values of the Eveleigh
Locomotive Workshops as a whole; and



help formulate conservation management policies that respect and help maintain community
values and identify opportunities to develop them.

Discussed below are the views raised in the community consultation session in terms of the social
heritage values identified as well as the elements, attributes and components that were identified as
contributing to Eveleigh’s significance. The Indigenous consultation strategy is also discussed in
section 6.3.

6.3 Social Heritage Values
6.3.1 Introduction
The NSW Heritage Office publication Assessing Heritage Significance provides guidelines for
assessing the social significance of a place. Social significance should be attributed to the following
places or items:


items which are esteemed by the community for their cultural values;



items which if damaged or destroyed would cause the community a sense of loss; and/or
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items which contribute to a community’s sense of identity.

A strong theme that came through the consultation session was that participants thought of the
significance of ATP in terms of the history of the Eveleigh Railway Workshops as a whole, with a
strong focus on the remaining buildings and machinery at the former Locomotive Workshops.
The following analysis of the results is set out as a summary of the views expressed during the
consultation session, with specific views quoted in italics.

6.3.2 Analysis of Results—Themes of Social Heritage Value
Theme 1—The continuing significance of the Eveleigh Workshops
Although the character of the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops has changed greatly since ATP was
established, the workshop participants saw the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops as a living thing
with a significant history and strong tradition that should be conserved. The ATP site, with its
remnant workshop buildings and machinery, represents the lives of thousands of workers and their
families. The activities and history of the former locomotive workshop is central to the participants’
perception of ATP, particularly expressed as ‘Eveleigh Loco’. The blacksmith’s workshop in Bay 1
and the volunteers in the Large Erecting Shed are seen by the workshop participants as integral to
the ongoing conservation of the historical significance and heritage value of the site. The workshop
participants expressed a strong desire to keep the stories and experiences of those who worked at
Eveleigh very much in the present, primarily by retaining the railway and industrial use of the site.
The current owners and managers of ATP are seen as the custodians of this history and continuing
story, and have associated responsibilities—‘a duty’—to conserve and communicate the history of
the place.
The site represents a component of the working life and social context of many Australians. It reflects upon
not only those who lived and worked at Eveleigh, but all those who worked on the railway systems throughout
the country—at Bathurst, Cootamundra etc, from the 1860s through to the 1980s. It is probably a reflection
on the industrial nature of the worker up to the 1980s. It will not occur again!

Theme 2—The importance of Eveleigh to the history of NSW
The former Eveleigh Railway Workshops, particularly Eveleigh Loco, were seen by workshop
participants as important in the history of NSW. Eveleigh is the place from which the NSW rail
system developed and to be employed in the workshops was to be a part of a place of great
innovation and prestige in NSW—‘Eveleigh No. 1’.
Eveleigh No. 1: the name given to the locomotive workshop and the large erecting shop. To work at Eveleigh
was a prestige and an honour. Even with government interference Eveleigh won’t go away, it is ingrained in
the soul of every railway man and woman throughout Australia and is world renowned.
Workshop participants stressed that Eveleigh Loco had strong links to the union movement and
industrial relations and was a significant state-owned industry, the likes of which are rapidly
disappearing.
The workshops were supporting the entire state-owned rail industry, not only the locomotives.
Workshop participants also noted that the Eveleigh Railway Workshops were an important place
where Aboriginal workers could find employment and one of the places where they struggled to gain
equal pay.
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Theme 3—The significance of Eveleigh as a place of work
The Eveleigh Railway Workshops were a place of life-long hard work. Workshop participants noted
that the type of industrial labour performed at Eveleigh is no longer common in Australia, but was
once a significant source of employment. Participants see the remnant workshops and machinery
at ATP as representative of the type of work that was significant to earlier generations.
The site represents the social and cultural lives from cradle to grave of thousands of workers and families.
The site provides valuable insight into the work done by previous generations.
Dominant male workplace culture—pain, grime, injury, death, noise, workers’ creative efforts.
Participants felt that this theme, which held a lot of meaning to the community, was not sufficiently
acknowledged by the existing statement of significance for the Eveleigh Railway Workshops SHR
listing and not currently reflected at the ATP site itself.

Theme 4—The connection between ATP and the Surrounding Area
Workshop participants identified strong links between ATP and the surrounding area. The
operation of the Eveleigh Railway Workshops had significant physical and intangible effects on the
surrounding suburbs. The workshops influenced the growth of the surrounding area, which resulted
in a large local population of workers employed at the workshops. Many former Eveleigh workers
still live in the area.
The suburbs around were not just low cost housing; the workforce was skilled and housing was built for the
social spectrum and the area included businesses and shops etc.
The site has custody of remnants of livelihood and lifestyle of the neighbourhood.
The significance of the Eveleigh Railway Workshops to the community goes beyond the ATP site.
The former locomotive workshops are only one part of a much larger site including North Eveleigh
and the Large Erecting Shed.
Only part of a whole area of lifestyle/work/living.
With the workshops came a whole area unified by work and lifestyle. Participants found it important
to remember that the significance of the former Eveleigh Railway Workshops is tied to the
surrounding area and vice-versa.

Theme 5—Eveleigh as a site of technological innovation
Eveleigh Loco was the site of great technological innovation and progress. Workshop participants
felt that due to changes in technology, much of the important advances in technology made at
Eveleigh and the highly technical skills many of the workers possessed have now been lost.
Workshop participants expressed sorrow for what had been lost since the workshops closed and
expressed great pride in the significance of Eveleigh as a world-class railway workshop with
associated collection of machinery.
The blacksmiths workshop contains the largest assemblages of machinery [in] the South Hemisphere
according to the Smithsonian Institution.
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6.3.3 Analysis of Results—Elements/Attributes/Components
Participants were asked to identify elements, attributes and components (tangible and intangible) of
the ATP site they thought contributed to its significance. While mainly intangible attributes were
identified in this discussion, later questions regarding issues at the site revealed the machinery
collection at the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops to be a very important element of the ATP site to
the workshop participants.
View of long low shed out of which came the development of a state.
Tangible elements/attributes/components; symmetry and beautification of buildings/brickwork; scale of site
and of buildings; and industrial heritage ‘gateway’ to train travellers approaching central.
The connection of ATP to the surrounding area was recognised in the community workshop as an
important attribute of the site and entailed tangible qualities, such as particular buildings and
landscapes, and intangible qualities, like viewlines, distinctive sounds and connections to the other
components of the Eveleigh Railway Workshops.
Connections to stations—movement of people on and off site. Surrounding places—corner shops; pubs; key
places including ancillary industry; visual corridors between places that can be lost by new buildings; map the
networks; oral histories—need attachment to place; sound and smells of the place.
Participants saw the former Eveleigh Railway Workshops as a whole as a place of great potential.

6.3.4 Analysis of Results—Concerns Raised
The main issues raised in the workshop fit within four main themes: movable heritage; community
involvement, education and tourism opportunities; planning and access; and communication and
interpretation. A fifth area of general concerns is detailed at the end of this section.

Movable Heritage
The collection of machinery at ATP is an important attribute of the place. Concerns were raised
regarding the current and future management of this significant movable heritage collection.
Participants were concerned that a large proportion of the workshop machinery had been removed
from the site over the past 20 years. The continuing operation of the blacksmiths workshop was
seen as an important way of protecting machinery at the site and ensuring its continuing
significance. Participants felt this workshop should continue even when the existing tenant leaves.
The success of previous management plans for the site’s movable heritage was questioned,
particularly in relationship to the new CMP and the updated ATP s170 Register.

Community Involvement, Education and Tourism Opportunities
Concerns were raised by the workshop participants that the many opportunities for keeping the
legacy of the Locomotive Workshops current and relevant were going unrecognised and
unexploited. Workshop participants felt that the knowledge and memories of former workers was a
valuable and untapped resource and that these memories and stories should be used to make the
history of the site come alive—the Locomotive Workshops could be a tourist destination and a place
for school excursions and tours. Workshop participants felt that the blacksmiths workshop within
Bays 1 and 2 could continue to be used to develop and maintain blacksmithing skills.
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Planning and Access
The former Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops as part of the Eveleigh Railway Workshops is a Statesignificant site. Participants raised concerns about the ongoing commitment of the RWA in
protecting heritage. The physical ‘severance’ between North Eveleigh and ATP is seen as an
impediment to conservation of the heritage value of the place.
General improvements, including more and better public space, were recommended. Participants
also sought a guarantee from the RWA and ATPSL that ATP will remain a technology park and not
become ‘just another business park’.

Communication and Interpretation
Participants felt that they were not adequately informed about what was going on at ATP and
requested more frequent and more detailed communication with the local community. Workshop
participants found that the lack of clarity regarding the roles and responsibilities of stakeholders,
particularly RWA, ATPSL and the Heritage Branch, made finding information about what was going
on at ATP difficult.
Transparency of instruments—S170/CMP/Heritage Act etc so that people are aware and can act.
The community workshop felt strongly that the history and significance of the former Eveleigh
Locomotive Workshops should be celebrated and communicated to visitors to ATP. Interpretation
of the site’s history received a great deal of support and one participant expressed the urgency of
capturing the stories of those who had worked at the workshops. Various ways of interpreting the
site’s history were suggested throughout the workshop, including walking tours of ATP and Redfern
and documentation of social history.
Capture stories and develop interpretive material to bring meaning to the site.

Other Issues
What is ATP becoming? Workshop participants wondered about the future direction of ATP. When
ATP was formed, it was designated as a place for technological research and businesses, but the
new Media City building seemed to indicate to the workshop participants that this focus is being
lost. Therefore, participants asked what is intended for the ATP site in the future. (Section 8.5
includes the key policy principles that ATPSL have identified to guide the future direction of ATP.)

6.4 Indigenous Consultation Strategy
This report includes an Aboriginal archaeological desktop survey. No field survey or impact
assessment was undertaken since there is no current development proposal for the ATP site.
Indigenous consultation as per the Department of Environment, Climate Change and Water’s
Interim Community Consultation Requirements for Applicants was not required as no Aboriginal
objects, sites or places have been proposed to be disturbed at the ATP site as part of the CMP.
The following organisations and individuals were found to have a connection to the Eveleigh
Railway Workshops:


Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council;



New South Wales Native Title Service;
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Aboriginal Housing Company, Redfern;



Wyanga Aboriginal Aged Care Program, Redfern; and



Aboriginal Education and Training Unit, Open Training & Education Network.

These organisations were invited to attend the consultation session and contribute to the CMP
process through the session and feedback forms. None of the organisations sent representatives to
the consultation session and no feedback forms have been received from these organisations.
As noted in Section 2.0, Aboriginal people did work on the railways in Sydney in the twentieth
century, including the Eveleigh Railway Workshops and the Alexandria Goods Yard. There is also
a general historical association between the movement of Aboriginal people to live in Redfern to
take advantage of the work opportunities that this area provided, particularly on the railways.

6.5 Summary and Update
While a range of concerns were raised by the workshop participants, particularly in relation to the
future of the site’s significant machinery and the communication of the history of the place, the
community workshop also provided a valuable insight into the importance of ATP and North
Eveleigh to the local community.
Workshop participants were enthusiastic about different ways to conserve and communicate the
important history of the site and the way its development affected the surrounding area. The
community workshop revealed that members of the local community and others, such as those who
work or volunteer in rail heritage, were very keen to see the history of the place interpreted and to
be more heavily involved in its interpretation.
Since the community consultation was undertaken for this report in December 2009, ATPSL has
been active in its engagement with the community over its planning and implementation of a range
of heritage works (see Section 8.5.1 for details). This is in addition to providing opportunities for
community participation through the Redfern Waterloo Heritage Taskforce and Eveleigh Steering
Committee (now both disbanded) and through the establishment of the ATP volunteer group (who
are directly engaged with the conservation and promotion of heritage at the Park).
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7.0 Significance Assessment
7.1 Introduction
7.1.1 Existing Heritage Listings
The Eveleigh Railway Workshops and its component elements, including the Locomotive
Workshops, have been subject to numerous heritage assessments since it closed in 1986. The
ATP site is included within a number of statutory heritage listings, outlined below.


State Heritage Register (SHR):


Eveleigh Railway Workshops



Eveleigh Railway Workshops Machinery

The SHR also includes separate listings for the Chief Mechanical Engineer’s Office and the Chief
Mechanical Engineer’s Office Movable Relics at North Eveleigh.


ATP S170 Register:


Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Precinct



Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Machinery Collection



Locomotive Workshops Building



Engine Shop (former) (the New Locomotive Shop)



Works Manager’s Office



Water Tower

The ATP S170 Register also includes separate listings for the Carriage Works at Eveleigh (the
former carriage workshops) and the Chief Mechanical Engineer’s Office at North Eveleigh.

7.1.2 Significance Assessment Methodology
The numerous heritage assessments and listings for Eveleigh Railway Workshops, Locomotive
Workshops and other items were reviewed as part of assessing the significance of the ATP site.
The significance assessment is set out in the following manner:


Review and commentary on the State Heritage Register listing for the Eveleigh Railway
Workshops and Eveleigh Railway Workshops Machinery Collection.



Assessment of the ATP site against NSW heritage criteria.



Statement of significance for the ATP site.



Assessment of integrity and intactness of the ATP site.



Curtilage assessment for the ATP site.
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No Aboriginal archaeological objects or sites are known to exist within the ATP site (see Section
5.0). No significance assessment of Aboriginal sites has been undertaken.

7.2 New South Wales Heritage Assessment Guidelines
7.2.1 Introduction
The NSW Heritage Manual guidelines, prepared by the NSW Heritage Office and Department of
Urban Affairs and Planning (as amended July 2002), provide the framework for the following
assessment and statement of significance for ATP. These guidelines incorporate the five types of
cultural heritage values identified in The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for the
Places of Cultural Significance 1999 into a specifically structured framework which is currently
accepted as the required format by heritage authorities in New South Wales.
Under these guidelines, items (or places to use Burra Charter terminology) are assessed in
accordance with a specific set of criteria, as set out below:
a) An item is important in the course, or pattern, of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural
history of the local area).
b) An item has strong or special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of
importance in the cultural or natural history of NSW (or the cultural or natural history of the local area).
c) An item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics and/or a high degree of creative or technical
achievement in NSW (or the local area).
d) An item has strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group in NSW (or the local
area) for social, cultural or spiritual reasons.
e) An item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of NSW’s cultural or
natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area).
f) An item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the
cultural or natural history of the local area).
g) An item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of NSW’s:
–

cultural or natural places; or

–

cultural or natural environments
–

(or a class of the local areas’ cultural or natural places; or

–

cultural or natural environments).

In applying the assessment criteria, both the nature and degree of significance of the place need to
be identified, with items varying in the extent to which they embody or reflect key values and the
relative importance of their evidence or associations.
The assessment also needs to relate the item’s values to its relevant geographical and social
context, usually identified as either Local or State contexts. Items may have both Local and State
significance for similar or different values/criteria.
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Statutory protection of heritage places (ie by local and/or state governments) is usually related to
the identified level of significance. Items of State significance may be considered by the Heritage
Council of NSW for inclusion on the State Heritage Register.

7.2.2 State Historical Themes
The NSW Heritage Manual identifies a specific set of ‘Historical Themes relevant to New South
Wales’ within which the heritage values of the place can be examined. Relevant themes for the
ATP site are outlined in the table below.
Table 7.1 NSW Historical Themes

Australian Historical
Theme

NSW Historical Theme

Australian Technology Park

Developing local, regional
and national economies

Industry—Activities associated with the
manufacture, production and
distribution of goods

The locomotive workshops manufactured parts
for and assembled imported locomotives for the
NSW railways. For two periods during the first
half of the twentieth century, the workshops also
manufactured Australian-designed locomotives.

Developing local, regional
and national economies

Technology—Activities and process
associated with the knowledge or use
of mechanical arts and applied
sciences

The locomotive workshops were a site of much
innovation, with many machines and
locomotives designed and built at Eveleigh.

Developing local, regional
and national economies

Transport—Activities associated with
the moving of people and goods from
one place to another, and systems for
the provision of such movements

The Eveleigh Railway Workshops manufactured
parts for locomotives that served the entire
NSW rail system.
The Alexandria Goods Yard was one of the
starting points for goods services to Melbourne.

Working

Labour—Activities associated with
work practices and organised and
unorganised labour

Eveleigh was the site of many important
disputes seeking better working conditions and
had significant union membership among its
workers.

Governing

Government and administration—
Activities associated with the
governance of local areas, regions, the
State and the nation, and the
administration of public programs

The Eveleigh Railway Workshops were a
significant State-owned industry which
supported the expansion of the NSW rail
system.

Governing

Defence—Activities associated with
defending places from hostile takeover
and occupation

The Locomotive Workshops played a significant
role in manufacturing ammunition and tank parts
during World War II.

Developing Australia’s
cultural life

Social institutions—Activities and
organisational arrangements for the
provision of social activities

Unions and social clubs were an important part
of the working life of Eveleigh, with significant
membership of the NSW Railway Institute and
the Railways Ambulance Corp among Eveleigh
workers.

Marking the phases of life

Persons—Activities of, and
associations with, identifiable
individuals, families and communal
groups

The Eveleigh Railway Workshops represent a
significant achievement by John Whitton,
Engineer-In-Chief, and George Cowdery,
Deputy Engineer for Existing Lines.
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Australian Historical
Theme

NSW Historical Theme

Australian Technology Park

Peopling Australia

Migration—Activities and places
associated with the resettling of people
from one place to another and the
impacts of such movements

The Eveleigh Railway Workshops employed a
significant number of post-World War II migrants
and provided English language classes to assist
their integration into the workplace.

7.3 State Heritage Register Listing
The ATP site comprises only a portion of the SHR listing for the Eveleigh Railway Workshops and
the machinery. The statement of significance provided by the SHR listing is outlined below as a
guiding statement for the assessment of significance of the ATP site. The curtilage of the SHR
listing is provided as Figure 7.1.

7.3.1 Eveleigh Railway Workshops
Statement of Significance
The Eveleigh Railway Yards are some of the finest historic railway engineering workshops in the world and
Eveleigh contains one of the most complete late 19th century and early 20th century forge installations,
collection of cranes and power systems, in particular the hydraulic system. The place is of international
significance and is one of Australia's finest industrial heritage items. The value of the place is increased by the
fact that it is comprised of assemblages, collections and operational systems rather than individual items.
Conversely, the significance has been reduced by its closure, relocation of some machinery and its
disassociation from the operating rail network. (State Projects 1995: 109)1

7.3.2 Eveleigh Railway Workshops Machinery
The SHR citation for the Eveleigh Railway Workshops machinery does not include a statement of
significance or assessment against criteria. The citation describes the items listed as ‘Machinery
associated with Locomotive Workshops’.
A comprehensive assessment of the remaining
machinery was prepared for the ATP S170 Register. This assessment, which is included as
Appendix A, has been reviewed for this report.

7.4 ATP S170 Register Assessments
The ATP S170 Register assessments have been reviewed for this report. Copies of the inventory
sheets for the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Precinct, the Locomotive Workshops Building, the
Engine Shop (former) AKA the New Locomotive Shop, the Works Managers Office (former), the
Water Tower and the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Machinery Collection are provided in
Appendix A. The inventory for the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Precinct contained in the S170
Register provides the most recent and relevant assessment of significance. This listing has been
reviewed in the process of preparing this CMP in the context of further consultation and examination
of existing site elements and fabric.

7.5 ATP Site Assessment Against Criteria
The existing heritage listings for the site provide a basis for the assessment of significance of the
ATP site as a whole. The assessment against the NSW Heritage criteria, below, culminates in a
statement of significance for the ATP site as a whole in Section 7.6.
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7.5.1 Criterion A (Historical Significance)
An item is important in the course, or pattern, of NSW’s cultural or natural history.


The ATP site as a whole reflects an amalgam of land gradually resumed for railway use
during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The land was resumed for a number of
expansions of the Locomotive Workshops, establishment of the Alexandria Goods Yard and
construction of the Eastern Suburbs Railway connection to the Illawarra line, and involved
demolition of an area of housing north of Henderson Road.



The Locomotive Workshops were a key site in the development of the union movement in
NSW and saw the beginning of significant workers’ strikes and protests during the early
twentieth century, including the General Strike of 1917. Many basic working conditions were
gained at Eveleigh through union action, including Saturdays off.



The locomotive repairs and manufacturing at the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops supported
the expansion of the NSW rail system in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.



The founding and operation of the railway workshops at Eveleigh greatly influenced the
growth of the surrounding suburbs, with much of the local area developed to support the
workshops and its workers.



The Locomotive Workshops played a significant role in war-time manufacturing, producing
ammunition and tank parts for the Australian forces during World War II.

7.5.2 Criterion B (Historical Association)
An item has strong or special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance
in NSW’s cultural or natural history


The Locomotive Workshops component of the ATP site represents a significant achievement
by John Whitton, Engineer-in-Chief for the Railways, and George Cowdery, Deputy Engineer
for Existing Lines at the NSW Railways Department.



The Locomotive Workshops component of the ATP site is associated with the early careers
of figures prominent in the history of NSW, including former NSW Premiers James McGowen
(who worked as a boilermaker at the workshops), JJ Cahill (who worked as a fitter) and
former Federal Member for Sydney, Eddie Ward.

7.5.3 Criterion C (Aesthetic/Technical Significance)
An item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics and/or a high degree of creative or technical
achievement in NSW


The ATP site represents one part of the technologically significant Eveleigh Railway
Workshops. The separation of the two workshops (locomotive and carriage) on either side of
the western railway allowed each to communicate with the main railway lines without
interfering with operation of the other.



The combination of the Locomotive Workshops and the Carriage and Wagon Workshops
(North Eveleigh) provide an industrial gateway to the city when travelling by train. The
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distinctive long, low, brick buildings on either side of the railway lines is a landmark along the
western rail lines.


The relationships and connections between the former workshops buildings demonstrate how
the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops operated.
Rail lines to move machines and
locomotives, turntables, the monorail, the pathway up to former pedestrian bridge over the
Redfern Station platforms, the foundry wall and dramatic change in level where the foundry
used to be, all contribute to the understanding of how the workshops functioned.



The Machinery Collection, while still significant as a collection, has lost its original integrity as
an integrated part of the operating workshops. At the time the Workshops closed, it retained
the vast majority of its traditional equipment intact and in place and the Eveleigh Locomotive
Workshops was a rare surviving example of an evolved nineteenth-century railway workshop.
Following adaptive reuse of the Locomotive Workshops, with its associated dismantling of the
interiors and relocation of much of the machinery, the original collection has been reduced to
a significant degree, to a large group of related but discrete artefacts. The exception is the
Blacksmiths Shop (Bays 1 and 2 North and South) component of the collection, which
remains relatively complete.



Individual items of machinery remain significant as significant items of technical achievement.
These range from the Davy Press, a unique machine in Australia and rare in a world context,
to the Departmental Lathe, a precision machine built locally.

7.5.4 Criterion D (Social Significance)
An item has strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group in NSW for social,
cultural or spiritual reasons


The ATP site holds great significance for people in the local community, particularly those
involved in the NSW railways. The locomotive workshops are emblematic of hard work of the
type no longer common in NSW and are seen as a testament to the many thousands of
workers and their families that made their living within its walls.



The history and significance of the ATP site is central to many local community members’
connection with the Redfern/Darlington area. As the former site of the Eveleigh Locomotive
Workshops, ATP holds great significance as a social and historical landmark for the
surrounding community.



The history of the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops and the many social and technological
achievements that occurred there are a source of pride for former workers, current
employees and volunteers and the local community alike. This pride is evident through the
dedication of the many volunteers that continue to work in the Large Erecting Shed, the
blacksmithing operation in Bay 1 and the ‘Back to Eveleigh’ days led by former workers, as
well as the many views expressed during the community consultation process for this CMP.
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7.5.5 Criterion E (Research Potential)
An item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of NSW’s cultural or natural
history


The historical archaeological resource at the ATP site has moderate research potential
relating to the functioning of the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops and Alexandria Goods
Yard. This potential resource includes structures and deposits relating to the former buildings
on site and rail stock across the site.



There is moderate research potential relating to the areas of former housing stock to the
north of Henderson Road and west of Cornwallis Street that were resumed by the railways in
the early twentieth century. This former neighbourhood, dating to the 1880s, would have
housed many of the railway workers and their families. This potential resource may include
occupational deposits and structures relating to the rows of housing stock, fences, gardens
and yard surfaces and wells or cellars. Artefacts from this resource, if they exist, may be able
to yield information on the types of people, including social class, gender and ethnicity, living
in these former neighbourhoods.



There is moderate research potential relating to two former stables from the Chisholm Estate
period that predated the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops and Alexandria Goods Yard use of
the site. This potential resource may include remains of timber stables and associated
deposits.



The Machinery Collection has some value as a resource for skills development in traditional
and mechanical trades, where these skills are disappearing in the community at large, and
the equipment platforms for carrying out this form of work are rapidly becoming rare.

7.5.6 Criterion F (Rarity)
An item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of NSW’s cultural or natural history


The Eveleigh Railway Workshops as a whole, including its component parts within the ATP
site, provide a rare expression of an ambitious late nineteenth-century public endeavour of a
scale and intensity not reflected elsewhere in NSW.



The blacksmiths workshop in the Locomotive Workshops building is one of the few remaining
functional railway blacksmiths workshops in Australia, although the workshop no longer
produces rail-related items.



Many of the individual items in the Machinery Collection have no comparisons outside of
large heavy engineering workshops associated with railways and shipyards, as they are
specific to the manufacture of very large, complicated items. Although some similar
machines may exist in traditional railway workshops in other Australian states, no detailed
comparative analysis has been undertaken to determine the overall survival of such
machines in Australia. Owing to the age and size of Eveleigh in comparison to railway
workshops in other states, some elements of the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Machinery
Collection are likely to be unique.



The Davy Press is a unique machine in Australia, for its size, age and mode of operation and
is a rare survivor in the world context. Other machines of rarity include items such as the
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Tangye 48 inch wheel lathe (for its size and layout), the Societe Genevoise Drilling and
Boring Machine, a rare surviving example of a machine that was the cutting-edge of precision
machinery of its day and the 1888 Fielding & Platt two-cylinder compound steam engine
direct coupled to the hydraulic pressure pump, a purpose-built machine from the 1880s.


ATP and North Eveleigh comprise the largest group of railway workshops buildings and
machinery remaining in NSW. The sites of other railway workshops in NSW, such as the
Civic Railway Workshops at Newcastle and the Cardiff Railway Workshops at Glendale, were
smaller workshops than Eveleigh and retain fewer buildings.

7.5.7 Criterion G (Representativeness)
An item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of NSW’s cultural or natural
places; or cultural or natural environments


The Locomotive Workshops component of the ATP site is representative of late nineteenthcentury railway workshops in New South Wales and Australia. Similar workshops of this era
can be found in Newcastle (NSW), Launceston (Tasmania), Midland (Western Australia),
Ipswich (Queensland), Islington (South Australia) and Newport (Victoria). The Eveleigh
Locomotive Workshops were the largest in NSW.



The Machinery Collection is broadly representative of the equipment typically associated with
a large steam railway workshops complex of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century,
in its range, size and technology. Individual machines and assemblages are representative
of their particular application, function or technology, such as the blacksmith’s assemblages
or various lathes or cranes.

7.6 Australian Technology Park—Statement of Significance
ATP provides important evidence of the founding and gradual expansion of the largest railway
workshops in NSW over a period of 100 years. The Eveleigh Railway Workshops was a highly
significant and ambitious public endeavour of a type that rarely occurs today. Eveleigh was a
government-established and government-run industrial workshop designed to provide selfsufficiency for the Sydney and NSW railways, without reliance on private operators who did not
possess the funds or workforce to cope with demand during the nineteenth century. It employed
and developed the best technology available at the time and continued to innovate in response to
changes in the NSW railways system and management policy throughout its years of operation.
The ATP site contains an amalgam of land gradually resumed for railway use during the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries. The land was resumed for a number of expansions of the Locomotive
Workshops, establishment of the Alexandria Goods Yard and construction of the Eastern Suburbs
Railway connection to the Illawarra line, and involved demolition of an area of housing north of
Henderson Road. At its peak, the area was the most important rail precinct in NSW.
Three of four remaining buildings and a significant machinery collection from the State-significant
Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops are contained within the ATP site. The Locomotive Workshops
building, New Locomotive Shop and Works Manager’s Office form a historically and aesthetically
significant group that demonstrates the scale and importance of the Eveleigh Locomotive
Workshops and are a landmark along the western railway. The distinctive, highly detailed industrial
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buildings provide powerful evidence of the importance of the workshops as a major industrial
undertaking in NSW during the late nineteenth century.
Individual items of the Locomotive Workshops Machinery Collection remain significant items of
technical achievement. These range from the Davy Press, a unique machine in Australia and rare
in a world context, to the Departmental Lathe, a precision machine built locally. While the
Machinery Collection is not entirely intact, it retains a high level of significance and the collection
within the blacksmiths workshop is relatively complete.
The ATP site holds great significance for members of the local community and current and former
workers within the NSW railways and is central to many local community members’ connection with
the Redfern/Darlington area. As the site of the former Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops, ATP is
emblematic of a type of work no longer common in NSW and the remaining buildings are seen as a
testament to the many thousands of workers and their families that made their living within its walls.
The pride in the history of the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops is evident through the dedication of
the many volunteers that continue to work in the Large Erecting Shed, the blacksmith business in
Bays 1 and 2 South and the open days and tours led by former workers, as well as the many views
expressed during the community consultation process.
The ATP site has strong historical connections with the surrounding area, including North Eveleigh
and Redfern Station, as well as a historical connection with the expansion, pattern and type of
development that occurred in adjacent suburbs. While the former Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops
are significant in their own right, this significance is increased by their relationship to the Eveleigh
Railway Workshops as a whole, including the former Carriage and Wagon Workshops at North
Eveleigh and the former Macdonaldtown Gas Works.

7.7 Curtilage and Setting
7.7.1 Curtilage Assessment Principles
Heritage curtilage is defined in the NSW Heritage Office publication Heritage Curtilages as ‘the area
of land (including land covered by water) surrounding an item or area of heritage significance which
is essential for retaining and interpreting its heritage significance.’
The Burra Charter places increased emphasis on the importance of the settings of heritage places:
Conservation requires the retention of an appropriate visual setting and other relationships that contribute to
the cultural significance of the place. New construction, demolition, intrusions, or other changes that would
adversely affect the setting or relationship are not appropriate. (Article 8)
This means that care must be taken in the development and management of the surroundings of a
significant heritage place.

7.7.2 Curtilage Assessment
The SHR curtilage for the Eveleigh Railway Workshops includes the entirety of the ATP site as well
as North Eveleigh, the former Macdonaldtown Gas Works, RailCorp’s property to the west of ATP
and a section of the Great Western Railway between the two sides of Eveleigh.
The SHR curtilage is considered appropriate for the ongoing conservation of the significance of the
ATP site as it includes the elements that have significant historical associations with the former
Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops and the Alexandria Goods Yard.
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The SHR curtilage is included as Figure 7.1. The curtilage is described as follows:
The listing boundary is formed by Wilson St to the north west, Redfern Station to the north east, Cornwallis
and Garden Sts to the south east and the property boundary to the new development fronting Henderson Rd
to the south.2

7.7.3 The Setting of the ATP Site
While the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops are significant in their own right, this significance is
greatly increased when considered as part of the entire former Eveleigh Railway Workshops,
including the former Carriage and Wagon Workshops at North Eveleigh and the former
Macdonaldtown Gas Works. The workshops also have a significant relationship with the foundation
and expansion of Redfern Station (originally named ‘Eveleigh Station’).
The current and likely future management and development of the now disparate parts of the former
Eveleigh Railway Workshops will see these historical and operational relationships further
obscured.
The setting of the ATP site should reflect the SHR listing boundary and include Redfern Station.
The setting includes significant view lines between the various elements of the former Eveleigh
Railway Workshops and ATP as well as significant view lines within the ATP site itself. The
assessment of significant view lines (shown in Figure 7.2 and listed in Table 7.2) has taken into
account the historical layout of the workshops and does not include views that can be obtained
currently due to building demolitions but which did not exist in the past.
The setting recognises the significance of the former Eveleigh Railway Workshops as a whole and
includes integral components that are currently excluded from consideration. Changes to ATP
should not be considered without consideration of the heritage impact on the former railway
workshops as a whole, and understanding of the sheer size of the Eveleigh Railway Workshops and
the scope of functions that occurred within them should not be compromised by treating each
component as a separate entity that does not relate to the whole.

7.8 Significance of Components
7.8.1 Grades of Significance
Different components of a place may make a different relative contribution to its heritage value.
Loss of integrity or poor condition may also diminish significance. Specifying the relative
contribution of an item or its components to overall significance provides a useful framework for
decision-making about the conservation of and/or changes to the place. The following table sets
out terms used to describe the grades of significance for different components of the place and is
taken from the NSW Heritage Office publication Assessing Heritage Significance (2001).
Table 7.2 Standard Grades of Significance.

Grade

Justification

Exceptional

Rare or outstanding element directly contributing to an item’s local and State significance.

High

High degree of original fabric. Demonstrates a key element of the item’s significance.
Alterations do not detract from significance.

Moderate

Altered or modified elements. Elements with little heritage value, but which contribute to the
overall significance of the item.
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Grade

Justification

Little

Alterations detract from significance. Difficult to interpret.

Intrusive

Damaging to the item’s heritage significance.

The NSW Heritage Office publication also suggests that the standard table may need to be modified
to suit particular applications and specific items. In Table 7.3, below, the standard grades of
significance of Table 7.2 are applied to the particular layout, elements and fabric of the ATP site.
As part of this process Table 7.3 seeks to reflect the extent to which particular components of the
place retain and/or provide meaningful evidence of the original site, as well as the relative
importance of later layering and overall physical condition.
The preliminary assessment of the historical archaeological significance of the ATP site is shown on
Figure 5.6.
Table 7.3 Grades of significance and application to ATP.

Grade

Application to ATP

Elements/Attributes

Exceptional

Major elements within ATP and visual
connections within ATP and the former
Eveleigh Railway Workshops. These may
include some alterations which are of a
minor nature and/or do not detract from
significance.

Locomotive Workshops building including original
annexes

Major elements within ATP and specific
views within ATP and the former Eveleigh
Railway Workshops which provide
evidence of key attributes of the item’s
significance. These generally include
alterations of a more substantial nature
than Exceptional elements, but do not
obscure significance.

Water tower

High

New Locomotive Shop
Works Managers Office
Turntables throughout site
General visual connections that reflect former functional
relationships and context between the elements within
ATP and with the former Carriage and Wagon
Workshops, Paint Shop and Chief Mechanical Engineers
Office at North Eveleigh and railway lines.
Specific views (see Figure 7.2):


Along the northern and southern elevations of the
Locomotive Workshops building.



Into the site from the northeastern entrance (Marian
Street), the entrance near Margaret Street and the
entrance near Boundary Street.



The three former Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops
buildings from the railway lines.
View from the northern end of Innovation Plaza
across to the Chief Mechanical Engineers Office at
North Eveleigh.
View of the two sides of the Eveleigh Railway
Workshops and Redfern Station from the entrance
to ATP at Marian Street.





Moderate

Remnants of the Eveleigh Locomotive
Workshops within the ATP site which have
historic, associational and/or aesthetic
values and contribute to overall
significance. May also include sites of
archaeological potential relating to former
structures and landscape features.
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Remnant brick walls from foundry
Remnant rail tracks throughout the site
Change in level between Locomotive Workshops building
and foundry site
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Grade

Application to ATP

Elements/Attributes

Little

Added or altered elements which detract
from significance and/or may obscure more
significant attributes.

NICTA
Media Central (8 Central Avenue)
Biomedical Building
RTA and NSW Ambulance buildings

Intrusive

Added or altered elements which damage
the item’s significance.

No elements identified.

Table 7.4 Grades of significance and application to building fabric.

Grade

Application to ATP

Elements/Attributes

Exceptional

Major spaces, elements and fabric of the
early/original buildings remaining from the
Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops. These
may include some alterations which are of
a minor nature and/or do not detract from
significance.

Locomotive Workshops building:


External walls, including all original openings



Blacksmiths workshop (Bays 1 and 2), including
intact machinery collection



Original annexes to Bays 3–1



Roof lanterns



Original internal layout of the building, including
arrangement of bays divided by double rows of
cast-iron columns



Rail tracks and services remaining in the slab




Turntables south of Bays 3, 4a and 12
Overhead travelling cranes throughout



Urinal against southern wall

New Locomotive Shop:


External walls, including all original openings
Roof form, which demonstrates two phases of
construction



Rail tracks in slab



Wash basins in foyer
Works Managers Office:



External form, including bell tower



Original openings in the eastern portion of the
building
Railing outside southern entrance




High (H)

Moderate
(M)
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Remaining original interior fixtures and finishes,
including fire places.

Major spaces, elements and fabric of
early/original buildings remaining from the
Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops which
provide evidence of key attributes of the
item’s significance. These generally
include alterations of a more substantial
nature than Exceptional but do not obscure
significance.

Locomotive Workshops building:

Additions/alterations to the early/original
buildings remaining from the Eveleigh
Locomotive Workshops which have

No fabric identified.



Machinery displayed throughout, except in Bays 1
and 2



Traverser

New Locomotive Shop:


Overhead travelling crane (moved from original
location)
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Grade

Application to ATP

Elements/Attributes

historic, associational and/or aesthetic
values which contribute to overall
significance.
Little (L)

Added or altered spaces, elements and
fabric which detract from significance
and/or may obscure more significant
attributes.

Locomotive Workshops building:


Office fit-out in Bays 3–9 and 14–15 (new
numbering: 3–10 and 15–16)



New annexes to Bays 14–15, 10–8, and 6–4 (new
numbering Bays 15–16, 11–9 and 7–5)



Modern glass doors



Carpet throughout Bays 3–9 and 14–15 (new
numbering: 15–16)

New Locomotive Shop:


Office fit-out

Modern glass doors
Works Managers Office:


Intrusive (I)

Added or altered spaces, elements and
fabric which damage the item’s
significance.



Recent internal fit-out and finishes



Aluminium window frames

No fabric identified.
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Figure 7.1 The SHR curtilage for the Eveleigh Railway Workshops. (Source: NSW Heritage Branch)
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Figure 7.2 Significance plan showing grades of significance of elements within the ATP site. The plan also shows significant specific views within the site and to and from the site (High Significance). The boundary of ATP and the broader setting of the site is also indicated. (Source: GML 2011)
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7.9 Endnotes
1

2
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NSW Heritage Branch, Parramatta NSW, State Heritage Inventory, ‘Eveleigh Railway Workshops’, viewed 21 August 2009
<http://www.heritage.nsw.gov.au/07_subnav_01_2.cfm?itemid=5045103>
NSW Heritage Branch, Parramatta NSW, State Heritage Inventory, ‘Eveleigh Railway Workshops’, viewed 21 August 2009
<http://www.heritage.nsw.gov.au/07_subnav_01_2.cfm?itemid=5045103>
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8.0 Constraints and Opportunities
8.1 Introduction
The role of the conservation policies in this report is to provide specific guidelines for the
conservation, ongoing care, development and use of ATP and its component parts so that its
cultural significance is appropriately maintained, enhanced and interpreted.
Development of conservation policies requires consideration of a range of issues which are
generally divided into the following categories:


the constraints on, and opportunities for, use and development of the site arising from the
statement of significance;



the physical condition and degree of integrity of the fabric of the place;



requirements imposed by external factors and agencies including statutory authorities; and



the requirements of the site users and owners, including consideration of available resources
and appropriate uses.

8.2 Constraints and Opportunities Arising from Significance
8.2.1 Generally
Establishing requirements for retaining the heritage significance of the place is the essential first
step in the development of conservation policies. These requirements are based on the aspects of
significance identified in the statement of significance and accompanying assessment of the
significance of components in Sections 7.7 and 7.8.
The future conservation, development and ongoing management of the place should take into
account constraints arising from the identified heritage values of the site and its setting.
Opportunities to reinstate the heritage values (where lost) and interpret the history (where not
communicated) of the place should also be investigated and implemented, particularly where these
can be integrated into the daily use and ongoing care of the site.
Aspects of significance of the ATP site identified in the statement of significance relevant to these
concerns include:


The need to conserve the significance of the Locomotive Workshops (within the ATP site) as
an integral part of a rare surviving example of a nineteenth-century railway workshops,
including its highly significant Machinery Collection and intact early buildings, which was the
largest in the state and highly significant in the history of NSW.



Opportunities to communicate this significance through appropriate uses and interpretation.



Opportunities to conserve the significance of items of the Machinery Collection by returning
them to use, taking into account relevant WHS, operational and amenity considerations.



The need to maintain and enhance the connection between the Locomotive Workshops
components within the ATP site (both buildings and machinery) and significant components
of the workshops outside, particularly the Large Erecting Shed and the machinery within.
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The opportunity to enhance and engage with the social significance of the site through
harnessing community interest and enthusiasm.



The opportunity to enhance the significant relationship between the ATP site (as the former
Locomotive Workshops) and North Eveleigh (as the former Carriage and Wagon Workshops)
as two halves of the Eveleigh Railway Workshops.



The opportunity to engage with and enhance relationships with other significant NSW railway
sites, including the Rail Heritage Centre in Thirlmere, the former Chullora Railway Workshops
and the former Civic Railway Workshops in Newcastle.



The opportunity to recognise and enhance the importance of the ATP site as part of the
larger railway industrial precinct which includes North Eveleigh, the former Macdonaldtown
Gas Works, Redfern Station, the Large Erecting Shed and Macdonaldtown Stabling Yards
and the boundary of the Alexandria Goods Yard and the western railway.



The ability of the site to provide evidence of 100 years of engineering processes and
equipment, including significant technological innovation, through remaining machinery and
building design. The amount and type of machinery remaining on site provides many
opportunities to interpret the history of the workshops.



The powerful social significance of the site to its former workers, current volunteers and
tenants, the local community and the NSW railway community, for whom the Eveleigh
Railway Workshops and the Locomotive Workshops in particular represent a pinnacle of
industrial achievement in NSW. This social significance provides a range of opportunities to
communicate the significance of the site and to maintain significant moveable items in the
Machinery Collection. The broader public is a valuable means of communicating and
interpreting the significance of the site over coming generations.



The need to communicate the social significance of the site for former workers and the local
community as a testament to the lives of thousands of workers and as a site of struggle for
workers’ rights and improved working conditions.



The evidence provided by the site of the workshop beginnings and expansion over 100 years,
including buildings and other structures, landscape features and archaeological remains.



The need to conserve and enhance the aesthetic and landmark qualities of the site in views
from the main western railway lines, Redfern Station and the surrounding area.

The treatment of existing site components, fabric, and visual and functional relationships should be
related to the assessed level of significance, as set out in Section 7.7 (Significance of Components).

8.2.2 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
As part of the Indigenous consultation strategy, a number of organisations and individuals were
found to have a connection to the Eveleigh Railway Workshops, including the Metropolitan Local
Aboriginal Land Council, Aboriginal Housing Company, Redfern, New South Wales Native Title
Service, Wyanga Aboriginal Aged Care Program, Redfern, and Aboriginal Education and Training
Unit, Open Training & Education Network.
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None of the organisations sent representatives to the consultation session and no feedback forms
were received from these organisations. However, a number of sources (including oral history
interviews conducted by Lucy Taksa and Joan Kent for Godden Mackay in 1996) indicate that
Aboriginal people did work at the Eveleigh Railway Workshops and the Alexandria Goods Yard.
The Aboriginal community in Redfern was well-established when the workshops were in operation.
Opportunities exist to engage the local Aboriginal community in specific programs to identify and
interpret cultural heritage in the future and to conduct detailed research that investigates the
historical links to the workshops and the local area.

8.2.3 Guiding Principles
The future conservation and development of the place should be carried out in accordance with the
principles of The Burra Charter:


The maximum amount of significant fabric, uses, associations and meanings should be preserved and
conserved. (Article 3, Burra Charter)



Conservation is based on a respect for the existing fabric, use, associations and meanings. It requires a
cautious approach of changing as much as necessary but as little as possible. (Article 3.1, Burra
Charter)



Uses should, if possible, be related to the cultural significance rather than uses that do not take
advantage of the interpretative potential of the place. (Article 7, Burra Charter)



Conservation requires the retention of an appropriate visual setting and other relationships that
contribute to the cultural significance of the place. (Article 8, Burra Charter)



The contribution which related places and related objects make to the cultural significance of the place
should be retained. (Article 11, Burra Charter)



Conservation, interpretation and management of a place should provide for the participation of people
for whom the place has special associations and meanings, or who have social, spiritual or other cultural
responsibilities for the place. (Article 12, Burra Charter)



Significant associations between people and a place should be respected, retained and not obscured.
Opportunities for the interpretation, commemoration and celebration of these associations should be
investigated and implemented. (Article 24.1, Burra Charter)



Significant meanings, including spiritual values, of a place should be respected. Opportunities for the
continuation or revival of these meanings should be investigated and implemented. (Article 24.2, Burra
Charter)

8.3 Constraints and Opportunities Arising from Condition and Integrity
8.3.1 Significant Buildings
Generally, the original buildings remaining on the site (the Locomotive Workshops, the New
Locomotive Shop and the Works Managers Office) retain a moderate to high level of intactness and
integrity, as noted in Section 3.0 of this CMP. The Locomotive Workshops and New Locomotive
Shop clearly demonstrate their history as industrial buildings. Both workshop buildings are highly
intact externally and relatively intact internally. The alterations to the internal spaces of both
buildings could be reversible and the original open spatial character restored.
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The buildings are maintained by ATPSL and are generally in good condition. Recent works to the
buildings include re-pointing and repair of cracks to brickwork (completed July 2010) and
conservation works to the Pump Room. Facade repairs, including repairs to cornices and coping
are planned to take place in 2011.
The former Works Managers Office retains a moderate level of intactness. The flexibility of this type
of small administration building has been embraced through adaptive re-use that retains much of
the original character of the building, though interior finishes have been modified heavily. The
building’s form (including the bell tower) and location near the railway lines and station provides
opportunities to enhance the connection between the Works Manager’s Office and the entrance to
ATP as an interpretation of the building’s historical role as the administrative hub of the Locomotive
Workshops.
Overall, the architectural language of the three original workshops buildings creates a tangible
industrial heart of the ATP site, clearly visible from the rail lines, that provides a range of
opportunities for interpretation of the site’s history and distinctive branding for ATP. ATPSL has
recognised this potential by using the space between the buildings (Innovation Plaza) for
interpretation of some significant machinery.

8.3.2 Machinery
The survey of the condition of the major site components carried out for this CMP identified a
number of key issues relating to the physical condition and degree of intactness/integrity (see
Section 4.0):


the loss of context for the industrial components of the site, particularly the Machinery
Collection. Much of the remaining machinery does not have an obvious connection to its
location. The relationship between the machinery and the layout of the workshops and how
the two worked together has been obscured through relocation of most machinery;



the incompleteness of the Machinery Collection overall, as result of various decisions about
the collection made by various owners over the past 20 years, as outlined in Section 4.0. The
notable exception is the blacksmiths workshop collection in Bays 1 and 2 North and South;
and



loss of knowledge due to the closing of the workshops and few workshops of its type
remaining in operation.

Despite these three issues, a fair proportion of the significant Machinery Collection remains within
the ATP site and remain relatively intact as individual items. There is great potential to interpret the
Machinery Collection, engage with former workers and integrate the machinery into identity and use
of the ATP site.

8.3.3 Site and Setting
Generally
Overall, a great deal of thought and effort has been put into ensuring that the connections between
the remaining Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops buildings remain evident, with tracks, turntables and
such being retained in situ as part of the site landscape. Portions of the foundry walls, some
elements of the original layout and the change in level that runs east–west across site have also
been substantially retained.
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However, as is inevitable with the conversion of a densely occupied industrial site to a modern
commercial precinct, much of the distinctive industrial landscape has been lost. The overall
appearance of the ATP site reflects its new role as a technology-focused business park, despite the
evident efforts to retain and embrace its industrial components. In some key views of the site,
particularly from the western railway lines, the industrial character of the place is still clearly evident
and opportunities exist to make more of this distinctive character.
The historical connection between the former Carriage and Wagon Workshops at North Eveleigh
and the ATP site is clearly expressed through the architectural language of the workshops buildings
on either side of the western railway. While much of the physical separation of the two areas was
part of the original design of the Eveleigh Railway Workshops, as the areas functioned as two
halves of the one railway workshops, this separation has been reinforced since the workshops
closed. The removal of important physical links, particularly the Redfern Station pedestrian bridge,
and the separation of management, with the Locomotive Workshops being given a new use quite
quickly after closing while the Carriage and Wagon Workshops languished for many years before
being gradually redeveloped, has resulted in the loss of links between the two areas.
Both ATP and North Eveleigh will be changing over the coming years, as the full development of the
ATP site, the North Eveleigh Concept Plan and the Eveleigh Railway Workshops Interpretation Plan
are realised. Opportunities to reinstate and interpret connections between the two sites should be
investigated as part of these projects.

Archaeological Remains
The heritage significance of the site extends beyond the extant structures.
Appropriate
management measures should also be taken to ensure the archaeological resource is appropriately
investigated and recorded prior to any action which may disturb or remove it. Appropriate
management requires the archaeological investigation of areas of sensitivity, and the
documentation of relics removed or disturbed. Excavation permits under the Heritage Act are
required to disturb ‘relics’.
The likelihood of the survival of the potential archaeological resource on the site is discussed in
detail in Section 5.0. Future development of these areas would need to accommodate the timely
management and investigation of identified archaeological resources. Specific policies for
managing the site’s archaeological resource are included in Section 9.0.

Aboriginal Heritage Values Assessment
Given the considerable disturbance to the original natural environment over the past 120 years from
industrial and residential development, railway construction and more recently commercial
development, the Aboriginal archaeological potential for the subject site is considered low. This
does not preclude the existence of relics within the study area, however it is predicted that these
would be highly disturbed, reworked deposits in a secondary context. Regardless of the context, all
Aboriginal artefacts are afforded protection under the NPW Act.
Although the likelihood of encountering Aboriginal artefacts is considered low, should any Aboriginal
relics be identified during excavation at this site, all works should cease and the area containing the
relics be made secure (any artefacts must be left in situ). The OEH (formerly National Parks and
Wildlife Service) Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Unit should be notified of any such find. An
archaeologist should be called in at this time to assess the site and provide management
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recommendations in conjunction with the Local Aboriginal Land Council, any other identified
Aboriginal stakeholders and OEH.

8.4 Statutory Requirements
8.4.1 Heritage Act 1977 (NSW)
The Heritage Act 1977 (NSW) (the Heritage Act) is a statutory tool designed to conserve the
environmental heritage of New South Wales. The Heritage Act defines a heritage item as ‘a place,
building, work, relic, moveable object or precinct’.
Specific for archaeology, ‘relic’ means any deposit, object or material evidence:
(a)

that relates to the settlement of the area that comprises New South Wales, not being
Aboriginal settlement; and

(b)

is of State or Local heritage significance.

State Heritage Register Listing and Heritage Council of NSW Approvals
As outlined in Section 7.0, the ATP site is included within the State Heritage Register (SHR) listing
for the Eveleigh Railway Workshops (item number 01140, gazetted 2 April 1999). The SHR is
established under Section 22 of the Heritage Act. Pursuant to Section 57(1), the approval of the
Heritage Council of NSW is required for any proposed development within the site including
subdivision, works to the grounds or structures or disturbance of archaeological ‘relics’.
The provisions of Section 170 and Section 170A regarding heritage management by government
instrumentalities and the creation of heritage and conservation registers still apply, as do the
notification provisions of Section 146 and Section 146A regarding discovery of relics.

Exemptions from Heritage Act Approval
Section 57(2) of the Heritage Act provides for a number of Exemptions to Section 57(1) approval
requirements. Exempted development does not require prior Heritage Council of NSW approval.
Exemptions are of two types, Standard and Specific. Standard Exemptions which apply to all items
on the SHR generally include minor and non-intrusive works and are subject to some qualifications
in some instances. Typical exempted works include maintenance (to buildings and gardens), minor
repairs and repainting in approved colours. The NSW Heritage Council of NSW’s current Standard
Exemptions are attached at Appendix B. Standard Exemptions do not apply to the disturbance,
destruction, removal or exposure of archaeological ‘relics’.

Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair
Section 118 of the Heritage Act provides for the regulation of minimum standards for the
maintenance and repair of State Heritage Register items. These standards were regulated in 1999
and apply to all State Heritage Register items. The minimum standards cover the following areas:


weatherproofing;



fire protection;



security; and



essential maintenance.
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An inspection to ensure that the item is being managed in accordance with the minimum standards
must be conducted at least once every year (or at least once every three years for essential
maintenance and repair standards).
Failure to meet the minimum standards may result in an order from the Heritage Council to do or
refrain from doing any works necessary to ensure the standards are met. Failure to comply with an
order can result in the resumption of land, a prohibition on development, or fines and imprisonment.

8.4.2 State Environmental Planning Policy (Urban Renewal) 2010
The SMDA was created by the Growth Centres (Development Corporations) Act 1974 (NSW)
(Growth Centres Act) and commenced on 17 December 2010. It was renamed UGDC, which
commenced operating 1 January 2013. 1 The UGDC uses existing provisions of the Growth Centres
Act and has assumed the functions and continues the work of the SMDA.
The State Environmental Planning Policy (Urban Renewal) 2010 (NSW) (Urban Renewal SEPP)
came into operation in December 2010. The Urban Renewal SEPP identifies Granville, RedfernWaterloo and Newcastle as potential urban renewal precincts and requires the preparation of Urban
Renewal Studies. The UGDC is focusing on the two potential urban renewal areas of Granville
(including Auto Alley) and Redfern-Waterloo.

8.4.3 State Environmental Planning Policy (Major Development) 2005
The ATP site is included within an area deemed a ‘state significant site’ under the State
Environmental Planning Policy (Major Development) 2005 (NSW) (SEPP Major Development). This
area is listed as The Redfern-Waterloo Authority Sites (Part 5, Schedule 3). These sites are subject
to State environmental planning policies only. 2 Other environmental planning instruments for the
area, such as the South Sydney Local Environmental Plan 1998 (SSLEP) and Sydney Regional
Environmental Plan 26—City West (SREP 26), do not apply.
The Minister for Planning is the consent authority for state significant sites in the Redfern-Waterloo
area. Where development is less than $10 million in investment value, the City of Sydney Council
is the consent authority.
Under SEPP Major Development minor works to heritage items may not require consent, provided
the consent authority is notified and has advised the applicant in writing that it is satisfied that the
work is of a minor nature (including maintenance) and would not adversely affect the significance of
the heritage item (Clause 27(2) Part 5 Schedule 3).
Clause 27 Part 5 Schedule 3 of the SEPP Major Development provides provisions for heritage
conservation, including relics, as follows:
(1) A person must not, in respect of a building, work, relic, tree or place that is a heritage item:
(a) demolish, dismantle, move or alter the building, work, relic, tree or place, or
(b) damage or remove the relic, or
(c) excavate land for the purpose of discovering, exposing or moving the relic, or
(d) damage or despoil the tree or place, or
(e) erect a building on, or subdivide, land on which the building, work or relic is situated or that comprises the
place, or
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(f) damage any tree or land on which the building, work or relic is situated on or on the land which comprises
the place, or
(g) make structural changes to the interior of the building or work,
except with the consent of the consent authority.3
A map of heritage items within the state significant sites in the Redfern-Waterloo area is also
included in SEPP Major Development.

8.4.4 National Parks and Wildlife Act
The NPW Act provides statutory protection for all Aboriginal ‘objects’ (consisting of any material
evidence of the Indigenous occupation of New South Wales) under Section 90 and for ‘Aboriginal
places’ (areas of cultural significance to the Aboriginal community) under Section 84. Aboriginal
objects and places are afforded automatic statutory protection in New South Wales whereby it is an
offence (without the Minister’s consent) to:
Damage, deface or destroy Aboriginal sites without the prior consent of the Director-General of the National
Parks and Wildlife Service (now the Chief Executive of the Office of Environment and Heritage).
The NPW Act defines an Aboriginal object as:
any deposit, object or material evidence (not being a handicraft made for sale) relating to the Aboriginal
habitation of the area that comprises New South Wales, being habitation before or concurrent with (or both)
the occupation of that area by persons of non-Aboriginal extraction, and includes Aboriginal remains. 4
Under Section 84, the Act defines an ‘Aboriginal place’ as:
any place specified or described in the order, being a place that, in the opinion of the Minister, is or was of
special significance with respect to Aboriginal culture.5
Under Section 90 of the Act, it is an offence to destroy, deface, damage or desecrate, or cause or
permit the destruction, defacement, damage or desecration of an Aboriginal object or place without
first obtaining consent from the Chief Executive of the OEH (sometimes called a consent to
destroy). Under Section 90, consent can only be granted by applying for a Heritage Impact Permit,
which must be approved by the Chief Executive.
Section 91 requires anyone who discovers an Aboriginal object to notify the Chief Executive of the
OEH of the discovery. Identified objects and sites are registered on the Aboriginal Heritage
Information Management System (AHIMS), which is managed and maintained by the OEH.
The protection provided to Aboriginal objects and places applies irrespective of the level of their
significance or issues of land tenure. Any development on the ATP site should be undertaken with
due regard to the requirements of the NPW Act in relation to Aboriginal heritage.

8.4.5 Redfern-Waterloo Authority Built Environment Plan (Stage One), August 2006
The Redfern Waterloo Authority Built Environment Plan (Stage One), August 2006, (BEP 1) has
been prepared to encourage the urban and social revitalisation of the Redfern-Waterloo area.
Stage One focuses on the Redfern-Waterloo area’s ‘strategic sites’, which includes the entire
former Eveleigh Railway Workshops (including ATP and RailCorp land to the south) and Redfern
Railway Station.6 BEP 1 replaces the previous ATP master plans (which were prepared as a
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requirement of Sydney Regional Environmental Plan 26—City West (SREP 26), since revoked for
the Redfern-Waterloo area) as the guiding planning document for the ATP site.
Part 3 (Strategies for Revitalising Redfern Waterloo) of BEP 1 includes a heritage strategy for the
Redfern-Waterloo area. Section 3.5 recognises that the Redfern-Waterloo area’s ‘strategic sites’
contain a number of heritage items listed on South Sydney Local Environmental Plan 1998 and
SREP 26 and proposes five more (all within North Eveleigh) for inclusion in SEPP Major
Development. The heritage strategy also identifies a need to review existing CMPs and heritage
inventories to guide development controls and acknowledges opportunities for adaptive re-use of
heritage items.
Part 4 (Land Use and Design Concepts for Redfern-Waterloo area’s Strategic Sites) of BEP 1
addresses ATP in Section 4.1.7 Land uses include those established (technology and research)
and a proposal to allow serviced apartments and hotel/motel accommodation.
The proposed
design concept for ATP is based on the existing subdivision plan, with building heights from three to
11 storeys permitted on the site. Section 4.1 also notes that a Development Control Plan will be
prepared to replace the ATP Master Plan 2005.8
Stage Two of the Built Environment Plan will address the areas of social housing in the RedfernWaterloo area and is unlikely to directly have an impact on ATP.

8.5 Owner Requirements and Proposed Uses
8.5.1 Generally
ATPSL has provided the following statement regarding management of the heritage values of ATP:
ATPSL recognises its role and responsibility as custodian of the ATP, part of the former Eveleigh Railway
Workshops which is listed on the State Heritage Register. The heritage of the site is evident through a
number of show case heritage buildings, a large collection of historic industrial machinery and the social
significance and influence of the site on the local community over time.
Heritage is a major theme of the site and the ATPSL Board of Directors, management and staff are committed
to ensuring the valuable heritage significance of the ATP is appropriately preserved, maintained and
promoted. The ATPSL Board has overseen the development of a range of plans and capital works relating to
this issue, including:


Preparation of this new CMP for the site;



The Section 170 Register that was approved by the Heritage Council in November 2008 and is available
on the ATPPML website;



The development, implementation and ongoing review of the Heritage Asset Management Strategy
(HAMS);



The ongoing implementation of the capital works and maintenance expenditure programs for heritage at
the ATP, now totalling more than $4.4m over the past 5 years, this work includes:
o

Pump Room refurbishment,

o

Innovation Plaza upgrade, Pivot crane restoration and steam crane display

o

Locomotive Workshop building façade works and structural repairs;
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o

Heritage interpretation infrastructure in Bays 1 and 2 North;



Active participation in the former Redfern Waterloo Heritage Taskforce and Eveleigh Steering
Committee;



Establishment of the ATP volunteer group who are directly engaged with the conservation and
promotion of heritage at the Park;



Conduct of an ATP Open Day on 25 February 2012, with a strong heritage focus.

8.5.2 CMP Policy Objectives
ATPSL and UGDC have identified the following objectives that are sought through the
implementation of the CMP conservation policies:
1)

To achieve compliance with relevant heritage legislation and policy;

2)

To achieve conservation, maintenance and interpretation of the heritage significance of the former
Eveleigh Railway Workshops it relates to the Australian Technology Park (ATP) and associated
moveable collection, in a commercial setting;

3)

To facilitate and enable high quality development, adaptive reuse and heritage interpretation that
responds to the heritage significance of the site and contributes to the creation of a vibrant and diverse
place with a distinct identity;

4)

Achieve enhanced public understanding and engagement in the role of the former workshops at ATP
and their significance;

5)

To help strengthen and create linkages with the heritage significance of the broader Redfern Waterloo
area as well as the wider railway network;

6)

To enhance ATPSL through the adaptive reuse of heritage on the site;

7)

To improve ATPSL’s business opportunities through its heritage assets;

8)

To contribute to ATPSL’s Corporate Social Responsibility program;

9)

To enhance ATPSL’s public reputation as a responsible business entity who has custodial
responsibilities of important heritage assets;

10)

To enhance, where possible in the constraints of the operational requirements of ATPSL, public access
to the heritage assets at ATP;

11)

To contribute to the public’s awareness of the heritage value of ATP and the former Eveleigh
Workshops more broadly.

8.5.3 ATP Constitution and Entry Criteria
A Memorandum of Association (now constitution) for ATPSL was set out in 1993. The constitution
states that the first object of the establishment of ATPSL is to:
a) establish, maintain and operate a facility of an international standard for the promotion, development and
application of sciences and technologies;
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Entry criteria for ATP have been formulated by ATPSL based on the constitution. The entry criteria
specifically note the need for companies who wish to occupy ATP to be involved in the research,
development and commercialisation of new technology.
The constitution and entry criteria place restrictions of the type and range of uses ATP can support
in the future, but also provide the basis for the continued development of a technology-focused
business park.

8.5.4 Redfern Waterloo Heritage Taskforce and Eveleigh Steering Committee
The Redfern Waterloo Heritage Taskforce was established in 2009 to ensure that the significant
heritage places within the Redfern-Waterloo area were ‘conserved and promoted as the area
undergoes significant revitalisation’. 9 Membership of the taskforce comprised six State and Local
Government representatives and four representatives from the local community, with specialists
invited to attend and contribute to the taskforce’s quarterly meetings. The taskforce was
administered by SMDA (now UGDC).
The purpose of the taskforce was to
identify opportunities for the active conservation, interpretation and, where appropriate, the adaptive reuse of
the cultural, natural and archaeological heritage of the Redfern Waterloo area in tandem with the revitalisation
and renewal of the area.10
The taskforce was involved in identifying interpretation, tourism, education and recreation
opportunities that would communicate the history of the area and its heritage items to the
community.
A steering committee was established within the taskforce to focus solely on the Eveleigh Railway
Workshops. The Eveleigh Steering Committee met in May 2010 and identified the following key
issues and considerations for the former railway workshops:


the interpretation of Eveleigh generally, including links to other rail heritage places such as
the Chullora Railway Workshops and the NSW Rail Transport Museum at Thirlmere;



collections management;



a workers’ wall;



interpretation of the intact collection in Bays 1 and 2 north;



workers and social and cultural history of the site; and



railway arts.

8.5.5 Eveleigh Railway Workshops Interpretation Plan
An Interpretation Plan and Implementation Strategy was prepared for the former Eveleigh Railway
Workshops by 3-D Projects with Artscape and Only Human in February 2012. The Interpretation
Plan sets out strategies to communicate the significance and history of the site for future visitors
and residents, in particular social history.
The Interpretation Plan proposes the division of the site into five interpretive zones and the
replacement of existing signage with new signage and seating clusters to be located within the five
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interpretive zones, including one cluster on a proposed link between North Eveleigh and the
Locomotive Workshops that would also provide for a visual appreciation of the relationship between
the two parts of Eveleigh. A number of strategies to enhance interpretation have been suggested in
the interpretation plan, including a large-scale installation in Bay 2. The artwork would be an
artefact and audio-visual installation which conveys the stories of the site and former workers. The
Interpretation Plan also proposes the installation of portraits of former workers reflecting diversity of
the working environment.
Creation of a publicly accessible interpretation path within Bays 1 & 2 North has been approved and
recently completed. ATPSL has also installed the Stevenson Locomotive Crane and the Wheel
Shop Pivot Crane within Innovation Plaza.

8.6 Opportunities Arising from Analysis of Constraints
This section has brought to light a range of key issues and opportunities for the future conservation
and use of the ATP site and its significant components. While these issues place some constraints
on the future use and development of the place, the condition, location and significance of individual
buildings and the site as a whole also provide great opportunities to make the most of the heritage
significance of ATP. These opportunities will allow ATP to better demonstrate and communicate its
industrial past, and respond to key related places in the area also undergoing considerable change.


Making Eveleigh whole: The former Locomotive Workshops buildings within the site
demonstrate a place of heritage significance that goes beyond the boundaries of the ATP
site. Interpretation and use of the former workshops buildings have the ability to connect to
the former Carriage and Wagon Workshops at North Eveleigh and to related places such as
Redfern Station to interpret the historical scale and importance of the Eveleigh Railway
Workshops.



The Machinery Collection: The context of the significant amount of remaining machinery is
now limited with little human or operational connection. However, much of the Machinery
Collection remains on site and is intact within Bays 1 and 2. The Machinery Collection
provides a great deal of potential for creating engaging interpretation and providing new use
for the place.



Future development sites: The development of the ATP site is currently guided by the
subdivision plan and BEP 1 and has followed the path set down following the creation of ATP
in 1993. The development and chosen direction for the site has had and will continue to
shape the setting and use of significant buildings and machinery within the ATP site.



Retaining the Site Character: The ATP site has a unique character resulting from the
juxtaposition of new and old (eg computer technology and blacksmithing, and contemporary
architecture and nineteenth-century workshops). There is an opportunity to emphasise this
juxtaposition and enhance the site’s unique character through the implementation of the
interpretation plan.



Opportunities: This CMP has identified some areas of real opportunity. The community
consultation process revealed a range of opportunities to harness community passion to
conserve and communicate the heritage significance of the place. The site is also an ideal
place to interpret broader NSW and Eveleigh Railway Workshops stories, through the
remaining significant buildings and machinery and through the evident community interest.
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There is also great potential to retain some of the industrial character of the place in future
uses and to retain those industrial uses already in place.

8.7 Endnotes
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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9.0 Conservation Policy
9.1 Introduction
This conservation policy section has two key parts. The first part is an ATP Conservation Vision
Statement that provides an overarching direction and vision for the conservation and management
of the ATP site. The second part is a series of policy objectives and individual policies to match
these objectives. Where a policy generates a specific action, this is listed directly underneath that
policy.
The policy recommendations are all based on the assumption that they should be implemented at
the first available opportunity but recognising that in practice this is dependent on a range of
regulatory, financial and logistical factors relevant at the time and in relation to other organisational
responsibilities.

9.2 ATP Conservation Vision Statement
ATP is a workplace which has always been characterised by technical achievement and
contemporary best practice. Today ATP is a site of State heritage significance which combines the
rich and evocative history of more than a century of rail industry with inspiring adaptation of historic
buildings, innovative new development and cutting-edge technology. While retaining links with the
past and social value to former workers, ATP also has strong connections with the current
community of workers, residents and visitors.
ATP will be managed to:


deliver high quality custodianship of a major public asset;



facilitate ongoing evolution of the place itself and ever-changing technology through new
uses and appropriate development while retaining the heritage values of the ATP site and the
Eveleigh Railway Workshops site as a whole;



engage with workers both past and present, local people and the wider community; and



present the old and new Eveleigh / ATP stories in an engaging way - both on and off site.

Custodianship
ATP will be managed, conserved and developed in a way which retains and adds value – both the
heritage value of the site and the economic and social value of the asset.
All heritage management actions and decisions will comply with ATPSL’s constitution, relevant
legislation, the Burra Charter, the policies of the ATP CMP and the NSW Government policy, as
appropriate.

Evolution
ATP will continue to develop in a manner which respects and conserves the existing heritage values
of the place, but which encourages exciting new development that is of sympathetic design.
Innovative commercial uses which use new technologies and deliver good heritage outcomes—in
relation to both physical conservation and interpretation—will be encouraged.
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Engagement
Interested people, including current or former workers, residents, special interest groups and the
wider public, will be encouraged to connect with ATP both on and off site.
Engagement will continue to occur through on-site interpretation, publications, access to common
areas, events and direct delivery of information.

Presentation
The history and heritage of ATP will be presented on and off site to inform and inspire workers and
visitors.
Interpretation will embrace the concepts contained in the ERW Interpretation Plan and will use the
historic fabric of the place itself, landscape elements, artwork and signs, as well as electronic
media. Tenants will be encouraged to communicate and celebrate the special nature of this
extraordinary place.

9.3 Conservation Policy
Conservation policy is organised according to the following areas:
1

Conservation planning—these policies provide a framework for the adoption and
implementation of the CMP and include essential policies for the conservation of ATP.

2

Conserving heritage significance—these policies outline the approach to the conservation
of the heritage significance of the site, including conservation of individual elements.

3

Conserving the heritage curtilage and setting—these policies guide the conservation of the
heritage curtilage and broader setting of ATP.

4

Physical conservation and maintenance of buildings—these policies outline the approach to
the conservation of fabric and maintenance of the significant buildings within ATP.

5

Physical conservation and maintenance of the machinery collection—these policies guide
the conservation of the machinery collection.

6

Managing the archaeological resource—these policies provide a framework for the
management of the archaeological potential within ATP.

7

Future use—these policies establish principles for future uses of the site and its
components, as well as public use and access.

8

Future development—these policies establish principles for new development of the site
and its components, including adaptation of existing structures.

9

Community involvement and consultation—these policies guide engagement with the local
community and interested groups in matters that affect the heritage significance of ATP.

10 Interpretation—these policies acknowledge the need for a detailed interpretation plan to be
prepared and implemented to communicate the significance of ATP and related places.
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Policy Objective 1—Conservation Planning
The aim of these policies is to ensure that conservation planning continues to be an integral part of
the management of ATP. There are a range of conservation processes with which current and
future owners will need to comply. Conservation of heritage significance should be central to future
decisions about the place. This section sets out policies for establishing and maintaining suitable
conservation planning processes for ATP.
1.1 This CMP should be the principal guiding document for the conservation and management of
the heritage significance of ATP.
Action: This CMP should be adopted by ATPSL and UGDC.
Action: This CMP should be submitted to the NSW Heritage Council for final endorsement.
Action: The SHR listings for the Eveleigh Railway Workshops and the Eveleigh Railway
Workshops Machinery Collection should be updated by the Heritage Branch to reflect the
findings of this CMP.
1.2 The analysis and recommendations of this CMP should be co-ordinated with other planning
documents for the place, including:


ATP S170 Heritage and Conservation Register 2008;



Eveleigh Workshops Management Plan for Moveable Items and Social History 1996 (or as
revised);



Eveleigh Railway Yards Locomotive Workshops Conservation Management Plan 1995;



Eveleigh Railway Workshops Interpretation Plan and Implementation Strategy 2012;



Draft Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Conservation Management Plan 2002; and



RWA Built Environment Plan Stage One 2006.

In the event of any inconsistencies, the CMP should prevail.
Heritage and planning aspects of future documents should be prepared to be consistent with this
CMP.
1.3 The S170 Heritage and Conservation Register and the Management Plan for Movable Items
should be updated to reflect changes to the Machinery Collection and to guide its future
conservation.
Action: The S170 Register and Management Plan for Movable Items review should include
a review of existing conservation and disposal policies, with a view to reducing the number
of elements held at ATP which are not relevant to the site. Conservation actions should be
prioritised to ensure resources are targeted to higher conservation priorities first.
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1.4 If parts of ATP are sold or leased on long-term basis, adequate provisions should be included
within the sale/lease contracts to ensure conservation and maintenance of heritage assets on the
site in accordance with the endorsed CMP and the Management Plan for Movable Items (as
revised). A copy of the endorsed CMP and the Management Plan for Movable Items (as revised)
should be included as part of the sale/lease contract.
1.5 This CMP should be a widely accessible document.
Action: A copy of this CMP should be provided to RailCorp, City of Sydney Council and
other relevant agencies with an interest in the property.
Action: This CMP should be made available electronically to the public, preferably through
the ATP and UGDC websites.
Action: If ownership of the property is transferred, a copy of the CMP should be included
as part of any sale documents and provided to the new owner.
Action: Copies of the ATP Conservation Vision Statement should be provided to lessees of
the site. The full CMP should be made available as a web resource.
1.6 The effectiveness of the CMP should be monitored on an ongoing basis.
Action: The owner of the site should review and update this CMP every five years.
Action: Specific policies within the CMP should be reviewed and updated in light of new
circumstances, including changes to the management or ownership of ATP.
1.7 The strong community attachment to the heritage significance of the ATP site should be
acknowledged through regular consultation on changes to the site and its management. (Specific
policies for community involvement and consultation are contained in Policy Objective 9.)
1.8 All proposed activities should be in accordance with this CMP and relevant approvals identified
in the Heritage Act.
1.9 The following process should be followed prior to approving any changes or works to the place:


Assess the proposed works against the policies in this CMP.



Prepare a Heritage Impact Statement for works with the potential to have an impact on the
heritage significance of ATP, including works not permitted under the Standard Exemptions.
The HIS should assess impacts and propose appropriate mitigation measures.



Prepare an Archival Recording (for changes to site elements of Moderate or above
significance (as per Section 7.8 of this CMP), in accordance with NSW Heritage Branch
guidelines. (See Guidelines for Photographic Recording of Heritage Sites, Buildings,
Structures and Moveable Items (1998), prepared by the Heritage Office.)
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1.10 Maintenance works and minor repairs should be undertaken in compliance with the Standard
Exemptions under Section 57(2) of the Heritage Act. The standard exemptions are included as
Appendix B. ATP is not subject to any site-specific exemptions.
1.11 All personnel engaged in works with the potential to have an impact on the site’s heritage
significance should have proven experience and qualifications in the relevant field of heritage
conservation. This includes both professionals and tradespeople.
1.12 The management of unforeseen discoveries or new information should comply with the
policies in this CMP.
Action: The heritage value of newly discovered physical evidence, such as unforseen
survival of early building fabric, should be assessed prior to making decisions about its
future management.
1.13 Systematic recording should be maintained as part of the management of the site’s heritage
significance.
1.14 Decisions about the place should be documented and records kept for future reference.
1.15 Records relating to works undertaken at the site should be safely stored for future reference,
both at the site and elsewhere.
1.16 Planning for all projects that have a heritage component should be in accordance with the
ATPSL Heritage Project Management Policy, July 2011, or as amended.
1.17 Copies of historical information and reports should be made publically available in a public
repository, such as the City of Sydney Archives or the Mitchell Library.

Policy Objective 2—Conserving Heritage Significance
Conservation of the heritage significance of ATP and its significant buildings, structures and
machinery should be an integral part of the management of the place. The identity of the place as
the former Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops and Alexandria Goods Yard should be reinforced
through appropriate conservation and interpretation.
2.1 ATP is a place of State heritage significance as one half of the former Eveleigh Railway
Workshops and should be conserved.
2.2 The Machinery Collection is of State significance and should be conserved.
2.3 Conservation of ATP and the Machinery Collection should be in accordance with the definitions
and principles of The Burra Charter: the Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural
Significance 1999.
2.4 Management of heritage significance must also take into account the broader SHR curtilage for
the Eveleigh Railway Workshops, which includes the entirety of ATP.
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2.5 Conservation of heritage significance of the former Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops, the
Machinery Collection and Eveleigh Railway Workshops as a whole should be central to future
decisions about the place including its interpretation.
2.6 Management of the Large Erecting Shed (on RailCorp land) and the Locomotive Workshops
buildings within ATP and the machinery within each should be co-ordinated between ATPSL and
RailCorp (or future owners) if ownership remains separate. Changes to either should be considered
and assessed in light of the heritage significance of the other.
2.7 All current and future owners and managers responsible for the care and management of ATP,
its significant machinery collection and its setting should be advised of and be jointly responsible for
the conservation of the heritage significance of the place.
2.8 The authenticity of the former Locomotive Workshops as an industrial place should be
respected and embraced. This includes tangible (structures, machinery, etc.) and intangible (social
significance, etc.) aspects. (See also Policy Objective 4—Physical Conservation of Buildings, Policy
Objective 5—Physical Conservation of the Machinery Collection, Policy Objective 9—Community
Consultation and Policy Objective 10—Interpretation.)
2.9 Key aspects of the site that demonstrate the former use of the Locomotive Workshops should
be retained and interpreted, including movable heritage, building components, power sources and
use of Bays 1 and 2 for blacksmithing.
2.10 The relative significance of individual elements will determine the appropriate conservation
process:


Exceptional—should be preserved, restored or reconstructed.



High—should be preserved, restored, reconstructed or adapted.



Moderate—retention and adaptation is desirable but not essential; removal may be
acceptable (following archival recording).



Little—may be retained, adapted or removed as necessary.



Intrusive—should be removed or adapted to reduce adverse heritage impact.

The specific views of High significance (shown in Figure 7.2) should be preserved, subject to the
conditions contained in Policy 3.6. Reinstatement of highly significant views is desirable if an
opportunity arises.
An assessment of significance of components is contained in Section 7.8 of this CMP. Refer to the
ATP S170 Register for significance of individual items of the machinery collection.
The Burra Charter definitions (Appendix D) explain the conservation processes noted here. Often
conservation involves a combination of these processes. Reconstruction is generally only used in
limited circumstances to replace a missing part of an element and where good documentation
exists—often reconstruction is used to allow for recovery of a historic use, but is limited to avoid an
impact on authenticity.
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2.11 Adverse impacts on components, fabric or other aspects of significance (including use) should
only be permitted where:


it makes possible the recovery of aspects of greater significance;



it helps ensure the security and viability of the place;



there is no feasible alternative (eg to meet safety and/or legal requirements);



the area, element, fabric or other aspect of significance is adequately recorded; and



full assessment of alternative options has been undertaken to minimise adverse impacts.
Action: When assessing proposed actions that may have an impact on the site, the
significance assessment (Section 7.0 of the CMP) should be used to identify the
contribution that individual elements make to the significance of the site. Individual
elements should not be assessed in isolation.

2.12 The social significance of the place to the local community, former workers and the NSW
railways community should be acknowledged. The considerable resource provided by community
interest in the place should be used to interpret the significance of the place. (See Policy Objective
9—Community Consultation and Policy Objective 10—Interpretation for detailed policies.)
2.13 The highly significant Machinery Collection at ATP should be conserved as an integral part of
the site’s identity.
2.14 The obligations of and opportunities for owners in relation to heritage conservation should be
defined. These obligations and opportunities could include:


retention of the operating blacksmiths workshop or similar heritage operation;



publicly accessible interpretation areas;



annual financial contributions towards conservation (repair and maintenance); and



an interpretation strategy and implementation.

Policy Objective 3—Conserving the Heritage Curtilage and Setting
The entire ATP site has significance and is included within the SHR curtilage for the Eveleigh
Railway Workshops. A broad setting was also identified in Section 7.7 that includes significant view
lines between the significant elements of the SHR curtilage and within the ATP site. This section
sets out policies for conserving the heritage curtilage and broader setting of ATP. Policies for the
physical conservation of buildings and machinery are contained in Policy Objectives 4 and 5.
3.1 The SHR curtilage is the minimum area required to conserve the heritage significance of former
Locomotive Workshops (see Figure 7.1).
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3.2 The industrial character of ATP should be conserved where evident, and interpreted where lost.
This character is demonstrated by the remaining workshops buildings, structures and machinery
and their industrial patina (which reveals wear, long-term intensive use and age). (See also Policy
Objective 4—Physical Conservation of Buildings, Policy Objective 5—Physical Conservation of the
Machinery Collection and Policy Objective 10—Interpretation)
3.3 The visual and other relationships, such as physical connection or a use connection, between
significant elements within the heritage curtilage should be conserved, where possible, including
remaining physical connections such as rail tracks.
3.4 An appropriate broad setting that describes the historical context of ATP must be retained to
conserve the heritage significance of the place. The key elements of the setting of ATP are:


the former Carriage and Wagon Workshops at North Eveleigh;



Redfern Station;



the former Macdonaldtown Gas Works;



remaining RailCorp property to the west next to the western railway, including that now
occupied by the Macdonaldtown stabling yards;



the area of public housing to the west (as formerly part of the historic ERW site); and



significant view lines within the ATP site and between it and other elements of the SHR
curtilage.

The majority of this setting (excluding the area of public housing) is contained within the SHR listing
boundary. (A copy of the SHR boundary is shown as Figure 7.1 in Section 7.0.)
Action: ATPSL should follow up on opportunities to comment on development or other
proposals in the broader setting of ATP that may have an impact on the heritage values of
ATP or its setting (being the former Eveleigh Railway Workshops).
3.5 Changes within ATP should take into account the impact on the heritage significance of the
former Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops buildings.
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3.6 Significant visual connections and specific views within the site, to and from ATP and to related
places, should not be obscured (see Figure 7.2 for the specific views of High significance).
Significant views include views into the site from the Great Western Railway.
Where removal or obstruction of significant specific views is required for essential operation or
development reasons, or if they are subject to existing approvals which would result in their loss or
obstruction, other locations that provide the same type of view line could be identified as a
replacement. (For example, if the proposed development at North Eveleigh will obscure the
significant specific view between Innovation Plaza and the Chief Mechanical Engineer’s Office, a
similar view might be obtained from the proposed pedestrian and cycle bridges over the Great
Western Railway.)
Retention of existing significant specific views or their replacement by alternative views is preferred.
However, if significant specific views must be removed or obstructed, other mitigative measures
should be undertaken, including retention of modified/slot views or implementing interpretive
measures (such as representation of former views in building design, installation of public art which
reflects former views and relationships, interpretive signs or other interpretive media).
3.7 The connection between ATP and North Eveleigh should be enhanced and reinforced as an
opportunity for future growth and interpretation. (See Policy Objective 10–Interpretation for further
details.)
3.8 Subject to future funding and in association with other owners and the development of adjacent
sites a physical connection between ATP and North Eveleigh should ideally be reinstated,
preferably through a bridge that connects to Redfern Station, as per the original pedestrian bridge.
This bridge could provide opportunities to interpret the workshops as a whole and link the two
developing areas on either side of the railway. (See Policy Objective 10–Interpretation for further
details.)
3.9 The role of the Marian Street entrance to ATP and its relationship to Redfern Station should be
strengthened, both to reflect the historical importance of this entrance and to respond to the current
and future needs of those entering the site from Redfern Station. This could be achieved through in
the short term through signage or landscaping and in the longer-term through the potential
redevelopment of Redfern Station and the proposed pedestrian and cycle bridges over the rail lines.
3.10 Plantings within ATP should be hard-edged and sparse to suit the industrial character of the
site and should not obscure key view lines.
3.11 Both sides of the Eveleigh Railway Workshops provide an industrial heritage ‘gateway’ to the
city. This should be conserved and enhanced.

Policy Objective 4—Physical Conservation and Maintenance of Buildings
Conserving the former Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops buildings is integral to conserving the
heritage significance of the place. Conservation of buildings includes repair works, regular
maintenance and inspection of building fabric and appropriate adaptations that respond to the
significance of the place.
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4.1 Significant buildings and fabric within ATP should be conserved. (Refer to Section 7.8 of this
CMP for a table of significant buildings and fabric.)
4.2 The authentic industrial character of the former Locomotive Workshops buildings should be
conserved. Worn features, cracked paint, etc. should be conserved unless its poses a threat to the
physical condition of the buildings or in the case of an OH&S issue.
4.3 Conservation of fabric should be appropriate to the grades of significance identified in Tables
7.2–7.3 and Figure 7.2, as per Policy 2.5 (above).
4.4 Conservation works identified in draft Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops CMP 2002 not yet
carried out should be completed to arrest any material conservation issues.
Action: A building conservation specialist should be engaged to identify any further
conservation works needed.
4.5 Regular maintenance should take place to conserve the significant fabric of the place, as per
the Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair (NSW Heritage Branch Guidelines 2006).
Action: A Cyclic Maintenance Plan should be prepared to guide regular maintenance of
significant structures within ATP in accordance with NSW Heritage Branch guidelines.
Action: The Cyclic Maintenance Plan should be updated following works to the site and/or
buildings, ie. following reconstruction or adaptation works.
4.6 Maintenance work should be prioritised according to the heritage significance and vulnerability
to deterioration of individual elements.
4.7 The condition of elements and fabric should be monitored on an ongoing basis through regular
inspections.
Action: A regular inspection program should be established to identify maintenance and
rectification works. Areas of particular importance include roofs, brick and stonework, water
ingress, gutters and downpipes, site drainage and general security.
4.8 Where possible replacement or repair of significant fabric should be carried out on a like-for-like
basis. For example, a damaged timber window frame should be replaced with one of matching
details and similar timber.
Action: Where significant fabric is proposed to be removed, a representative sample of the
fabric should recorded, catalogued and stored on site, and interpreted where appropriate.
4.9 Hazardous materials and materials causing physical damage (such as rusting reinforcing bars)
should be replaced with modern materials of similar finish, including fabric of high or exceptional
significance.
4.10 The distinctive industrial character of the former Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops buildings
should be conserved through use of appropriate materials and finishes.
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4.11 As much original fabric as possible should be retained in situ. Removal of original fabric
should only take place where it has deteriorated to a condition beyond feasible retention.

Policy Objective 5—Physical Conservation and Maintenance of the Machinery
Collection
Conservation of the Machinery Collection is an integral part of conserving the heritage significance
of the place. The policies in this section guide physical conservation and maintenance works for the
Machinery Collections. Recommendations for future use and display are contained in Policy
Objectives 7 and 10.
5.1 The remaining Machinery Collection should be managed in accordance with the general
recommendations of this CMP and the item specific recommendations contained in the s170 and
HAMS reports (current or as revised) and the Management Plan for Movable Items (as revised).
(Refer to the ATP S170 Register for an assessment of significance for each item of the Machinery
Collection.)
5.2 In managing the Machinery Collection within its available resources ATPSL will continue to look
for opportunities to obtain advice and assistance from a range of appropriate sources.
Action: ATPSL should continue to engage relevant experts on a case-by-case basis to
advise on conservation actions including, where appropriate, use and interpretation, and
consult with appropriate stakeholders prior to the implementation of these conservation
actions in accordance with the ATPSL Heritage Project Management Policy.
5.3 Liaison with RailCorp, 3801 Ltd, the Powerhouse Museum and the heritage operator in Bays 1
and 2 (currently Wrought Artworks) regarding ongoing management of the Machinery Collection by
ATPSL should continue.
5.4 Conservation of the machinery collection should aim to retain authenticity in appearance and
use. The approach for conserving the machinery fabric should be one of minimal intervention.
5.5 Although the use of machinery in the movable collection may not generally be feasible given
the constraints relating to safety concerns, loss of power supplies and difficulty in finding uses for
the machinery, the opportunity to restore items of the Machinery Collection to operational use
should be considered. This is not intended to place on obligation on ATPSL to find uses for the
Machinery Collection.
Action: A flexible conservation approach should be taken to machinery where a viable
operational use is proposed. Minor alterations may be required to allow for new uses.
Action: The impact of new uses on the significance of the Machinery Collection should be
assessed on a case-by-case basis. Some items in the Machinery Collection should not be
altered owing to rarity and level of significance.
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5.6 Machinery may be made to look as though it has been recently overhauled, but should not be
made to look ‘new’. All external surfaces should be treated to prevent rust, but oiling and waxing is
preferred to repainting.
5.7 Regular maintenance should take place to conserve the significant items in use and on display.
Action: Maintenance should be carried out in accordance with the general and itemspecific conservation recommendations made in the ATP S170 Register and any specific
maintenance plans, such as those for individual items in Bays 1 and 2 prepared by Heritech
Consulting.
Action: Maintenance should be carried out by personnel with proven qualifications and
experience in the conservation of machinery. (Refer to Policy 1.10)
Action: WorkCover health and safety requirements must be taken into account for
machinery in use and on display.
5.8 If a viable operational use can be identified, including for use or interpretation by a lessee, for
the machinery on site (eg in fabricating or in a craft workshop use), consideration should be given to
allowing the machinery continue its working life, subject to adequate maintenance levels being met.
Action: The blacksmithing use currently in operation in Bays 1 and 2 (or a similar
operation) is consistent with this policy and should be retained.
5.9 Remaining evidence of former machinery, including remains of pits and machine footings,
should be retained where possible.

Policy Objective 6—Managing the Archaeological Resource
6.1 Any redevelopment of ATP should be preceded by an Archaeological Impact Assessment,
specific to the particular area being redeveloped, to mitigate any proposed development on the
known and potential archaeological resource. Depending on the potential significance of deposits
in an area proposed for redevelopment, detailed on-site archaeological investigations may be
required such as excavation, monitoring and recording of site features, and the collection, analysis
and interpretation of remains and artefacts.
6.2 The discovery of any relic, and its location should be reported to the Heritage Council of NSW,
regardless of whether an excavation permit has been issued, as per Section 146 of the Heritage
Act.
6.3 If evidence of underground infrastructure or evidence of former machinery is uncovered during
construction excavations, the advice of an industrial archaeologist should be sought.
6.4 The archaeological resource of ATP, including in situ rail lines and evidence of former
machinery inside and outside the workshops buildings has great potential for interpretation of the
historical use of the site. Refer to Policy Objective 10 for specific interpretation policies.
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6.5 This assessment has determined that intact Aboriginal sites are unlikely to exist within ATP
owing to heavy earth disturbance including cut and fill, construction of buildings and laying of rail
stock. There remains low potential for lithic or shell material in a disturbed context. Should
Aboriginal objects be identified during redevelopment of ATP, works must stop and a suitably
qualified archaeologist should be called in to document and assess the finds. The Chief Executive
of the OEH must be notified of the discovery of Aboriginal objects under Section 91 of the NPW Act.
6.6 In the unlikely event of human remains being discovered during any redevelopment works
within ATP, the finding should immediately be reported to the New South Wales Coroner’s office
and/or the New South Wales Police. If the remains are suspected to be Aboriginal, the OEH should
also be contacted and a specialist should be consulted to determine the nature of the remains.

Policy Objective 7—Future Use
The current use of ATP as a technology park, which is guided by the ATP Memorandum of
Association, has facilitated adaptive re-use of the former workshops buildings and provided for the
gradual redevelopment of the site. This section sets out policies for the future use for the significant
buildings and machinery within ATP.
7.1 Use of ATP should continue to embrace the industrial past of the place through the adaptive
reuse of the site and its constituent elements and heritage fabric.
7.2 Future uses of ATP should provide for the ongoing conservation of the historical associations,
meaning and fabric of its significant components, including the Machinery Collection.
Action: While ATPSL has overall responsibility in regard to its statutory obligations,
explore opportunities through the leasing process to make ongoing maintenance and
conservation works to significant components a requirement of new lessees.
7.3 Proposals for new uses should not be approved without consideration of the conservation of
the heritage significance of the place as a whole.
7.4 Proposals for active uses that take advantage of the form and spatial volumes of the remaining
Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops buildings should be considered Use of the Locomotive Workshops
building that provides for increased public access also should be considered
7.5 New uses should communicate the heritage significance of ATP and its components workers,
visitors and the broader community.
7.6 Accommodation of new uses should be accompanied by a willingness to adapt and evolve as
the Locomotive Workshops once did and be based on consideration of the potential impact of the
new use on the heritage significance of the place. For example, if a new use of the New
Locomotive Shop requires a different floor covering, this could be accommodated following
consideration of the heritage impact on the building overall.
7.7 The potential to reinforce significant historical relationships between ATP and North Eveleigh
through related uses should be considered investigated.
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7.8 New uses should continue to encourage public access to the site. Further access should be
encouraged, particularly into remaining workshops buildings.
7.9 Use of the Bays 1 and 2 as a blacksmiths workshop should be retained as an active
interpretation of the history of the place and its significant machinery collection.

Policy Objective 8—New Development Opportunities
New development possible within ATP is set out in the approved subdivision plan and BEP 1. The
development opportunities identified in this section and the new development lots allowed in the
subdivision plan are shown in Figure 9.1.
8.1 Proposals for new development should take into account the potential heritage impact on ATP
and its significant components. New development should be sympathetic in terms of scale, siting,
materials and details to the significant former Locomotive Workshops building at ATP. New
development should be sited and designed so that significant view lines within the site and into the
site are conserved (see Figure 7.2).
8.2 Proposals for new development should be in accordance with the heritage provisions contained
in BEP 1.
8.3 The form and materials of new development should respond to the industrial character of ATP
wherever possible. The palette for future design works should be complementary to the existing
heritage structures. New buildings should have a character sympathetic to the heritage structures
and buildings on the site.
8.4 New development should respond to (but not mimic) the architectural character of the former
Locomotive Workshops buildings, as per the recommendations of the BEP1.
8.5 New adaptive reuse projects should be encouraged to incorporate components of or make use
of the Machinery Collection, primarily to assist site interpretation the character of the site.
8.6 New development on the site of the former foundry should creatively interpret the historical use
of this part of the ATP site and may include conservation and presentation of archaeological
features.
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Figure 9.1 Plan showing key development opportunities at the ATP site and development parcels defined in the approved ATP
subdivision plan. (Source: ATPSL, with GML additions 2010)

Policy Objective 9—Community Involvement and Consultation
The consultation strategy of ATPSL, which supported the consultation process for this CMP and the
interest in the Redfern-Waterloo Heritage Taskforce, has reinforced substantial community interest
in the ATP site and the former Eveleigh Railway Workshops as a whole. This community interest
should be harnessed to help in the future conservation and interpretation of the place. The
Eveleigh Railway Workshops Interpretation Plan and Implementation Strategy, February 2012,
supports this policy objective.
9.1 The strong community attachment to the heritage significance of the ATP site should be
retained recognised.
9.2 Regular consultation with the local community and interested groups regarding changes, new
works and/or new plans should become part of the future planning for the place.
9.3 Community interest should be engaged as a resource for the conservation and interpretation of
the ATP site and its significant components. Continuation of activities already underway such as
open days and the work carried out by volunteers should be encouraged.
The establishment of a volunteer program proposed by ATPSL is a positive step in fostering
community involvement in conserving the place.
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9.4 Community involvement and consultation should consider co-ordination with other rail heritage
places and organisations, including the NSW Rail Transport Museum at Thirlmere, the former
Chullora Railway Workshops and RailCorp.
9.5 Former workers should be encouraged to contribute to the ongoing conservation and
interpretation of the place, where it is possible for them to do so.

Policy Objective 10—Interpretation
The important history of the ATP site as the location of the Locomotive Workshops and the
Alexandria Goods Yard should be celebrated and interpreted. It is vital that the whole story of the
place is told. This is a place where locomotives were made, where thousands of people (mainly
men) worked in a dirty, noisy and dangerous environment, where great innovations took place and
from where the NSW railway system was developed. The story of the Eveleigh Locomotive
Workshops (and the Eveleigh Railway Workshops as a whole) is a great Australian story.
10.1 Interpretation should be adopted as a method of communicating the historical significance of
the entire ATP site, including areas where the historical use is no longer visible (eg. former
Alexandria Goods Yard land).
10.2 Interpretation of ATP should be co-ordinated with interpretation of the entire former Eveleigh
Railway Workshops site. Consistency across the area will help communicate the historical links
between the different places that comprised the railway workshops.
Action: The Eveleigh Railway Workshops Interpretation Plan and Implementation Strategy
prepared in February 2012 is consistent with this policy and should be adopted as a whole
and implemented where feasible and where funding permits. The Interpretation Plan
provides an interpretation strategy for ATP as part of a comprehensive interpretation
strategy for the entire former Eveleigh Railway Workshops.
10.3 Interpretation should seek to re-engage ATP with the historical purpose of the workshops (to
repair, assemble and manufacture locomotives) and the goods yard.
10.4 The full story of the place, its former workers and its component parts should be told and
should engage with the remaining significant elements within ATP. The full story of the place
includes any significance it may have to the local Aboriginal community and the history of the place
prior to the establishment of the workshops.
Action: Interpretation should make use of the array of remaining elements of the
workshops, including machinery, buildings and remnant rail tracks.
Action: Interpretation should communicate the social aspect of site’s history.
Action: Oral histories of former workers and managers should be recorded to inform
interpretation of the history of the place, with a focus on understanding the use of items
within the Machinery Collection, and the operations of the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops
in general.
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10.5 Interpretation should encourage better understanding of the use of the different types of
machinery, including what they produced, and relationships between items in the collection.
Action: While broad scale reconstruction of power sources such as steam is not feasible,
reconstructing examples of assemblages and systems of machinery should be considered
where and when appropriate, including for interpretation. For example, an assemblage
would include an overhead travelling crane, a group of related machines for demonstration
purposes and the associated power system, and a collection of hand tools and moulds
used in operating the machinery, and an example of what particular machines produced.
10.6 The functional relationships between the Machinery Collection and the workshops buildings
should be interpreted. This could be communicated through recreation of an assemblage, as per
Policy 10.5. Consider recreation of an assemblage, with power system, cranes, tools and moulds.
The interpretation should also demonstrate what was actually manufactured in the workshops
(wheel sets, springs, etc.) and by which machines.
10.7 The archaeological resource of the ATP site, which includes former residential areas, has
potential for interpretation. Display of archaeological finds should be part of the interpretation
strategy for the place.
10.8 The local community and broader NSW railways community should be involved in future
interpretation, eg through heritage walks, open days, a workers’ wall, recording oral histories.
10.9 Innovation should be encouraged in developing interpretation methods. Interpretation should
go beyond signage to re-capture the dynamic, noisy, busy industrial place that the workshops once
were. The industrial history of the site would lend itself to the following interpretation methods:


video installations;



sound scapes;



podcasts;



re-creations of machinery assemblages and uses; and



an actual locomotive.

10.10 Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops imagery should be adopted as part of ATP branding and
signs.
10.11 Names and titles historically associated with the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops and the
Alexandria Goods Yard should be considered in naming new buildings, roads and parks within ATP.
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Copyright (Moral Rights) Amendment Act 2000. GML’s moral rights include the attribution of authorship, the right not to have
the work falsely attributed and the right to integrity of authorship.
Right to Use
GML grants to the client for this project (and the client’s successors in title) an irrevocable royalty-free right to reproduce or
use the material from this report, except where such use infringes the copyright and/or Moral Rights of GML or third parties.
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Appendix A
Statutory Heritage Listings:
Eveleigh Railway Workshops—State Heritage Register citation
Eveleigh Railway Workshops machinery— State Heritage Register citation
Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Precinct—ATP Heritage and Conservation Register citation
Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Machinery Collection—ATP Heritage and Conservation Register
citation
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Works Managers’ Office (former)—ATP Heritage and Conservation Register citation
Water Tower—ATP Heritage and Conservation Register citation
Large Erecting Shop—RailCorp Heritage and Conservation Register citation
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Eveleigh Railway Workshops
Item
Name of Item:

Eveleigh Railway Workshops

Other Name/s:

Eveleigh Railway Yards, Eveleigh Precinct, Sydney Technology Park

Type of Item:

Complex / Group

Group/Collection:

Transport - Rail

Category:

Railway Workshop

Location:

Lat:151.19566602 Long:-33.89452745

Primary Address:

Great Southern and Western Railway, Redfern, NSW 2016

Local Govt. Area:

Sydney

Property Description:
Lot/Volume Code Lot/Volume Number Section Number Plan/Folio Code Plan/Folio Number
LOT

50

-

DP

1001467

LOT

52

-

DP

1001467

LOT

50

-

DP

859192

LOT

4

-

DP

862514

Boundary:

The listing boundary is formed by Wilson St the the north west, Redfern
Station to the north east, Cornwallis and Garden Sts to the south east and
the property boundary to the new development fronting Henderson Rd to
the south.

All Addresses
Street Address

Suburb/Town

LGA

Parish

County

Type

Eveleigh Workshops

Eveleigh

Sydney

Great Southern and Western Railway

Redfern

Sydney

Primary

Cornwallis Street

Redfern

Sydney

Alternate

Burren Street

Redfern

Sydney

Alternate

Eveleigh Street

Redfern

Sydney

Alternate

Other

Owner/s
Organisation Name

Owner Category

Date Ownership Updated

RailCorp

State Government

20 Jan 99

Statement of
Significance

The Eveleigh Railway Yards are some of the finest historic railway
engineering workshops in the world and Eveleigh contains one of the most
complete late 19th century and early 20th century forge installations,
collection of cranes and power systems, in particular the hydraulic system.
The place is of international significance and is one of Australia's finest
industrial heritage items. The value of the place is increased by the fact
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that it is comprised of assemblages, collections and operational systems
rather than individual items. Conversely, the significance has been reduced
by its closure, relocation of some machinery and its disassociation from the
operating rail network. (State Projects 1995: 109)
Date Significance Updated: 12 Feb 99
Note: There are incomplete details for a number of items listed in NSW. The
Heritage Branch intends to develop or upgrade statements of significance and
other information for these items as resources become available.

Description
Designer/Maker:

George Cowdery

Builder/Maker:

George Fishburn

Construction Years:

1882 - 1897

Physical Description:

The Eveleigh Precinct is located approximately four kilometres south of the
Sydney GPO and is bounded by the inner city suburbs of Darlington,
Redfern, Alexandria Park, Erskinville and Newtown. The total area of the
precinct, which runs from Redfern Station in the northeast to Erskinville and
MacDonaldtown Stations in the southwest, is approximately 51 hectares. It
is located across the main railway corridor to Sydney Central Station.
Most of the southern portion of the overall site has been declared surplus to
railway needs and much of this area has been cleared and was used as a
parking area for Paddy's Markets while they were occupying the Locomotive
Workshop. Other portions of the southern precinct have been redeveloped
for public housing. Several former railway buildings stand vacant.
(Schwager Brooks 1994:1)

THE LOCOMOTIVE WORKSHOP
- The external walls are of sandstock brickwork laid in English bond with
arched window and door openings picked out in white bricks. The
pediments have circular vents filled with louvres. The brickwork is
modulated into bays forming piers which strengthen the walls.
Externally, brick walls feature sandstone cornices, parapets, sills and base
courses. The stone generally extends the full depth of the wall. The top face
of the parapets (and cornices) are splayed to fall to the outside to discharge
water and they are joined on the top face by cast iron toggles, about one
inch thick. On the pedimented areas roof flashings are recessed in a trench
in the stone.
The walls and internal columns are supported on massed brick footings. In
bays 1-4 there are brick arches between piers and each pier is supported
on a timber platform and timber piles, 12 in each corner and 6 at each
column.
Inside the building is a grid of round, hollow cast iron columns moulded in a
classical style supported on footings. The columns support the crane girders
and the roof.

The corrugated iron clad roof is supported by fine wrought iron trusses with
diagonal wind bracing which fixes through the walls at each end. The
purlins are wrought iron 'Z's . Timber purlins have been added in some
places for ease of fixing replacement roofing. Monitor roofs run the length
of the bays with a curved roof supported on curved wrought iron rafters.
Along the south side of the building are a series of annexes of varying dates
of construction.

Along the south of the building are two sets of tracks and several
associated turntables. To the east in the space between the Loco Shop and
the new Loco Shed a track lays parallel to the building, sections of which
are now exposed. (State Projects 1995: 60-65)
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CARRIAGE WORKSHOPS
- The construction of these workshops are essentially the same as the
Locomotive Workshops.
PAINT SHOP - A large single storey building containing 8 roads in the brick
section and 5 roads in the adjacent metal clad section. Each road is
separated by a single row of cast iron columns which support the saw tooth
south light roof.
TURNTABLE & TRACKWORK - This is located west of the Large Erecting
Shop.
AIR RAID SHELTERS - These are scattered along the existing rail corridor,
generally located along embankments or cuttings.
There are numerous collections of machinery within the buildings on the
site, including equipment adjacent to the Locomotive Workshops and
machinery inside the buildings. (Schwager Brooks 1994: 20-21)
Physical Condition
and/or
Archaeological
Potential:
Modifications and
Dates:

Archaeological Potential - Medium-High Physical Condition - Fair
Condition Updated: 19 Aug 97

Date

1899 - Large Erecting Shop added to the site. 1901 - By this year the new
foundry and laundry had been constructed. 1902 - Most overhead cranes in
workshops converted to electric drives. - A new copper and tinsmiths shop
erected. 1907 - The New Locomotive Shop designed and constructed. - A
new compressor house constructed. 1914 - Electrification of machinery in
the workshops. - New Locomotive Shop extended to the south. 1917 Resumption of adjacent houses to the south for the Alexandria Goods Yard.
- Several new buildings completed, leading to a rearrangement of the
workshops. 1925 - Northmost bay of Running Shed demolished. 1965 Southern and middle bay of Running Shed demolished. 1970s - Workshops
rearranged internally to update the works and the Spring Shop was
removed. (State Projects 1995:28 - 34) 2008 - AIA Architecture Award for
the adaptive reuse of CarriageWorks at Eveleigh: Tonkin Zulaikha Greer ...
an exciting addition to the cultural life of Sydney and its artists. It provides
an environment of unique creativity and innovation; a new home for
physical theatre, spoken word, music, dance, visual and hybrid arts. The
site is close to the city but difficult to access and being below road level not
easy to identify. This has been resolved by the simple gesture of creating a
small plaza at street level and celebrating it with a new public marker made
of recycled trusses from the building. The project is essentially an exercise
in adaptive reuse: the design reveals and celebrates the industrial heritage
of the site. The strength of the design comes from the directness of its
response to the old buildings, respecting their structural grid as an ordering
device and inserting simple strong new forms as a counterpoint to the
intricacies of the old. The foyer delivers a remarkable new public space,
animated and activated by the revealed heritage items. Located in the
Redfern-Waterloo precinct, CarriageWorks sets a precedent for the
remaining development of the site, for heritage values to be respected and
to inform the design of new interventions.(AIA, www.architecture.com.au/icms?page=11388) AIA (Heritage) Greenway Award goven to
CarriageWorks at Eveleigh: Tonkin Zulaikha Greer The Eveleigh Carriage
Workshops are of national cultural significance as part of the largest intact,
high quality workshop site from the steam era in Australia. It has now been
opened to the public in a creative new way. This landmark site has been
given new life without forsaking the old - its 1888 industrial heritage clearly
evident through the retention of nearly all the significant fabric and
equipment extant at the time of adaptation. The carriages have gone, but
not the cranes, the rails and the ability to read its form and former
function. Existing elements retain their patina of age. This project, realised
on a strict budget and even stricter timetable, provides flexible theatre
spaces, administration offices, workshop spaces and amenities in discrete
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concrete boxes clearly articulated from the heritage fabric. The success of
the project stems from its simplicity and the quality of design and detailing
in the new work. The spaces created by the new theatre boxes has enriched
the interior rather than detracted from it. The complexity of the frame, the
structure and the industrial artefacts are powerful. This is a confident
design approach that does not diminish that significance. While sections of
the building have been altered, these are minor in terms of the scale of the
overall conservation exercise and accessibility this project brings. The
desire to successfully adapt buildings is often not matched by the design.
Here at Eveleigh the evidence is concrete. (AIA,
www.architecture.com.au/i-cms?page=11388)
Current Use:

Public housing, Australian Technology Park and temporary uses.

Former Use:

Railway workshops and yards

History
Historical Notes:

When John Whitton first conceived the idea of the Eveleigh Railway
Workshops, they were to undertake the construction of the infrastructure of
the railways including the safe working systems and some of the perway
systems. However, their main tasks were the maintenance and repair of
locomotives and railway stock and the manufacture of rolling stock such as
wagons and passenger carriages. At the time there were no other facilities
in NSW for the construction of locomotives.
The workshops were set up on both the north and the south sides of the
main western and southern railway lines, which led to a duplication of some
workshop functions, but the really heavy work such as forging and casting
of ferrous and non-ferrous metal, was to be carried out on the locomotive
side. When the workshops were established most of the rolling stock had a
wooden chassis, so the separation of services was not a major impediment
to production.
The site for the Eveleigh railway yards was chosen in 1875, resumed in
1878 and the compensation price settled in 1880. Approximately 100 000
pounds was paid for 64.5 acres of land. Clearance began two years later.
Much work went into the design and construction of the buildings because
of the sandy nature of the soil. In the meantime, Eveleigh Station had been
opened in 1878. In 1906 it was renamed Redfern Station. The former
Redfern Station was renamed Sydney Terminal (Central).
The Engine Running Shed, now demolished, was the first building
completed. Cowdery was criticised for the extravagance of this building. It
comprised three segmental arched bays, each covering seven 'roads'
without intervening columns.
George Fishburn was awarded the contract for bays 1-4 of the Locomotive
Workshops in 1884 and work was commenced soon after. They were
officially opened in 1887. Workshops 5-15 were opened later in the year.
This initial building phase also included the construction of bays 16-25 of
the Carriage Sheds, the Paint Shop, a General Store and various smaller
buildings and the associated turntables, traversers and rail lines.
Development continued into the 1890s. The workshops were open every
day of the week until 1892 when union negotiations led to the workshops
being closed on Saturdays.
The residential development of the area proceeded in the 1870s and 1880s
around the railway workshop and was stimulated by the need for housing
generated by the workshops. The names of many early settlers are
continued in the street names in the area, including Eveleigh, and many of
the property boundaries and former watercourses are reflected in street
patterns. At the time of the development of the railway workshops,
Darlington School was also built, as were other municiple buildings since
demolished for the university.
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For some time Eveleigh had its own gas works which were located near
MacDonaldtown Station. However, in 1901 with the establishment of Ultimo
Power Station which belonged to the Rail and Tramway Department,
electric power was made available to the workshops. Shortly after work
commenced on the conversion of the rope-driven cranes to electric motor
drives. Work also commenced on the replacement of the steam engines at
the south end of the workshops by powerful electric motors. This, however,
was not completed until 1914.
In 1907 the Commissioners for Railways decided to begin the manufacture
of new locomotives at Eveleigh and the New Locomotive Shop was designed
and constructed for this purpose.
A Public Works Annual Report in 1915 concluded that the Eveleigh Works
were too congested and recommended the establishment of a new
locomotive and repairing works. Adding to this situation, strained conditions
led to eight strikes at Eveleigh between July 1915 and July 1917. In 1916
James Fraser, Acting Chief Commissioner, addressed workers at Eveleigh
on the introduction of the Taylor card system. The introduction of this
system on 2 August 1917 led to an 82 day general strike. It began when
1100 men struck at Randwick Tramway Depot and 3000 at Eveleigh.
Volunteers kept trains running including boys from Newington and
S.C.E.G.S. (Shaw) private schools at Eveleigh.
This all took place during the First World War which brought worse
conditions and declining wages.
The rail yards continued to develop. Additional land was resumed to the
south-west and 230 houses were demolished to allow for the construction
of the Alexandria Goods Yard sometime around 1917.
During 1925 the manufacture of new locomotives ceased.
As a result of World War 2 (1939-45), bays 5-6 were cleared of machinery
in 1940 and plans drawn up for the installation of equipment supplied by
the Department of Defence for the manufacture of 25lb field gun-shells. A
mezzanine floor was added to Bay 5 in 1941 and the machinery for shell
manufacture installed by February. Bay 8 was altered for an ammunitions
annex. By 1943 Bay 8 had been abandoned by the Department of Defence
as it had organised its own factories. Production of the shells ceased in
1945 and the construction of new locomotives was reintroduced. This postwar locomotive manufacturing lasted until 1952 when Eveleigh once again
became a repair and maintenance facility. The decision to abandon steam
locomotives in 1963 meant that Eveleigh, which was dedicated to steam
locomotive maintenance and repair, entered its final phase.
The yards continued to grow and expand, and functions were continually
changing. In later years workshops at Chullora in 1937 and later Clyde took
over aspects of work formerly performed at Eveleigh and functions were
rearranged accordingly.
Re-organisation and attempts at modernisation in the 1970s came too late.
Too much of the machinery was suited only to the steam locomotive era.
Buildings containing old equipment, machinery which had become
progressively inappropriate to a modern transport era, and a changing work
culture, has seen the yards decline gradually in the late 20th century until
its closure in 1988. After closure, bays 5-15 were used by Paddy's Markets
while other buildings on the site were demolished over an extended period.
These included the Pattern Shed, Foundry, Smith's Shops and the
Wheelpress Shop. In 1991 the NSW Government announced the creation of
a technology park at Eveleigh in association with the University of NSW, the
University of Sydney and the University of Technology. Decontamination
works were carried out to cleared areas of the site progressively.
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In 1994 Paddy's Markets returned to Haymarket. City West Development
Corporation took ownership of the Locomotive Workshops, bays 1-15, in
addition to the New Locomotive Shed and the Manager's Office.
Today the functions fomerly carried out at Eveleigh are no longer carried
out by government enterprises or no longer carried out in Australia.
(State Projects 1995:19-22, 27-33, 43-51)

Historic Themes
Australian Theme
(abbrev)

New South Wales Theme

Local Theme

3. Economy - Developing
local, regional and national
economies

Technology - Activities and processes associated with
the knowledge or use of mechanical arts and applied
sciences

(none) -

3. Economy - Developing
local, regional and national
economies

Transport - Activities associated with the moving of
people and goods from one place to another, and
systems for the provision of such movements

(none) -

5. Working - Working

Labour - Activities associated with work practises and
organised and unorganised labour

(none) -

7. Governing - Governing

Defence - Activities associated with defending places
from hostile takeover and occupation

Involvement with the
Second World War -

Assessment of Significance
SHR Criteria a)
[Historical Significance]

*The workshops were an important part of the NSW rail network which was
instrumental in the development of the state during the 19th and 20th
century.
*The construction of the workshops influenced the development of the local
area (which was developed for worker's housing) both by providing
employment and by its bulk and presence, starting bells and sirens.
*The yards were associated with developments in working conditions now
crucial to the Australian cultural identity, eg) the weekend. The yards had
an important association with the labour movement. The place was seen
initially as a positive instrument of state socialism and in later periods as
the site of important labour actions and of restrictive work practices.
*They were conceived by Whitton, the 'father' of the NSW railways, and
were an integral part of his NSW rail system, and were executed in detail
by Cowdery
(State Projects 1995:109)

SHR Criteria c)
[Aesthetic Significance]

*The entire complex has a strong industrial character generated by the rail
network itself, by the large horizontal scale of the buildings, the consistent
use of brick and corrugated iron, the repetitive shapes of roof elements and
of details such as doors and windows and because of the uniform grey
colours.
*The simple, strong functional forms of the buildings have landmark
quality, not only as important townscape elements in the Redfern/Eveleigh
area, but as part of the visual train journey of thousands of commuters,
marking arrival in the city centre.
*The major buildings from the original 19th century development of the site
are well designed, detailed and built exhibiting a high degree of unity of
design, detailing and materials.
(State Projects 1995:109)

SHR Criteria d)
[Social Significance]

*The Workshops were one of the largest employers in Sydney at the turn of
the century, declining only in the latter half of the 20th century. It was and
is an important source of pride and in demonstrating the capacity of
Australian industry and workers and a high level of craft skills.
*The place is significant to railway workers, former railway workers and
railway unions and is associated with the stories of many, including workers
and locals, which are important to cultural identity.
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*Although no longer operating as a workshop, the place maintains symbolic
value for the community as a former workplace and a place that provided
economic input into the local area.
*It has strong symbolic ties with existing trade unions. (State Projects
1995: 106-111)
SHR Criteria e)
[Research Potential]

*The Eveleigh railway workshops have considerable research potential for
understanding the operation of railway workshops. This potential is
enhanced by the extent of archival material available and because the
relatively recent closure means that there are many former workshop
workers who are still alive and who know how the place operated.
*They have unique educational value enhanced by the highly valuable
location and the relationship with the ATP and the three universities. They
contain the potential to achieve an understanding of the work practices of
today through an understanding of the cultural continuity between 19th
century technology and 21st century technology.
*There is potential for further research to yield information about the
labour movement, labour relations and the nature of work practices in the
19th and 20th centuries.
*Archaeological remains have the potential to reveal further information
about the operation of the Yards. (State projects 1995: 109)

SHR Criteria f)
[Rarity]

The size and quality of the site is rare. (State Projects 1995: 107)

Integrity/Intactness:

*The Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops are the largest surviving, intact
railway workshops dating from the steam era in Australia, and possibly the
world. (State Projects 1995: 110)

Assessment Criteria

Items are assessed against the

State Heritage Register (SHR) Criteria to

determine the level of significance. Refer to the Listings below for the level of
statutory protection.

Recommended
Management

Conservation management should be pursued as an active, day-to-day
responsibility. (State Projects 1995: 133)

Procedures /Exemptions
Section
of Act

Description

Title

Comments

Action
Date

21(1)(b)

Conservation Plan
submitted for
endorsement

Eveleigh
Carriageworks
CMP

CMP conditionally endorsed by Heritage Council
27 June 2003.

Jun 27
2003

57(2)

Exemption to allow
work

Standard
Exemptions

SCHEDULE OF STANDARD EXEMPTIONS
HERITAGE ACT 1977
Notice of Order Under Section 57 (2) of the
Heritage Act 1977

Sep 5
2008

I, the Minister for Planning, pursuant to
subsection 57(2) of the Heritage Act 1977, on
the recommendation of the Heritage Council of
New South Wales, do by this Order:
1. revoke the Schedule of Exemptions to
subsection 57(1) of the Heritage Act made
under subsection 57(2) and published in the
Government Gazette on 22 February 2008; and
2. grant standard exemptions from subsection
57(1) of the Heritage Act 1977, described in the
Schedule attached.
FRANK SARTOR
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Minister for Planning
Sydney, 11 July 2008
To view the schedule click on the Standard
Exemptions for Works Requiring Heritage
Council Approval link below.
Standard Exemptions for Works Requiring Heritage Council Approval

Listings
Listing
Title

Heritage Listing

Listing
Number

Heritage Act - State Heritage Register

01140

Gazette
Date
02 Apr 99

Gazette
Number

Gazette
Page

27

1546

115

0002

Heritage Act - s.170 NSW State
agency heritage register
Regional Environmental Plan

17 Nov 95

National Trust of Australia register
Register of the National Estate

26 Apr 88

References, Internet links & Images
Type

Author

Year Title

Written

Claire O'Rourke

2003 Rail workshop to become platform for inner city
hub (SMH 26/7/03)

Written

Geraldine O'Brien

2003 Sparks still fly over rail's long-silent workshops
(SMH 2/12/03)

Management
Plan

Heritage Group, State
Projects.

1995 Eveleigh Rail Yards Locomotive Workshops
Conservation Management Plan

Written

Schwager Brooks and
Partners

1994 Eveleigh Precinct Sydney Conservation Policy

Internet
Links

Note: Internet links may be to web pages, documents or images.

(Click on Thumbnail for Full Size Image and Image Details)

Data Source
The information for this entry comes from the following source:
Name:

Heritage Branch

Database Number:

5045103

File Number:

S90/03367 & H05/00176

Every effort has been made to ensure that information contained in the State Heritage Inventory is
correct. If you find any errors or omissions please send your comments to the Database Manager.
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Eveleigh Railway Workshops machinery
Note: There are incomplete details for a number of items listed in NSW. The Heritage Branch intends to develop
or upgrade statements of significance and other information for these items as resources become available.

Item
Name of Item:

Eveleigh Railway Workshops machinery

Other Name/s:

Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops machinery

Type of Item:

Movable / Collection

Group/Collection:

Transport - Rail

Category:

Other - Transport - Rail

Location:

Lat:151.19603612 Long:-33.89440686

Primary Address:

Great Southern and Western Railway, Redfern, NSW 2016

Local Govt. Area:

Sydney

Property Description:
Lot/Volume Code Lot/Volume Number Section Number Plan/Folio Code Plan/Folio Number
All Addresses
Street Address

Suburb/Town

LGA

Parish

County

Type

Eveleigh Workshops

Eveleigh

Sydney

Other

Great Southern and Western Railway

Redfern

Sydney

Primary

Cornwallis Street

Redfern

Sydney

Alternate

Owner/s
Organisation Name

Owner Category

Date Ownership Updated

RailCorp

State Government

20 Jan 99

Description
Physical
Description:

Machinery associated with Locomotive Workshops

Former Use:

Railway workshops

Historic Themes
Australian Theme
(abbrev)
3. Economy - Developing local,
regional and national
economies

New South Wales Theme
Technology - Activities and processes associated with the
knowledge or use of mechanical arts and applied sciences
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3. Economy - Developing local,
regional and national
economies

Transport - Activities associated with the moving of people and (none) goods from one place to another, and systems for the provision
of such movements

5. Working - Working

Labour - Activities associated with work practises and organised (none) and unorganised labour

Assessment Criteria

Items are assessed against the

State Heritage Register (SHR) Criteria to

determine the level of significance. Refer to the Listings below for the level of
statutory protection.

Procedures /Exemptions
Section
of Act
57(2)

Action
Date

Description

Title

Comments

Exemption to
allow work

Standard
Exemptions

SCHEDULE OF STANDARD EXEMPTIONS
HERITAGE ACT 1977
Notice of Order Under Section 57 (2) of the Heritage
Act 1977

Sep 5
2008

I, the Minister for Planning, pursuant to subsection 57
(2) of the Heritage Act 1977, on the recommendation
of the Heritage Council of New South Wales, do by
this Order:
1. revoke the Schedule of Exemptions to subsection
57(1) of the Heritage Act made under subsection 57
(2) and published in the Government Gazette on 22
February 2008; and
2. grant standard exemptions from subsection 57(1)
of the Heritage Act 1977, described in the Schedule
attached.
FRANK SARTOR
Minister for Planning
Sydney, 11 July 2008
To view the schedule click on the Standard
Exemptions for Works Requiring Heritage Council
Approval link below.
Standard Exemptions for Works Requiring Heritage Council Approval

Listings
Heritage Listing
Heritage Act - State Heritage Register

Listing
Title

Listing
Number
01141

Gazette
Date
02 Apr 99

Gazette
Number

Gazette
Page

27

1546

Heritage Act - s.170 NSW State
agency heritage register
Regional Environmental Plan

16 Jul 93

National Trust of Australia register

References, Internet links & Images
None
Note: Internet links may be to web pages, documents or images.
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Data Source
The information for this entry comes from the following source:
Name:

Heritage Branch

Database Number:

5001063

Every effort has been made to ensure that information contained in the State Heritage Inventory is
correct. If you find any errors or omissions please send your comments to the Database Manager.
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Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Precinct
Item
Name of Item:

Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Precinct

Other Name/s:

Australian Technology Park

Type of Item:

Complex / Group

Group/Collection:

Transport - Rail

Category:

Railway Workshop

Primary Address:

Locomotive Street, Eveleigh, NSW 2015

Local Govt. Area:

Sydney

Property Description:
Lot/Volume Code Lot/Volume Number Section Number Plan/Folio Code Plan/Folio Number
All Addresses
Street Address

Suburb/Town

LGA

Locomotive Street

Eveleigh

Sydney

Parish

County

Type
Primary

Owner/s
Organisation Name

Owner Category

Australian Technology Park (ATP)

State Government

Statement of
Significance

Date Ownership Updated

The Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops were a key component of the
Eveleigh Railway Workshops and were the site of much of the
construction and maintenance of steam locomotives in NSW from the
late 19th to mid 20th centuries. The Locomotive Workshops were
built on a vast scale and allowed the complete manufacture of
locomotive engines from basic components. The workshops were a
massive enterprise that included thousands of workers working in al
of the trades required to build and maintain steam locomotives.
While the construction of locomotives was eventually moved off site
to the Chullora Workshops, the Eveleigh site continued in operation
until the 1980s as a maintenance facility for steam and later diesel
locomotives. The site also served as a manufacturing site for military
hardware, with an initial trial early in the 20th century and a fullscale production of artillery shells during WWII. Socially, the
Workshops were influential on the development of the adjacent
suburbs, which developed into areas of low-cost terrace housing to
service the large working population on the site. The site was also a
significant site in the history of the NSW labour movement, with
early unions winning many significant concessions for workers,
including Saturdays off and the provision of indoor washing and toilet
facilities. Several significant figures in the labour movement worked
at Eveleigh, including James McGowan, the first Labour Premier of
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NSW. In the mid 20th century, the workshops were well known for
the activities of the Communist Party of Australian on the site. The
site also contains a significant collection of remnant machinery
relating to locomotive manufacture in the 19th and 20th centuries.
Date Significance Updated: 23 Apr 08
Note: There are incomplete details for a number of items listed in NSW.
The Heritage Branch intends to develop or upgrade statements of
significance and other information for these items as resources become
available.

Description
Designer/Maker:

George Cowdery

Builder/Maker:

George Fishburn

Construction Years:

1882 - 1897

Physical Description:

The Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Precinct consists of a large site
to the south of the main railway lines leading into Redfern Station.
The Locomotive Workshops Precinct is one half of the overall
Eveleigh Railway Workshops, which included both the Locomotive
Works and the Carriage Workshops, to the north of the railway line.
The Locomotive Workshop Precinct is now the Australian Technology
Park and consist of three main historic buildings, a wrought iron
water tower and a number of new commercial buildings and land
earmarked for commercial redevelopment. The three historic
buildings within the Precinct are the Locomotive Workshop, the
former Works Managers’ Office (now the International Business
Centre) and the Engine Shop (now the National Innovation Centre).
The modern office buildings further south on the site are not included
within the heritage precinct, although this land was originally part of
the Workshops site.
Historically, the Precinct encompassed a large area and included the
above three buildings as well as a Spring Shop (in the location now
known as Innovation Plaza), a Pattern Shop, a Foundry, a Goods
Shed, a large Running Shed and the Large Erecting Shop. Of these,
only the Large Erecting Shop remains and is outside of the area of
this listing. Rails and turntables ran alongside the north end of the
buildings to allow locomotives under construction or repair to be
moved from bay to bay and building to building using a traverser.
Two turntables remain, now used as traffic circles but most of the rail
lines have been removed. One traverser has been restored and is
interpreted in Bay 10 of the Locomotive Workshop building.
The Locomotive Workshops had the ability to produce entire
locomotives from components manufactured on site. Wooden patter
moulds were built for individual parts and were cast on site in the
foundries. Blacksmiths and machinists were able to fabricate other
parts out of steel billets and the wheel shops were able to press and
turn the wheels for the bogies. Assembly of the locomotives took
place on site as well. At its peak, the Locomotive Workshops
employed over 2000 people. The Locomotive Workshop has been
converted to commercial office space and a large exhibition hall, with
machinery retained in situ in Bays 1 and 2 and other machinery
interpreted elsewhere around the building.
The site was managed from the Works Managers’ Office (now the
International Business Centre), which was the administrative office
for the site and contained the Timekeeper’s Office as well as the pay
office. A large bell on top of the building rang the start and end of
shift. The Works Managers’ Office has been reconfigured internally
and is used as commercial office space. Internally it retains no
historic features other than some minor detailing.
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The Engine Shop was constructed in 1907 to provide additional space
for the assembly of locomotive engines. It consisted of two large
bays with overhead cranes. The building has now been converted to
commercial office space but retains one of the overhead cranes as a
static display item.

See individual building listing card for details.
Physical Condition and/or
Archaeological Potential:

See individual building listing card for details.
Updated: 06 Jun 08

Date Condition

Modifications and Dates:

The Workshops were progressively converted into a commercial
office precinct form the mid-1990s. See individual building listing
card for details.

Further Information:

The curtilage of the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshop Precinct is
bounded by the railway line to the north, the top of the hill to the
east, the boundary with the Large Erecting Shop to the west and the
upper car park to the south. The curtilage specifically excludes the
former Workshops land south of the upper car park, and excludes all
modern office buildings built on this southern land. The curtilage
includes the former Works Managers’ Office, the former Engine Shop
and the former Locomotive Workshop buildings. Other historic
features included within the precinct are all machinery outside the
southern and eastern sides of the Locomotive Workshop, the
turntables in the southern roadway and the water tower at the east
end of the site. The former railway carriage used as offices by 3801
Ltd, located within Innovation Plaza, was brought onto the site in
1995 and has no historical association with the place. It is not
included within the curtilage.

Current Use:

Commercial offices

Former Use:

Railway Workshops

History
Historical Notes:

The Locomotive Workshops are located on the southern half of land
that was initially part of a grant to Chisholm in the early 19th
century. Chisholm constructed a residence known as Calder on part
of the land in the 1820s and the rest of the last was largely
undeveloped. Chisholm's grant was split by the construction of the
railway line from Redfern in 1855. Chisholm's grant was selected as
the location for the Railway Yards in 1875 and was resumed in 1878.
A compensation price was finally settled in 1880 and the clearing of
the site commenced in 1882. The construction of the Railway Yards
had the flow-on effect of stimulating the construction of a
considerable amount of housing in the local area, to provide
accommodation for the workforce.
The construction of the Yards started with the building of Bays 1 to 4
of the Locomotive Workshop, in 1884. The construction of Bays 5 to
15 (now Bays 6 to 16) of the Workshops commenced in 1885. Both
sections of the building were completed in 1887. Bays 1 to 4 were
built separately to house the dirty trades of blacksmithing, boilermaking and foundry work. In 1896, the Large Erecting Shop was
built to the west of the Locomotive Workshop, allowing many tasks to
be relocated to the new building. The Carriage Workshops, to the
north of the railway line, were built at the same time, being
completed by 1897, and were known as Bays 16-25. The Locomotive
Workshops also contained the Engine Running Shed, to the west of
the Large Erecting Shop, which was demolished in 1960, as well as
the Works Manager’s Office (on the Locomotive Workshops side of
the tracks), the Chief Mechanical Engineer’s Office (on the Carriage
Workshops side) and numerous other buildings of brick and
corrugated metal which served as the Paint Shop, Spring Shop and
many other functions. All of these ancillary buildings have been
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demolished.
In 1900, compressed air plant was installed in an annex to Bays 3
and 4 of the Locomotive Workshops. Modernisation of the site
continued in pace with technology, and in 1902 the overhead cranes
were converted from rope drive to electric drive, due to the
availability of power from the Ultimo Power Station. The progressive
electrification of the rest of the site continued over the next 10-15
years. Between 1903 and 1905, the space between Bays 4 and 5 was
enclosed to match the rest of the building, and was known as Bay 4A
(now Bay 5). In 1907 the New Locomotive Shop was constructed to
allow the manufacture of new locomotives on the site. In 1908, four
M class steam boilers were installed outside of Bays 2 and 3, to
provide steam power for the site. Changes to the workshops
continued as functions were shifted or machinery was modernised,
but a major report into the operation of the workshops prepared over
the course of 1911-1914 recommended the establishment of a new
facility elsewhere for some of the functions, as the site was too
congested.
In 1923, much of the boiler repair work was shifted to the new
railway workshops at Chullora. Manufacture of new locomotives on
the site ceased altogether in 1925 and by 1937 much of the repair
work had been relocated to Chullora as well. During World War II
parts of the site were repurposed for the manufacture of military
equipment, including 25lb field artillery shells. This work continued
until the end of the war. The construction of new locomotives on the
site had a brief resurgence between 1945 and 1952, and the NSW
Railways ceased to use steam equipment altogether, in favour of
diesel, by 1965.
From that point, the Locomotive Workshops were progressively
reorganised to serve a range of different repair functions, including
the manufacture and repair of wheels and axles. By the 1980s, the
decision had been made to cease operations at the site, which finally
occurred in 1988. The site served as the temporary home of Paddy’s
Markets from 1989 to 1994 and from 1995 was progressively
converted to its present use as the Australian Technology Park.
The site was an important place in the development of unionised
labour in NSW, with the unions successfully lobbying was for the
workshops to be closed on Saturdays in 1892. Indoor toilets were
installed as a result of labour negotiations in 1910. The first
Australian Railways Union Shop Committee was established on the
site in 1925. Union meetings were held at an area known as Red
Square, a red-painted area of pavement outside of Bay 14. During
the 1940s and 1950s, the site was also the home to major activity by
the Australian Communist Party.

Assessment of Significance
SHR Criteria a)
[Historical Significance]

The Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops were a key component of the
Eveleigh Railway Workshops and were the site of much of the
construction and maintenance of steam locomotives in NSW from the
late 19th to mid 20th centuries. The Locomotive Workshops were
built on a vast scale and allowed the complete manufacture of
locomotive engines from basic components.

SHR Criteria c)
[Aesthetic Significance]

The workshops were a massive enterprise that included thousands of
workers working in all of the trades required to build and maintain
steam locomotives. While the construction of locomotives was
eventually moved off site to the Chullora Workshops, the Eveleigh
site continued in operation until the 1980s as a maintenance facility
for steam and later diesel locomotives. The site also served as a
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manufacturing site for military hardware, with an initial trial early in
the 20th century and a full-scale production of artillery shells during
WWII. The remaining buildings and machinery on the site allow this
process to be understood and interpreted.
SHR Criteria d)
[Social Significance]

socially, the Workshops were influential on the development of the
adjacent suburbs, which developed into areas of low-cost terrace
housing to service the large working population on the site. The site
was also a significant site in the history of the NSW labour
movement, with early unions winning many significant concessions
for workers, including Saturdays off and the provision of indoor
washing and toilet facilities. Several significant figures in the labour
movement worked at Eveleigh, including James McGowan, the first
Labour Premier of NSW. In the mid 20th century, the workshops
were well known for the activities of the Communist Party of
Australian on the site.

SHR Criteria e)
[Research Potential]

The machinery collection at the site contains the potential to further
research and interpret the manufacture of steam locomotives.

SHR Criteria f)
[Rarity]

The site was the largest railway workshop in Australia and is the only
remaining site which contains such a large degree of original
machinery and related equipment.

Integrity/Intactness:

Heavily modified but key components retained

Assessment Criteria

Items are assessed against the

State Heritage Register (SHR)

Criteria to determine the level of significance. Refer to the Listings below
for the level of statutory protection.

Recommended
Management

See individual listing cards for conservation recommendations for
individual items.

Recommendations
Management Category

Description

Date Updated

Recommended Management

Review a Conservation Management Plan (CMP)

06 Jun 08

Listings
Heritage Listing
Heritage Act - s.170 NSW
State agency heritage
register

Listing Title
Redfern-Waterloo
Authority S170
Register

Listing
Number
4745500

Gazette
Date

Gazette
Number

Gazette
Page

30 Jun 08

Study Details
Author

Inspected
by

Guidelines
Used

Title

Year Number

Heritage Study of Eveleigh Railway
Workshops

1986

Don Godden and
Associates

No

Eveleigh Workshops Management
Plan for Moveable Items and Social
History

1996

Godden Mackay

No

Eveleigh Railway Locomotive
Workshops Conservation
Management Plan

2002

Otto Cserhalmi and
Partners

Yes

Eveleigh Railway Workshops
Conservation Management Plan

1995

State Projects Department of Public
Works

No
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Eveleigh Railway Locomotive
Workshops - Fabric Inventory

2002

Otto Cserhalmi &
Partners

No

Heritage Assessment Archaeological Resources - ATP
Masterplan Site

1994

Wendy Thorp

No

ATP S170 Heritage Register
Overview Report

2008

Futurepast Heritage
Consulting P/L

M North & P
Crook

Yes

References, Internet links & Images
Internet
Links

Type

Author

Year

Title

Written

Butcher, R K

2004

The Great Eveleigh Railway Workshops

Note: Internet links may be to web pages, documents or images.

(Click on Thumbnail for Full Size Image and Image Details)

Data Source
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Name:

State Government Agency

Database Number:

4745500
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Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Machinery Collection
Item
Name of Item:

Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Machinery Collection

Type of Item:

Movable / Collection

Group/Collection:

Transport - Rail

Category:

Railway Machinery & Objects

Primary Address:

Locomotive Street, Eveleigh, NSW 2015

Local Govt. Area:

Sydney

Property Description:
Lot/Volume Code Lot/Volume Number Section Number Plan/Folio Code Plan/Folio Number
Boundary:

Located in various buildings within the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops
Precinct

All Addresses
Street Address

Suburb/Town

LGA

Locomotive Street

Eveleigh

Sydney

Parish

County

Type
Primary

Owner/s
Organisation Name

Owner Category

Australian Technology Park (ATP)

State Government

Statement of
Significance

Date Ownership Updated

The Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Machinery Collection consists of over
400 individual items and represents a significant component of the
Eveleigh Railway Workshops and is a substantial remnant of the equipment
that was on site during the operational period of the Workshops. The
equipment includes a nearly complete assemblage from the Blacksmith’s
Shop, significant portions of the Spring Shop and Wheel Shop and
remnants of the hydraulic power train which drove the equipment. These
are the most complete in situ collections of this type in Australia. The
machinery demonstrates the evolution in technology and the innovation
developed on the site in the construction and maintenance of railway
locomotives. Many of the machines demonstrate shop-built modifications
and in some cases whole machines are shop-built, which are a testament
to the skill and ingenuity of the people who worked on the site. The
remaining in situ components of the power systems are rare surviving
examples in Australia. As an interpretive resource, the machinery is highly
significant to the presentation and understanding of the place and provides
a good insight into the changing nature of work and labour in Australia
over the course of the 19th and 20th centuries. Elements of the machinery
remain functional within the Blacksmith’s Shop, which is rare for machinery
of this type in Australia.
Date Significance Updated: 10 Jun 08
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Note: There are incomplete details for a number of items listed in NSW. The
Heritage Branch intends to develop or upgrade statements of significance and
other information for these items as resources become available.

Description
Designer/Maker:

Various

Builder/Maker:

various

Construction Years:

1887 - 1986

Physical Description:

The vast majority of the equipment is from the Blacksmith’s Shop, in Bays
1 and 2 of the Locomotive Workshop and includes steam hammers, forges
and the hydraulic power equipment used to operate the equipment. Much
of this equipment is in situ, often in association with racks of hand tools
used in conjunction with the machinery. The collection also includes a
significant number of the machines from the Spring Shop, which was in a
now-demolished building, previously located between the Locomotive
Workshop and the Engine Shop. A few machines also remain from the
Wheel Shop, which was originally in Bays 10 to 12 of the Locomotive
Workshop.
Machinery is located throughout the Locomotive Workshop, although the
vast majority is located in Bays 1 and 2. Machinery has been relocated and
interpreted to other areas of the building, and most bays retain at least
one item of machinery, which includes large overhead travelling cranes and
small hoists and jib cranes.
See individual machine listing card for details.

Physical Condition
and/or
Archaeological
Potential:

Most machinery is under cover but otherwise unmaintained. Dust, grime
and surface rust is common on many machines. The machinery that has
been interpreted and is on display in Bays 3 to 16 tends to be in better
condition and largely free from problems. A small number of machines are
badly affected by rust; these are largely those located outside or are
partially exposed to the elements. Some machinery in Bays 1 and 2 South
is in operational condition. See individual machine listing card for details.
Date Condition Updated: 10 Jun 08

Modifications and
Dates:

See individual machine listing card for details. Varies. Most machines show
some sign of modification, which may include the installation of safety
guards, task lighting or electrification. Some machines are substantially
modified or are scratch-built from parts of other machines.

Current Use:

Display

Former Use:

Workshop machinery

History
Historical Notes:

The Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Machinery Collection represents a
range of machinery in use at the Workshops between the 1880s and the
1980s. The collection comprises over two hundred items of machinery,
hand tools and fixed equipment which were used in the construction of
locomotives on the site. The Workshops were equipped with a large array
of machinery and a substantial staff of skilled tradespeople, who could
produce a locomotive from the basic components, using parts and tools
manufactured on site. The collection includes a small number of machines
from pre-1900, which were originally driven by line shafting along the walls
of the bays, powered by four large boilers outside the southern side of
Bays 1 and 2. The bulk of the machinery remaining on site dates from the
first half of the 20th century and includes equipment that was originally
driven by line shafting but was later converted to electricity. Some of the
machinery was considered cutting edge technology for its day and the vast
majority of it was imported from overseas. The steam power system was
converted to gas fired boilers from coal fired boilers in xxx.
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Towards the end of the operational life of the workshops, some of the
machinery had been converted to computer control for extra precision. The
Workshops were progressively shut down throughout the 1980s and much
of the equipment on site was sold at auction, though many significant
components were saved. Many of the retained machines bear a plaque
stating “Do Not Scrap - Property of the National Trust”, which were
installed by stealth by individuals seeking to preserve the collection,
however the machinery was never in fact the property of the National
Trust. This gentle deception was however instrumental in preventing many
of the items from being sold for scrap or dispersed to other workshops.
Since the early 1990s, some of the machinery in Bays 1 and 2 South has
been in use by a blacksmith. In the 1990s, the site was progressively
developed as the Australian Technology Park and Bays 1 and 2 of the
Locomotive Workshop were retained to house and interpret machinery
from the site. In the early 2000s, while the site was under the control of
the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority, many of the machines which had
been removed from their original contexts were reinstalled near their
original functional positions and interpreted.
See the individual listing cards for specific items of machinery for
additional historical information, where known.

Assessment of Significance
SHR Criteria a)
[Historical Significance]

The Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Machinery Collection is historically
significant as an assemblage of equipment which demonstrates the
manufacturing processes used in locomotive manufacture on the site
between the 1880s and the 1980s. The Collection provides an
understanding of both the complexity of the manufacturing undertaken in
the workshops as well as the transformation in technology over time, from
hand-made and hand-worked processes, to computer controlled
techniques.

SHR Criteria b)
The Collection has a strong associating with the Eveleigh Locomotive
[Associative Significance] Workshops Site and is a critical component in the understanding and
interpretation of the site's history.
SHR Criteria c)
[Aesthetic Significance]

The Collection contains everything from hand tools to large industrial
machinery which illustrates the progression in technology over time. The
range of items in the collection assists in the understanding of
manufacturing and work practices and the challenges associated with
manufacturing complex machines such s locomotives form raw
components.

SHR Criteria d)
[Social Significance]

The collection would have had a strong personal association for the people
who worked and trained at the Workshops, however this connection has
been broken since the closure of the workshops in the 1980s.

SHR Criteria e)
[Research Potential]

The Collection has the potential to allow better understanding and
interpretation of 19th and 20th century manufacturing and work practices
in the construction of locomotives, particularly the blacksmithing trades.

SHR Criteria f)
[Rarity]

Many of the machines are typical of those which would have been sued in
other workshops in the 19th and 20th century, however the collection is
unique in Australia in its scale and continued association with its original
place of use.

SHR Criteria g)
[Representativeness]

Much of the machinery is representative of that which was used in
locomotive workshops and blacksmith's shops throughout the world.

Integrity/Intactness:

Bays 1 and 2 relatively intact. Other individual machines are out of their
original position.

Assessment Criteria

Items are assessed against the

State Heritage Register (SHR) Criteria to

determine the level of significance. Refer to the Listings below for the level of
statutory protection.
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All individual items of machinery to be tagged in accordance with the S170
Register inventory.
Items identified as significant which are presently stored out of doors are
to be relocated under cover, either into Bay 2 North or into appropriate offsite storage.
The collection is not to be further dispersed, except for loans to
appropriate institutions under a loan agreement.
Any items which are to be included in an operational lease are to be
specifically listed in the lease and maintained in accordance with the
recommendations of the S170 Register or further specialist advice, as
appropriate.

Listings
Heritage Listing

Listing Title

Heritage Act - s.170 NSW
State agency heritage
register

Redfern-Waterloo
Authority S170
Register

Listing
Number

Gazette
Date

Gazette
Number

Gazette
Page

4745505

Study Details
Guidelines
Used

Year Number

Heritage Study of Eveleigh Railway
Workshops

1986

Don Godden and
Associates

No

Eveleigh Workshops Management
Plan for Moveable Items and Social
History

1996

Godden Mackay

No

Futurepast Heritage M North & P
Consulting P/L
Crook

Yes

ATP S170 Heritage Register Overview 2008
Report

Author

Inspected
by

Title

References, Internet links & Images
Type

Author

Year

Title

Written

Butcher, R K

2004

The Great Eveleigh Railway Workshops

Internet
Links

Note: Internet links may be to web pages, documents or images.

(Click on Thumbnail for Full Size Image and Image Details)

Data Source
The information for this entry comes from the following source:
Name:

State Government Agency

Database Number:

4745505
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Locomotive Workshops Building
Item
Name of Item:

Locomotive Workshops Building

Other Name/s:

Loco Workshops

Type of Item:

Built

Group/Collection:

Transport - Rail

Category:

Railway Workshop

Primary Address:

Locomotive Street, Eveleigh, NSW 2015

Local Govt. Area:

Sydney

Property Description:
Lot/Volume Code Lot/Volume Number
Boundary:

Section Number

Plan/Folio Code

Plan/Folio Number

Within the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Precinct

All Addresses
Street Address

Suburb/Town

LGA

Locomotive Street

Eveleigh

Sydney

Parish

County

Type
Primary

Owner/s
Organisation Name

Owner Category

Australian Technology Park (ATP)

State Government

Statement of
Significance

Date Ownership Updated

The Locomotive Workshop was the heart of the enterprise at the Eveleigh Railway
Workshops site. Established in 1887, it was one of the foremost railway workshops
in the world and the largest in Australia. The Workshop contained all trades
necessary to fully construct or repair a steam locomotive and was the primary
centre of railway construction in NSW until the opening of Chullora Workshops in
1923. The building was also the site of many significant events in the early history
of the Australian labour movement, with the railway unions winning many
concessions for workers that are now taken for granted. The site was also a major
centre of the Australian Communist Party in the mid-20th century. The sheer scale
of the workshops and the diversity of activities undertaken within them is a
testament to both the importance of the railways in the development of 19th and
20th century NSW and to the skill of the large workshop which operated at the site
for 100 years.
Date Significance Updated: 10 Jun 08
Note: There are incomplete details for a number of items listed in NSW. The Heritage
Branch intends to develop or upgrade statements of significance and other information
for these items as resources become available.

Description
Construction Years:

1887 -

Physical Description:

The Locomotive Workshop consists of a very large brick building divided into 16
bays running north-south. Each bay was originally used for one or more trades
required to repair or manufacture locomotives and their components. The building
is of masonry construction with a metal roof and presents as a two storey
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structure. A series of small annexes have been built along the southern side of the
building. Internally, the building is supported on a steel frame and metal roof
trusses, which have been incorporated within the redevelopment of the building.
Only Bays 1 & 2 at the east end of the building are substantially original, with the
remaining bays having been converted to commercial office space, function and
exhibition areas in a variety of styles. Items of machinery have been placed on
display and interpreted throughout Bays 3 to 16 of the building.
Bay 1 - Blacksmith shop / interpretation area
Bay 2 - Blacksmith shop / interpretation area
Bay 3 - 3 levels of infill offices, commercial kitchen
Bay 4 - atrium, reception/function area, 3 levels of office space at north end
Bay 5 - theatre, 3 levels of infill offices
Bay 6 - 2 levels of infill offices, air conditioning plant on 3rd level
Bay 7 - 2 levels of infill offices
Bay 8 - atrium, cafe, 2 levels of infill offices at north end
Bay 9 - 2 levels of infill offices, board room
Bay 10 - exhibition hall & machinery interpretation
Bays 11 to 14 - exhibition hall
Bay 15 - 3 levels of infill offices
Bay 16 - cafe, 2 levels of infill offices
Originally there were 21 annexes along the south wall of the building built in brick,
timber and corrugated metal, however only 12 remain. Several of these have been
rebuilt in modern materials to house new functions while others are in original
condition.
Annex
Annex
Annex
Annex
Annex
Annex
Annex
Annex
Annex
Annex
Annex
Annex

1 - historic structure, machinery / workshop space
2 - historic structure, blacksmith shop
3 - historic structure, blacksmith shop access & fuel tanks
4 - historic structure, boilers
5 - modern structure, commercial kitchen access
6 - historic structure, pump room
8a - historic structure with modifications, security office
9a 10a - historic structure with modifications, offices space
12 - modern structure, plant room
13 - modern structure, plant room
20a - modern structure, plant room

Physical Condition
and/or
Archaeological
Potential:

Externally, the condition of the building ranges from good to poor, with significant
structural defects noted in the southern walls of Bays 1 to 4. The building as a
whole exhibits a patina of heavy wear and use, mixed with modern materials.
Internally the building is generally in good condition. Several leaks have been
noted in the roof of Bays 1 & 2. Structural issues to the south walls of Bays 1 & 2
are under investigation (July/August 2008) Date Condition Updated: 10 Jun 08

Current Use:

Commercial office & exhibition space

Former Use:

Railway workshops

History
Historical Notes:

The Locomotive Workshops commenced construction in 1887 and was originally
built in two parts. Bays 1 to 4, at the east end, contained the 'dirty' trades such as
blacksmithing and boilermaking, while Bays 5 to 15 contained the machining,
tooling and assembly areas, with the two buildings separated by an open area. This
area was infilled in 1905 to become Bay 4A and the boilermaking function extended
into it. The Loco Workshops were the hub of locomotive manufacture from the
1880s to the 1930s, when many functions were progressively relocated to the
newly-constructed Chullora Workshops. Surrounding the Loco Workshops were
separate buildings (now gone) containing auxiliary trades such as springmaking,
pattern making, welding, coppersmithing and foundry work. The Loco Workshops
employed vast numbers of employees in these trades and many lived nearby in
working class suburbs such as Redfern and Erskineville. By the 1960s, the
Workshops had begun to wind down as the NSW Railways changed technology to
diesel from steam. The Workshops finally shut in 1988 and were converted to the
Australian Technology Park in the mid-1990s.
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Assessment of Significance
SHR Criteria a)
[Historical Significance]

The Locomotive Workshops were the centre of railway manufacturing in NSW
between the late-19th and mid-20th centuries.

SHR Criteria c)
[Aesthetic Significance]

The Locomotive Workshops are exceptionally large and well-detailed examples of
late 9th century industrial buildings, incorporating items such as decorative brick
and stonework.

SHR Criteria d)
[Social Significance]

The Locomotive Workshops were socially important as the site where many
generations of railway workers were trained. These individuals lived in the
surrounding suburbs which reflect the working-class nature of the workforce. The
Locomotive Workshops were also important in the development of the Australian
union movement, the fight for workers' rights and occupational health and safety.
The Workshops were also well known for the strong presence of the Australian
Communist Party in the early to mid 20th century.

SHR Criteria f)
[Rarity]

The Locomotive Workshops are the largest railway workshop in NSW and the only
one containing a substantial collection of original machinery.

SHR Criteria g)
[Representativeness]

The Locomotive Workshops are typical of a large Victorian era railway workshop
and are able to demonstrate the scale of railway operations and the variety of
processes required in their manufacture.

Integrity/Intactness:

Modified for office space but the building is relatively intact. Bays 1 & 2 are largely
unchanged from their mid-20th century configuration.

Assessment Criteria

Items are assessed against the

State Heritage Register (SHR) Criteria to

determine the level of significance. Refer to the Listings below for the level of statutory
protection.

Recommended
Management

Update the Conservation Management Plan for the building. Investigate structural
issues in Bay 1 & 2 South Wall. Investigate roof leakage issues in Bays 1 & 2.
Undertake routine maintenance in accordance with normal practice.

Listings
Heritage Listing
Heritage Act - s.170 NSW State
agency heritage register

Listing Title
Redfern-Waterloo
Authority S170 Register

Listing
Number

Gazette
Date

Gazette
Number

Gazette
Page

4745501

Study Details
Year Number

Title

Author

Inspected
by

Guidelines
Used

Eveleigh Workshops Management Plan for 1996
Moveable Items and Social History

Godden Mackay

No

Eveleigh Railway Locomotive Workshops
Conservation Management Plan

Otto Cserhalmi and
Partners

Yes

Otto Cserhalmi &
Partners

No

2002

Eveleigh Railway Locomotive Workshops - 2002
Fabric Inventory
ATP S170 Heritage Register Overview
Report

2008

481

Futurepast Heritage
Consulting P/L

M North & P
Crook

Yes

References, Internet links & Images
Type

Author

Year

Title

Written

Butcher, R K

2004

The Great Eveleigh Railway Workshops

Internet
Links

Note: Internet links may be to web pages, documents or images.
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Data Source
The information for this entry comes from the following source:
Name:

State Government Agency

Database Number:

4745501

Every effort has been made to ensure that information contained in the State Heritage Inventory is correct. If you
find any errors or omissions please send your comments to the Database Manager.
All information and pictures on this page are the copyright of the Heritage Branch or respective copyright owners.
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Engine Shop (former)
Item
Name of Item:

Engine Shop (former)

Other Name/s:

National Innovation Centre; New Locomotive Shop

Type of Item:

Built

Group/Collection:

Transport - Rail

Category:

Railway Workshop

Primary Address:

Locomotive Street, Eveleigh, NSW 2015

Local Govt. Area:

Sydney

Property Description:
Lot/Volume Code Lot/Volume Number
Boundary:

Section Number

Plan/Folio Code

Plan/Folio Number

Within the overall Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Precinct

All Addresses
Street Address

Suburb/Town

LGA

Locomotive Street

Eveleigh

Sydney

Parish

County

Type
Primary

Owner/s
Organisation Name

Owner Category

Australian Technology Park (ATP)

State Government

Statement of
Significance

Date Ownership Updated

The Engine Shop is one of the few remaining original components of the Eveleigh
Railway Workshops. The Engine Shop was added to the site to facilitate the
construction of locomotive engines on site, allowing other functions in the
Locomotive Workshops to be reorganised. The building served as the workshop
where many of the workshops used by the NSW Railways were constructed and
maintained in the 20th century.
While modified, the building retains enough key features to demonstrate its original
function within the site.
Date Significance Updated: 10 Jun 08
Note: There are incomplete details for a number of items listed in NSW. The Heritage
Branch intends to develop or upgrade statements of significance and other information
for these items as resources become available.

Description
Construction Years:

1907 -

Physical Description:

The former Engine Shop consists of a large masonry building with a corrugated
metal roof. The building presents as two storeys externally but has been
reconfigured internally to provide three levels. The Engine Shop was built in two
sections - the northern section was built in 1907 and consisted of two long bays
running north-south with large doors in either end, capable of allowing locomotives
in and out of the building. Along the side, the building was divided into 8 bays
highlighted with decorative brick pilasters. In 1914, the building was extended to
the south. This new section has seven bays along the and a five segment sawtooth
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roof, facing south. The bays on the sides of the buildings each contain a pair of
openable steel arched windows with sandstone sills at the lower level, with another
pair of smaller, non-opening steel framed windows with brick sills at the top level.
The ends of the buildings repeat this fenestration pattern, with the top arches of
the windows picked out in polychrome brick. The external configuration of the
building is little changed, save for the loss of the original arched timber doors at
either end of the building. A pair of arched timber doors stands permanently open
in the centre of the west wall, with the entrance closed off by a new glass foyer
inserted within the door opening.
Internally, the building would have originally been one large space which was
subdivided as required. An overhead travelling crane ran the length of the building
above the west bay. This crane is still present, now fixed in position above the
lobby of the building. The interior is supported on a frame of steel columns with a
steel roof truss structure. With the conversion of the building into office space in the
1990s, the interior was fitted out with three levels of office accommodation built
within the existing building envelope. The lobby area in the middle of the building is
the only remaining full height space within the structure. A few historic features
have been retained, including the overhead travelling crane, a jib hoist and a row
of washbasins.
Externally, a new freestanding, two storey plant room has been built on the east
side of the building which contains the air conditioning and other major physical
plant for the building.
Physical Condition
and/or
Archaeological
Potential:

The building is fully tenanted as commercial office space and is generally in good
condition. The following minor maintenance issues were noted: Several sandstone
sills show evidence of damage and spalling. These should be inspected by a stone
specialist and repaired with a sacrificial render, indented and repaired or replaced,
as recommended. Growth of vegetation in some masonry joints. Vegetation should
be poisoned, removed and joints repointed as required. Steel windows show signs
of spot rust. Windows should be treated with a rust inhibitor and repainted.
Windows with structural rust damaged should be repaired to match the original
window profile. Date Condition Updated: 10 Jun 08

Modifications and
Dates:

1914 - building extended to the south 1952 - construction of new locomotives
ceased Mid-1990s - converted into the National Innovation Centre

Current Use:

Offices

Former Use:

Locomotive engine workshop

History
Historical Notes:

The Engine Shop (originally known as the New Locomotive Shop) was constructed
in 1907 to allow the construction of new locomotive engines at Eveleigh. The
building was extended to the south in 1914. The building served as the main
location for construction of locomotive engines on the site, until such construction
ceased altogether in 1952. The building became disused in 1988 when the
Workshops were finally shut down and was converted to its present use as
commercial office space in the mid-1990s.

Assessment of Significance
SHR Criteria a)
[Historical Significance]

The Engine Shop was historically important to the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshop[
Precinct as it provided a significant new facility for the construction of new
locomotive engines, allowing other functions within the Locomotive Workshops
Building to be reconfigured.

SHR Criteria c)
[Aesthetic Significance]

The building is a well-detailed early 20th century industrial building.

SHR Criteria d)
[Social Significance]

The Engine Shop contains remnants of the struggle for workers' rights on site, in
the form of washbasins installed as a result of industrial action.

SHR Criteria f)
[Rarity]

The Engine Shop is rare in the Sydney area and unusual for remaining in
association with other key components of the Locomotive Workshops Precinct.

SHR Criteria g)
[Representativeness]

The Engine Shop is a typical early 20th century railway industrial building and is
able to demonstrate its function through its scale and layout.
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Integrity/Intactness:

Relatively intact externally. The interior has largely been reconfigured for
commercial office space.

Assessment Criteria

Items are assessed against the

State Heritage Register (SHR) Criteria to

determine the level of significance. Refer to the Listings below for the level of statutory
protection.

Recommended
Management

Prepare a Conservation Management Strategy for the building. Undertake routine
maintenance in accordance with normal practice.

Listings
Heritage Listing

Listing Title

Heritage Act - s.170 NSW State
agency heritage register

Redfern-Waterloo
Authority S170 Register

Listing
Number

Gazette
Date

Gazette
Number

Gazette
Page

4745503

Study Details
Title

Year Number

ATP S170 Heritage Register
Overview Report

2008

483

Author

Inspected by

Futurepast Heritage
Consulting P/L

Guidelines
Used

M North & P
Crook

Yes

References, Internet links & Images
Internet
Links

Type

Author

Year

Title

Written

Butcher, R K

2004

The Great Eveleigh Railway Workshops

Note: Internet links may be to web pages, documents or images.

(Click on Thumbnail for Full Size Image and Image Details)

Data Source
The information for this entry comes from the following source:
Name:

State Government Agency

Database Number:

4745503

Every effort has been made to ensure that information contained in the State Heritage Inventory is correct. If you
find any errors or omissions please send your comments to the Database Manager.
All information and pictures on this page are the copyright of the Heritage Branch or respective copyright owners.
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Works Managers' Office (former)
Item
Name of Item:

Works Managers' Office (former)

Other Name/s:

International Business Centre

Type of Item:

Built

Group/Collection:

Transport - Rail

Category:

Railway Office

Primary Address:

Locomotive Street, Eveleigh, NSW 2015

Local Govt. Area:

Sydney

Property Description:
Lot/Volume Code Lot/Volume Number
Boundary:

Section Number

Plan/Folio Code

Plan/Folio Number

Within the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Precinct

All Addresses
Street Address

Suburb/Town

LGA

Locomotive Street

Eveleigh

Sydney

Parish

County

Type
Primary

Owner/s
Organisation Name

Owner Category

Australian Technology Park (ATP)

State Government

Statement of
Significance

Date Ownership Updated

The Works Manager’s Office is one of the few remaining original components of the
Eveleigh Railway Workshops. The building was part of the original construction of
the Workshops in the 1880s and served as the location of the Works Manager and
the pay office for the site. The building also contained the Timekeeper’s Office and
a bell on the top of the building rang the start and end of shift and controlled the
actions of workers at the site. The building was substantially expanded in 1922 as a
part of the larger changes to the Locomotive Works during that period. The
building demonstrates the separation of management from the main workforce
and the manner in which control was exercised over the workforce. While
modified, the building retains enough key features to demonstrate its original
function within the site.
Date Significance Updated: 10 Jun 08
Note: There are incomplete details for a number of items listed in NSW. The Heritage
Branch intends to develop or upgrade statements of significance and other information
for these items as resources become available.

Description
Construction Years:

1887 - 1947

Physical Description:

The former Works Managers’ Office retains most of the features from its 1940s
incarnation. Internally however the building has been completely reconfigured. The
building is a two storey rendered masonry structure with a T-shaped floor plan,
with the short leg of the T formed by the 1940s extension on the east end. The
building is painted off-white with maroon trim and detailing. A green corrugated
metal gabled roof runs the length of the main building, with a double gabled roof
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on the 1940s extension at 90 degrees. A bull-nosed verandah supported on
decorative cast iron columns with iron lace capitals wraps around the west end of
the building. Entry to the building is via a door in the east end, which had had a
new light and access secure plate glass doors installed in place of the original
doors. All external windows have been replaced with non-opening double glazed
windows. Metal sun awnings have been installed along some of the first floor
windows along the north side of the building. A large freestanding air conditioning
plant has been installed on the hardstand area to the north of the building.
Internally, the building has been completely reconfigured. The floor layout consists
of small offices and meeting rooms either side of a long central corridor which runs
east-west through the building. A lobby area and new staircase have been installed
in the ground floor of the 1940s extension at the east end of the building. The first
floor of this section is one large office space. New staircases have also been
installed in the middle of the building and at the west end.
The only remnant internal features are some sections of ashlar render and render
baseboard along the central corridors on both floors. In the first floor corridor is a
series of iron rungs built into the wall which provide access to the bell tower.
Externally, the building has a brick retaining wall and staircase along the east end
and part of the north wall, where the embankment has been cut back for the
building. An interpretive sign has been installed near the south-eastern corner of
the building.
Physical Condition
and/or
Archaeological
Potential:

Generally good with only superficial wear to paint. A small fire was started by
vandals outside the building in early 2008 which caused only minimal damage to
the building exterior. Date Condition Updated: 10 Jun 08

Modifications and
Dates:

1887-Built; 1922 - Extended to the west; 1944 - Extended to the east; 1994/5 Converted to the International Business Centre. Bell tower was removed and
reinstated at unknown dates in the mid 20th century.

Current Use:

Offices

Former Use:

Offices

History
Historical Notes:

The Works Managers’ Office was built in 1887 as a part of the original construction
of the Railway Workshops, which incorporated both the Locomotive Workshops on
the south side of the rail line and the Carriage Workshops on the north side of the
line. The building was the seat of administrative control within the site, containing
both the pay office and the Timekeepers’ Office. A large brass bell contained within
a decorative cast iron bell tower rang the start and end of shift on the site. The
building is located in the north-east corner of the Locomotive Workshops site.
A major expansion was undertaken at the Locomotive Workshops between 1918
and 1928 and the Works Managers’ Office was extended at the western end in
1922. The twin gabled two-storey building was extended by 36 feet on both stories
along the western side. This change moved the bell tower into the centre of the
building, whereas previously it had been located on the west end. The bull-nosed
verandah was also extended around the building at this time. Historic photographs
from the early to mid 20th century show that the bell had been removed from the
building for a period, but it has been reinstated. The bell is no longer functional.
Between 1944 and 1947 a twin gabled extension was added to the east end of the
building to provide additional administrative office space. The extension is turned
90 degrees from the main building, giving the structure a T shaped plan. The
extension was undertaken in sympathy to the main building in terms of proportion
and materials. The building ceased to operate as the Works Managers’ Office in the
1980s when the overall Workshops site was shut down.
In 1994/5 the building was the first of the buildings on site to be renovated for the
establishment of the Australian Technology Park and is now known as the
International Business Centre. The building was reconfigured internally at that time
and contains essentially no original features. Externally the building is somewhat
modified but not essentially changed from its 1940s configuration.
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Assessment of Significance
SHR Criteria a)
[Historical Significance]

The Works Managers Office is historically important for its role in the
administration of the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops.

SHR Criteria c)
[Aesthetic Significance]

The Works Managers' Office is a well-detailed late 19th century administrative
building incorporating the unusual feature of a bronze bell at its parapet as part of
the site's timekeeping mechanism.

SHR Criteria d)
[Social Significance]

The Works Managers Office was socially important to the site as both the source of
administrative power on the site as well as the practical necessity of serving as the
pay office.

SHR Criteria f)
[Rarity]

The Works Managers' Office is uncommon in the Sydney area and unusual in that it
survives within the context of the industrial buildings it was originally associated
with.

Integrity/Intactness:

Externally intact but completely modified internally for commercial office space.

Assessment Criteria

Items are assessed against the

State Heritage Register (SHR) Criteria to

determine the level of significance. Refer to the Listings below for the level of statutory
protection.

Recommended
Management

Prepare a Conservation Management strategy for the building. Undertake routine
maintenance in accordance with normal practice.
For interpretive purposes, consider installing a system to ring the bell on top of the
building for special occasions. An electronic, remote operated ringing mechanism
would be acceptable provided it is not visible from the ground.
Consider removing the fluorescent light fitting above the main entrance and
replacing it with an appropriate period light fitting.
Should a major refit be considered to the IBC, investigate the reinstatement of the
original floor plan and staircase arrangement.
Consider replacing metal double glazed windows with traditional double hung
timber windows once the present windows reach the end of their life.

Listings
Heritage Listing
Heritage Act - s.170 NSW State
agency heritage register

Listing Title
Redfern-Waterloo
Authority S170 Register

Listing
Number

Gazette
Date

Gazette
Number

Gazette
Page

4745502

Study Details
Title

Year Number

ATP S170 Heritage Register
Overview Report

2008

482

Author
Futurepast Heritage
Consulting P/L

Inspected by
M North & P
Crook

Guidelines
Used
Yes

References, Internet links & Images
Type

Author

Written

Butcher, R K

Year

Title

Internet
Links

The Great Eveleigh Railway Workshops

Note: Internet links may be to web pages, documents or images.
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Data Source
The information for this entry comes from the following source:
Name:

State Government Agency

Database Number:

4745502

Every effort has been made to ensure that information contained in the State Heritage Inventory is correct. If you
find any errors or omissions please send your comments to the Database Manager.
All information and pictures on this page are the copyright of the Heritage Branch or respective copyright owners.
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Water Tower
Item
Name of Item:

Water Tower

Other Name/s:

Water Tank

Type of Item:

Built

Group/Collection:

Transport - Rail

Category:

Railway Water Tower/ Tank

Primary Address:

Locomotive Street, Eveleigh, NSW 2015

Local Govt. Area:

Sydney

Property Description:
Lot/Volume Code Lot/Volume Number
Boundary:

Section Number

Plan/Folio Code

Plan/Folio Number

Within the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Precinct

All Addresses
Street Address

Suburb/Town

LGA

Locomotive Street

Eveleigh

Sydney

Parish

County

Type
Primary

Owner/s
Organisation Name

Owner Category

Australian Technology Park (ATP)

State Government

Statement of
Significance

Date Ownership Updated

The Water Tower is typical of late 19th century railway water towers, consisting
of an open-topped riveted wrought iron tank on a metal stand. This tank, while
typical of those used throughout the NSW railway network, is an important
contributory element to the Eveleigh Locomotive Workshops Precinct and
contributes to the understanding of the place as a site of railway manufacturing
enterprise. It is also unusual in an urban context.
Date Significance Updated: 03 Aug 08
Note: There are incomplete details for a number of items listed in NSW. The
Heritage Branch intends to develop or upgrade statements of significance and other
information for these items as resources become available.

Description
Builder/Maker:

Per Way Shop Newcastle

Construction Years:

1925 -

Physical Description:

A square, open-topped tank constructed of riveted wrought iron, atop 16 steel
I-beam legs. Water was conveyed into and out of the tank via a pair of pipes on
the underside. A metal maker's plate is mounted on the north side. The legs are
secured via cross-bracing.

Physical Condition
Fair. The tank shows some rust and requires repainting. Rust on the steel legs
and/or
requires investigation. Date Condition Updated: 03 Aug 08
Archaeological Potential:
Current Use:

Display
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Water tower

History
Historical Notes:

The specific history of the Water Tower is not known. It was installed on the site
in 1925 and is typical of water towers used throughout the railway system in
NSW. Water would have been pumped into the tank to serve as a header tank to
provide water pressure elsewhere on the site.

Assessment of Significance
SHR Criteria a)
[Historical Significance]

The Water Tower is associated with the historical operation of the Locomotive
Workshops Precinct.

SHR Criteria c)
[Aesthetic Significance]

The Water Tower serves as a local landmark.

SHR Criteria e)
[Research Potential]

The water tower is able to demonstrate the riveted wrought iron method of
construction in use by the railways up until the mid-20th century and one no
longer practiced.

SHR Criteria f)
[Rarity]

The water tower is typical of similar towers constructed by the railways
throughout NSW however it is rare for its continued association with the
Locomotive Workshops and is unusual in an urban setting.

SHR Criteria g)
[Representativeness]

Typical of railway water towers.

Integrity/Intactness:

Intact but non-functional.

Assessment Criteria

Items are assessed against the

State Heritage Register (SHR) Criteria to

determine the level of significance. Refer to the Listings below for the level of
statutory protection.

Recommended
Management

Remove rust and repaint in micacious grey oxide. Investigate legs and repair
any structural rust.

Listings
Heritage Listing
Heritage Act - s.170 NSW State
agency heritage register

Listing Title
Redfern-Waterloo
Authority S170 Register

Listing
Number

Gazette
Date

Gazette
Number

Gazette
Page

4745504

Study Details
Title

Year Number

ATP S170 Heritage Register
Overview Report

2008

484

Author
Futurepast Heritage
Consulting P/L

Inspected by
M North & P
Crook

Guidelines
Used
Yes

References, Internet links & Images
Type

Author

Year

Title

Written

Butcher, R K

2004

The Great Eveleigh Railway Workshops

Internet
Links

Note: Internet links may be to web pages, documents or images.
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Data Source
The information for this entry comes from the following source:
Name:

State Government Agency

Database Number:

4745504

Every effort has been made to ensure that information contained in the State Heritage Inventory is correct. If you
find any errors or omissions please send your comments to the Database Manager.
All information and pictures on this page are the copyright of the Heritage Branch or respective copyright owners.
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Eveleigh - Large Erecting Shop
Item
Name of Item:

Eveleigh - Large Erecting Shop

Type of Item:

Built

Group/Collection:

Transport - Rail

Category:

Locomotive Shed (straight)

Primary Address:

Locomotive Street, Eveleigh, NSW 2015

Local Govt. Area:

Sydney

Property Description:
Lot/Volume Code Lot/Volume Number
Boundary:

Section Number

Plan/Folio Code

Plan/Folio Number

North: 20m from north building face South: Property boundary along fenced area,
and extending to the west down the north edge of the access road East: Property
boundary to ATP West: Extending down the rail line to the turntable (1m from each
side of outside of line), to include sand tower and turntable and approximately 1m
around the outside edge of each structure.

All Addresses
Street Address

Suburb/Town

LGA

Parish

County

Type

Locomotive Street

Eveleigh

Sydney

Primary

Off Henderson Street

Eveleigh

Sydney

Alternate

Owner/s
Organisation Name

Owner Category

RailCorp

State Government

RailCorp

State Government

Statement of
Significance

Date Ownership Updated

(Simpson Dawbin Associates, March 2003)
The Large Erecting Shop was one of the largest and most imposing single structures
on the Eveleigh site, and its role within the workshops complex was pivotal in the
process of locomotive overhaul and the construction of new locomotives. It was of
equal importance as any other facility within the Eveleigh Workshops complex but is
unique in retaining its railway context.
The Large Erecting Shop is significant for the size of the building and volume of the
interior space. The huge interior space has proved to be the building’s most
enduring asset, and assured its viability during 104 years of continuous use as a
railway workshop. The building has adapted to the changing needs of several
generations of steam locomotives, conversion to diesel maintenance and use as a
centre for heritage locomotives and rolling stock.
The changing technology and work practices associated with the functions of the
facility remain visible in the fabric and are an intact resource for interpretation of
the process of locomotive erection and overhaul from 1899 to the present day. The
sand tower is a rare remnant feature of steam operations with research value. It is
the only example in Australia of the longitudinal pit erecting shop design, closely
modeled on contemporary British practice as demonstrated at Crewe and Derby
Railway Workshops.
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The configuration and structure of the building as described above have remained
substantially unchanged after more than 100 years. This continuity of use and the
intact railway context is unique among all of the surviving 19th century Eveleigh
buildings and greatly enhances the importance and heritage significance of this
structure.
Date Significance Updated: 17 Dec 09
Note: There are incomplete details for a number of items listed in NSW. The Heritage
Branch intends to develop or upgrade statements of significance and other information
for these items as resources become available.

Description
Physical Description:

ELEMENTS
Large Erecting Shop
Sand Tower
Turn Table
This information is from Eveleigh - Large Erecting Shop, Conservation Management
Plan, Simpson Dawbin Associates, March 2003.
Context
The Large Erecting Shop is located at the south western end of the former Eveleigh
Railway Workshops (now the Australian Technology Park). The building is separated
from bay 15, the western extremity of the workshops by an open area formerly
occupied by a traverser used for transporting locomotives between the workshops
and the Large Erecting Shop. The car park for the ATP is located to the south of the
former workshops complex.
A siding (known as the Annexe Road or Road 7) extends almost the full length of
the Erecting Shop and is currently used for the storage of rolling stock. A housing
estate on the site of the Alexandria Goods Yard is located to the south of this open
area. The size and scale of the building can be appreciated when viewed from the
relatively unobscured south side.
The building is accessed from the west end and six tracks enter the building via
large double doors. A tall open ended building spans Road 3 near the western side
of the Erecting Shop, known as the Elephant House. Built in the 1980’s this is used
as an inspection facility for rail cars by State Rail. The only direct vehicle access
from Henderson Road to the site is from the west via the operational diesel
workshops precinct and which crosses two running tracks.
Workshops and stores buildings abut the north wall of the Erecting Shop for part of
its length. An administration building for the rail car workshops is adjacent the north
side of the building towards the west end.
Floor Plan
The overall dimensions of the building are 184 metres long by 35 metres wide
divided into two galleries by a central line of cast iron columns. Walls are entirely
load bearing brickwork of English bond pattern. The structure comprises 30 column
bays of 6.1 metres, with each pier expressed externally by recessed bays with pails
of arched cast iron framed windows and square upper level gallery windows.
The first 20 bays from the eastern end date from original construction in 1899, the
remaining 10 bays from 1906. The junction between the two stages and the original
brick west wall are not visible. The only visible difference in the fabric is the slightly
darker and deeper red brickwork used in the extension.
Building extensions
An array of extensions, alterations and attachments interrupt the repetitive rhythm
of the exterior. Most prominent are the two ablutions wings to the north and south
elevations.
The elevated structure to the north wall was built in 1930 with corrugated iron sheet
to walls and roof, and is supported on steel cantilever brackets. Drawings indicate
primitive wc and wash room facilities of minimal dimensions and an attendant’s
counter for time keeping.
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To the south, an upgraded ablutions wing was constructed in 1950 and used until
1997. Also elevated with skillion roof to “L” floor plan, it was constructed in concrete
blocks on concrete slab supported on steel columns and beams. 14 wc cubicles and
12 shower stalls serviced the needs of tradesmen based in the Erecting Shop. This
facility was in use until 1996. Both elevated structures are of minimal architectural
merit and have resulted in damage to original fabric such as windows and
brickwork.
Other toilet facilities have been demolished in recent years and include a lean-to
structure built in the 1920’s at the south east corner for which evidence of roof
flashings and painted wall and services remain. Four slate urinal stalls were placed
at strategic intervals around the building of which one partially intact example
exists against the south wall.
Roof and roof structure
The entire building was re-roofed in 1997, and gutters and down pipes were
replaced. This was the third known replacement of the roof, the first being in 1946
following a disastrous hail storm which destroyed all glass skylights and the second
in the early 1970’s. The roof structure however is original and details of trusses and
roof members are unusual and unique for the Eveleigh Workshops. Rail sections are
used for roof beams and top chords of each truss. The paired cast iron columns to
the centre of the building also serve for roof water drainage, characteristic of the
Locomotive Workshops.
Doors and windows
Six locomotive entry doors are located at each of the north and south ends of the
building and originally comprised arched timber double doors of heavy braced and
ledged construction. The door to each central access road incorporated a small
personnel door.
The imposing east and west elevations feature the six pairs of
locomotive doors with upper gallery windows, emphasised by a pair of finely
detailed pedimented brick gables including stone copings and sills with circular oriel
vent opening to the centre of each.
Three pairs of timber side doors also arched are located within the south wall at
intervals of 7-7-10 bays from the east end. Corresponding doors were located to
the north wall but two were later filled in for the Diesel workshops. A series of
single escape and access doors were inserted as required.
Windows are cast iron of standard Department of Railways detail of the time, with
opening pivot sash to the centre section of each frame originally opened by rotating
screw device. Many windows have been removed or extensively altered to allow for
later door penetrations. Several window openings have been infilled where
structures were attached externally. All window frames feature dressed sandstone
sills and heads picked out in arched red brickwork.
Sub Foremen’s Cabins
Small timber office cabins are located at various locations around the shop floor of
the building. All date from the pre 1968 steam era and have been moved around in
different locations to suit operational needs of the time.
Overhead Cranes
Over the buildings life a number of cranes have been installed. Three of the cranes
date from original construction, dated 1899 built by Craven Manchester. L25 and
1.28 are located in the eastern bay and are intact and L20 has been stripped for
parts at the western end. Other cranes were built in 1904 and 1923 by Craven and
Babcock and Wilcox and two were rebuilt in 1953. All cranes have been extensively
altered and updated to incorporate new. Most overhead cranes in the workshops
were converted to electric drives by 1905. In the Large Erecting Shop four
rope-driven cranes were installed in 1899 and two electric cranes in 1904. Two of
the rope-driven cranes were converted to electric drive during 1910. Two of the
rope-driven cranes reportedly survived until 1954, before upgrading to independent
electric drive.
Floors, trolley tracks and inspection pits
The configuration of full length pits to the four pit roads and short pits to the clear
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centre road at the western end, remains as originally constructed. The floor surface
of concrete paving is not original, the timber slab or “billet” paving having been
replaced many years ago. The concrete substructure is original, and remnants of
the 610mm (2’) gauge trolley system remain both parallel to the main tracks and
transverse to the building.
Services
Several distinctive cast iron encased switch boxes remain in various locations the
earliest dating from the 1940 to 50’s period. Unusual metal brackets support
electrical insulators on the bottom chord of several trusses. Attachments to the
exterior are evidence of old technology which served the processes within the
Erecting Shop.
Sand Tower and Turntable
Further distant to the west are located the only remaining turntable on the site, and
a rare surviving overhead sand bin facility.
Physical Condition
and/or
Archaeological
Potential:
Further Information:

Moderate. The building is in a reasonable condition however some components are
deteriorating. Date Condition Updated: 17 Dec 09
Further information is in the Eveleigh - Large Erecting Shop Conservation
Management Plan, Simpson Dawbin Associates, March 2003.

History
Historical Notes:

When the NSW Railways opened in 1855, small workshop buildings were erected
close to the first Sydney terminal station fronting Devonshire Street. However, as
the station was progressively enlarged to handle more traffic, the workshop sites
became cramped and inadequate (Simpson Dawbin, 2003, p9)
In 1879 the NSW Government purchased 62-acres of land on both sides of the main
railway lines west of present-day Redfern Station. Three buildings were
constructed: a steam locomotive 'running' shed used for routine servicing, minor
repairs and refuelling (since demolished); a major manufacturing and repair
workshop for steam locomotives on the southern side of the main lines; and a
workshop for repair and maintenance of wagons and carriages on the northern side
of the tracks (Simpson Dawbin, 2003, p9).
The original Eveleigh locomotive workshops built in 1887 were contained entirely
within one main building closer to Redfern station and included an erecting shop in
Bays 5 to 8, accomodating 24 engines and 12 tenders at any one time (Simpson
Dawbin, 2003, p9-10).
Growth in the NSW Railway system from 1888 was particularly rapid, with larger
numbers of rolling stock required to accommodate the increasing number of
passengers. To cater for this expansion, two major workshop buildings were
commenced at Eveleigh during the 1890's at the western end of the original 1887
main building; a foundary constructed in 1898; and a new and larger Erecting Shop
in 1899 to replace the cramped working areas in the original building (Simpson
Dawbin, 2003, p10-11).
With the first stage of the building opening in June, 1899, the Erecting Shop
measured 122m in length by 36m wide, and was constructed at a cost of 19, 207
pounds. When another similar building was built adjacent to the Works Manager's
office in 1907 for engine construction, the word 'Large' appears to have been added
to its name to differentiate it from the new shop. For its life since then, the building
has been known as the 'Large Erecting Shop' (Simpson Dawbin, 2003, p11).
A major extension to the Erecting Shop was completed on August 7th, 1906. Ten
new bays were added to the original twenty, and two new overhead travelling
cranes installed, adding to the original four. The Erecting Shop provided a facility for
locomotive maintenance that was unique in NSW until the later construction of
Chullora and Cardiff, used for almost 70 years for the overhaul of steam engines
and the erection of new locomotives (Simpson Dawbin, 2003, p12).
From about 1968 the Large Erecting Shop (LES) was converted for the overhaul of
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diesel engines, with steam locomotive overhauls ceasing in 1970. By 1984 the
decision was made to consolidate work at Chullora and lease the southern gallery of
the building to 3801 Ltd from 1985. On the nothern side, work on diesel engines and
bogies continued (Simpson Dawbin, 2003, p15).
Workshop activities at Eveligh ceased completely in 1988 and all machinary was
sold at auction, transferred to other sites, or retained on site due to their heritage
value. In the same year, the SRA made space available to the Powerhouse Museum
for the storage of locomotives within the area allocated to 3801 Ltd, and reallocated
part of the LES for preparation of 'Tangara' electric trains for service. In 1991, the
Australian Technology Park took over the main workshop building. From 1992 to
1996, the northern agllery was used to prepare new units of 'Explorer' and
'Endeavour' railcars for traffic and warranty repairs. In 1996 all maintenance of
Countrylink stock was relocated to adjacent workshops, enabling 3801 Ltd and the
Powerhouse Museum to occupy the entire interior of the Large Erecting Shop
(Simpson Dawbin, 2003, p16-20).

Assessment of Significance
SHR Criteria a)
[Historical Significance]

The Large Erecting Shop is historically important as a significant feature of the
Eveleigh Railway Workshops, which were instrumental in the development of the
state during the 19th and 20th Century. It provides physical evidence of a past era
of steam traction and the important process of locomotive construction and
overhaul is embodied in the fabric and design of the building. (Simpson Dawbin
Associates, March 2003)

SHR Criteria b)
The Large Erecting Shop is significant for its association with George Crowley who
[Associative Significance] designed a number of the prominent buildings on the Eveleigh site including the
Large Erecting Shop.
SHR Criteria c)
[Aesthetic Significance]

The Large Erecting Shop is a prominent visual element on the Eveleigh Workshops
site. Architecturally the building represents the highest standards of building design
and detailing typical of the most important industrial facilities of the late Victorian
period. Elements of the façade treatment repeat the design of the workshops
complex constructed 13 years earlier, contributing to the cohesion and integrity of
the overall site and the building was one of the last in the Eveleigh complex of
masonry construction aspiring to quality architectural design and finish. The building
represents an accomplished Australian interpretation of the design and layout of
several of the great locomotive workshops in Britain at the time, including Crewe,
Derby and Bow. (Simpson Dawbin Associates, March 2003)

SHR Criteria d)
[Social Significance]

At its peak of operation in 1917, Eveleigh workshops employed a total of over 3,300
staff. The social and industrial significance was immense as one of the largest single
work places in Australia. Up to 1,100 employees worked in the Erecting Shop alone,
and as a single workspace, this building highlighted the work practices and
environment of railway workshops and reflects gradual improvements in working
conditions. (Simpson Dawbin Associates, March 2003)

SHR Criteria e)
[Research Potential]

The building contains a number of intact features of technological and research
significance that enable interpretation of industrial processes which took place
during the working life of the building. The overhead cranes are highly significant
representing the technology of traveling cranes dating from various period of
installation and adaptation. Remnants of the 2’ gauge trolley tracks are relics of the
extensive transportation system for heavy components and tools within the building
providing the essential link between the Erecting Shop and the foundry and
workshops. Evidence remains in the structure of the central transmission drive
shaft, supplying power to all equipment within the work areas. Traces of switch
boxes, compressed air outlets, brackets for steam pipes and electrical insulators all
express the layering of technological change throughout the life of the building. It
remains an intact example of the longitudinal pit erecting shop, the layout and
structure of the building fundamentally unchanged since original construction.
(Simpson Dawbin Associates, March 2003)
The turntable and overhead sand bin facility are of research significance in their
ability to demonstrate and interpret this element of steam train operations.

SHR Criteria f)
[Rarity]

The Large Erecting Shop is unique in Australia as a rare example in the world of an
erecting shop of this scale to remain in public ownership continuing to fulfill a
railway function. (Simpson Dawbin Associates, March 2003)
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The overhead sand bin facility is rare in NSW.
SHR Criteria g)
[Representativeness]

The building is representative of large scale railway workshops buildings of this era.

Integrity/Intactness:

The structure of the Large Erecting Shop remains substantially as finally completed
in 1905, consequently its original fabric and interior configuration are largely intact.
The Large Erecting Shop remains the most prominent single purpose structure
surviving on the Eveleigh Workshops site with the largest single interior space. It is
the most intact in terms of original fabric and functional layout, in spite of detracting
extensions and redundant services attached to the building and the impacts on its
context through site redevelopment. (Simpson Dawbin Associates, March 2003)

Assessment Criteria

Items are assessed against the

State Heritage Register (SHR) Criteria to

determine the level of significance. Refer to the Listings below for the level of statutory
protection.

Listings
Heritage Listing

Listing Title

Heritage Act - s.170 NSW State
agency heritage register

Listing
Number

Gazette
Date

Gazette
Number

Gazette
Page

Eveleigh - Large
Erecting Shop

Study Details
Title

Year Number Author Inspected by Guidelines Used

S170 Heritage & Conservation Register Update

2009

ORH

Yes

References, Internet links & Images
Type

Author

Year Title

Written Simpson Dawbin Associates, Ian
Brady

Internet
Links

2003 Eveleigh- Large Erecting Shop Conservation
Management Plan

Note: Internet links may be to web pages, documents or images.

(Click on Thumbnail for Full Size Image and Image Details)

Data Source
The information for this entry comes from the following source:
Name:

State Government Agency

Database Number:

4805751
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INTRODUCTION
In NSW important items of our environmental heritage are listed on the State
Heritage Register. Any changes to those items should respect and retain
those qualities and characteristics that make the heritage place special.
Any major works proposed for State Heritage Register items therefore need
to be assessed and approved by the Heritage Council to ensure that the
heritage significance of the item will not be adversely affected.
However, the assessment process can waste the time and resources of both
the owner and the Heritage Council if the works are only minor in nature and
will have minimal impact on the heritage significance of the place. The
Heritage Act allows the Minister for Planning, on the recommendation of the
Heritage Council, to grant exemptions for certain activities which would
otherwise require approval under the NSW Heritage Act.
There are two types of exemptions which can apply to a heritage item listed
on the State Heritage Register:
1. standard exemptions for all items on the State Heritage Register. Typical
activities that are exempted include building maintenance, minor repairs,
alterations to certain interiors or areas and change of use.
2. site specific exemptions for a particular heritage item can be approved by
the Minister on the recommendation of the Heritage Council.
These guidelines have been prepared to inform owners and managers of
heritage items listed on the State Heritage Register about the standard
exemptions. They also explain how to develop site specific exemptions for a
heritage item.
The State Heritage Register
Heritage places and items of particular importance to the people of New South
Wales are listed on the State Heritage Register. The Register was created in
April 1999 by amendments to the Heritage Act 1977.
The key to listing on the State Heritage Register is the level of significance.
Only those heritage items which are of state significance in NSW are listed
on the State Heritage Register.
To check whether an item is listed on the register, check the online heritage
database on the homepage of the Heritage Branch, Department of Planning:
www.heritage.nsw.gov.au
This online database lists all statutorily protected items in NSW. It may be
accessed from the homepage, via the Listings tab, then Heritage databases.
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WHY HAVE STANDARD EXEMPTIONS?
The standard exemptions apply to all items listed on the State Heritage
Register. These exemptions came into force on 5 September, 2008. They
replace all previous standard exemptions.
The current exemptions replace those gazetted on 4 April 2006 and as
amended 28 April 2006. They relate to a broad range of minor development
and will result in a more streamlined approval process.
The purpose of the standard exemptions is to clarify for owners, the Heritage
Branch and local councils what kind of maintenance and minor works can be
undertaken without needing Heritage Council approval. This ensures that
owners are not required to make unnecessary applications for minor
maintenance and repair.
The Heritage Council has prepared guidelines to help owners and managers
to interpret and apply the standard exemptions. Those guidelines were first
published in 2004 and have been incorporated into this document.

HOW WILL EXEMPTIONS ALREADY IN PLACE BE AFFECTED
BY THE NEW STANDARD EXEMPTIONS?
1. Standard Exemptions: The new standard exemptions replace all existing
standard exemptions.
2. Site Specific Exemptions: Some heritage items have site specific
exemptions for works other than those in the standard list. Site specific
exemptions will continue to remain in force.

WHAT OTHER APPROVALS ARE NECESSARY TO DO WORK
ON A HERITAGE ITEM?
The exemptions only reduce the need to obtain approval from the Heritage
Council, under section 60 of the Heritage Act, to carry out works to a heritage
item listed on the State Heritage Register. You should check with your local
council for information on additional development and building approvals, and
with the Heritage Branch for other approvals which may be required under the
Heritage Act, such as an Excavation Permit.
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HOW TO RELATE THE STANDARD EXEMPTION CLAUSES TO
YOUR HERITAGE ITEM
The standard exemption clauses can be grouped under two headings:
 maintenance and repairs;
 alterations.
Clauses have been kept as concise as possible to avoid ambiguities. The
terminology used is consistent with the Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter.
Australia ICOMOS is the Australian Chapter of International Council on
Monuments and Sites, a UNESCO-affiliated international organisation of
conservation specialists. The Burra Charter is a nationally accepted standard
for assessing and managing change to heritage items.
Before you develop firm proposals for changes to the heritage item, take the
following actions:
[ 1.]

Check the boundaries of the item to which the State
Heritage Register listing applies;

[ 2.]

Check the exemptions which apply to your heritage
item;

[ 3.]

Read these explanatory notes to ensure that the work you
propose is exempted, and check if prior Heritage Council notification and
endorsement is required before the works are commenced;

[ 4.]

If the work is not exempted, apply to the Heritage
Council for approval under section 60 of the Heritage
Act;

[ 5.]

Check with the local council concerning other
approvals that may be required;

[ 6.]

Check with the Heritage Branch if the work you
propose involves the disturbance of relics more than
50 years old.
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SCHEDULE OF STANDARD EXEMPTIONS
HERITAGE ACT, 1977

NOTICE OF ORDER UNDER SECTION 57(2) OF THE HERITAGE ACT, 1977

I, the Minister for Planning, pursuant to subsection 57(2) of the Heritage Act
1977, on the recommendation of the Heritage Council of New South Wales, do
by this Order:
1. revoke the Schedule of Exemptions to subsection 57(1) of the Heritage
Act made under subsection 57(2) and published in the Government
Gazette on 22 February 2008; and
2. grant standard exemptions from subsection 57(1) of the Heritage Act
1977, described in the Schedule attached.

FRANK SARTOR
Minister for Planning
Sydney, 11 July 2008
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SCHEDULE OF EXEMPTIONS TO SUBSECTION 57(1) OF THE
HERITAGE ACT 1977
MADE UNDER SUBSECTION 57(2)

GENERAL CONDITIONS
1.

These general conditions apply to all of the following Exemptions.

2.

Anything done pursuant to the following Exemptions must be carried
out in accordance with relevant Guidelines issued by the Heritage
Branch including “The Maintenance of Heritage Assets: A Practical
Guide” 1998, “Movable Heritage Principles” 2000 and “The Heritage
Council Policy on Managing Change to Heritage Items”.

3.

The following Standard Exemptions do not apply to anything affecting
objects, places, items or sites of heritage significance to Aboriginal
people or which affect traditional access by Aboriginal people.

4.

The Director, and Managers employed by the Heritage Branch,Department of Planning; the Executive Director, Tenant and Asset
Management Services, employed by the Sydney Harbour Foreshore
Authority; the Executive Director Culture & Heritage employed by the
Department of Environment and Climate Change and the General
Manager, Sustainability employed by the Sydney Water Corporation
may perform any of the functions of the Director-General of the
Department of Planning (Director-General) under these exemptions.
The authorisation to the Executive Director, Tenant and Asset
Management Services of the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority is
restricted to land for which it is the delegated approval body under
section 169 of the Heritage Act, and the preparation and submission of
information required to demonstrate that compliance with the criteria
contained in these exemptions is satisfied, must not be carried out by
the Executive Director, Tenant and Asset Management Services.
The authorisation to the Executive Director Culture & Heritage of the
Department of Environment and Climate Change is restricted to land
for which it is the delegated approval body under section 169 of the
Heritage Act, and the preparation and submission of information
required to demonstrate that compliance with the criteria contained in
these exemptions is satisfied, must not be carried out by the Executive
Director Culture & Heritage.
The authorisation to the General Manager, Sustainability employed by
the Sydney Water Corporation is restricted to land for which it is the
delegated approval body under section 169 of the Heritage Act, and the
preparation and submission of information required to demonstrate
that compliance with the criteria contained in these exemptions is
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satisfied, must not be carried out by the General Manager,
Sustainability.
5.

In these Exemptions, words shall be given the same meaning as in the
Heritage Act 1977 (“the Act”) unless the contrary intention appears
from the context of the exemption.

6.

Anything done pursuant to the following Exemptions must be
specified, supervised and carried out by people with knowledge, skills
and experience appropriate to the work.

Guidelines
In addition to the above guidelines listed in paragraph two, the Heritage
Council adopted further guidelines on 7 April 2004 (revised 2009) for use in
interpreting and applying the standard exemptions.
If it is unclear whether proposed development satisfies the requirements of
these exemptions, an application will be required under section 60 of the
Heritage Act.
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 1: MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING
1.

The following maintenance and cleaning does not require approval
under subsection 57(1) of the Act:
(a)

the maintenance of an item to retain its condition or
operation without the removal of or damage to the
existing fabric or the introduction of new materials;

(b)

cleaning including the removal of surface deposits,
organic growths or graffiti by the use of low
pressure water (less than 100 psi at the surface
being cleaned) and neutral detergents and mild
brushing and scrubbing.

NOTE 1: Traditional finishes such as oils and waxes must continue to be used
for timber surfaces rather than modern alternative protective coatings
such as polyurethane or acrylic which may seal the surface and can
cause damage.
NOTE 2: Surface patina which has developed on the fabric may be an
important part of the item's significance and if so needs to be preserved
during maintenance and cleaning.

Guidelines
Maintenance is distinguished from repairs, restoration and reconstruction as it
does not involve the removal of or damage to existing fabric or the
introduction of new materials. It is a continuing process of protective care.
Typical maintenance activity includes:


the removal of vegetation and litter from gutters and drainage systems;



resecuring and tightening fixings of loose elements of building fabric;



lubricating equipment and services which have moving parts;



the application of protective coatings such as limewash, polish, oils and
waxes to surfaces which have previously had such coatings applied;
and



cleaning by the removal of surface deposits using methods other than
aggressive mechanical or chemical techniques such as high pressure,
high temperature or strong solvents which may affect the substrate.

This standard exemption applies to the maintenance of all types of heritage
items including buildings, works, landscapes, cemeteries and movable
heritage. Reference should be made to other relevant standard exemptions
(#12, 14 and 17) for particular types of items.
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 2: REPAIRS

1. 1.

Repair to an item which is of the type described in (a) or (b) below does
not require approval under subsection 57(1) of the Act:
(a)

the replacement of services such as cabling, plumbing,
wiring and fire services that uses existing service routes,
cavities or voids or replaces existing surface mounted
services and does not involve damage to or the removal of
significant fabric;

(b)

the repair (such as refixing and patching) or the replacement of
missing, damaged or deteriorated fabric that is beyond further
maintenance, which matches the existing fabric in appearance,
material and method of affixing and does not involve damage to
or the removal of significant fabric.

NOTE 1: Repairs must be based on the principle of doing as little as possible
and only as much as is necessary to retain and protect the element.
Therefore replacement must only occur as a last resort where the major
part of an element has decayed beyond further maintenance.
NOTE 2: Any new materials used for repair must not exacerbate the decay of
existing fabric due to chemical incompatibility, obscure existing fabric
or limit access to existing fabric for future maintenance.
NOTE 3: Repair must maximise protection and retention of fabric and include
the conservation of existing detailing, such as vents, capping,
chimneys, carving, decoration or glazing.

Guidelines
This standard exemption is not intended to allow the cumulative replacement
of large amounts or a high proportion of the fabric of an item. If replacement
of large amounts of fabric is necessary, an application will be required to be
submitted under s. 60 of the Heritage Act. If there is uncertainty about
whether the proposed extent of repair is exempt from approval, advice should
be sought from the Heritage Branch, Department of Planning.
Repairs should have detailed specifications and carried out by licensed
tradespeople with experience in the conservation of heritage buildings. It is
essential that the composition of elements of the fabric such renders, mortars,
timber species and metal types remain the same to assist with matching
appearance and avoiding chemical incompatibility.
Repair may involve reconstruction which means returning an item to a known
earlier state. This may involve the use of new or recycled materials.
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Reconstruction must satisfy a four-part test to qualify for exemption from
approval:
1. The nature of the earlier state being reconstructed must be known.
Where there is conjecture about the earlier state of the fabric or
where it is proposed to change the appearance, material or method
of fixing of the fabric an application under s.60 of the Heritage Act
will be required.
2. The replacement fabric must be matching in appearance and
method of fixing. The use of salvaged or recycled fabric can be a
valuable resource in matching appearance in preference to the use
of new fabric which may appear obtrusive. However the damage to
other heritage buildings by the salvaging of fabric for reuse is
unacceptable. Salvaged materials must be judiciously sourced so
as not to encourage secondary damage to other heritage
resources. The use of artificial ageing techniques to assist the
matching of new with original fabric is only advocated where there
is an obtrusive mismatch of materials which negatively impacts on
the heritage significance of the item. Ideally, new and original fabric
should be subtly discernable on close examination to assist
interpretation of the history of change to the building.
3. The fabric being replaced must be beyond further maintenance.
The replacement of fabric may only occur where fabric is missing or
it is so damaged or deteriorated that it is beyond further
maintenance. In many cases the judgement about the level of
deterioration and the effectiveness of further maintenance will
require the advice of a person who is suitably experienced in similar
heritage conservation projects. If it is unclear that the fabric is
beyond further maintenance, its replacement will require the
submission of an application under s. 60 of the Heritage Act.
4. Significant fabric must not be damaged or removed. In all cases of
repair, the damage or removal of significant fabric is not permitted
without approval. Significant fabric is that which contributes to the
heritage significance of the item. The identification of the level of
significance of fabric will usually require the advice of a person who
is suitably experienced in similar heritage conservation projects.
The damage or removal of significant fabric will require the
submission of an application under s. 60 of the Heritage Act.
New material used in repairs should where possible be date stamped in a
location which is not conspicuous but is legible on close examination.
Archival recording of removed and replacement fabric is advocated and
should be used in interpretive displays where practicable.
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 3: PAINTING
1.

2.

3.

Painting does not require approval under subsection 57(1) of the Act if
the painting:
(a)

does not involve the disturbance or removal of earlier
paint layers other than that which has failed by chalking,
flaking, peeling or blistering;

(b)

involves over-coating with an appropriate surface as an
isolating layer to provide a means of protection for
significant earlier layers or to provide a stable basis for
repainting; and

(c)

employs the same colour scheme and paint type as an
earlier scheme if they are appropriate to the substrate and
do not endanger the survival of earlier paint layers.

Painting which employs a different colour scheme and paint type from
an earlier scheme does not require approval under subsection 57(1) of
the Act, provided that:
(a)

the Director-General is satisfied that the proposed colour
scheme, paint type, details of surface preparation and
paint removal will not adversely affect the heritage
significance of the item; and

(b)

the person proposing to undertake the painting has
received a notice advising that the Director-General is
satisfied.

A person proposing to undertake repainting of the kind described in
paragraph 2 must write to the Director-General and describe the
proposed colour scheme, paint type, details of surface preparation and
paint removal involved in the repainting. If the Director-General is
satisfied that the proposed development meets the criteria set out in
paragraph 2(a) the Director-General shall notify the applicant.

NOTE: Preference should be given to the re-establishment of historically
significant paint schemes of the item that are appropriate to the
significance of the building.

Guidelines
Painting of surfaces which have not previously been painted such as face
brickwork, stone, concrete or galvanised iron is likely to adversely affect the
heritage significance of the item and is not exempt from approval under this
standard exemption. Likewise, the stripping of paint coatings which were
intended to be protective may expose the substrate to damage and cause the
loss of the historical record and significance of the building. In cases where
surface preparation has revealed significant historic paint layers, repainting
should facilitate the interpretation of the evolution of the building by displaying
appropriately located sample patches of historic paint schemes. This
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information should also be examined if it is proposed to recreate earlier
finishes or paint schemes.
Paint removal of failed layers to achieve a stable base for repainting is exempt
from approval but intervention should be minimised to avoid the loss of the
significant historical record. Where old paint layers are sound they should be
left undisturbed. The removal of paint with a high content of lead or other
hazardous materials requires considerable care and use of experienced
tradespeople as its disturbance can create health hazards. If the removal of
such paint layers will adversely affect the heritage significance of the item, an
application will be required under section 60 of the Heritage Act.
Reference should be made to The Maintenance Series, NSW Heritage
Branch, particularly Information Sheets 6.2 Removing Paint from Old
Buildings, 7.2 Paint Finishes and 7.3 Basic Limewash which are available
online at www.heritage.nsw.gov.au.
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 4: EXCAVATION
1.

2.

3.

Excavation or disturbance of land of the kind specified below does not
require approval under subsection 57(1) of the Act, provided that the
Director-General is satisfied that the criteria in (a), (b) or (c) have been
met and the person proposing to undertake the excavation or
disturbance of land has received a notice advising that the DirectorGeneral is satisfied that:
(a)

an archaeological assessment, zoning plan or
management plan has been prepared in accordance with
Guidelines published by the Heritage Council of NSW
which indicates that any relics in the land are unlikely to
have State or local heritage significance; or

(b)

the excavation or disturbance of land will have a minor
impact on archaeological relics including the testing of
land to verify the existence of relics without destroying or
removing them; or

(c)

a statement describing the proposed excavation demonstrates
that evidence relating to the history or nature of the site, such as
its level of disturbance, indicates that the site has little or no
archaeological research potential.

Excavation or disturbance of land of the kind specified below does not
require approval under subsection 57(1) of the Act:
(a)

the excavation or disturbance of land is for the purpose of
exposing underground utility services infrastructure which
occurs within an existing service trench and will not affect any
other relics;

(b)

the excavation or disturbance of land is to carry out inspections
or emergency maintenance or repair on underground utility
services and due care is taken to avoid effects on any other
relics;

(c)

the excavation or disturbance of land is to maintain, repair, or
replace underground utility services to buildings which will not
affect any other relics;

(d)

the excavation or disturbance of land is to maintain or repair the
foundations of an existing building which will not affect any
associated relics;

(e)

the excavation or disturbance of land is to expose survey marks
for use in conducting a land survey

A person proposing to excavate or disturb land in the manner described
in paragraph 1 must write to the Director-General and describe the
proposed excavation or disturbance of land and set out why it satisfies
the criteria set out in paragraph 1. If the Director-General is satisfied
that the proposed development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 1
(a), (b) or (c) the Director-General shall notify the applicant.
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NOTE 1: Any excavation with the potential to affect Aboriginal objects must be
referred to the Director-General of the Department of Environment and
Climate Change.
NOTE 2: If any Aboriginal objects are discovered on the site, excavation or
disturbance is to cease and the Department of Environment and Climate
Change is to be informed in accordance with section 91 of the National
Parks and Wildlife Act, 1974.
NOTE 3: This exemption does not allow the removal of State significant relics.
NOTE 4: Where substantial intact archaeological relics of State or local
significance, not identified in the archaeological assessment, zoning
plan, management plan or statement required by this exemption, are
unexpectedly discovered during excavation, work must cease in the
affected area and the Heritage Council must be notified in writing in
accordance with section 146 of the Act. Depending on the nature of the
discovery, additional assessment and possibly an excavation permit
may be required prior to the recommencement of excavation in the
affected area.
NOTE 5: Archaeological research potential of a site is the extent to which
further study of relics which are likely to be found is expected to
contribute to improved knowledge about NSW history which is not
demonstrated by other sites or archaeological resources.
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 5: RESTORATION
1.

Restoration of an item by returning significant fabric to a known earlier
location without the introduction of new material does not require
approval under subsection 57(1) of the Act.

2.

The following restoration does not require approval under subsection
57(1) of the Act, provided that the Director-General is satisfied that the
criteria in (a) have been met and the person proposing to undertake the
restoration has received a notice advising that the Director-General is
satisfied:
(a)

3.

the restoration of an item without the introduction of new
material (except for fixings) to reveal a known earlier
configuration by removing accretions or reassembling
existing components which does not adversely affect the
heritage significance of the item.

A person proposing to undertake restoration of the kind described in
paragraph 2 must write to the Director-General and set out why there is
a need for restoration to be undertaken and the proposed material and
method of restoration. If the Director-General is satisfied that the
proposed development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 2(a), the
Director-General shall notify the applicant.

Guidelines
Restoration in accordance with clause 1 of this standard exemption does not
involve the removal of fabric and only relates to the return of fabric which has
been removed to storage or has been dislodged from its original location.
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 6:
DEVELOPMENT ENDORSED
BY THE HERITAGE COUNCIL OR DIRECTOR-GENERAL
1.

Minor development specifically identified as exempt development which
does not materially impact on heritage significance, by a conservation
policy or strategy within a conservation management plan which has
been endorsed by the Heritage Council of NSW or by a conservation
management strategy endorsed by the Director-General does not
require approval under subsection 57(1) of the Act.

2.

A person proposing to do anything of the kind described in paragraph 1
must write to the Director-General and describe the proposed
development. If the Director-General is satisfied that the proposed
development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 1, the DirectorGeneral shall notify the applicant.

Guidelines
This standard exemption does not exempt development that is consistent with
a conservation policy or strategy contained in an endorsed conservation
management plan or interim conservation management strategy other than
development that is specifically identified as exempt development in that
conservation plan or strategy.
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 7: MINOR ACTIVITIES WITH LITTLE
OR NO ADVERSE IMPACT ON HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE
1.

Anything which in the opinion of the Director-General is of a minor
nature and will have little or no adverse impact on the heritage
significance of the item does not require approval under subsection
57(1) of the Act.

2.

A person proposing to do anything of the kind described in paragraph 1
must write to the Director-General and describe the proposed activity. If
the Director-General is satisfied that the proposed activity meets the
criteria set out in paragraph 1, the Director-General shall notify the
applicant.

Guidelines
This standard exemption has the potential to relate to a wide range of minor
development. In determining whether a proposed development is minor the
Director may have regard to the context of the particular heritage item such as
its size and setting. For instance a development may be considered to be
minor in the context of Prospect Reservoir’s 1200ha curtilage whereas a
similar proposal affecting an item on a smaller site may not be considered to
be minor.
In order to assess whether a proposal has an adverse affect on heritage
significance it is necessary to submit a clear and concise statement of the
item’s heritage significance and an assessment of whether a proposal impacts
on that significance.
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 8: NON-SIGNIFICANT FABRIC
1.

The following development does not require approval under subsection
57(1) of the Act, provided that the Director-General is satisfied that the
criteria in (a) have been met and the person proposing to undertake the
development has received a notice advising that the Director-General is
satisfied:
(a)

2.

the alteration of a building involving the construction or
installation of new fabric or services or the removal of
building fabric which will not adversely affect the heritage
significance of the item.

A person proposing to do anything of the kind described in paragraph 1
must write to the Director-General and describe the proposed
development. If the Director-General is satisfied that the proposed
development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 1(a), the DirectorGeneral shall notify the applicant.

Guidelines
In order to assess the level of significance of fabric it is necessary to submit a
clear and concise statement of the item’s heritage significance and to grade
the fabric of the place in accordance with its association with or impact on that
significance. It may not always be concluded that more recent fabric is of less
or no heritage significance.
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 9: CHANGE OF USE
1.

2.

The change of use of an item or its curtilage or the commencement of
an additional or temporary use does not require approval under
subsection 57(1) of the Act, provided that the Director-General is
satisfied that the criteria in (a) and (b) have been met and the person
proposing to undertake the change of use has received a notice
advising that the Director-General is satisfied:
(a)

the use does not involve the alteration of the fabric, layout
or setting of the item or the carrying out of development
other than that permitted by other standard or site specific
exemptions; and

(b)

the use does not involve the cessation of the primary use
for which the building was erected, a later significant use
or the loss of significant associations with the item by
current users;

A person proposing to change the use of an item or its curtilage or to
commence an additional or temporary use of an item or its curtilage in
the manner described in paragraph 1 must write to the Director-General
and describe the changes proposed. If the Director-General is satisfied
that the proposed development meets the criteria set out in paragraph
1(a) and (b), the Director-General shall notify the applicant.

.

Guidelines
For the purposes of this standard exemption any change of use which is
inconsistent with specific conditions of any previous approval or consent such
as hours of operation or nature of conduct of an activity requires approval
under section 57(1) or the modification of an approval under section 65A of
the Heritage Act.
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 10: NEW BUILDINGS
1.

Subdivision under the Strata Scheme (Freehold Development) Act or
Strata Scheme (Leasehold Development) Act of the interior of a building
that has been constructed since the listing of the item on the State
Heritage Register or the publication of an interim heritage order in the
Gazette which applies to the land does not require approval under
subsection 57(1) of the Act.

2.

Alteration to the interior of a building which has been constructed since
the listing of the item on the State Heritage Register or the publication of
an interim heritage order in the Gazette which applies to the land does
not require approval under subsection 57(1) of the Act.

Guidelines
Subdivision to which clause 1 of this standard exemption applies must not
subdivide the curtilage of the exterior of a building other than approved car
spaces. A strata plan which otherwise proposes the subdivision of the
curtilage of a heritage item requires approval under section 57(1) of the
Heritage Act.
For the purposes of clause 2 of this standard exemption, alterations to the
interior of a building:


do not include internal alterations to additions to buildings which
existed prior to the listing of the site on the State Heritage Register or
publication of the interim heritage order;



must not affect the external appearance of the building such as by
balcony enclosure or window screening; and



must not be inconsistent with any specific conditions of a previous
approval.

Such alterations require approval under section 57(1) of the Heritage Act.
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 11: TEMPORARY STRUCTURES
1.

2.

The erection of temporary structures does not require approval under
subsection 57(1) of the Act, provided that the Director-General is
satisfied that the criteria in (a) and (b) have been met and the person
proposing to erect the structure has received a notice advising that the
Director-General is satisfied:
(a)

the structure will be erected within and used for a
maximum period of 4 weeks after which it will be removed
within a period of 2 days and not erected again within a
period of 6 months; and

(b)

the structure is not to be located where it could damage or
endanger significant fabric including landscape or
archaeological features of its curtilage or obstruct
significant views of and from heritage items.

A person proposing to erect a structure of the kind described in
paragraph 1 must write to the Director-General and set out the nature of
the structure, the use for the structure and how long it will remain in
place and the next occasion on which it is anticipated that the structure
will be erected. If the Director-General is satisfied that the proposed
development meets the criteria set out in paragraphs 1(a) and 1(b) the
Director-General shall notify the applicant.

Guidelines
The cumulative impact of the multiple use of this standard exemption will be
considered by the Director in the assessment of the simultaneous
construction of a number of temporary structures or a succession of
temporary structures which may have a prolonged adverse impact on heritage
significance of the item.
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 12: LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE
1.

2.

Landscape maintenance which is of the type described below does not
require approval under subsection 57(1) of the Act:
(a)

weeding, watering, mowing, top-dressing, pest control and
fertilizing necessary for the continued health of plants,
without damage or major alterations to layout, contours,
plant species or other significant landscape features;

(b)

pruning (to control size, improve shape, flowering or
fruiting and the removal of diseased, dead or dangerous
material), not exceeding 10% of the canopy of a tree within
a period of 2 years;

(c)

pruning (to control size, improve shape, flowering or fruiting and
the removal of diseased, dead or dangerous material) between
10% and 30% of the canopy of a tree within a period of 2 years;

(d)

removal of dead or dying trees which are to be replaced by trees
of the same species in the same location; or

(e)

tree surgery by a qualified arborist, horticulturist or tree
surgeon necessary for the health of those plants.

A person proposing to undertake landscape maintenance in the manner
described in paragraph 1(b) 1(c) or 1(d) must write to the DirectorGeneral and describe the maintenance proposed and provide
certification by a qualified or experienced arborist, horticulturist or tree
surgeon that the maintenance is necessary for the tree’s health or for
public safety. If the Director-General is satisfied that the proposed
maintenance meets these criteria, the Director-General shall notify the
applicant.

NOTE 1: In relation to cemeteries, landscape features include monuments,
grave markers, grave surrounds, fencing, path edging and the like.
NOTE 2: Other standard exemptions may apply to landscape maintenance
such as #4 Excavation and #6 Development endorsed by the Heritage
Council; and #7 Minor works with no adverse heritage impact.
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Guidelines
Landscape features and gardens can be of heritage significance in their own
right. They are often vital to the curtilage of a heritage item and fundamental
to the setting of other (eg; built or archaeological) heritage items and
important to the appreciation of their heritage significance. Landscape setting
is by its nature evolving and often requires more regular maintenance than
other elements of heritage fabric. Horticultural advice may be required to
ensure a regime of maintenance appropriate to the retention of the heritage
significance of a place.
General advice about landscape maintenance is provided by The
Maintenance of Heritage Assets: A Practical Guide Information Sheet 9.1
Heritage Gardens and Grounds, printed versions available from the Heritage
Branch, Department of Planning.
General advice about heritage gardens is also available on the Heritage
Branch website at: http://www.heritage.nsw.gov.au/06_subnav_10.htm
and at: www.gardenhistorysociety.org.au.
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 13: SIGNAGE
1.

2.

The erection of signage which is of the types described in (a) or (b)
below does not require approval under subsection 57(1) of the Act:
(a)

temporary signage which is located behind or on the glass
surface of a shop window which is not internally
illuminated or flashing and is to be removed within eight
weeks; or

(b)

a real estate sign indicating that the place is for auction,
sale or letting and related particulars and which is
removed within 10 days of the sale or letting of the place;

The erection of signage which is of the types described in (a) or (b)
below does not require approval under subsection 57(1) of the Act,
provided that the Director-General is satisfied that the criteria in (a) and
(b) respectively have been met and the person proposing to erect it has
received a notice advising that the Director-General is satisfied:
(a)

the erection of non-illuminated signage for the sole
purpose of providing information to assist in the
interpretation of the heritage significance of the item and
which will not adversely affect significant fabric including
landscape or archaeological features of its curtilage or
obstruct significant views of and from heritage items; or

(b)

signage which is in the form of a flag or banner associated
with a building used for a purpose which requires such
form of promotion such as a theatre or gallery, which is
displayed for a maximum period of eight weeks and which
will not adversely affect significant fabric including
landscape or archaeological features of its curtilage;

3.

A person proposing to erect signage of the kind described in paragraph
2 must write to the Director-General and describe the nature and
purpose of the advertising or signage. If the Director-General is satisfied
that the proposed development meets the criteria set out in paragraph
2(a) or 2(b), the Director-General shall notify the applicant.

4.

Signage of the kind described in paragraphs 1 and 2 must:
(a)

not conceal or involve the removal of signage which has
an integral relationship with the significance of the item;

(b)

be located and be of a suitable size so as not to obscure or
damage significant fabric of the item;

(c)

be able to be later removed without causing damage to the
significant fabric of the item; and

(d)

reuse existing fixing points or insert fixings within existing joints
without damage to adjacent masonry.
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Guidelines
In addition to the requirements of clause 4 of the standard exemptions,
signage may be controlled by development control plans or signage policies
prepared by the relevant local council. The operation of the standard
exemptions do not affect the requirements for consent by local councils or the
need to satisfy any signage policies which may have been adopted by them.
Additional forms of signage not addressed by this standard exemption may
not require approval under section 57(1) of the Heritage Act if they satisfy the
requirements of other standard exemptions such as Standard Exemption 7
(Minor Activities with no Adverse Impact on Heritage Significance) or
Standard Exemption 8 (Non-significant Fabric).
Signage in accordance with clause 2(a) of the standard exemption for the
purpose of assisting the interpretation of heritage significance:


requires approval under section 57(1) of the Heritage Act if additional
information is provided which is unrelated to heritage interpretation
such as commercial promotion or sponsorship; and



must be in accordance with Interpreting Heritage Places and Items
published by the Heritage Council and available online.
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 14: BURIAL SITES AND
CEMETERIES
1.

Development on land within a burial site or cemetery which is of the
type described in (a), (b) or (c) below does not require approval under
subsection 57(1) of the Act:
(a)

the creation of a new grave;

(b)

the erection of monuments or grave markers in a place of
consistent character, including materials, size and form, which
will not be in conflict with the character of the place; or

(c)

an excavation or disturbance of land for the purpose of
carrying out conservation or repair of monuments or grave
markers;

provided that there will be no disturbance to human remains, to relics in
the form of grave goods, associated landscape features or to a place of
Aboriginal heritage significance.
2.

A person proposing to carry out development in the manner described
in paragraph 1(b) or (c) must write to the Director-General and describe
the development proposed. If the Director-General is satisfied that the
proposed development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 1, the
Director-General shall notify the applicant.

3.

This exemption does not apply to the erection of above-ground
chambers, columbaria or vaults, or the designation of additional areas
to be used as a burial place.

NOTE 1: Other standard exemptions apply to the maintenance, cleaning and
repair of burial sites and cemeteries.

Guidelines
In addition to burial remains and artefacts, above ground cemetery elements
may include headstones, footstones and other burial markers or monuments
and associated elements such as grave kerbing, iron grave railings, grave
furniture, enclosures and plantings. It is important that cemeteries listed on
the State Heritage Register have a conservation policy or conservation
management plan endorsed by the Heritage Council and that it records the
history and significant fabric of the place with policies for conservation,
relocation and the erection of new monuments and grave markers.
Additional advice about the management of heritage cemeteries is provided
in:


Cemeteries: Guidelines for their Care and Conservation,
Heritage Council of NSW and Department of Planning, 1992;



Skeletal Remains, NSW Heritage Council, 1998;



Guidelines for Cemetery Conservation, National Trust of
Australia (NSW), 2002.
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 15: COMPLIANCE WITH MINIMUM
STANDARDS AND ORDERS
1.

Development which is required for the purpose of compliance with the
minimum standards set out in Part 3 of the Heritage Regulation 1999 or
an order issued under either:
(a)

section 120 of the Heritage Act 1977 regarding minimum
standards of maintenance and repair; or

(b)

section 121S of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979 regarding an order which is
consistent with a submission by the Heritage Council
under subsection 121S(6) of that Act;

does not require approval under subsection 57(1) of the Act.

Guidelines
This standard exemption is intended to facilitate and expedite compliance with
orders and minimum standards of maintenance and repair.
The Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair replaced the “wilful
neglect” provisions of the Heritage Act in 1999. The minimum standards are
contained in Part 3 of the Heritage Regulation 2005 and are reproduced in the
Heritage Information Series published by the Heritage Branch, Department of
Planning. The minimum standards only apply to items listed on the State
Heritage Register and relate to:


weather protection;



fire prevention and protection;



security; and



essential maintenance and repair to prevent serious or irreparable
damage.

Maintenance and repair which exceed the minimum standards in the
Regulation may be exempt from approval under other standard exemptions
(refer to #1 and #2).
Orders under s.121S(6) of the EP&A Act are those given by a council or other
consent authority in relation to an item listed on the State Heritage Register,
land to which an interim heritage order applies or a heritage item listed under
an environmental planning instrument. Orders must not be given in relation to
items listed on the State Heritage Register or land to which an interim heritage
order relates unless the consent authority has given notice of it to the Heritage
Council and considered any submission made by it.
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 16: SAFETY AND SECURITY
1.

2.

The following development does not require approval under subsection
57(1) of the Act, provided that the Director-General is satisfied that the
criteria in (a) or (b) have been met and the person proposing to
undertake the development has received a notice advising that the
Director-General is satisfied:
(a)

the erection of temporary security fencing, scaffolding,
hoardings or surveillance systems to prevent
unauthorised access or secure public safety which will not
adversely affect significant fabric of the item including
landscape or archaeological features of its curtilage; or

(b)

development, including emergency stabilisation,
necessary to secure safety where a building or work or
part of a building or work has been irreparably damaged or
destabilised and poses a safety risk to its users or the
public.

A person proposing to undertake development of the kind described in
paragraph 1 must write to the Director-General and describe the
development and, if it is of the kind set out in 1(b), provide certification
from a structural engineer having experience with heritage items
confirming the necessity for the development with regard to the criteria
set out in 1(b) and any adverse impact on significant fabric. If the
Director-General is satisfied that the proposed development meets the
criteria set out in paragraph 1(a) or (b), the Director-General shall notify
the applicant.

Guidelines
Development exempt under this standard exemption must be for the
temporary or emergency securing of safety for users or the public.
Permanent upgrading of site or building security may be exempt under other
standard exemptions such as #7 (Minor Activities with little or no Adverse
Impact on Heritage Significance) or #8 (Non-significant Fabric). Development
described in 1(b) of this exemption is intended to apply in circumstances
where there has been damage caused by a sudden change in circumstances
of the building such as a catastrophic event, rather than safety risks which
may arise from ongoing neglect of maintenance.
Emergency maintenance and repairs such as required following a storm event
may be exempt under other standard exemptions such as #1 (Maintenance
and Cleaning) and #2 (Repairs). More intrusive means of upgrading security
which may damage significant fabric will require the submission of an
application under section 60 of the Heritage Act.
Development in accordance with this exemption must be undertaken with
minimal intervention to significant fabric.
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 17: MOVABLE HERITAGE ITEMS
1.

The temporary relocation of movable heritage items, including
contents, fixtures and objects, to ensure their security, maintenance and
preservation, for conservation or exhibition, to ensure health or safety,
the need for a controlled environment for those heritage items, or to
protect the place, and which are to be returned to their present location
within six months, does not require approval under subsection 57(1) of
the Act.

2.

A person proposing to relocate a movable heritage item as set out in
paragraph 1 must advise the Director-General in writing of the proposed
location and the reasons for its relocation. If the Director-General is
satisfied that the temporary relocation meets the criteria set out in
paragraph 1 the Director-General shall notify the applicant.

Guidelines
Movable heritage items or objects which are listed on the State Heritage
Register must be specifically referred to in the gazetted listing. Unless
specifically listed, the movable content of buildings such as furniture, paintings
and other decoration is not movable heritage for the purposes of the Heritage
Act which triggers approval requirements to “move, damage or destroy it”.
The permanent relocation of an item of movable heritage such as listed ships
or railway rolling stock will require the submission of an application under
section 60 of the Heritage Act.
Additional advice regarding movable heritage is provided by:



Objects in Their Place: An Introduction to Movable Heritage, NSW
Heritage Council, 1999; and
Movable Heritage Principles, NSW Heritage Council and Ministry for
the Arts, 1999.

END
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Heritage Information Series—Minimum standards for maintenance and repair, NSW Heritage Office
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HERITAGE INFORMATION SERIES

MINIMUM STANDARDS OF
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

DISCLAIMER
Any representation, statement, opinion or advice, expressed or implied in this publication is made in good
faith but on the basis that the State of New South Wales, its agents and employees are not liable (whether
by reason of negligence, lack of care or otherwise) to any person for any damage or loss whatsoever which
has occurred or may occur in relation to that person taking or not taking (as the case may be) action in
respect of any representation, statement or advice referred to above.
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MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
Major amendments to the Heritage Act 1977 passed both houses of State
Parliament and came into effect on 2 April 1999. The changes are the result of
substantial review of the NSW heritage system.
One of the changes in policy reflected in the new legislation is the establishment
of Minimum Standards. Since the original Heritage Act was passed in 1977 the
“wilful neglect” provisions had been ineffective in preventing the deterioration of
heritage items. In the twenty years of its operation there were no successful
prosecutions under this section of the Act.
The section has therefore been deleted and replaced. Owners of items listed on
the State Heritage Register are now required to ensure that heritage
significance is maintained. Owners are required to achieve minimum standards
of maintenance and repair.
The standards are set out in the Regulation, and relate to:
•
•
•
•

weatherproofing;
fire protection;
security; and
essential maintenance.

These are minimum standards to ensure that heritage significance is
maintained. They do not require owners to undertake restoration works, but
where works are needed owners may be eligible to apply for financial assistance
through the Heritage Incentives Program.
Where these standards are not met and the heritage significance of the item is in
jeopardy the Heritage Council will now have the power to order repairs after
consultation with the owner.
As a last resort, if negotiations have failed and the owner does not comply with
the order, the Heritage Council can arrange for the works to be carried out and
charge the expenses to the owner. The Minister may consent to the Heritage
Council’s prosecution of the owner for failure to comply with an order under this
section of the Act.
A copy of the Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999, extracted from the New
South Wales Government Gazette No.27, 1999, pages 1 – 9, is included for your
information.

1

What is the State Heritage Register?
Heritage places and items of particular importance to the people of New South
Wales are listed on the State Heritage Register. The Register was created in
April 1999 by amendments to the Heritage Act 1977.
The key to listing on the State Heritage Register is the level of significance. Only
those heritage items which are of state significance in NSW are listed on the
State Heritage Register.
The Register replaces the old system of permanent conservation orders as a
means of listing items of state significance
The Register forms part of the State Heritage Inventory, an electronic database
of all protected heritage items in New South Wales. To check whether an item is
listed on the Register, consult the State Heritage Inventory on the internet
through the Heritage Office home page: www.heritage.nsw.gov.au
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1596 LEGISLATION

5 March 1999

Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999
under the

Heritage Act 1977
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has made the following Regulation
under the Heritage Act 1977.
CRAIG KNOWLES, M.P.,
Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning

Explanatory note
The object of this Regulation is to impose minimum standards with respect to the maintenance and repair of
buildings, works and relics that are listed on the State Heritage Register or within a precinct that is listed on
that Register.
This Regulation is made under the Heritage Act 1977, including sections 118 (as substituted by the Heritage
Amendment Act 1998) and 165 (the general regulation-making power).
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Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999

Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999
1

Name of Regulation
This Regulation is the Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999.

2

Commencement
This Regulation commences on 2 April 1999.

3

Amendment of Heritage Regulation 1993
The Heritage Regulation 1993 is amended as set out in Schedule 1.

4

Notes

The explanatory note does not form part of this Regulation.
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Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999
Amendments

Schedule 1

Schedule 1 Amendments
(Clause 3)

[1]

Part 1, heading

Insert before clause 1:

Part 1 Preliminary
[2]

Clause 3 Interpretation

Insert at the end of clause 3:
(3)

[31

Notes in the text of this Regulation do not form part of this Regulation.

Part 2, heading

Insert before clause 4:

Part 2
[4]

Fees and forms

Part 3

Insert after clause 9:

Part 3

Minimum standards of maintenance and repair

9A Minimum standards imposed

Pursuant to section 118 of the Act, the standards set out in this Part are imposed as
minimum standards with respect to the maintenance and repair of a building, work or relic
that is listed or within a precinct that is listed on the State Heritage Register.
Note. Section 119 of the Act requires the owner of the building, work or relic to ensure that it is maintained
and repaired to standards that are not less than the minimum standards imposed by this Part. Nothing in
this Part affects any requirement for the approval under Part 4 of the Act of any aspect of maintenance or
repair.
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Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999
Schedule 1

Amendments

9B Inspection
(1)

The building, work or relic, and its curtilage or site, must be inspected to identify maintenance and
repairs that are needed to ensure compliance with section 119 of the Act in respect of the standards
set out in clauses 9C-9H.

(2)

The inspection must be carried out at least once every 12 months in the case of the standards set out
in clauses 9C-9G and at least once every 3 years in the case of the standards set out in clause 9H.
Note. The maintenance and repair requirements of section 119 of the Act are ongoing and are not limited to matters
identified by an inspection carded out for the purposes of this clause.

(3)

The inspection is to be carried out by a person with expertise and experience appropriate to the nature
of the item concerned.

(4)

In the case of a relic kept in a repository or as part of a collection, the inspection is to extend to the
conditions under which the relic is kept.

(5)

In the case of a relic that is attached to or forms part of land, the inspection is to include an
assessment of the stability of the site of the relic.

9C

Weather protection

(1)

The following systems or components, if present, must be maintained and repaired (including by being
cleaned and secured) when and to the standard necessary to ensure a reasonable level of protection
for the building, work or relic, and its curtilage or site, against damage or deterioration due to weather:
(a)

surface and sub-surface drainage systems,

(b)

roof drainage systems, including gutters, rainwater heads, downpipes and stormwater drainage
systems,

(c)

water storages, dams, ponds, retention basins, watercourses, batters, levee banks, sea-walls
and other flood and erosion mitigation measures,
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(2)

(3)

Schedule 1

(d)

roofs, walls, doors and windows (including the glass components of doors and windows) and
other components intended to exclude sun, rain, wind, hail, snow or other weather elements,
including their security against the effects of high winds;

(e)

systems or components which might be at risk of damage or dislodgment by high winds,
including damage by falling trees and branches, tidal inundation or wave action;

(f)

systems and components such as damp proof courses, flashings, ventilation systems and
other measures intended to prevent the ingress of water or dampness or to reduce its effects;

(g)

lightning conductors;

(h)

any other system or component designed to protect the building, work or relic or its curtilage or
site against damage or deterioration due to weather.

Doors and windows of a building may, as an alternative to being repaired, be boarded up, but only:
(a)

if the building is unoccupied, or

(b)

as a short term measure pending repair.

If an opening to a building is designed or intended to have a door, window or other closure in place and
does not have the door, window or other closure in place, the opening must be boarded up.

9D Fire protection
(1)

Vegetation, rubbish and any other material that could create a fire hazard for the building, work or relic
is to be removed and not permitted to accumulate.
Note. Vegetation and other items can be of heritage significance, and their removal may require the approval of the
Heritage Council or the local council.
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(2)

Amendments

The following systems or components, if present, must be maintained and repaired when and to the
standard necessary to ensure a reasonable level of protection for the building, work or relic against
damage or destruction by fire:
(a)

lightning conductors,

(b)

fire detection and control systems, including smoke and beat detectors and fire sprinkler
systems and including associated alarm and communication systems,

(c)

stores of inflammable materials or rubbish,

(d)

building services such as electricity, gas and heating systems,

(c)

any other system or component. designed to protect the building, work or relic from damage or
destruction by fire.

9E Additional fire protection for unoccupied buildings
(1)

The following additional fire protection measures must be taken for the protection of a building that is
to be unoccupied for a continuous period of 60 days or more:
(a)

heating or gas services must be shut down, gas or oil supply to those services must be turned
off at the mains or other point of connection to supply, and portable gas or oil storages must be
removed,

(b)

permanent or temporary smoke detection systems must be installed with associated
communication systems connected to the Fire Brigade and, if the building will be unoccupied for
a period of 6 months or more, provided with a permanent power supply.

(2)

This clause does not apply to any outbuilding within the curtilage or site of a building unless the
outbuilding has been constructed or adapted for use as a dwelling.

(3)

The use of a building for storage of goods or materials does not constitute occupation of the building
for the purposes of this clause if the building ordinarily has another use or is a building of a kind not
ordinarily used for storage.
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9F Security
(1)

Fencing or surveillance systems appropriate to the nature and location of the building, work or relic
must be installed to secure it and its site and prevent vandalism.

(2)

The following systems or components, if present, must be maintained and repaired when and to the
standard necessary to ensure a reasonable level of security for the building, work or relic:

(3)

(4)

(a)

boundary and internal fences and gates, including associated locking mechanisms,

(b)

in the case of a building, the walls, roof and other building elements, doors, windows and other
closures, including glazing and associated locking and latching mechanisms,

(c)

any electronic surveillance or alarm system installed on the site,

(d)

any other system or component designed to ensure the security of the building, work or relic.

Doors and windows of a building may, as an alternative to being repaired, be boarded up, but only:
(a)

if the building is unoccupied, or

(b)

as a short term measure pending repair.

If an opening to a building is designed or intended to have a door, window or other closure in p lace
and does not have the door, window or other closure in place, the opening must be boarded up.

9G Additional security measures for unoccupied buildings
(1)

The following additional security measures must be taken for the protection of a building that is to be
unoccupied for a continuous period of 60 days or more:
(a)

if an electronic surveillance or alarm-system is installed, the system must be connected to a
Police Station or a commercial security provider,
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Amendments

if no electronic surveillance or alarm system is installed, arrangements must be in place for
regular surveillance of the building, work or relic, as appropriate to its nature and location.

(2)

This clause does not apply to any outbuilding within the curtilage or site of a building unless the
outbuilding has been constructed or adapted for use as a dwelling.

(3)

The use of a building for storage of goods or materials does not constitute occupation of the building
for the purposes of this clause if the building ordinarily has another use or is a building of a kind not
ordinarily used for storage.

9H Essential maintenance and repair
(1)

Essential maintenance and repair of a building, work or relic (being maintenance and repair necessary
to prevent serious or irreparable damage or deterioration) must be carried out whenever necessary.

(2)

Essential maintenance and repair includes:

(3)

(a)

the taking of measures (Including inspection) to control pests such as termites, rodents, birds
and other vermin, and

(b)

the taking of measures to maintain a stable environment for in-situ archaeological relics.

The requirement for essential maintenance and repair extends to (but is not limited to) the following:
(a)

foundations, footings and supporting structure of any building, work or relic,

(b)

structural elements such as walls, columns, beams, floors, roofs and roof structures, and
verandah or balcony structures,

(c)

exterior and interior finishes and details,

(d)

systems and components (such as ventilators or ventilation systems) intended to reduce or
prevent damage due to dampness,
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(e)

fixtures, fittings and moveable objects attached to the building, work or relic, or to its curtilage or
site,

(f)

landscape elements on the site of and associated with the building, work or relic, including
vegetation, garden walls, paths, fences, statuary, ornaments and the like.

9I Conservation management plans
(1)

A conservation management plan is a plan prepared by
the owner of a building, work or relic for the
conservation of the building, work or relic.

(2)

A conservation management plan endorsed by the
Heritage Council for a building, work or relic may:

[5]

(a)

provide that a standard set out in this Part does not apply to the building. work or relic (in which
case the standard does not apply to it), or

(b)

impose additional standards of maintenance and repair for the building, work or relic (in which
case those standards are imposed as minimum standards with respect to the maintenance and
repair of the building, work or relic, in addition to those set out In this Part).

Part 4, heading

Insert before clause 10:
Part 4

Miscellaneous
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The Burra Charter
(The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance)
Preamble
Considering the International Charter for the
Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and
Sites (Venice 1964), and the Resolutions of the 5th
General Assembly of the International Council on
Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) (Moscow 1978),
the Burra Charter was adopted by Australia
ICOMOS (the Australian National Committee of
ICOMOS) on 19 August 1979 at Burra, South
Australia. Revisions were adopted on 23 February
1981, 23 April 1988 and 26 November 1999.

• Guidelines to the Burra Charter: Cultural
Significance;
• Guidelines to the Burra Charter: Conservation
Policy;
• Guidelines to the Burra Charter: Procedures for
Undertaking Studies and Reports;
• Code on the Ethics of Coexistence in Conserving
Significant Places.

The Burra Charter provides guidance for the
conservation and management of places of cultural
significance (cultural heritage places), and is based
on the knowledge and experience of Australia
ICOMOS members.

The Charter can be applied to all types of places of
cultural significance including natural, indigenous
and historic places with cultural values.

Conservation is an integral part of the management
of places of cultural significance and is an ongoing
responsibility.
Who is the Charter for?
The Charter sets a standard of practice for those
who provide advice, make decisions about, or
undertake works to places of cultural significance,
including owners, managers and custodians.
Using the Charter
The Charter should be read as a whole. Many
articles are interdependent.
Articles in the
Conservation Principles section are often further
developed in the Conservation Processes and
Conservation Practice sections. Headings have
been included for ease of reading but do not form
part of the Charter.
The Charter is self-contained, but aspects of its use
and application are further explained in the
following Australia ICOMOS documents:

What places does the Charter apply to?

The standards of other organisations may also be
relevant. These include the Australian Natural
Heritage Charter and the Draft Guidelines for the
Protection, Management and Use of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Cultural Heritage Places.
Why conserve?
Places of cultural significance enrich people’s lives,
often providing a deep and inspirational sense of
connection to community and landscape, to the past
and to lived experiences. They are historical
records, that are important as tangible expressions
of Australian identity and experience. Places of
cultural significance reflect the diversity of our
communities, telling us about who we are and the
past that has formed us and the Australian
landscape. They are irreplaceable and precious.
These places of cultural significance must be
conserved for present and future generations.
The Burra Charter advocates a cautious approach to
change: do as much as necessary to care for the
place and to make it useable, but otherwise change
it as little as possible so that its cultural significance
is retained.

Articles

Explanatory Notes

Article 1. Definitions
For the purposes of this Charter:
1.1 Place means site, area, land, landscape, building or other
work, group of buildings or other works, and may include
components, contents, spaces and views.

The Burra Charter, 1999

The concept of place should be broadly
interpreted. The elements described in Article
1.1 may include memorials, trees, gardens,
parks, places of historical events, urban areas,
towns, industrial places, archaeological sites
and spiritual and religious places.
Australia ICOMOS Inc

1.2 Cultural significance means aesthetic, historic, scientific,
social or spiritual value for past, present or future generations.

The term cultural significance is synonymous
with heritage significance and cultural heritage
value.

Cultural significance is embodied in the place itself, its fabric,
setting, use, associations, meanings, records, related places and
related objects.

Cultural significance may change as a result of
the continuing history of the place.

Places may have a range of values for different individuals or
groups.
1.3 Fabric means all the physical material of the place including
components, fixtures, contents, and objects.

Understanding of cultural significance may
change as a result of new information.
Fabric includes building interiors and subsurface remains, as well as excavated material.
Fabric may define spaces and these may be
important elements of the significance of the
place.

1.4 Conservation means all the processes of looking after a place
so as to retain its cultural significance.
1.5 Maintenance means the continuous protective care of the
fabric and setting of a place, and is to be distinguished from repair.
Repair involves restoration or reconstruction.

The distinctions referred to, for example in
relation to roof gutters, are:
• maintenance — regular inspection and
cleaning of gutters;
• repair involving restoration — returning of
dislodged gutters;
• repair involving reconstruction — replacing
decayed gutters.

1.6 Preservation means maintaining the fabric of a place in its
existing state and retarding deterioration.

It is recognised that all places and their
components change over time at varying rates.

1.7 Restoration means returning the existing fabric of a place to a
known earlier state by removing accretions or by reassembling
existing components without the introduction of new material.
1.8 Reconstruction means returning a place to a known earlier
state and is distinguished from restoration by the introduction of
new material into the fabric.

New material may include recycled material
salvaged from other places. This should not be
to the detriment of any place of cultural
significance.

1.9 Adaptation means modifying a place to suit the existing use or
a proposed use.
1.10 Use means the functions of a place, as well as the activities
and practices that may occur at the place.
1.11 Compatible use means a use which respects the cultural
significance of a place. Such a use involves no, or minimal, impact
on cultural significance.
1.12 Setting means the area around a place, which may include the
visual catchment.
1.13 Related place means a place that contributes to the cultural
significance of another place.
1.14 Related object means an object that contributes to the cultural
significance of a place but is not at the place.
1.15 Associations mean the special connections that exist between
people and a place.

Associations may include social or spiritual
values and cultural responsibilities for a place.

1.16 Meanings denote what a place signifies, indicates, evokes or
expresses.

Meanings generally relate to intangible aspects
such as symbolic qualities and memories.

1.17 Interpretation means all the ways of presenting the cultural
significance of a place.

Interpretation may be a combination of the
treatment of the fabric (e.g. maintenance,
restoration, reconstruction); the use of and
activities at the place; and the use of
introduced explanatory material.

The Burra Charter, 1999
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Conservation Principles
Article 2. Conservation and management
2.1 Places of cultural significance should be conserved.
2.2 The aim of conservation is to retain the cultural significance
of a place.
2.3 Conservation is an integral part of good management of
places of cultural significance.
2.4 Places of cultural significance should be safeguarded and not
put at risk or left in a vulnerable state.
Article 3. Cautious approach
3.1 Conservation is based on a respect for the existing fabric, use,
associations and meanings. It requires a cautious approach of
changing as much as necessary but as little as possible.

The traces of additions, alterations and earlier
treatments to the fabric of a place are evidence
of its history and uses which may be part of its
significance. Conservation action should assist
and not impede their understanding.

3.2 Changes to a place should not distort the physical or other
evidence it provides, nor be based on conjecture.
Article 4. Knowledge, skills and techniques
4.1 Conservation should make use of all the knowledge, skills and
disciplines which can contribute to the study and care of the place.
4.2 Traditional techniques and materials are preferred for the
conservation of significant fabric. In some circumstances modern
techniques and materials which offer substantial conservation
benefits may be appropriate.
Article 5. Values
5.1 Conservation of a place should identify and take into
consideration all aspects of cultural and natural significance without
unwarranted emphasis on any one value at the expense of others.

5.2 Relative degrees of cultural significance may lead to different
conservation actions at a place.

Article 6. Burra Charter Process
6.1 The cultural significance of a place and other issues affecting
its future are best understood by a sequence of collecting and
analysing information before making decisions. Understanding
cultural significance comes first, then development of policy and
finally management of the place in accordance with the policy.

The use of modern materials and techniques
must be supported by firm scientific evidence
or by a body of experience.

Conservation of places with natural
significance is explained in the Australian
Natural Heritage Charter. This Charter defines
natural significance to mean the importance of
ecosystems,
biological
diversity
and
geodiversity for their existence value, or for
present or future generations in terms of their
scientific, social, aesthetic and life-support
value.
A cautious
understanding
change. This
justify actions
significance.

approach is needed, as
of cultural significance may
article should not be used to
which do not retain cultural

The Burra Charter process, or sequence of
investigations, decisions and actions, is
illustrated in the accompanying flowchart.

6.2 The policy for managing a place must be based on an
understanding of its cultural significance.
6.3 Policy development should also include consideration of other
factors affecting the future of a place such as the owner’s needs,
resources, external constraints and its physical condition.
Article 7. Use
7.1 Where the use of a place is of cultural significance it should
be retained.

The Burra Charter, 1999
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7.2

A place should have a compatible use.

The policy should identify a use or
combination of uses or constraints on uses that
retain the cultural significance of the place.
New use of a place should involve minimal
change, to significant fabric and use; should
respect associations and meanings; and where
appropriate should provide for continuation of
practices which contribute to the cultural
significance of the place.

Article 8. Setting
Conservation requires the retention of an appropriate visual setting
and other relationships that contribute to the cultural significance of
the place.
New construction, demolition, intrusions or other changes which
would adversely affect the setting or relationships are not
appropriate.

Aspects of the visual setting may include use,
siting, bulk, form, scale, character, colour,
texture and materials.
Other relationships, such as historical
connections, may contribute to interpretation,
appreciation, enjoyment or experience of the
place.

Article 9. Location
9.1 The physical location of a place is part of its cultural
significance. A building, work or other component of a place should
remain in its historical location.
Relocation is generally
unacceptable unless this is the sole practical means of ensuring its
survival.
9.2 Some buildings, works or other components of places were
designed to be readily removable or already have a history of
relocation. Provided such buildings, works or other components do
not have significant links with their present location, removal may
be appropriate.
9.3 If any building, work or other component is moved, it should
be moved to an appropriate location and given an appropriate use.
Such action should not be to the detriment of any place of cultural
significance.
Article 10. Contents
Contents, fixtures and objects which contribute to the cultural
significance of a place should be retained at that place. Their
removal is unacceptable unless it is: the sole means of ensuring their
security and preservation; on a temporary basis for treatment or
exhibition; for cultural reasons; for health and safety; or to protect
the place. Such contents, fixtures and objects should be returned
where circumstances permit and it is culturally appropriate.
Article 11. Related places and objects
The contribution which related places and related objects make to
the cultural significance of the place should be retained.
Article 12. Participation
Conservation, interpretation and management of a place should
provide for the participation of people for whom the place has
special associations and meanings, or who have social, spiritual or
other cultural responsibilities for the place.
Article 13. Co-existence of cultural values
Co-existence of cultural values should be recognised, respected and
encouraged, especially in cases where they conflict.
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For some places, conflicting cultural values
may affect policy development and
management decisions. In this article, the term
cultural values refers to those beliefs which are
important to a cultural group, including but not
limited to political, religious, spiritual and
moral beliefs. This is broader than values
associated with cultural significance.
Australia ICOMOS Inc

Conservation Processes
Article 14. Conservation processes
Conservation may, according to circumstance, include the processes
of: retention or reintroduction of a use; retention of associations and
meanings; maintenance, preservation, restoration, reconstruction,
adaptation and interpretation; and will commonly include a
combination of more than one of these.
Article 15. Change
15.1 Change may be necessary to retain cultural significance, but
is undesirable where it reduces cultural significance. The amount of
change to a place should be guided by the cultural significance of
the place and its appropriate interpretation.
15.2 Changes which reduce cultural significance should be
reversible, and be reversed when circumstances permit.

There may be circumstances where no action is
required to achieve conservation.

When change is being considered, a range of
options should be explored to seek the option
which minimises the reduction of cultural
significance.
Reversible changes should be considered
temporary. Non-reversible change should only
be used as a last resort and should not prevent
future conservation action.

15.3 Demolition of significant fabric of a place is generally not
acceptable. However, in some cases minor demolition may be
appropriate as part of conservation. Removed significant fabric
should be reinstated when circumstances permit.
15.4 The contributions of all aspects of cultural significance of a
place should be respected. If a place includes fabric, uses,
associations or meanings of different periods, or different aspects of
cultural significance, emphasising or interpreting one period or
aspect at the expense of another can only be justified when what is
left out, removed or diminished is of slight cultural significance and
that which is emphasised or interpreted is of much greater cultural
significance.
Article 16. Maintenance
Maintenance is fundamental to conservation and should be
undertaken where fabric is of cultural significance and its
maintenance is necessary to retain that cultural significance.
Article 17. Preservation
Preservation is appropriate where the existing fabric or its condition
constitutes evidence of cultural significance, or where insufficient
evidence is available to allow other conservation processes to be
carried out.

Preservation protects fabric without obscuring
the evidence of its construction and use. The
process should always be applied:
• where the evidence of the fabric is of such
significance that it should not be altered;
• where insufficient investigation has been
carried out to permit policy decisions to be
taken in accord with Articles 26 to 28.
New work (e.g. stabilisation) may be carried
out in association with preservation when its
purpose is the physical protection of the fabric
and when it is consistent with Article 22.

Article 18. Restoration and reconstruction
Restoration and reconstruction should reveal culturally significant
aspects of the place.
Article 19. Restoration
Restoration is appropriate only if there is sufficient evidence of an
earlier state of the fabric.
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Article 20. Reconstruction
20.1 Reconstruction is appropriate only where a place is
incomplete through damage or alteration, and only where there is
sufficient evidence to reproduce an earlier state of the fabric. In rare
cases, reconstruction may also be appropriate as part of a use or
practice that retains the cultural significance of the place.
20.2 Reconstruction should be identifiable on close inspection or
through additional interpretation.
Article 21. Adaptation
21.1 Adaptation is acceptable only where the adaptation has
minimal impact on the cultural significance of the place.

Adaptation may involve the introduction of
new services, or a new use, or changes to
safeguard the place.

21.2 Adaptation should involve minimal change to significant
fabric, achieved only after considering alternatives.
Article 22. New work
22.1 New work such as additions to the place may be acceptable
where it does not distort or obscure the cultural significance of the
place, or detract from its interpretation and appreciation.

New work may be sympathetic if its siting,
bulk, form, scale, character, colour, texture and
material are similar to the existing fabric, but
imitation should be avoided.

22.2 New work should be readily identifiable as such.
Article 23. Conserving use
Continuing, modifying or reinstating a significant use may be
appropriate and preferred forms of conservation.
Article 24. Retaining associations and meanings
24.1 Significant associations between people and a place should be
respected, retained and not obscured. Opportunities for the
interpretation, commemoration and celebration of these associations
should be investigated and implemented.

These may require changes to significant
fabric but they should be minimised. In some
cases, continuing a significant use or practice
may involve substantial new work.

For many places associations will be linked to
use.

24.2 Significant meanings, including spiritual values, of a place
should be respected. Opportunities for the continuation or revival of
these meanings should be investigated and implemented.
Article 25. Interpretation
The cultural significance of many places is not readily apparent, and
should be explained by interpretation. Interpretation should
enhance understanding and enjoyment, and be culturally appropriate.

Conservation Practice
Article 26. Applying the Burra Charter process
26.1 Work on a place should be preceded by studies to understand
the place which should include analysis of physical, documentary,
oral and other evidence, drawing on appropriate knowledge, skills
and disciplines.
26.2 Written statements of cultural significance and policy for the
place should be prepared, justified and accompanied by supporting
evidence. The statements of significance and policy should be
incorporated into a management plan for the place.

The results of studies should be up to date,
regularly reviewed and revised as necessary.

Statements of significance and policy should
be kept up to date by regular review and
revision as necessary. The management plan
may deal with other matters related to the
management of the place.

26.3 Groups and individuals with associations with a place as well
as those involved in its management should be provided with
opportunities to contribute to and participate in understanding the
cultural significance of the place. Where appropriate they should
also have opportunities to participate in its conservation and
management.
The Burra Charter, 1999
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Article 27. Managing change
27.1 The impact of proposed changes on the cultural significance
of a place should be analysed with reference to the statement of
significance and the policy for managing the place. It may be
necessary to modify proposed changes following analysis to better
retain cultural significance.
27.2 Existing fabric, use, associations and meanings should be
adequately recorded before any changes are made to the place.
Article 28. Disturbance of fabric
28.1 Disturbance of significant fabric for study, or to obtain
evidence, should be minimised. Study of a place by any disturbance
of the fabric, including archaeological excavation, should only be
undertaken to provide data essential for decisions on the
conservation of the place, or to obtain important evidence about to
be lost or made inaccessible.
28.2 Investigation of a place which requires disturbance of the
fabric, apart from that necessary to make decisions, may be
appropriate provided that it is consistent with the policy for the
place. Such investigation should be based on important research
questions which have potential to substantially add to knowledge,
which cannot be answered in other ways and which minimises
disturbance of significant fabric.
Article 29. Responsibility for decisions
The organisations and individuals responsible for management
decisions should be named and specific responsibility taken for each
such decision.
Article 30. Direction, supervision and implementation
Competent direction and supervision should be maintained at all
stages, and any changes should be implemented by people with
appropriate knowledge and skills.
Article 31. Documenting evidence and decisions
A log of new evidence and additional decisions should be kept.
Article 32. Records
32.1 The records associated with the conservation of a place
should be placed in a permanent archive and made publicly
available, subject to requirements of security and privacy, and where
this is culturally appropriate.
32.2 Records about the history of a place should be protected and
made publicly available, subject to requirements of security and
privacy, and where this is culturally appropriate.
Article 33. Removed fabric
Significant fabric which has been removed from a place including
contents, fixtures and objects, should be catalogued, and protected in
accordance with its cultural significance.
Where possible and culturally appropriate, removed significant
fabric including contents, fixtures and objects, should be kept at the
place.
Article 34. Resources
Adequate resources should be provided for conservation.

The best conservation often involves the least
work and can be inexpensive.

Words in italics are defined in Article 1.
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The Burra Charter Process
Sequence of investigations, decisions and actions

SUFFICIENT TO UNDERSTAND SIGNIFICANCE
Documentary

Oral

Physical

ASSESS SIGNIFICANCE

PREPARE A STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

IDENTIFY OBLIGATIONS ARISING FROM SIGNIFICANCE

GATHER INFORMATION ABOUT OTHER FACTORS
Develop Policy

AFFECTING THE FUTURE OF THE PLACE
Owner/manager’s needs and resources
External factors

Physical condition

DEVELOP POLICY
Identify options
Consider options and test their impact on significance

PREPARE A STATEMENT OF POLICY

MANAGE PLACE IN ACCORDANCE WITH POLICY
Manage

Develop strategies
Implement strategies through a management plan
Record place prior to any change

Parts of it may need to be repeated.

GATHER AND RECORD INFORMATION ABOUT THE PLACE

The whole process is iterative.

Understand Significance

Secure the place and make it safe

Further research and consultation may be necessary

IDENTIFY PLACE AND ASSOCIATIONS

MONITOR AND REVIEW
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Appendix E
Don Godden & Associates, Eveleigh Railway Workshops Heritage Study (Part 1), 1986

"

."

"

EVELEIGH RAILWAY WORKSHOPS
HERITAGE STUDY

PART 1

BACKGROUND

EVELEIGH RAILWAY WORKSHOPS
HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT
1870-1887 - THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE WORKSHOPS
Planning for the provision of a large modern
railway workshops complex at Redfern began with
the proposed expansion of the existing Repair
Shops in 1871. The original workshops, which were
known as the Locomotive and Carriage and Wagon
Repair Shops, were located towards the Redfern end
of the Sydney Rail way Yard in an area known as
"Cleveland Paddock". They comprised a collection
of corrugated-i ron sheds around a two-storey stone
Turning and Pattern Shop. Power for much of the
works was prov ided by a 20hp steam eng ine fed by
two boilers housed in an annexe to this building.
Equipment in the Shops included two large and five
small 1 athes, two steam hammers (one of 45 cwt and
the other of 15 cwt) and th i rteen other mach ines
of various kinds. In 1871, it was proposed to
expand and upgrade this facfl fty in accordance
with the needs of the developing rail network.
Some improvements and additions were made to the
old repair workshops at this time, however, it was
apparent that a new location would soon be
required to allow sufficient room for expansion.

GIlder, (1905, quoted In. Inst. of Eng ••
Syd. Dlv., 1922, p.2l.

FIg. 1. Rail way Workshops. Sydney, March
1971.
The orIginal rail way workshops were
housed In a collection of sheds around a
two-storey store TurnIng and Pattern
Shop. This buIlding, long demolished.
obviously contaIned machinery on the
ground floor powered from a centra 1
overhead llneshaft wh Ich projects
through the northern wall to dri ve the
external grIndstone. The Boiler House
1s on the southern side with an open
arched facade and water tank on the
roof. The Mortuary Station and Sydney
University are apparent in the
background. (B21>

By 1875, the site at Eveleigh was selected and
plans and estimates prepared for a workshops
comp 1 ex adequate for the foreseeab 1 e futu re.
Negotiations for the acquisition of the land
commenced early in 1878 and settlement was reached
in 1880 with 64.5 acres resumed from the estate of
the late John Chisholm on the 1st of July at a
cost of around 100,000 pounds. The resumption
incl uded the Chishol m residence known as "Cal der
House" on the northern side of the site, bui lt in
1820 and used since 1855 as a boy's school.
Clearing of the land canmenced early in 1882 and
construction of the Running Shed was begun whil e
foundations for the workshops were being prepared.
Late in 1882, the Department of Mines sunk a bore
to 1,000 ft in search of a permanent water supply
for the railways but this was unsuccessful and
further exploration was not attempted.
- - - ",elF

fllI"'N'N(;

N.S.W.R. Annual Report.

1881.

Fewtell. F •• Works Manager.

14/5/55.

N.S.W. Dept. of Mines Annual Report, 1882.

SHeD AT £YE££It;H - - -

.

:

Fig. 2.

New Running Shed at Evel e1911,

1884.

Owing to the sandy nature of the soil in the
vicinity and the need for absolute stabil ity of
the workshop wall s (for the overhead crane
supports) a great dea 1 of work went into the
design and construction of the foundations for the
workshops. Long heavy pi 1 es were sunk deep into
the ground 1n groups of three under each loadbearing pillar. Brick piers to ground level tied
each group of pil es together and each brick pier
was braced to its adjacent piers by low brick
arches. Load-bearing pill ars were pl aced above

Most deta 115 of the structure of th Is
bull dfng are shown In th Is diagram.
Incl udlng foundations. steel arch truss
arrangement and roof design.
The
bufldlng ... as canpleted In 1885.
(014)

each pier, with the wall s constructed above and
along the brick arches between piers.
The construction of the workshops was scheduled in
stages, with Bays 1-4 proceeding ahead of the rest
of the workshops.
The contract for the
construction of Bays 1-4 was let to George
Fishburn late in 1884 for a cost of 40,725 pounds
and work commenced shortly afterwards.

\

-

N.S.W.R. Annual Report. 1885.
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Fig. 3
Pl an. New Workshops Evel eigh - Contr,
No. 4 Foundations for Workshops No. 1
4 (Locomoti ve Workshops).
Because of the sandy nature of the so
wooden plles were driven into the gro
and platforms made from 6" <1S0mm) 5QI.;.
'....
hardwood pl anks
dowell ed into to
Brick pl fnths were built on the platfc
-~ and the distance spanned with a br
segmental arch on which the walls"
NORTH-WEST WA~. built.
Thecorner platforms ."lre de
i 2m x 3m and were constructed on a gr
of twel \le pll es.
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FIg. 4
Plan. New Workshops Evelelgh. Details of
.I Foundat Ions and Pits. Shops 16 to 25
~~ (Carriage Workshops) Contract No. 9.
'.'''''' ,i;..,;,,; 1883.
'Because the 5011 on the Carriage
Workshops side of the site w~s better for
building. the spectacular pile. platform
and pi Inth method of constructing the
footlngs was abandoned In favour of the
more convent Iona 1 type of foot Ing.
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By 1885, the construction of the workshops was in
progress and the purchase of machinery had
commenced. During this year, an office building
for the Locomotive Operations Manager was
constructed near the southern coal stage adjacent
to the Running Shed with entrance gates and a
watchman's office built nearby. A small brick
bu1l ding was erected on the southern side of the
Running Shed and a self-contained steam-driven
electric light plant installed. The foundations
for the Bays 5-15 were also completed, enabling
the contract for the construction of these bays to
be let to John Ahern at a price of 80,837 pounds.
By the end of 1885, the Running Shed was completed
and put into operation, the final cost being
68,728 pounds. Located at the Macdonal dtown end
of the site, it was a large brick and stone
building, 300 ft long by 220 ft wide, containing
three longitudinal bays each containing seven
roads of track.
Each bay was covered by a
segmental-arched roof of corrugated iron capped
with a central gabled monitor and containing rows
of skyl ight panel s on either side of the monitor.

N.S.W.R. Annual Report. 1885.

Fig. 5. Engine Running Shed, Evelelgh.
The elegant yet functional design of
th is bull ding, the fj rst of the Eveleigh
complex to be completed, set a hig:l
standard which was reflected in other
later constructions.
Engines were
garaged. cleaned and serviced in this
building.
(625)

The segmental-arch gable-ends of each bay were
a 1 s 0 g 1 a zed.
R0 0 f sup p 0 r t l l asp r 0 v i d e d b y
r i vettoo steel 1 att; ca beams curved to fo 1 low the
arcn line. braced longitudinally by lattice beams
running the length of the bay at approximately ten
degree intervals around the arch.
This
arrangement obv iated the need for internal col umns
and allowed the maximum unobstructed headroom
below the roof.
Across the facade of each bay.
seven arched openings accessed the seven roads,
each arch having a projecting keystone and
imposts.
The floor was of concrete with brick
pav ing between each road. Inspection pits were
~laced below each road and these ran the length of
:i1e ~uilding.
Ash pitsllere installed below each
road outside the eastern end of the shed.

The construction of the workshops continued
th roughout 1886. The Garri age and '!lagon Shops 'lIere
a 1 sob e i n g b u i 1 t a t t his time (t he con t r ac t was
let to Harol d Norris in January 188S). '!lith the
tracks 1 a id and sidings constructed the general
1 ayout of the site took shape.
An unfortunate
incident occurred 1 ate in this year 'linen all of
the existing timber patterns for iron-casting were
:]estroyed as the building in wnich theYllere
::empon.ril y housed caught fi re and burned down.

Fig. 6. I.1si;;e the Engine Running Shad.
Evelelgh.
Eng fnes Jnd tenders '.ere ?arked '.1
continuous 1 ines on the twenty-one rOdds
Extensive areas of ;lazed
In the snoo.
panel s in the roof dnd on the arched era
wa lIs gay e;o od n a tu r a 1 lighting in
addition :":J the electr~c
i iJnts
Install ed tn rougnout.
(828)

Early in 1887, workshops 1-4 were officially
opened. The four shops were each 300 ft long and
60 ft wide, built as adjoining bays with no
intema 1 wall s. Each bay was covered by a gab 1 ed
roof clad in corrugated-iron with a central
monitor and a row of skylight panel s on either
side of the monitor. Walls were of load-bearing
brick laid in English bond with semi-circular
window arches in white brick with sandstone sills
and string courses. Ri dge capping on the gab 1 eends was also of sandstone.
Interna 11 y, the bays were sepa rated by a doub 1 e
row of cast-iron columns (cast in the Globe
Foundry of Gl ebe) running the 1 ength of the bays
below the junction of each gabl e. The col umns
were hollow and acted as downpipes taking water
from the roof to the sub-floor drains.
The roof was supported by light steel trusses
carried on the wall s or col umns and the overhead
cranes ran on p1 ate g1 rder beams carried on the
intruding wall pilasters or the rows of columns.

1
-

N.S.W.R. Papers 87/57.

F1g. 7
Pl an. New Workshops Evel e1 gh. Deta j 1 s '
Columns. Crane and Flooring Girders.
Shops 16 to 25 Contract No. 8A, 1885.
The col umns wh ich hel d the roof trusses
were cut in two lengths which were later
bolted together. These columns carrje~
rainwater from the roof box gutters to
the sub-floor drains. The col umns were
generally 1n pa1rs. In one pattern. one
col umn hel d the crane g1 rder wh 1 1 e the
other supported the roof truss.
In a
second pattern both col umns hel d crane
g1 rders wh 11 e a higher separate centre
sect10n held the roof trus~
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Fig. 8
Pl an. NSWR. New Workshops. Eve1 el
Detal 15 of Superstructure. Shops 1 to
Contract 4B. Sheet No. L 1884.
Bays 1 to 4 conta loed the 'dl rty' trade"
of foundrywork.
bof1ermaking an
b1 acksmfthing.
They were orlgina11
separated from bays 5 to 15 by a spac··
equivalent in width to one of the bays.

Workshops were numbered from the eastern end of
the bui 1 ding, Bay 1 being the Steam Hammer Shop,
Bay 2 the Blacksmith's Shop, Bay 3 the Boiler Shop
and Bay 4 the Foundry. Annexes were buil t on the
southern and western sides. At the rear (south)
of Bay 1 was the case-hardening annexe.
The
boiler house annexe which contained four '0' class
boilers with space for two more straddled the rear
of Bays 2 and 3 wh 11 e the hydrau lic engine house
adjoined the rear of Bay 3. In the laneway, which
then existed between Workshops 1-4 and 5-15, were
located, on the northern side, the Tinsmiths and
Coppersmiths Shop and on the southern side the
sand ~~ore and core stoves for the Foundry. These
annexes though small were built of the same
materials and with similar detailing to the main
building.

-'

•

Later in 1887 the workshops 5-15 were also
completed and opened.
The building was
structurally very similar to the first four
workshops with each bay housed under a single
gable and separated from the adjacent bays by a
double row of iron columns, generally supporting
overhead cranes traversing the length of the ba~
The width of each bay was 50 ft, sl ightly narrower
than in the original section but wall, window and
roof details were almost identical. Bays 7 and 13
each contained a Craven 45 ton ground traverser
for carrying engines in and out of the building
and the northern and southern facades of these
bays were enclosed below the gable by a pair of
swinging iron doors with a heavy iron 1 intel
above. Symmetrically pl aced as the third bay from
either end, the variance in the facades of these
bays was planned and executed as a featu re of the
final appearance of the complex.

Illus. Syd. News. 1817/91 p.ll-13.

N.S.W. Papers. 87/57.

Fig. 9. Ra 11 way Workshops in th", earl y
1890' s.
The f Hteen bays of the locomot i le
Workshops were built in two groups. one
of four bays and one of el even bays.
The Coppersmiths and Tinsmiths Shops
were housed In a small annexe "Itn
matching architectural datal ling in th8
laneway between the two groups. (C24)

The intended function of each workshop bay was
part of the design of the building, with the
rel evant features necessary for the function
included in the arrangements of the building. Bay
5 was the Tender Repair Shop and had a 25 ton
overhead crane install ed.
Bays 6,7 and 8
contained the Engine Repair or Erecting Shop, with
the Traverser in Bay 7 distributing locomotives to
the bays on either side, each of these having a 25
ton overhead crane.
Bay 9 contained the Wheel
Shop and the Machine and Fitting Shop occupied
Bays 10 and 11.
Each of these bays had a 5 ton
overhead crane install ed.
Bays 12 and 13
contained the Paint Shop with the Traverser in Bay
13 to move 1 ocomoti ves in and out. Br ick wa 11 s
inserted instead of columns at the junctions with
either adj acent bay 1sol ated the Pa int Shop from
the rest of the Workshops and, in the absence of
any overhead crane, onl y a single row of col umns
divided the two bays.
Bay 14 contained the
Pattern and Joiners Shop and a brick wall al so
separated this from Bay 15 containing the
Locomotive Store which suppl fed all manner of
parts and tool s used in the workshops.
Two
annexes were bui 1 t at the rear of Bays 9 and 10,
one being the Cleaning Shop and the other a second
Bo; 1 er House.
Motive power in the shops was provided by wallmounted steam engines driving 1 ineshafts running
along and secured to the tops of the iron columns.

Fig. 10.
Railway Running Sheds.
Eveleigh 1890's.
The building hOUSing the electric light
plant with its twin boiler chimneys was
erected on the south side of the Running
Shed to provide light for overnight
servicing of locomotives. The small
brick bui 1 ding in the right foreground
housed the sand-drying furnace - dry
sand is still used on 1 ocomoti ves to
assist traction in slippery or icy
conditions. (826)
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PI an. NSWR. New Workshops Evel elgh •
Superstructure ShOps 5 to 15. Contract
5B. DrawIng No. 1. 1885 •
The shops 5 to 15 were separated f,'om
shops 1-4 by about ISm.
These shops
contained the 'clean' trades such as
machining. patternmaking and painting.
The facades of the shops on the northern
elevation were Identical. having two
windows and oil door surmounted by semic 1 re u 1 (1 f' d r ( t\

Pairs of these'engines were located against the
rear (south) wall in the Boil er Shop (Bay 3), the
Erecting Shop (Bays 5, 6 and 8) and the Mach 1ne
Shop (Bays 9, 10 and 11>. The workshops were well
lit by electric lights powered from the
independent el ectric light pl ant near the Running
Shed.

N.S.W.R. Budget. 2117/00. p.239. 240.

•

Fig. 12. Eve1 elgh Loco Works - approx.
1910.
The original configuration of the
Locomotive Works Managers and
Timekeepers office building. with the
bell-tower on the westernmost side. was
a1 tered In 1922 with additional offices
constructed on this sIde. (All

North-east of the workshops, a small building was
erected to house the Timekeeper's and Works
Manager's offices.
Of cement-rendered brick, two
storeys, with a hi pped doub 1 e-gab 1 ed roof of
corrugated iron, it had a verandah end rcl1 ng the
ground floor and a square bell-tower on the
western si de. The bell tower was topped by an
e1 aborate cast-1 ron bell cage. Verandah posts
were cast- i ron with 1 ron 1 ace decorations at the
capital s.
Across the rail way yard on the northern hal f of
the site, the Carriage and Wagon Workshops also
opened late in 1887. Built of the same materials

-------

Fig. 13. Carriage and Wagon Workshops.
Bays 16-l5.
Built wIth similar detail Ing to the
Locomotive Workshops. the CarrIage and
Wagon Workshops occupied ten bays. The
eastern end of these .workshops was
allocated to Wagon construction and
repa I r wh 11 e the western end was
allocated to Carriage construction and
repair. (R26)
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Ora,dng. New Workshops Evel elgh. Roof
Col umns and Crane Gl rders Shops 16 to 25.
Contract No. 9A. Draw Ing No. 1.
The CarrIage and Wagon Workshops building
was about 90m w I de and 180m long and
divIded Into 10 bays.
lach bay had.d
door and two wI ndo,,~ surmounted by 50011clrculdr arches In Its gJoled end exc"pt
10 r U et Y s 17 and 23 Wll 1 Ch hou ~ed
!
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and to an almost identical design as the
Locomotive Workshops, the bul1ding comprised ten
bays, 300 ft long and 60 ft wide, numbered 16-25.
These shops performed much the same general
function as the Locomotive Workshops but acted
exclusively on Carriages and Wagons and from the
outset, new carriages and wagons were constructed
at these workshop~
As in the Locomotive Workshops, bays and groups of
bays were allocated to specific functions. Bays
16,17 and 18 were the Wagon Repairing Shops with
a Craven Ground-Traverser in Bay 17 and 12 ton
overhead cranes installed in Bays 16 and 18. Bays
19 and 20 conta ined the Woodwork ing Mach ine Shop
with a 5 ton crane in Bay 19. Bay 21 was isolated
by brick wall s on either side - the Fitting and
Turning Shop occupied the southern three-quarters
A of the bay, with a small B1 acksmith's Shop in the
. , northern quarter. Bays 22, 23 and 24 were the
Carriage Repairing Shop, with another Craven
Ground-Traverser install ed ill Bay 23 and 12 ton
cranes installed in Bays 22 and 24.
Bay 25
contained a two-storey store section in its
northern quarter while the rest contained the
Trimming Shop.
On the eastern si de of the Carri age Workshops was
built a large Paint Shop for the painting of
carriages. Built in brick with et saw-tooth roof,
it measured 400 ft by 160 ft and contained 6 roads
of track. A system of steam pipes constructed
below the floor provided heating to assist in the
pa int drying.

N.S.W.R. Budget. 21/6/00. p.25S. 256.

Fig. 15. Paint Shop
Built at the same time as the rest of
the workshops. the Paint Shop featured a
saw-tooth roof unlike all other
buildings. This was to give maximum
natural light to the interior. A systan
of steam pipes throughout the building
prov Ided temperature control to assist
in paint drying. (R27)
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Drawing. New Workshops Evelelgh. Details
of Doors. Windows and Shops 16 to 25.
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Contract 9B. 1887.
,-"""",~.--,,
The window frames were cast Iron with
.....
J-,""""-.--·-"'-,-... ....l-.-_-,_-. several piece!> being bolted togett,e,·.
The side doors. like the windows. had
semi-Circular tops and quite exquiSitely
crafted wrought iron handles. clasp~.
~arrel bol t" and hinges.
The end doors
were of the patent sel t col ling shutter
type by Clarke dnd Co. dnd must hdve been
.
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On the ridge above the workshops adjacent to
Wilson Street, a large two storey brick building
was erected to house the offices of the Chief
Mechanical Engineer, under whose superv ision the
whol e workshops operated.
Surrounded by a bullnosed verandah on three sides supported by castiron columns with iron lace friezes for the
capital brackets and iron 1 ace balustrades it had
a hipped single gable corrugated iron roof,
sandstone window sill s and an entrance portico to
Wilson Street surmounted by a triangular pediment
inscribed with the date '1887'.
The 'Calder
House' nearby was used as a residence.
All the workshops began operations almost as soon
as they were compl eted, such was the back log of
work created by the inadequacy of the old
workshops and the demand created by the constantl y
ex pan din g r ail s y s t em.
Ap pro x; ma t e 1 y 15 0 0 men
were employed in the Workshops, under the Chief
Mechanical Engineer, Mr. W. Thow. Works Manager
of the locomoti ve si de was Mr. H.B. Howe and of
the Carriage Side was Mr. Elston.

~
-0

"

I11us. Syd. New, 1817/91 p.ll.

Fig. 17. Chief Mechanical Englneer e
Office.
This building, erected In 1887 as th,
control centre for both the Locomotive
and the Carriage Workshops, feature,
verandahs on both floors with iron lac\
decoration, an entrance portico on the
Wllson Street side with a trlangula
ped 1 ment above each 1 eve 1 and it
location gave canmandlng views over the
whole workshop area. (8237)
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fig. 18
PI an. NSWR 01 agram of Workshops Eve I el gh.
1887.
The workshops are bastcdll y compl ete.
Cal der House fs shown next to the
building mdrked locomotive Englnee~s
Office and the Timekeepers Office (which
later becdme the locomotive Works
Manage~s Office) Is shown before ~ny
additions were mdde to It.
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EVELEIGH RAILWAY WORKSHOPS
HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT
1888-1910 - CONSOLIDATION AND GROWTH
Following the opening of the Workshops in 1887,
the N.S,'r'I. rail system underwent a period of
sustained growth both in the construction of new
1 ines and the amount of traffic handled. Although
other workshops were establ ished in other
locations, Eveleigh was the central repair
faci 1 ity for the N.S.W. system throughout th is
period.

-

-,--

~

--

'

Fig. 19.

A few major additions appear to have been made to
the workshops following its opening. In 1890, a
ca rri
shed was constructed in the south-western
corner of the site, adjacent to the Macdonal dtown
Station.
Constructed of timber cl ad in
corrugated-iron and measuring 167 ft by 482 ft.
the shed contained t'Nel ve roads of track for the
stabl ing of carriages used in the suburban and
interurban passenger services. In September of
1890 the erection of a timber drying shed was
commenced on the Carriage Side of the Workshops
for the storage and seasoning of timber used in
Car r i ag e con s t ru ct ion and rep air. as \1/ ell as mo re
general purposes. This was completed in March the
next year by M. Scouter for 3,000 pounds.
In

loco 'I/orkshops -lIheel

Shop,

Bay 9 - circa 1896.
This array of belt-driven lathes and
dr f 11 s powered from the overhead
1 j neshafts was u sed for mach in 1 ng and
bal ancing all the wheels and axles used
on 1 cC()T\otf ves.
(All)

N.S.~.R.

Shop Orcer 19/5/90.

N.S.~.R.

Shop Order 1581/252.

p

FIg. 20. Loco Workshops - Wheel Shop.
Bay 9 - cIrca 1896.
Slmll ar to the prev fous ffgure, the
wall-mounted steam engIne drivIng the
1 Ineshaft can be seen to the left of the
central doorway. Internal llghtfng at
th Is time was predom fnantl y th rough
overhead skylIghts. (A12)

1891, a new coal stage was constructed using
material s sal vaged from the demol ition of other
earlier coal stages on the site.
A special
workshop was estab 1 i shed in that year for the
manufacture, maintenance and repair of Signals and
Tel egraphs in the northern part of the site. In
the western corner of the site, construction of a
gas-produci ng pl ant was commenced in November by
J. Cook and Co. (for a cost of 13,215 pounds) to
replace a small plant established during the
construct ion of the Worksoops.
Construction al so commenced on a steam-powered
1 aundry to be housed in a corrugated-i ron shed on
the southern sf de of the workshops. Equ1 pped with
revolving washing machines, hydro-extractors,
boi 1 i ng tanks and drying ovens powered from its
own bOl lers and engines, the 1 aundry washed the
waste and sponge cloths used for cleaning all over
the N.S.W. rail system.
A contemporary description from 18th Jul y, 1891
edition of the Illustrated Sydney News describes
the works in detail and claims that in size, scope
and in the technology employed, Eveleigh Workshops
at this time had no equal either in Austral f a or
the southern hemispher~ It also notes that much
of the iron supplied to the foundry and the Smiths
Shop originated from the Eskbank Ironworks at

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 1590/252.
N.S.W.R. Shop Order 22651252.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 27201253.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 23571252.

N.S.W.R. Budget. 2117100, p.239-240.
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FIg. 21
Plan No. 1797. Evelelgh Estate. Workshops
and Water Supply. 1889.
Water was supplIed by the Sydney Water
CorporatIon plus from the Workshops own
we 11
located In the SE corner of the
works. Ca 1 der House can be seen cl osa to
the NE corner adjacent the locomotIve
engIneer's offIce whIch later beCame the
General Manager's offIce. The electrIC
light plant Is In the SW corner close to
the runnIng sheds.
Even by 1889 the
works had become a very large industrIal

Lithgow - at this time an infant industry that was
later to give rise to the present Port Kembla
steelworks.
This article is included as an
ap pend i x.
I n 18 9 2, u n Ion t1 eg 0 t i at ion s 1 e d tot hew 0 r k 5 hop s
be i ng closed on Saturdays - th is was part of the
s oc I a 1 ch an 9 e u n d e rw a y at t his time t hat
eventual 1 y created the two-day weekend that
r em a ins a f eat u reo f Au s t r a 1 i an war kin 9
conditions.

Mcldcnldn, N.S.W.R. Sec. Cfflce

Fig. 22.

Loco ilorksr.ops.

31

Erectln~

S"~().

Bay 7.
The Craven Bros. Steam Tra'lerser ;n
foreground was manuf.:tJred i t
Vauxhall Iron
\'lurks. Mdnc~s
Engl and. It loIas a sel f-conta in

-

with its own verticil 1 ~oil er dnJ . ' ncyl inder vertical steam engine. (';lS

In 1894 theelectric light plantwas completely
upgraded. A Westinghouse bol ler provided steam
for a Tangye engine and a No. 1 Westinghouse
engine.
El ectrlcity was generated by a
Westinghouse No. 5 generator.

-

N.S.i'I.R. Annual Report,

~g94.

FIg. 23. loco Workshops, ErectIng Sho
Bay 6 or Bay S.
The Craven Bros. overhead traverslr
crane was also manufactured In Englan
Of twenty-fIve tons capacIty. It W2
powered by a continuous rope running tr
length of the crane track, driven by tr
wall-mounted steam engine. (AlO)

In 1896, lightning rods were fitted to the 120 ft
high ch imney for the Bo11 er Hou se beh ind Bay 2/3
and the 01 d gas pl ant was removed, the new pl ant
hay ing been compl eted and put in operation.

N.S.W.R. Budget, 1896, p.99.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 24/12/96.

In 1898, the first major expansion of workshop
faci 1 ities occurred with the construction of the
new Erecting Shop, which soon became known as the
Large Erecting Shop to differentiate it from the
Erecting Shop occupying Bays 6-8 in the main
workshop building.
Built to increase the
accommodat fon for the repa i r of 1 ocomoti ves, it

FIg. 24. loco Workshops. Erect
Shop.
All forms of 1 ocomotl 'le repa r dn,
refurbIshIng was carried on In the
workshops at Eveleigh.
Engines we
dIsmantled In the Erecting Shop. th~
various parts sent to other shops for
repaIr or replacement. after which the)
returned to the Erecting Shop for th,
engine to be rebuIlt. (9A)

was situated on the western sf de of Bay 15 and was
a substantial buil ding of two bays, each 400 ft
long and 55.5 ft wide. Each bay contained three
roads of track, the centre one being the clear
road and those on each side used for engines
undergoing repa 1 r.
The roads had pits below
running the length of the building for access
beneath the engines and each bay had two 35 ton
overhead cranes.
Machines such as lathes,
shaping, drill ing, mill 1ng and grinding tool s were
install ed and p~ered from a 1 f neshaft runni ng the
length of the building between the two bays,
driven by e1 ectric motors.
The buil dfng was
comp 1eted in June, 1899.
Concurrently, a new Foundry building was being
erected adjacent to the Large Erecting Shop site.
Establ fshed largely to allow the Boiler Shop to
expand in Bay 4 of the ma in workshops, th is
building, 300 ft long and 60 ft wide, conta1ned 3
iron-smelting cupol as and 12 brass cupol as, 2 core
ovens, a steam moul ding machine, a sand mixer, a
Chilean Mill, rumblers and emery wheels. Lifting
appliances included a 16 ton overhead travelling
crane, two hydraul ic jib cranes, one of 5 tons and
one of 2 tons capacity. Several hydrau li c 1 1 fts
were install ed outside the buil ding for lifting
scrap iron. This building was completed in March,
1899.

NoS.W.

Railway and Tramway Magazine.

12/17.

p.37.

N.S.W.R. Budget. 21/7/00 p.239-240.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 28/6/99.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 2/3/99.

N.S.W.R. Budget 21/7/00. p.239-240.

Fig. 25.
Carriage Workshops. Macnine
Shop. Bay 21.
The Machine Shop of the CarrIage and
- Wagon Workshops was a much smaller
operatIon
than
Its
locomotIve
counterpart. the majorIty of work being
concerned with wheel s. bogIes and
couplIngs.
In contrast to the
Locomotive Worksho;>s. carriages and
wagons were constructed In these
. - - - - - - - - "-~ workshops from the earliest days of
operation.
(816)

Following the establ ishment of the Large Erecting
Shop enabl ;ng many of the engine repair functions
to be removed from the main building, the Paint
Shop became immediatel y redundant and work
commenced on converting Bays 12 and 13 for an
Interlocking Shop. This work began in November
1899 with the removal of the brick wall between
Bays 11 and 12 and the install ation of iron
columns and crane girders.
In 1900, owing to the 1 arge amount of 1 ocomoti ve
repair work in hand and the expected growth in
this area, an extension to the Large Erecting Shop
was commenced. Th is extens ion was of 200 ft on
the western end. bringi ng the total 1 ength of the
bui 1 ding to 600 ft. Two additional cranes were
installed, one in each bay and a lineshaft was
erected in the extension powered by a 20 hp
elect r lC motor. It ap pea rs that th i s extensi on
proceeded gradually as the work was not completed
ti 1 1 1906.

In a separate develollTlent, a compressed-air plant
was install ed in an annexe to the Boi ler Shop
(Bays 3 and 4) and air-mains were installed around
the workshops. The compressor was an Inge rsollSergeant with a capacity of 950 cubic feet per
minute of free air compressed to 100 pounds per
s q u are i n ch.
Va r i 0 u s p n eu ma tic tools we re
introduced and air-hoists were installed in the
Machine Shop (Bays 9-11).

N.S.fI.R. Budget21!7!OO.

p.239-240.

N.S.N.R. Shop Order 23/11/99.

N.s. W. Ra 11 way

and Tramway Magaz i ne.

1211

p.3 7.

Fig. 26.

Loco 'i/orkshops. Large Erecting

Shop.
cted in
99
next
s1 vel y unti 1 1906. the

rge

ng Shop ~a5 the centre of the
1 oc omo t i ve rep a 1 r 0 per at j 0 n s a t
Evel eigh. Wfth each bay measuring 600
feet 1n length. 1t .. as the largest of
the workshops ertlrely concerned .. lth a
s1ngle function.
(X6)

Fawtel1 • • • //orKs Manager. 14/5/55.

N.S.Ii.R. Budget. 21/7/00. ~.239/240.

The year 1900 also provided an excellent and
comprehensive description of both the Locomoti ve
Workshops and the Carriage and Wagon Workshops in
the monthly journal known as the N.S.W. Railway
Bu dget. Th e Locomoti ve Worksho ps we re deta 11 ed 1n
the July 21 issue and the Carriage and Wagon Shops
in the following issue of August 21.
Both of
these articles are included as an appendi~
By the end of 1901, work on the conversion of Bays
12 and 13 was nea r comp 1 et ion.
The GroundTraverser from No. 13 Bay was di smantl ed, removed
and re-erected outsi de No. 15 Bay between it and
the Large Erecting Shop. The ral1s in No. 13 Bay
were removed, the pits f i l l ed-in and a crane
install ed in No. 12 Bay. Work al so began on the
conversion of the rope-driven cranes to electric
motor drives, as the recent installation of AC
current generators at Ultimo Power Station had
made the supply of electricity to the Ra 11 ways
easl1 y and cheapl y a va 11 ab 1 e.
Th is work was
completed for the main workshops in September,

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 17/1/01.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 14/2/01.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 5/9/01.

1902.
Two new structures were commenced at the end of
1902. A new Copper and Tinsmiths Shop was erected
in a shed on the southern side of Bays 5-9, the
former shop in the 1 aneway between Bays 4 and 5
being demolished shortly afte,rward.
A large
buil ding of corrugated-iron was erected on the
eastern end of the workshops (outside Bay 1) which
contained 1n its northern hal f a Spring Shop and
in its southern half a Steam Hammer Shop.

.
I

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 1/12/02.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 1/12/02.

FIg. 27. Loco Workshops. Bays 3-15.
In 1903. the annexes located In the
laneway between bays 4 and 5 were
demo1 Ished and the laneway was roofed
over and end-wa1 ls erected to match the
surroundfng bundlng. The reason for
the constructIon of the twIn square
towers. apart from ventll atlon. doesn't
seem to have been recorded. (e12)
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Fig. 28
Drawing. 26 tons traverser for Carrj~
and Waggon Shops. Undated.
The traverser was made by Cravl
Brothers.
Vauxhall Iron Work·
Manchester. fngl and. It consIsted of
platform on 12 wheels whIch ran on
tracks.
It was powered by a smal
vertIcal boIler and a twIn cyl ind.
vertIcal steam engina.
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The reason for these two construction was the need
to expand the operations of both the Bl acksmiths
Shop (Bay 2) and the Boil er Shop (Bays 3 and 4).
During 1903, the laneway between Bays 4 and 5 was
cleared of standing structures, infllled and
roofed to match the adjoining workshops and the
wall adjoining Bay 4 was removed and replaced by
iron columns. The Boiler Shop then expanded into
this bay. The Blacksmith Shop expanded into Bay 1
following the removal of the Steam Hammers and the
Spring Section to their new location. These works
were largely completed by 1905.

Fig. 29. Loco WOrkshops, Spring Shop.
The Spring Shop was estab1 fshed In 1902
In a corrugated-Iron shed on the eastern
5 I de of the WorkShOps.
A 11 types of
springs used on the railway system were
manufactured In th Is shop. (Cll)

.

*

The Spring Shop was responsible for the
manufacture of all sorts of springs including
spi ral, vol ute, lock and 1 aminated springs that
were used on the railways. The Steam Hammer Shop
was initially an o·pen-sided shed containing
several steam hammers with associated furnaces,
boi 1 ers and cranes for the manufacture of items
once worked upon a b 1 acksm ith's anv 11 •

•

;

Fewtell, F., Works Manager, 14/5/55.

I
I

I
I

D
Fig. 30
Loco Workshops: Site Plan - 1900
The La rge Erect I ng Shop. new Foundry ana
the Laundry have been constructed.

Although the exact date is unclear, it appears
that the Wheel Press Shop was also established at
this time adjacent to the new Tinsmiths Shop.
Housed in a corrugated-iron, timber framed shed to
the south of Bays 10-l2, this shop contained
hydraul ic presses for remov ing axl e centres, a
tyre-heating pl ant, hydraul ic cranes and a chaintest i ng mach ine.

Inst. of Eng. Syd. Dlv. 11110/22.

Early in 1905.
of the Running
lengthened and
original ridge

the arched roof over the three bays
Shed was rebull t. The 1 antern was
fitted with louvres. replacing the
and furrow design.

In August 1905. an engine weighbridge was
install ed in the yard a l i t t 1e to the north of the
Large Erecting Shop.
During 1906, the Ground Traverser between No. 15
Bay and the Large Erecting Shop was converted from
steam to electric power.
This traverser was
extended in 1907 on its southern side.
Other
developments 1ncl uded the installation of extra
turntables in the Large Erecting Shop and the
purchase of a 20 hp el ectric motor for the Spring
Shop.
The year 1907 was distinguished by the decision of
the Commissioners for Railways to beqin the
manufacture of new locomotives at Eveleigh and a
new bul1ding was designed for this purpose.
Clearing of ground on the eastern end of the
workshops compl ex commenced in September and
construction began shortl y afterwards. Known as
the New Loco Shop, it comprised two bays, each 200
ft long and 53 ft wide, running parall el to the
main workshop bays.
Walls were of polychrome
load-bearing brick laid in English Bond with
double semi-circular arched windows at ground
1 eve1 and segmented arched windows above. Window
and door arches were in contrasting dark bricks
and a white mortar was used throughout. Windows
were steel-framed and mu1t1-paned with sandstone
sill s. Internal 1 y, 1 ight steel trusses supported
the corrugated-iron double-gabled roof and Globe
Foundry iron columns carried these and the
overhead crane tracks.

\
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Wylle, 1963, in A.R.H.S. Bul.letln 291-314.
p.94S.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order, 21/9/05.

Fewtel1. F•• Works Manager, 14/5/55.
N.S.W.R. Shop Order 6149/255.
N.S.W.R. Shop Order 7/8/06.
N.S.W.R. Shop Order 17/5/06.

Fewtel1. F., Works Manager. 14/5/55.

Fig. 31. Loco Workshops. New loco Shop.
The New Loco Shop was constructed In
1907 specifically to house the
construct 1on of new 1 ocomot I ves. In
all. between 1908 and 1924 when
construction ceased at Evel elgh. 152
locomotives of six different classes
were bu11t In this Shop. (C14)

Al so during 1907 a new compressor house was
estab 1 i shed on the south si de of the New Loco Shop
site.
A small bui 1 ding, 65 ft by 48 ft, it
contained space for two compressors and two
boi 1 ers. Construction commenced in September and
by the end of the year, two Babcock and Wi lcox
boi 1 ers had been purchased and installed and the
Ingersol-Sergeant compressor had been moved from
its location in the Boiler Shop Annexe to the new
Compressor House. A second compressor, referred
to only as a Franklin, brought the total output of
the Compressor House up to 2800 cfm at 100 psi.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 1119/01.

Fewtell. F•• Works Manager. 14/5/55.

The following two years saw the refurbishment or
replacement of many of the operating boilers
around the workshops. During 1908, four 'Mf cl ass
locomotive boilers were install ed as stationary
boilers in the Boiler House behind Bays 2 and 3,
presumabl y repl acing the four install ed in 1887.
Another 'M' cl ass boil er repl aced a condemned
boiler in the Boiler House behind Bay 9. Early in
1909, four old El7 class 1 ocomoti ve boil ers were
installed to replace the four 'A' class boilers in
use in the Smiths Shop.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 28/5/08.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 14/5/08.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 4/2/09.

Most overhead cranes in the workshops were all
converted to e1 ectric drives by 1902.
In the
Large Erecting Shop there remained four ropedri ven cranes install ed in 1899 and two el ectr ic
cranes instal led in 1904. Two of the rope-driven
cranes were converted to electric drive during
1910.
An additional 5 ton Craven el ectric crane
was installed in the No. 9 Bay (Wheel Section).
Another signi ficant development in 1910 was the
construction of indoor toilet facil ities
throughout the workshops - the resul t of 1 abour
negotiations for improved conditions.

Fewtell. F•• Works Manager. 14/5/55.
N.S.W.R. Shop Order 20/11/09.

In contrast to the almost constant development in
the Locomoti 'le Workshops during the two decades

Fig. 32
Loco Workshops: Site Plan - 1905
The No. 4A Bay has been enc 1osed. the New
Tinsmiths and Coppersmiths Shops
constructed and the Steam Hammer and
Spring Shop establ ished on the eastern
side of Bay 1.
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1890-1910, operations in the Carriage and Wagon
Workshops appear to have proceeded with few major
changes or alterations to either the buildings or
equi pment. Our ing 1901 and 1902 the two steamdri ven Ground Trave rsers were removed from Bay 17
and 23 and new e1 ectric external Traversers were
install ed at either end of the Carri age Workshop
bui 1 dingo
In 1907, a new buil ding was erected on
the northern side of the workshops to house the
Carriage and Wagon Blacksmiths Shop. This allowed
more room within Bay 21 for expansion of the
Woodworking Machine Shop.
The gas-p1 ant was
upgraded in 1909 by the addition of a 'Mond' 550
hp gas producer, a 450 hp Premier gas engine and a
100 hp Premier gas engine. A hydrau1 ic pl ant was
al SO install ed 1 ate in 1909. In 1910, a sawdust
exhaust system was install ed in the Woodworking
Machine Shop, the boiler was removed from the
Woodworking Machine Shop, being repl aced by steam
g e ne rat ed by an' M' c 1 ass b 0 i 1 e r 1 oc a t ed i nth e
B1 acksmiths Shop, (which had nine of its bays
closed in during May and June) and a drive shaft
was connected to the Blacksmiths Shop, crossshafted underground from the Mach ine Shop
opposite.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 31/1/01 and Shop Orde
7/11/01.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 29/10/07.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 25111/09.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 20/10/09.
N.S.W.R. Shop Order 2/6/10.
N.S.W.R. Shop Order 29/9/10.
N.S.W.R. Shop Order 074/256.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 11/5110.

Apart from these minor changes, work on the
ma intenance and repa i r of the Ra i 1 ways roll i ng
stock was carried on uninterrupted and new
carriages were being constructed at the rate of
about ten per week.
Fig. 33.
Carriage Workshops Outside
Bay 16.
Cleaning a carriage bogey using what
appea rs to be a port ab 1 e high pressure
water unit. the hydraulic power unit for
the Carriage Workshops is In the
background. The accumul ator with its
heavy I ron weights Is hal hay up its
travel. lnoicating the system is in
operat ion.
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Fig. 34
Loco Workshops: Site Plan - 1910
The New Loco Shop and Compressor House
have been constructed and the large
Erecting Shop and its Traverser extended.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------,

EVELEIGH RAILWAY WORKSHOPS
HISTORY AN) DEVELOPMENT
1910 - 1935 WAR, PEACE AND RECESSION
The years 1911 to 1913 were quiet years for the
Workshops. A Grinding and File Making SlTop was
established in the old Cleaning Annexe behind Bay
9 dur ing 1911. Equi pped with three 1 arge Pyrmont
sandstone gr 1ndstones of about 6 foot d1 amete rand
a fl1e testing and cutting machine, it provided a
ce n t r a 1 fa c 11 1t y 1 nth e Wo r k s hop s for tool
ma intenance and repa 1 r, as well as more general
grinding work. In 1912 a Signal and Te1 egraph
Branch Workshop was constructed in the northeastern corner of the workshops site, adjacent to
the Redfern Station No. 1 P1 atform. A one-storey
brick bu11 ding consisting of two bays, each 95ft
by 24ft, it had a sawtooth roof of corrugatediron, extruding pilasters and timber-framed
windows with brick lintols and sills.
The Carriage and Wagon Paint Shop was extended
around th is time and the area on the western si de
of the Carriage Repair Shed, known as the Carriage
Shop Paddock, was roofed over for additional car
repair space. The Paint Shop extension was built
on the northern side of the existing shed. It was
similar in dimensions and materials though the
sawtooth roof of the extension was at a right
ang 1 e to the di rection of the sawtooth roof of the
original. The enclosing of the Carriage Shop
Paddock was done entirely in corrugated-iron,
except that a brick face wall was erected on the
southern side facing the Suburban Railway 1 ines.
In detail and materials this wall maintained the
appearance of the Carriage and Wagon Shop facade
adjacent, although it was given a sawtooth rather
than the existing gabled profile.
In "1"913 a
footbridge was built across the southern end of
the ya rd for the workmen to cross the tracks more
safely.

-'"),--

r

Fewtell. F•• Works Manager, 14/5/55.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 3571256.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 228/256.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 24/8/12 and Shop Order
lQ/Qlll.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 256/187.

Fig. 35. Carriage Workshops, Signal ar.
Telegraph Shop.
Built In 1912, this buil dlng housed tr
workshops that dealt with all aspects
signalling and te1 egraphs used t
communicate between railway stationIn later years. the te1 egraph system wa
converted to a telephone system.

The beginning of 1914 and presumably the outbreak
of war in Europe gave impetus to a significant
upgrading of faci 1 ities and rearrangement of
workshops.
The New Loco Shop, constructed in
1907, was extended on its southern si de by 100 ft
to a tot a 1 0 f 300 ft, ma kin g 1t eq u i v ale n t i n
1 ength to the Ma in Workshops. The brickwork and
internal details of the original building were
reproduced in the extension but the roof profl1e
was of the saw-tooth design with copings and
parapets finished in sandstone.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 11/5/14.

Electrification of machinery in the workshops was
another major undertaking, with No. 14 Bay
(Pattern Shop) completed by the 8th of January,
No. 8 Bay (Erecting Shop) and No. 9 Bay (Machine
Shop) completed by the beginning of August.

In order to allow an expansion of the Machine
Shop, the Laundry was removed from the bu11 di ng
adjacent to the Large Erecting Shop and reestabl ished in a new building at Clyde where it
sti 11 rema ins, known as the Cl yde Laundry. The
Mill wrights Section and the Water Suppl y Section
then moved from No. 11 Bay to the former Laundry
building and the No. 11 Bay became part of the
Mach ine Shop. Th is was a temporary arrangement
while the Machine Shop was reorganised.

Fig. 36. Carriage Workshops. Car Repair
Yard.
In 1912, the area on the western side of
the Carrl age Workshops was roofed over
with corrugated-iron in the saw-tooth
profile. The southern facade, facing
the ma 1n suburban ra 11 way 1 i nas, was
given a brick faca wall with arched
windOWS to maintain the presentation of
facades established by the existing
buildings (Sl7)

Fewtel1, F., Works Manager, 14/5/55.

Fl g. 37. Loco Workshops. New Loco Shop.
Extended In 1914 by an additional 100
feet. the extension to the New Loco Shop
reproduced the architectural detailing
of the existIng buildIng In every
respect except the roof prof 11 e. wh I ch
was saw-toothed rather than the twlngables of the original. Saw-tooth roofs
were favoured for the addItIonal natural
lIght they admItted to the Interior of
the buildIng.

Other alterations included the conversion of the
overhead cranes in Bays 9 and 11 from rope-driven
to electric drive, the provision of a lockable
Tool Room in Bay 14, the lagging of all steam
pipes in the workshops with asbestos, the
construction of an 110 ft long pit in Bay 4 for
the storage of boi ler pl ates and the purchase of
two Hawthorn-Lesl ie mobil e 1 ocomoti ve cranes for
general use around the yard.
With the expansion in the use of compressed-air in
the workshops, an additional air-compressor,
man uf actu red by I nge rso ll-Rand and of 2600 cfm
capacity, was instal led in a new compressor house
in the Foundry building. This was augmented early
in 1915 by the install at ion of a second Ingersoll
Rand compressor of 330 cfm capacity.
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N.S.W.R. Shop Order 3311257.
N.S.W.R. Shop Order 30/6/14.
N.S.W.R. Shop Order 257/346.
N.S.W.R. Shop Order 4/7/14

Fewtell. F•• Works Manager. 14/5/55.

FIg. 38
Loco Workshops: Site Plan - 1915
The New Loco Shop has been extended. the
Ollver Shop established and a Compressor
House added to the Foundry.

On the Carriage side of the Workshops, a large
two-storey stores bui 1 ding was constructed west of
the timber shed in the Stores Branch complex. The
other stores buildings were less substantial
timber and corrugated-iron buildings, built at
various times since the establishment of the
Workshops, all administered by the Railways Stores
Branch. The new building rationalised much of the
Stores Branch's activities underone roof in the
centre of this area. Measuring approximatel y
200ft x 50ft, the building was of brick with
sandstone si 11 s, 1 intol sand copings. The sing1 e
gable roof was clad in corrugated iron. The long
walls were finished without decoration but the
short end wall s were topped by high caste11 ated
parapets, with full length pilasters giving rel1ef
to the facade.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 257/38.

Fig. 39. Carriage Workshops - Stores
Bull d lng.
This bull ding was constructed to
r ilt f 0 n all 5 e the e )( 1st 1 n 9 S tor e s
fact lit les wh lch had been housed In a
collection of tin sheds In this area.
The Ra 11 ways Stores Branch had been on
the Eve1elgh site since its earliest
days but were an operation entl rel y
separate from the workshops.

Developments d ur ing 1915 cont1 nued the programs
in i ti ated the prev iOu s yea r.
The No. 7 Bay
Ground-Traverser was converted to el ectric drive,
the Machine Shop wall-mounted steam-engines were
rep 1 aced by elect r ic motors and an ad d it i ona 1 25
ton electric overhead travell ing crane was
installed in No. 4 Bay.

Fewtell. F•• Works Manager. 14/5/55.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 18112/15.

Following the rearrangement of the Machine Shop,
the Millwrights moved from the former Laundry into
a section of No. 9 Bay. The Water Supply section,
concerned with the suppl y of all taps, pipes,
connections, tanks and other material concerned
with the provision and use of water in the
rail ways, al so moved out of the former Laundry to
a new workshop at Erskinevl1le and the laundry
building was subsequently demolished •

."
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Ff go 40. "otho"H.,'" Looomo<1,.
• Crane.
Two of these cranes were purchased in
1914 to provide mobile 1 ifting
fac1l1t ies around the yard. Essenti all y
a small 1 ocomot i ve steam eng 1ne. the
steam also powered a crane and winch
wh1ch were mounted above the 10comot1ve
boiler. (V211

During 1916, electrification of machinery in the
Machine Shop (Bays 10-13) was completed on the 3rd
of June, Ajax forging machines were installed in
the Blacksmiths Shop and a locomotive weighbridge
was purchased and erected in the yard. As part of
the war effort at this time, a trial production
run of 5,000 18lb field-gun shells was made in the
workshops using machines modified for the purpose.
This was discontinued because the machines were on
the whole inappropriate and the whole arrangement
judged to be unsatisfactory for both the Army and
the Ra i1 ways.
In 1917, a new Foundry bu; 1 ding and a new Pattern
Shop building were constructed on the southern
side of the workshops. This reqyire<J a resumption
of two acres of 1 and on the sQLrth"'w!3stern end of
the site to allow a rail siding tf) be built to
connect to these two new structures.
Both
bui 1 dings were timber and steel framed,
corrugated-iron cl ad with corru9ated-iron roofs.
They were both compl eted and in operation by
December, 1917.

Fewtell. F•• Works Manager. 14/5/55.

N.S.W.R. Shop Orders
21601259.

258/272.

401254

The Pattern Shop was bui 1 t on two 1 evel s, the
slope of the land at this pOint allowing ground
level access to both floors. The upper level
contained the Joinery Section in which all the
patterns were manufactured. The lower floor was a
large storage area for the patterns.
The old
Pattern Shop in Bay 14 of the Workshops was
vacated and subsequentl y became part of the
Mach ine Shop.
The new Foundry was prov ided with three separate
sections. one each for iron, brass and steel
castings and all new furnaces and machine moulding
equipment was installed. The old foundry adjacent
to the Large Erecting Shop was converted during
1919 to a Boiler-Mounting Section for fitting-up
bo i 1 e rs with thei r necessa ry ap p 1 i ances, an
Assemb 1 y Depot for storage of f 1n i shed parts till
required 1n the workshops and a Boiler Repair Shop
for refurbishing boilers already 1n service.
Sometime prior to 1917, a Potash Washing Plant was
established in a small corrugated-iron shed
between Bay 15 and the site of the new Foundry.
Containing large Potash tanks served by a handoperated overhead crane, it was u sed to wash the
grease and di rt from data 11 parts of 1 ocomoti ves,
facilitating the operations of the various shops
that may be required to work upon the parts.

Fig. 41. Loco Workshops, Pattern Shop.
Built In conjunction with the
estab li shment of the new foundry, the
pattern shop had two 1 eve1 s with access
a 11 owed by the slope of the land to both
levels.
The lower floor housed the
extensive collection of existing
patterns while the upper floor contained
the J 0 f ners and PatternmaKers >lorkshop.
(X34l

Fewtell, F., Works Manager, 14/5/55.

Inst. of Eng. Syd. Oiv •• 11/10122.

N.S.N.R. Shop Order 156/259.

N.S.W. Ra 11 >lay and Tramway Magaz 1ne. 12,
p.3 7.

With the compl etion of the new bul1 dfngs and the
transfer of operations from the workshop building,
the r em a i n i n g s hop s we re rea r ran g e d and
rational ised. The Steam Hammer Shop was moved to
a new shed behind Bay No. 1, Bays 1 and 2 remained
the Blacksmiths Shop and Bays 3,4 and 4a remained
the Boiler Shop.
Bays 5-8 contained the Old
Erecting Shop, with the Traverser in Bay 7.
Twenty-four engines and twel ve tenders coul d be
accommodated in this section. Bays 9-14 housed
the new extensi ve Mach fne Shop, with the Tool Roan
on the northern si de of Bay 14. The Mill wri ghts
were again moved, this time from No. 9 Bay to the
northern side of Bay 15, which continued to house
a Locomoti ve Store, much reduced in size, in its
southern side. An additional development was the
establishment of a photographic office in June,
1919 in rooms attached to the Tinsmiths Shop.
Fjg. 42
Loco Workshops: Site Plan - 1920
The major construction was the new
Foundry and the new Pattern Sho~ on the
southern side of the workshops.
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The Steel Foundry section of the new foundry was
opened in 1919 using an oil-fired Stock Steel
Converter as its ma in furnace. By 1922, it was
deemed necessary to have an electric furnace for
this section and a major extension of the Steel
Foundry was undertaken for this purpose. Added on
to the western end of the Foundry bui 1 ding, the
extension and furnace installation was compl'iilt~d
by November, 1923.

Inst. of Eng. Syd. Div. 11110/22.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 4371260.

In March, 1922 work commenced on an extension to
the Works" Managers and Timekeepers Office building
in the north-east corner of the Locomoti ve Works.
The twin-gabled two-storey building was extended
on its western side by 36 feet on both level s,
putting the bell tower into a central position in
the bui 1 ding and the bull-nosed verandah supported
on cast-iron columns with elegant iron lace
capitol s was extended, enci rcl ing the ground
floor.
other deve 1opments of 1922 i ncl uded the removal of
the No. 7 Bay Ground Traverser and the conversion
of this bay into another workshop with a 35 ton
el ectric overhead crane install ed. A Grinnell
fire-sprinkler system was installed in the Pattern
Shop by Wormald Bros. in November and Calder
House, used as the Works Manager's Residence since
1887, was vacated due to its poor condition. It
was destroyed by fire in 1924.
In 1923, a maj or portion of the boil er repa i r work
was shifted to a new facll ity established at
Chullora.
Two additional 35 ton C.J. Hasemer
overhead cranes were install ed in the Large
Erect i ng Shop in J u 1 y.

The following year, 1924, was marked onl y by the
purchase of an Asquith portable radial drill fng
machine, SO'Tle unspecified file cutting equipment
and the install atfon of buffers on three of the
overhead cranes in the Large Erecting Shop.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 226/260.
Fewtell. F•• Works Manager, 14/5/55.

FIg. 43. Loco Workshops. Works Managers
Office.
1918 to 1928 saw enormous changes to the
workshops at Eveleigh. with significant
expansion of facilities. new buildings
and additional lines and tracks.
In
1922, a large extension was added to the
western end of the Works Managers
Office.
The construction of the
III awarra line dilles was commencea
shortly after this was completed. (A6)
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1925 produced more significant changes. The No. 1
Bl acksmiths Shop in Bay 1 was compl etel y
rearranged and a 1500 ton steam-dri ven "Davy"
press was install ed in the northern side.
Imported from England, it was used for the forging
of the heav iest pa rts u sed on 1 ocomotf ves. Two
boilers were installed with it to provide steam to
drive the air-compressor which drove the press and
the boilers were orientated through the eastern
wa 11 of the bull di ng with the furnaces 1ns1 de and
the flues outside. The furnaces did double-duty
as heating furnaces for the metal to be pressed on
the Davy.

Fewtell, F•• Works Manager. 14/5/55.

Fig. 44. Loco Workshops, Bl ack sm Iths
Shop, Bay 1.
In 1925. the northern hal f of Bay 1 was
cleared and a 1500 ton capacity 'Oavy'
press was Imported from Engl and and
Install ed. Powered by a steam-dr I van
a I r-compressor, It had two bo 11 ers of
Its own jnstall ed to prov I de the
necessary steam, the furnaces at so belng
used for heating the material beln,;
worked on the press. (A19l

The quadruplication of the 11 lawarra Line in 1925
brought. as an initial step. the demol ition of the
northern bay of the Running Shed to prov fde more
room in the yard for these 1 fnes.
The two
remaining bays were unaffected.
Also in 1925, construction commenced on an
elevated timber coal stage on the northern side of
the workshops, a 40,000 ga 11 on water tank was
erected on high ground near Cornwall is Street and
plans were approved and construction commenced on
a subway under the main yard.

Wylla, 1963, In A.R.H.S. Bulletin 291-31
p.945.

E.W.C.S.C •• 1968 In Evalefgh News No. 377

g. 45.
Eve1elgh Railway Yard,
lawarra Junction Signal Box.
110wlng the quadrup11catlon of the
In suburban rill f 1 11 nes and the
mp1etlon of the construction of the
lawarra lines. the Evelelgh Rallway
rd became ill compl fcated array of
acks, sIdings and Junctions leading to
e Central Station terminal.
The
nagement and safe-workIng of the yard
5
conducted from the el evatad
lawarra Junction Signal Box. (119)

As these works were underway, elsewhere in the
works the mounting pressure on Locomotive repaf r
facil ities 1 ed to, in 1925, the decision to cease
the manufacture of new locomotives at Eveleigh.
The New Loco Shop was from this time used largely
for locomotive repair work. Up to this time, one
hundred and fifty-three 1 ocomoti ves had been
constructed at Eveleigh. Twenty-two C32 class
locos were commenced in March 1908, followed by
five C34 class locos commenced in December, 1909,
fifty C30 class locos commenced at the end of 1911
and thirty 053 class commenced in April 1913.
Thirty-five C35 class locos were built between
1914 and 1923 and ten C36 cl ass locos were buf 1 t
during 1924.

Fewtall, F •• Works Manager. 14/5/55.

The e1 evated timber coal stage was comp1 eted in
mid-1927.
Constructed of 12 inch by 12 inch
i ronba rk posts with 14 1 nch by 7 inch crossmembers arranged in a simple truss, i t stood 28
feet high and carried an elevated track for coal
trucks to deliver coal into one of eleven hoppers
for discharge to locomotive tenders standing on
the lower track running beneath the stage.

Locomotive Running Shed.
Eve1efgh, 1930's.
The expansion of the yard and tracks due
to quadrupl fcatlon and the III awarra
lines brought. with the need for
additional space, the demolition of the
northem bay of the Locomotive Running
Shed In 1925. The ridge and furrow roof
proflle of the origInal desIgn had been
converted to the louvred monitor and
glazed skylight panels In 1905.

E.W.C.S.C •• 1968 In Eve1efgh News No. 37

other develoJ:ments around this time that affected
the Eve1eigh Railway Yard were the electrification
of the suburban rail 1 fnes and the construction of
the 11 1awarra dives by cut and cover methods,
comp1 eted in Jul y of 1927. The SUbway under the
Yard, commenced in 1925, was also completed in
July, 1927 for a final cost of 1850 pounds.
By the end of the year, a new Tinsmiths and
P1 umbers Shop had been bui 1 t on the bank above the
Pattern Shop.
Of corrugated-i ron on a timber
frame, it was estab 1 i shed to g1 ve both these
sections more spacious accommodation as their
operations had outgrown their previous shops over
the twenty-f i ve yea rs since they moved 1n. The
former Tinsmiths Shop adjacent to the Wheel-Press
House was subsequently converted to a Welding
Shop, we1 ders hav 1ng prev iousl y been housed in
several different areas. The Grinding Shop was
closed at this time and was later used for various
other purposes.

Fewtell, F•• Works Manager. 14/5/55.

In February of 1928, two new Traversers were
1nstal led 1n the Large Erecting Shop at a cost of
7058 pounds.
This appears to be the last new
bu1lding or purchase of new equ1pment that
oc cur red 1 n the workshops u nt1l 1935, the per fod
of the Great Depress10n. Apart from this lack of
growth, the Workshops appear to have managed
through the difficult tfmes without major
setbacks.
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Fig. 47
Loco Workshops: Site Plan - 1930
The new Steel Foundry and_ the new
Tinsmiths and Pl umbers Shops have been
constructed. The Works Manage rs Off f ce
has been extended.

The equi va 1 ent period 1910-1935 brought far 1 ess
activ ity and development in the Carriage and WagJn
Workshops than for the Locomoti ve Workshops. 1913
saw extensions to the Paint Shop and the Carriage
Repa i r Yards, as prev iousl y mentioned, with the
construction of the large stores building in 1914.
The Traverser between the Pa int Shop and the
Wagon Shop was extended in 1915 and two 25 ton T.
Goodall and Co. electric overhead cranes were
installed in 1920. Although the dates are unclear,
a number of bui 1 dings came into existence in the
Carri age Workshops area that were erected between
1914 and 192~ The Materials Testing Laboratory
was est ab 1 i shed in a 1 a rge two-storey br ick
building on the ridge beside the Chief Mechanical
Engineers Office. The roof was a hipped single
gab 1 e cl ad in red terracotta til es. Below th is on
the fl at ground to the east of the Paint Shop were
two adjacent stores and general workshops
buildings constructed in weatherboard and fibro,
both single storey buildings with corrugated
asbestos concrete roofs. On the western end of
the Carriage Workshops, in the Stores Branch area,
a residence was constucted of brick with
corrugated iron roof near to the Stores buildings.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 21/6/15.

•

Fig. 48. Carriage Workshops. Stores
Residence.
Whether originally buflt as an offke or
a residence for the controller of the
Stores Section. this small bull ding
spent most of its time as the Hostel and
Canteen Manager's Office. following the
conversfon of the Stores bull dfng to a
Hostel. (C2 24)

To the west of this was a large timber framed,
corrugated-iron clad oil storage shed with a
timber loading pl atform on its southern side. All
of these structures were in existence by
September. 1924. 1924 also saw ai r-driven spraypainting equipment installed in the Paint Shop.
During 1927, the buildings, traversers and sidings
around the shops were altered to create 6 roads of
track into the workshops. In 1929, the gas suppl y
was connected from the Depa rtment's gas works to
the Paint Shop. Nothing further occurred till
1934 when a buffet or canteen was erected and the
old Ambulance Room was removed" to be replaced by
a new faci 1 ity in. 1937.

N.S.W.R. Shop Order 265/263.

Fig. 49.
Carriage Workshops. Train
Equipment Stores.
Erected during the 1920's as a drawing
offfce and unspecl ffed workshop. these
buildings have housed a va rfety of uses
leading to their present use as Trafn
Equipment Stores. (C2 36)
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fIg. SO. CarrIage Workshops.
The extensIon to the PaInt Shop. erected
In 1912. was built In corrugated-Iron.
hav Ing a slmll ar desIgn and arrangement
as the orIgInal. except that the sawtooth roof was orIentated at 90 0 to the
orIgInal. The TrimmIng Department was
moved Into the enormous corrugated-Iron
shed at some stage durIng the 1930's. a
temporary arrangement that lasted for
the next fifty years. (B 2-9)

EYELEIGH WORKSHOPS
HISTORY NI) DEVELOPMENT
1935 - 1970 FROM EXCELLENCE TO OBSOLESCENCE
By 1935, the Evelefgh Workshops had grown into a
solid and mature operation, with its role within
the Railway's system established and complet~
Eveleigh was the central Locomotive and Carriage
and Wagon Repair faci1 fty as well as handl ing
most of the heavy forging and parts casting for
the system.
Technology brought in with the
twentieth century, electricity and steel for
examp1 e, had been embraced and adopted where
appropriate and the interrel ationsh ips between
various departments and shops were well
established. The improvements made during the
earl y 1920's were obv ious1 y sufficient to carry
the works through the Oepression without mishaps
or problems and ft's not until the latter half of
the 1930's that new equipment was required. The
advent of the Second Wor1 d War then brought
changes of a different kind.
During the financial year 1935/36, the aircompressor plant was upgraded by the addition of a
750 cubic feet/minute electric air-compressor
instal led in the Compressor House adjacent to the
existing steam-driven compressor. Acquired frcrn
the Wa1 sh Is1 and Dockyard, it enabled the steam
compressor plant and the two Babcock and Wi 1 cox
boilers to be taken off line and overhauled.
The 1 ack of development at Eve1eigh during the
1930's was also related to the development of
other Workshops in the system - with Eve1eigh
estab1 ished and running smoothly, new
con s t r u c t ion san d de vel 0 pme n t sin 0 the r
departments could be undertaken at the other
Workshops. In 1937, the opening of a new large
1 ocomoti ve repa 1 r depot at the Chu 11 ora Worksho ps
enabled much of the repair work to be removed frcrn
Eveleigh and the Old Erecting Shop located in Bays
The
5 and 6 was vacated 1 ate r in the yea r.
mach inery and equ'l pment appears to have been 1 eft
1n place for sanetime as the transfer of mach inery
to Chullora was not ccrnpleted till May 1940.
Two Massey electra-pneumatic vertical hammers were
install ed in the 011 ver Shop during 1938, a year
also notable for the installation of eleven
separate shower facl1 it 1es around the workshops.
Two were instal led in the New Loco Building, 2 in
the Boiler Shop, 3 in the Tender Shop and 4 in the
La rge Erect i ng Shop. These were comp 1eted by
Ma reh, 1939.

Fig. 51. Loco Workshops. New Loco Shop.
There was no work Invo1 v Ing the
maintenance and repair of Locomotives
that could not be carrIed out at
Evelelgh. Two or three cranes combIned
could 11ft the largest locomotives for,
as In thIs case. the replacement of
bogies or any other work.
The
additional light available by the use of
the saw-tooth roof arrangement Is
apparent In the southern ha1 f of the
bull dingo
(C22)

Fewtel1. F•• WorKS Manager. 14/5/55.

Fewtel1. F•• Works Manager. 14/5/55.

With the outbreak of war in Europe, negoti ations
between the Department of Defence and the Railways
Department were initiated again as all heavy
engineering shops throughout the country were
pressed to assi st in the manufacture of military
equipment. The lessons of the First World War
experiment had been 1 earned and in earl y 1940,
Bays 5 and 6 were cleared of machinery and plans
drawn up for the install at10n of equipment
supplied by the Department of Defence for the
manufacture of 251b field-gun shells. A mezzanine
floor supported on timber col umns was added to Bay
5 and the mach inery install ed by February, 1941.
The Tender Shop (Bay 8) was altered in May 1941 to
suit a munitions annexe and one bay of the New
Loco Shop was uti 1 ised for the assembl y of tanks
suppl fed from e1 sewhere in parts. This latter
arrangement lasted only until a better location
was found el sewhere in the Ra 11 way Workshops
system. Another contribution to the war effort
was the manufacture of the special tools required
in the manufacture of Bren Guns.
Although the
guns were manufactured in Defence Department
factories, the whole of the machinery required was
manufactured in the Machine Shop at Eveleigh.

Fewtell. F•• Works ~anager. 14/5/55.

These arrangements were in general a temporary
sol ution while the Defence Department organised
its own factories. By 1943, Bay,8 was vacated and
the Millwrights gradually transferred from Bay 15
to th is 1 ocat ion.
By 1944, the tank assemb 1 y
section had vacated the New Loco Building and the
space was subsequently adopted as an extension of
the Machine Shop for the heaviest and largest
machining work.

',:' Fig. 52
Carriage Workshops - Ambulance Room
f 19
r tck ;: I
overhanging eaves to provfde d cool and
= quiet env ironment for injured or ill
workers.
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On the Carriage Workshops side, the war saw the
building of several temporary barracks-type
accommodation buildings and the conversion of the
large brick stores building to a hostel for the
accommodation of transient raflway employees and
Defence Department workers. A canteen bui 1 ding
and kitchen were constructed adjacent to the
hostel. The stores residence was used during this
pe riod as the Hostel and Canteen Su pe rv i sors
Resi dance.
Additionally, at some time during the 1930's, the
1 arge corrugated-iron shed housing the Trimming
Shop was erected in the 1 oca t i on of the 'Ca 1 de r
House' which had burned down in 1924.
About 1942/43, concrete air-raid shelters were
erected in various locations around the Workshops,
generally against embankments or in sheltered
corners of the site. Small box-l ike structures,
they were designed more as protection from flying
debris than as full scale bomb shelters.

v':; :...
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During 1944, pl ans were drawn up and construction
commenced on a maj 0 r exten s ion of the Works
Managers Office, transforming it into a much
larger building. The alterations were sympathetic
to the original but changed it significantly with
extra and larger windows fitted, internal walls
and openings changed and an additional section
built on the eastern sid~ These alterations were
comp 1 eted by the end of 1947.
At the same time a 1 arge addition was erected on
the southern side of the Foundry to house new
staff amenities for the foundry staff. Of two
storey s, it conta in ed showe rand 1 ocke r room
facilities on the lower floor and a meal room on
the upper 1 evel sufficient to accommodate three
hundred men •

FIg. S3
Loco Work~"ops - Bomb Shelter
DurIng the Second Worl d War. severa 1
reinforced concrete box-type bomb
shelters we'"
erected in convenient
locatio"i around the workshops.
Fortunately, ttley were never required.

P1 ans: N.S.W.R. Ways and Works Branch N
1021144 to 1021146. 23/3/44.

Pl an:

N,?W.R. Ways and Works Branch

975/34.~15.

8/12/43.
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FIgS. 54 + SS. Loco Workshops - Works
Managers OffIce.
Between 1944 and 1947, a twin-gabled
addition was made to the Works Managers
Office on the eastern side to provIde
ad d I t Ion a 1 a dm I n 1st rat Ion spa c e.
MaIntaInIng the architectural detailIng
of the orIginal, It was of similar
proportIons and materIal s. (Q 34. All
,

i

••

With the end of the war in 1945, the production of
25lb field gun shells in Bay 5 ceased and the
machinery. owned by the Defence Department. was
removed soon afterwards. The Workshops settled
back into their normal routines with onl y few
alterations and additions over the next few years.

1945 al so saw the reintroduction of the
construction of new locanotives at Eveleigh. The
first locomotive, a C38 class number 38-06, rolled
out of the Large Erecting Shop on the 29th of
November, 1945. The first five of this class were
built at the Clyde Workshops, then Eveleigh built
the even numbered locos and Cl yde buil t the odd,
each producing a further thirteen. The 1 ast one
of this class was canpleted in Septanber, 1949, to
be replaced in production by 058 Class locos, the
first of which was completed at Evele1gh on the
19th January, 1950. Thirteen of this class were
b u 11 t, the 1 a s t be i n 9 c om p 1 et ed i nAp r i 1, 19 5 2.
No further new 1 ocomoti ves were constructed at
Evel eigh after this time.
All of these
locomotives were built in the Large Erecting Shop.

Fig. 56. Loco Workshops. Large Eroc1:ir.g
Shop.
In 1945. the construction of 116"
locomotives was reccmmenced at Evelair,r
this time being undertaken in the U.; J
Erecting Shop. The fl rst of these.
C38 Class Number 38-06. was rollea Out
on the 29th November, 1945. Twenty-s i,
locomotives of this and the D58 class

In 1946, the transfer of Fitting Shop machinery
from Bay 15 where it was housed during the war, to
Bays 6 and 7 was completed by August.
An
extension to the crane runway of the 5 ton crane
in the B1 acksmiths Shop (Bay 1) was undertaken in
October of that year. In March 1947 eighteen 25
cycle AC wel ding power points were installed
around the Workshops. In 1948 a five ton electric
overhead crane was install ed in the Potash Tank
House in addition to the hand-operated crane
al ready installed.

FIg. 57. Loco Workshops. Foundry.
In 1944, an extensive staff amenities
centre was constructed on the southern
side of the Foundry for the foundry
staff. HIdden between the foundry and
the now demolIshed Alexandria Goods
Shed, llttl e attempt was made to
Integrate It the exIsting buIldIng
design.
It was supported on col umns
above a sidIng whIch extended to the
Pattern Shop nearby. (W 31)

In February 1949, pl ans were dr'awn up to convert
the Bay 5 mezzanine 1 evel to a staff canteen and
meal room with a recreation facfl ity. This was
carried out later in that year.
Few developments or al terations occurred during
the 1950's apart from the cessation of new
1 ocomoti ve construction in April 1952 and the
addition of two new electric air-compressors of
Au stra 1 i an des i gn bu i 1 t by Thompson's of
Castlemaine, each of 1500 cfm capacity, which were
installed in 1954.

Fig. 58.
Loco Workshops - Bol lar
Mounting and Repair Shop.
Following the establishment of the new
Foundry In 1918, the 01 d foundry
bull dlng became a Boiler Mountln9 and
Repair 3ectlon, Its close proximity to
the Large Erecting Shop minimising the
distance required to move these large
Items. (D 33)

Fewtell. F •• Works Manager. 14/5/55.

The national coal strike of 1949 brought a host of
difficulties for the railways with their
dependence on coal as a fuel supply.
Although the crisis was endured without serious
setback, much of the Gasworks mach inery was
severel y damaged by the low grade brown coal it
was forced to use during this period.
As a
consequence about 1958 the gas manufacturing plant
was demol 1shed and the Workshops began drawing gas
from the city supply, using the old gasworks as a
storage and distribution centr~

Fig. 59.
Evelelgh Railway Yard.
Departmental Gas Works.
Since the earliest days of Evelelgh. the
Railways Department had manufactured Its
own coal gas In a pl ant adjacent to the
Carriage Sheds In the south-western
corner of the site. coal being easll y
available during the era of steam
tra Ins.
The equ I pment was damaged
during the Coal Strike of the late
1940's by the use of inferior grades of
with the steam era
decision was made to
(U 3)

Fig. 60
Loco Workshops: SIte Plan - 1950
New constructIons since 1930 are lImIted
to the extension of the Works Managers
OffIce and the new Foundry Amenities
Sect Ion.
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A summary of the history and operations of
Eve 1 ei gn ','1orkshops prepa red by the off ice of the
Norks \~anager in 1955 provides a good indication
of :he level of production in the 'florkshops for
:h is ;:)eriod, perhaps its peak 1 eve1 prior to the
introduction of diesel locomotives 'Hhich led to
the downgrading of operations at Eveleigh.
At that time, the Eve1eigh 'florkshops was
overhaul ing 239 1 ocomoti ves annuall y. The three
foundries 'were producing 525 tons of non-ferrous
castings, 412 tons of steel castings and 7,717
tons of iron castings per year. The Spring Shop
was manufacturing and repairing 33,200 10colOOt;ve,
ca rri age and wagon 1 aminated spr ings and 25,500
engine and wagon coiled springs per year, a total
of 2,000 tons of metal work. The Machine Shop,
occupying seven bays of the Workshops, provided
7,000 s ep a rat e item s per yea r i n add i t ion tot h e
mill ing and machining of parts for the repai r of
1 ocomoti ves. The two boi 1 er shops were repa i ring
an average of 94 boilers per year.
Electric
motors were driving most machinery around the
shops with a total available power of 8,691 horse
power and the total staff employed around the
works averaged 3,000.

Fewtell.

=~orkS

Manager.

~4/SiS5.

FIg. 61.
LocomotIve RunnIng Shed.
Locanotlve Turntable:
Therg were at one stage three of these
1arge turntab1es around the workshops.
large enough to carry a 1 ocOTlotl ve .Ith
tender. One remains In the south-west
corner of the site. used In conjunction
with the sand-loading facility. (0 34)

The 1950's and 1960's brought a new era to the
ra i 1 ways with the ;ntroduct ion and re-equ i pment
with large diesel locomotives leading to, by the
midd 1 e of the 1960's, the comp'l ete abandonrrent of
steam locomotion. Due to Eveleigh's historical
place as a steam 1 ocomoti ve workshop and the 1 ack
of available space on the site for additional
facil ities, diesel construction, maintenance and
repair facil ities were erected at other workshops,
with Eveleigh continuing to service steam
1 ocomoti ves unti 1 the change over was compl ete.
Coincidental with this was the developrrent and reequipment of the electric train and carriage fleet
with the IIOW familiar air-conditioned cars.
As the steam 1 ocomoti ve fl eet was grad ua 1 1 y
red u c e din s i zed u r i n g the 1 ate 1950' s, the
operations of the workshops decreased and the
spare garaging space in the Running Shed, used
almost exclusively for steam locomotives,
increased.
In 1962, the southern of the two
remaining bays of the Running Shed was demol ished
to make room for a new bui 1 ding to house a repai r
depot for air-conditioned cars. Known as ACDEP,
it was a steel framed pressed-aluminium clad
building of two bays, completed in June, 1966.
The last passenger service in N.S.W. to be hauled
by a steam locomotive ran during 1963.
Where
appropriate, the steam locomotives were then used
top u 1 1 good s t r a ins and for s h u n tin g and y a r d
services, otherwise they were disposed of.
In
1964, the Boiler Repair Shop located in the former
foundry on the north side of the Large Erecting
Shop was dismantl ed ...:and the buil ding was
remodel 1 ed as a Diesel tocomoti ve Serv ice Depot.
This was completed in June of tha~ar.

Wyl ie, 1963, in A.R.H.S. Bulletin 291-31p.945.

Fig. 62
loco Workshops - ~iesel Loco Servicing Depot
The Boiler Mounting and Repair Shop.
bull t in 1899 as the Foundry, was
demolIshed In 1964 to make way for a shed
In which Diesel Locomotives .ere housed
whil. routine service and maintenance was
undert4kon.

In 1965, the remaining middle bay of the Running
Shed was demo 1i shed as all steam 1 ocomoti ves had
been either disposed of or moved to other depots
and the space was required for alterations to the
yard layout in this area. In August a new stores
and amenit i es block was constructed on the north
side of the Large Erecting Shop, adjacent to the
recently created Diesel Loco Servicing Depot.
Du r i n g 1966, at 1 ea s ton e i f not bo t h 0 f the
Babcock-Wilcox boilers in the Compressor House was
taken out of service. In July, 1967, the elevated
coal stage was demo li shed, its serv ice no longer
requi red. When demol i shed, it was noted that the
all timber structure had survived the forty years
of duty with 1 ittle deterioration either in its
structure or the condition of the timber.
In
1969, an annexe was constructed on the west side
of the Diesel Locomotive Servicing Depot.

N.S.W.R. Workshop Conference, August.

E.W.C.S.C••
377.

1968,

l~

in Eve1elgh News.

Fig. 63. Locomoti ve Runnl ng Shec
Demollt ion.
Steam tra1ns were being gradually phas.
out during the late 1950's. enabling.
1962. the southern bay of the Runnlr
Shed to be demo11shed to make way for
new depot to service Alr-Cond1t10ne
Carr1ages.
The last steam-haulE
passenger train ran In 1963 and frc
this point. steam locomotives wer
rapidly disposed of. The rEmaining be
of the Running Shed came down in 196~
(B 23)

EVELEIGH WORKSHOPS
HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT
1970 - ADAPTING TO A NEW AGE

6.

10.

By the earl y 1970's, the change in the Evel eigh
Workshops from a central and full y equipped
ra i 1 way worksho ps capab 1 e of all as pects of
construction, maintenance and repair of steam
1 ocomoti ves to an 01 d compl ex of engineering shops
fill ed with aging and obsolete equipment illsuited to the requirements of the new railway
technology was apparent and various rearrangements
and re-equipment were made to update the works.
The Foundry was updated by the purchase and
ins tal 1 a t ion 0 fan aut om at i chi g h v 0 1 urn e
production moulding plant in conjunction with an
induction melting facility. The emphasis of work
performed changed to the h,igh vol ume production
type castings rather than the traditional jobbing
work and exampl es of the types of items now
ma n u f act u red i n c 1 u de d bra k e bloc k s, s i g n a 1
components, centre castings and suspension
bearings.
The New Loco Shop was converted to a Rai 1 Motor
Engine maintenance and repair shop. The Spring
Shop was expanded to occupy the ~djacent Steam
Hammer Shop and the 01 i ver Shop was converted to
Staff Amenities and a Production Store.
The
Bl acksmiths rema ined in Bays, 1 and 2. Bay 3
contained a Hot Spring Coil ing Section in its
northern hal f and a Heat Treatment Pl ant in its
southern hal f and Bays 4 and 4a conta ined a
Fabrication Shop.
Bay 5 contained the Staff
Canteen in its southern half and a portion of the
Fitting Shop in its northern hal f. Bay 6 housed
the Fitting Shop in its southern half and the
Apprentice Section in its northern hal f, whil e
Bays 7 and 8 contained the majority of the Fitting
Shop. Bay 9 was gi ven over to the production of
wheels and axles and Bays 10, 11 and 12 contained
the Machine Shop. Bays 13 and 14 housed an Air
Brakes Shop in thei r southern hal f and the Tool
Roan occupied the northern hal f of both bays. Bay
15 housed a Rail Motor Test Room on the north side
and a store rema ined in the southern hal f. The
Large Erecting Shop was separated into its two
bays with the northern bay concerned with the
repair of bogies and the southern with the repair
of 1 ocomoti ves.

Lyons. Fisher. 1985.

Plan: Locomotive Workshops. Evelefgh t-.
L.W.E. 3-11777. 28/11/84.

~~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~

The main responsibilities of the Workshops now are
for classes 44, 45, 80, 85 and 86 locomotive bogie
'overhaul s, rail car engine overhauls, component
manufacturing and repair to support branch
programmes, foundry, mach ine shop, blacksmith and
boilermaker activities and the overhaul of the 73
class shunting locomotives.

Lyons, Fisher. 1985.

1t

CURRENT OPERATIONS AT EVELEIGH WORKSHOPS
(MAY,1986)

I

LOCOMOTIVE WORKSHOPS
The Locomotive Workshops at Eveleigh no
longer perform work of the quantity or
the diversity of its former years as the
centre of steam-locomotive repair and
maintenance in N.S.W. Present
operations largely centre around its
role as a heavy engineering works and
high-volume production moulding plant,
with ancilliary specialist departments
carrying out their traditional functions
where these continue to have a role in
modern component manufacturing. Other
areas now house or have been modified to
house functions relating to modern
railway components. Current operations
at present are subject to some degree of
continual change as the railway managers
endeavor to maximise the efficient
utilisation of available resources for
the ultimate smooth functioning of the
railway system.

I

1
I

I

le

I

!iliUM IS

The locations and designations. in the
following list relate to Site Plan No.
L.W.E 3-11777, dated 26/11/84 and as
amended on 1/8/85. Operations are as
performed on 16/5/86.
.
ENGINE SHOP
All repair or reconditioning of a diesel
motor or any of its component parts is
carried out in this shop. The motors
are rail car engines from 600, 660 and
900 class rail cars, XPT locomotive
engines and air-conditioned van powercar motors and any other diesel motor as
may be required. Most types of motors
and representatives of most major
manufacturers in the diesel field
including Rolls Royce, Cummins, Perkins
etc are repaired and overhauled. The
tradesmen in this shop are all Fitters
and Machinists.
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BLACKSMITHS SHOP (BAYS I AND 2)
This shop performs all hot-forgings of
any nature as required. Today, much of
the work formerly performed by
blacksmiths is die-cast or drop forged
but many pieces still have to b~ hand
forged. Typical items created are
locomotive bogie equalising beams, brake
equipment, travelling crane wheel tyres
and specialised tools. Products may be
passed on direct to the consumer
department or may be sent to the heat
treatment section or the machine shop
(particularly if not die-cast) for
further treatment. Tradesmen employed
are all Blacksmiths.
HEAT TREATMENT SECTION (BAY 3)
This shop performs all the annealing,
case-hardening, hardening and tempering
of metal items as required. Material
generally comes from the blacksmiths
shop or from the machine shop. Heattreatment is usually a final process and
completed items are generally sent
direct to the consumer department.
Common items treated are the pins and
bushes for brake equipment. All
tradesmen are blacksmiths.
SPRING SHOP (BAY 3)
Although not as extensive as previously
the spring shop remains the only spring
section within the N.S.W. railway
system. The manufacture and repair of
all large springs used on all vehicles _
locomotives, carriages and waggons - by
the NSW SRA is performed here. The
major portion of work is the manufacture
of large coil springs and as subsequent
failure of these items is rare, repairs
to these are limited to occasiopal
retempering. The manufacture and repair
of laminate springs is secondary but
regular work. Tradesmen employed are
elevated blacksmiths, trained within the
section.
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FABRICATION SHOP (BAYS 4 AND 4A)
Also known as boiler repair, this shop
performs all boiler repair work that may
be required. Boilers are almost
exclusively of the stationary type
nowdays, however the occasional steam
locomotive restoration work is
undertaken. In addition, any
manufacture of metal plate items formed
from metal plate greater than 10 gauge
(1/8 inch or 3.2mm) such as truck body
parts, hopper doors for wheat waggons,
metal steps and similar items is carried
out in this area. The tradesmen
employed are boilermakers.
FITTING SHOP (BAYS 5,7,8 AND 9)
This shop performs all work necessary to
wheels and axles, especially the
fitting, grinding and polishing of
bearings and journals. It is also
responsible for the repair and overhaul
of the brake air-compressors used on
modern carriages and waggons. Tradesmen
employed are fitter/machinists.
MILLWRIGHTS (PART OF BAY 6)
This shop is staffed by specialist
fitter/machinists and is responsible for
the installatidn, maintenance and repair
of all forms of tools, machines and
cranes in the workshops. On occasion,
this department may manufacture a
machine to particular railway
requirements. Adjustment, calibration
and modification of machinery is also
performed as required.
MACHINE SHOP (BAYS 10,11 AND 12)
This shop performs all the drilling,
milling, turning, planing and grinding
work required in the workshops. Any
work requiring the operation of machine
tools is performed and the subject
material is related to the activity of
other shops in the works. Some work is
performed for other railway workshops
for either load-sharing or specialist
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equipment reasons. The machines in use
vary from 19th Century pieces installed
at the opening of the workshops to the
most modern available. Tradesmen are of
cours,e fitter /machinists.
TOOL ROOM (PART BAYS 13 AND 14)

-This shop is a branch of the machine
shop and manufactures, maintains and
repairs gauges and tools of all
varieties for use around the workshops
and other sections of the Mechanical
Branch. It is also responsible for very
high precision machining work as
required. It is staffed by specialist
fitter/machinists.
AIR BRAKES SHOP (PART BAYS 13 AND 14)

This section is responsible for any and
all work required in the manufacture,
repair and maintenance of the air-brakes
fitted to modern rolling stock. Staffed
by fitter/machinists.
RAIL MOTOR TEST ROOM (PART BAY 15)

Rail Motors repaired and reconditioned
in the Engine Shop are brought to this
shop for fitting-up, testing and tuning
prior to being fitted to the rail cars •
LARGE ERECTING SHOP

...

~

Locomotives, rail cars and power vans
requiring major r~pairs, reconditioning
or work to bogies are brought to this
shop and disassembled using the heavylift cranes and jacks as required.
Parts are repaired or replaced from
other shops in the works and sent to
this shop for reassembly. This work is
separate and in addition to routine
maintenance.
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DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE SERVICE DEPOT
This depot houses all regular service
procedures for diesel locomotives.
Items typic~lly serviced include oil and
water supply, brakes, bearings and
electrical components.
FOUNDRY (INCLUDING IRON, STEEL AND
NON-FERROUS)
This section is responsible for the
melting and casting of all ferrous and
non-ferrous metals required for use
throughout the workshops and for the
railway system. Primarily an iron- melting plant, in recent years automatic
high-volume production moulding plant
has been installed in the foundry,
producing items such as brake blocks,
signal components, centre castings and
suspension bearings. Some jobbing work
is carried out as required. A coremaking section is provided for the
supply of both jobbing cores and highvolume production type cores. All scrap
iron and steel is provided from within
the S.R.A. and most non-ferrous scrap
also, with the exception of leadedbronze and aluminium which is purchased
outside. At present, in excess of 5000
tonnes of iron castings, 200 tonnes of
non-ferrous castings and 100 tonnes of
steel castings are produced annually.
PATTERN SHOP
This fully equipped pattern shop
manufactures the timber patterns for all
kinds of castings produced in the
adjacent foundry. With the present
emphasis on high-volume production
items, operations are less than they
once were but sufficient jobbing work
occurs to maintain a regular activity.
A large storeroom below the shop stores
the patterns -for future use as they are
required.
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TINSMITHS SHOP

This shop houses the operations of the
tinsmiths, or sheet-metal workers as
they are now known. They are
responsible for the manufacture and
repair of items fabricated from metal
plate of a gauge less than 10 (1/8 inch
or 3.2mm) as may be required.
COPPERSMITHS SHOP

This shop houses the operations of the
coppersmiths. They are responsible for
the repair and maintenance of items
fabr i,cated from copper. Typical items
attended by the coppersmiths include
fuel and air lines, tanks and radiators
for diesel locomotives.
PLUMBERS SHOP

This shop houses the operations of the
Plumbers for the workshops. They are
responsible for the installation, repair
and maintenance of water, sewerage and
gas services, roof work, guttering and
downpipes of all forms around the
workshops.
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CURRENT OPERATIONS AT EVELEIGH RAILWAY WORKSHOPS

CARRIAGE WORKSHOPS

At the time of the writing of this report, the operations at the
Carriage Workshops were being reviewed and reorganised and most
of the traditional activities were in the process of being
abandoned. One section of the works was being rebuilt as a
maintenace depot for the Suburban electric rail cars and when
completed, a major part'of the operations of the Carriage
Workshops will be centred around this acitivity.
As the present situation,is one stage in a process of change
whereby most activities carried out in the past are being
replaced by activities relevant to the modern railway rolling
stock, a comprehensive description of the individual activities
cannot be provided at this time.
'
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Nl!:W SOUTH. WAf:..ES RA-[C\VAY! BUDGET:: ~.
lished in comihl1l~nCe r.wJlile~tha-grch.f.S\bcrrimi'1ine giv~s
h.er. ~ preponclering influence in Eastern Asia, not 'only
politically; but.·also commercially.·· .: .
. '. .
. ..
". It.,' .may I • therefore, : be' safely said 'that the' influence
exercl~ed:by the 'railways upon the ec'on')I11it:al, politicnl,
and 'mllitary situations of tha country.cannot he estimated,'
, In 0 r.e. e~pecinlly if. tlte' great. cxtent·(Rmsin in Europe
havl~lg nn·;u:ea of :2,08[,370 square: 11111es}, thp.. divp.rslty
of cllmatel soil, &c., and the generally had condition of
all other'colllinunicntions are t:i1<en ·i.llto con~iclcrnlion. '
.: . , .. :
: ... . .
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in· :fl1turc';' it!; wolt ns

coping,'~\,ltlt' thci.m:tensh:oll'epairs.

Thesc' shops' itlso cOlltain' ordinary ··smiths'·;fn:es and
special' forges for dealing: with·thl} nanging oC plates 'anel

r angle.iron work; aod' are equipped 'with two over-head;.

rope driven,' lravelling cranes, which "run ·the full Il!ngth
.of ench shop, onc oC 10 tons capncity· a,[1(1 the otht:r [6
tons.' Compressec\ air is also.'.l1s~d Ior wnrking portable
tools, sHch as drills and pneumatic hnmmenl~"~ ~. .
.
. Nos .. 5;: Ii, 7 AND' 8 SnoPli are l1~llcl as erectirig shopli
alle\ :. contain" pit· ane\. bench' nccomlllodation'" for dis·
maritling, 'repairing': nnd· ereclihg"engines.": .They.! pra l '
.. The': L!ocomotlve: Shops' nt: EvelelgJ,;": vide liulliciel1t accolllinodrition· for:21- engines andl te'ider~;'
. ':':.
..
. . ' ___ . .. ': .• ,....
.
A grnund· trnvp.nt:lr i!l used for taking tho·engines ill nnt!·
is har.clly. neces:::aty to '.men tioil
om ra il wat rr.n~len:;, ~lIt. 'df tl!lls;:, .lihor~
,.t1~e Jinc~ '!of ,:-ails. ~lItsicl.e:. ~he'
the' PO:::ltlon of·. the rntlway' work511Clp~ :at' bvclelg-h, mall! .·hmldlllgs;·::: 1 wlllltydn·c.toll : overhead' travelling
but,· t('j, the litrnnger \vho· nIll-Y' chanqe to read om pnges,' 'crnneli nlll over t hi'ee bap.! These· and'sundry machineli
they·will arrest· his .attention;· shoulu he be tmvel1ing' by' are·driveil.bY: a. pair. of '50 horsc,pow'er .wall engineli .. ,· ,
~nil. from Sydney, soon' after-he passes Evcleigh Station '.:rNOli:·9i to'ANO II',SIIOJ;li' nrc·'lI!le(t.for··machiite:nvorl(
and on .the left hancblide; he' will !lec:! he ex!ell~iv'.l range ;illd. equipperl :wit.h; he:nly 'whed; duplcx"nneLaxJc,lathell,
of shops which 'are ·devot.ed to what: is tf!rIl1f!rl "The' tyre,llOril1g'i'c!rillillg', :tllel s'pimlle·\Joring niachincs; modern·
Locomdth'e Side,"" the carriage rind {vliggOI1 shoJls being' Cri pi;t:t11 hthcs,'~pecial'larpihg machilies;:boring machines.
almos~ opposite, but, 'on' the right- hanc1·sidll of the: line .. and:hp-nvy l11illin~.t(,ol!l, both verticnl and horizontal,· for.
The extent of' tliE! ~.op~rrttioflS'. tarril!cl'!-,I\' there may be (lenl\lI~ wit h foundation' rings and. Ihlll heavy : work. for:
judged ,by' tlie fnct thl\t; .altogether; they' give f'lilploYnIen t ne\,; : boilers, ctC;j"lhree" small hori7.ontnl:' and:! vertlcnl
. to 10 per· cent. Of the men engaged on :thfl railwaysj and milling. :machinp.s· for gcnora!"\vorkp slidci,h:tr :nnd dool.:
it is. thought thnt :t desci'i ption of' the c!':tnhlishnwn ts grinding' machines,'; brall!: finisbe·rs'l.lnthhs;.: pl8tol1'l rod.
w0\1I~1 be of intere~t;' not only to the meIl Ellllploynd, bttt grindinr,-'! rnat:hiIiej,··larg'o··! ghp·:,l:tth'e!l; :'mH I numerou~
generally· to' the. 'Rnilway ·Sen·ice;.more· j1'1rticlllarlv n~; !lnmller lalhf!!1 raug-ing from' rn: tolsi):' ihch:·centre!lifor.
recentl y,' extensive· nlterations hnve .hr-en /I1ade tlJ lil'!I1I,· w~nElrnl.: work, cylillcler:·b.oririg··tnndhinc~!j'\nhd, I thd :usnnl
especially in regard tf) the new ·erecting s"op~, allfl· the hen vy. :pi:1.I1illg-;t ~h:1 ping;: J slotting,·:'nnci.· r:ldinl :.:di'illil,l~
\ equiprnent of the shops'with the rn()s~ .l11ndern rnachincq·. mnchine5j:' 'nllt: In ppingi" /:{'!ner;t.l 'land: 9peCin~,iscre\\~ing
;"..In giving' a brief .description of "the prcmi~cs' mic! machines' lI5'!d,·in lir.5t-clit'lsl io'colllolivc· wor)<sJ '. !There.
machinerY'on the locomotive side' it' may hp. stated that aro·two hyrirn.ltn'c;prnS!:clij ni nging ;fiolll :2tboJ.t0,·7.50' t0l15
the· ~lotol1lotive shopli CT)I1!'ii:t: of IS" b:tys; . the (j rst f011 r bf ill: thf!SIl . "h"P5; li Air. llOi$ts.: h:tvc i Heem rinlrodllco(\.nlld """'.
which nre' joo feet lon'~rand '6D feet wiclp..·· Till) rf'IIJaiiJin~ arr- \1~r.cI, npcrntcd ,,·.·r:r:l'(':t vy Inthe!l nnd,nthcrdnachines;
bays being only 50·fr-et. Wide:' 'They g-i,'p, C/Tlplr\j'I11p.nt to for· liftill~ . 'he- wl,rk . in> :tud· ·olit..1 Tho!:wholaJ of.··the
avel' 90o:rnen ... ·The· oakes for the \Vorks i\lnIHlg(!r (Jnrl machincnr in Ihc!ll! ghnps is driven by;u pnir:o[·so.hnrse.;
tirilekceping st:.tlf are sepnrnte from the main hllilriings;.·' power: w:ill cIl~inc'l. . A lnrge.trioi ,storC;l:ontnining. 5",11.11
'. Snops Nos. [ ANI).2' 'nte 'devoted enti r~l.v to' forg-e and Irrtl!es' and 11. millinr;··inachi 110 for:'ITlaki 11 g-:'nn (I I repniring
.' Sllliths' work nnd/contain 'se\:eral stenm "rtlnl11ers, rnng- special machine tools: ancl ctitrersl· isi:aftached .to .tha
ing- frortt·.five· cwt: to. two' tOilS, 'and 21 ~;l1Iiths" forgeli: building.' ;\ 11l1lllber of modern IlInchinCli·h:we r'ecclltlY'
Tbe're nre ·three steam' hrillll1ler; fllfllnccs o\'~r' which old been ordered for these· \\'orlcshnps, Sllchin~' sp'dcial millillg
lcicomotive' boilen: :~re monll ted· 'for generating the stenm mach ines and Inlhdli: they will be it\~tallerl nt nl1lcarl}l antel
. fo( the'. hant'mers:':" They! arc' also"erplippeti with: tyre '. ,Nos. ·I2.ANfl 13 S(rc:l's am·in proc:r.si;,'(Jf'trntisformalioll
furnaces and ncces~al'y appli:tllceli for re.tyrill~ :ilh¥hcC!ls. nild will' he :::ct apart for tlIe ·/1H1.chill(!~ allc\; interlolkit 4'
Two'mechanical strikers, worked' l1y comprllssed air, have work which it ir. intcndce\ to remove. frdiiT . Redfern tc
lat~ly' been introduced: . Nut anel' bolt machines, with Evelcig-h.·
:. '
.. .... , .... \ !I :,'.' .
hot· and :cold iron.' saws, power.dri\·en punching·. and ··N Q. I,~ SilOI' is or:clIpir.c1 by rat.tarn-makers and, car·
~hearing" mnchines, !llotting" nnd "drilling- lT1achine~; penlers:" ,It is e'lliip{JC'd with wootl.tllrlliriqo.lathes •. 511.'"
hydnwlic . pressers and !' biTlldozer,'" with .pnellmatic bi:ndlcs, p[;'lling- mOl,;hines, and nil ,n'ecc5!'riry applinnc( s
crane; for'bending all classes of work;.are·installed.
. for constrllcting-· pat.terns' for.. ,the dp.p;ntment .. · .. The
:"SHol's',NosJ':3!'Mm <f,·are·whollY"cngnged on boiler plltti)rn~·,·n[t~r lIse· ill'lhe:'foundr)" :Ire 5towed in,this
wot-Ie; ::'Most of tlTe machines in the5e shops are worked buih.liiTg- fm' fltturo' purpo!'es·. '1 ! . . . . . . . ·1·: .. :< ~ .. ',
'by hydraulic' power;"'cotl5igtinf5' of a 5tntionarv, g'np, ": No., I 5' SilOI' is'lI:.nrl nli 11. brnnch nf' the Ghlicral l Store
hydraul!c ~ivcter; with lifting gear o\'ol'hcnd. !;"rt;~blc under ~lJe' COII~I~t~oller' of. Slor.c~. " It· is !r.onireniCl~tly
hydrnullt rl veters; with cranes attached, :t double·ended. pl:1ccr\lll" the "Ielmty o~ the \ \t ork!lhop!l . [or' sltpply~ng
hydrm:llic punching and shearing'mrlr:hinc, :uitl ..;t. lar/{l.~ mnteriitl ff.)r daily !ISO III the shops nne! 'for:Co[warrllllg'
hydraulic press for t1anaing plates.
There :ire nlso, ~u(lplics.of slllall df.'t;tils tn country (lcpM~ ... ·· .\ 'f':"; , ,.
tapping; ·plate.edge«] pla71illg'" IlHtchines, . hCllrling' roll~;i. :'Thc/(~oJlpcr,sllliths, til1,sl1lith:::~.: plllliIllers'!nnd .gas.cap~~)le· of· bending plates up to 1:2 'feet wide, punching: fitters OCCllT?Y ~mall shops betw:~n 'N()~; :~ ~nd:'5~"an~1 all
anci'! sl!earing- machines-,' power.driven tube-plate' ],nril~gl work, dO!le 111 the
of repnl:!ng: ~ubc~.' 'ste~~ll,plpes,
'nmi drtlling machines. The whole of this mnchin!!ry Isl &c.',·lnmps and \VestlllghtJlllie alr·plpes for engllles.and
driven l by'n'pair of wall 'engines, and' it will 11(' g-reatlvl ·tenrlcr~, i!'.prr.pared iiJ thllm.· . i .. :'. ' ..... :.. :' ." .
llugmente(i at· an early date, as a IHllllber of' moderi,j .. ' 1\ large air,clJll1prcs!linl5 plant-llIitde·l>y t.he·~ligersoll
machines, e.lectrically driven,. and large hydrnulir. riveters I ,Ser~enllt Cmlll?nnY'nncl .capnble (lf compresslllg.: 95? cubiC
are: under' order so as to' render the shops capahle of; feet of free nlr per' mlllute' to . 100 lh~; prcs:ur~ ..... has
'deilinfr witlr the whole of the new' bQih~r work requirc(j! rerentl>' heen' installed in an·' annex:· of 1l.1e·: b61ler' shopt
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NEW.·SOUTI! "YALE;) H.. \I.LWAY.llUDGLn .. :
frolll which' air-mains are extended to the various shops
Snow Storms and Floods.
for .working lifts, pneumatic tools, etc. The air-mains
are extended to the carriage and \Vaggon shops and will THE weather is an unending source of comment, lnd'
probably be led to the carriage·c1eaning sheds at Redfern
whethcr it is fine or whether it is wet, generally
The" samples"
. and .. Ersldnville for. the purpose of cleaning wrriage gives occasion for - a few remarks,
cushions, ca'rpets, etc. '.
'.
' which havc ileclI cxperienced recelllly are noteworthy
· There is also a large hydraulic plants with aCCUlllU- enough to call [or extended relllarks. May and· June
la tor, weighted to pressure of qoo lbs. per square inch this year hoid the record for two clOnths' rainfall, and
for. working·the dilTerent hydraulic tools about the shops not to be outdone, July opened with a heavy, fall,
,NEW FOUMDRY.
It was found necessary, owing to succeeded on the 5t.h instant by a remarkable fall of
the increase in. boiler work, to extend the boiler shop into snow 011 the western and souther.. highlands, so heavy,
the old ,foundry, .and a new foulldrY-300 feet by 60 indeed,. as to causa a complete interruption to.traillc 1 and
feet-was placed at the end of the main building". It is for the first time in' our history, to cause' 'the' trains
fitted ,with. all modern appliances for' iron and brass practically to be snowed up. Fortunately, the stalT were
moulding,- including.'three cupolas for melting iron, and on the alert, and it is gratifying to all cOI,cerned to lmow
twelve. furnaces for, melting brass_ It ·has also one 16 that the occurrences have practically passed ,without anYi.
ton overhead travelling !=rane, two hydraulic jib cranes, serious damage to the' lines, or', without· any. undue
five and ·.two tOilS respectively; olle steam moulding detention to the trallic_ The omcers and men in the
machine, two' core-ovens, sand-mixing machine ,<lnd western district worked particularly well, and the belated
Chilian mill, with special" rumblers " and emery wheels passengers who had to spend the night in the blocked
for cleaning castings .. ; .On the outside of the foundry, trains, speak lIlost highly of the t:ourtesy und. attention
hydraulic,.'.lilts are l!rranged for raising the scrap on.to that were shown to them by the railway stalT.,. ;,"':
.'
the platforrp. for melting.: . ' .
. "" ' . ,
.
Official report notifies that on the 3rd and morning .of
:.. ,N sw. ERECTING.SHOP. In consequence of the natural the 4th July, heavy genera:l rains cOlllmenced to fall over
increase .of work,. a· new erecting shop has recently been tbe southern and western .. districts of the'. colony ,,'and
.' completed and, occupies a site parallel. with the new light rains over the northern districts, with snow in many
A foundry.·, It is a substantial brick buildin({ of two bays, places, the fall being particularly heavy OIl the western~
. , each' 400 feet long. by 55 feet 6 inches. Wide, and fitted line between Katoomba and Bathurst, the' average depth
with .the modern appliances required in connection with of snow being from 3 to 4 feet, and rising to 8 feet'on the
repairing and erecting ,locomotives ... 1\ is eCluipped with rails in some of the cuttings..
, ' ,. ' ..
four. overhead electric-power cranes, each having a lifting
In consequence of these abnormal weather· conditions,
capacity of 35 tons-two in each bay; and the necessary the following delays and inlerruptions to traffic took
machines, such as lathes, shapin!f' drilling, milling and place :-Southern line: On the morning of the 6th a slip
grinding tools, are driven by electricity frolll line shafting of about .~ chains long, and conSisting of about ·'1000
running the ,.vhole.length of the building, and worked by yards of earlh, occurred in the cutting al mileage '90-20
an electric, motor:;. Each bay contains three lines of road, south, between Moss Vale and Exeter. The· road ·was
the centre one being a clear road, and those 011 each side prom ptly cleared" the up-express·, being·: delayed "25 .
of: it· are I used for' stabling engines .undergoing' repair. minutes. Between J unee and Albury very heavy, ;rains . ';
These :rpads. have pits between the rails, running from fell on the 4lh, 5th, and 6th instant, and the. water;; was
end to end of the building,. and thus affording every dose to the rails ill several places. At mileage' 350-75
convenience for men .to get about the wode beneath the south, near Culcairn, the water was over the rails 011 the
en~ines." :. Provision. is made, by the height of· the 5th instant, but., rapidly subsided after,. doing' slight
bUllding.:·and : cranes from floor level, for the heaviest dalllage to the permanent way, which was, promptly
engine to· be lifted· by, the .o\'erhead cranes, and. passed repaired. A very heavy flood occurred at vVagga, doing
. from one road.to another, O\'er other engines; this avoids considerable dal11ag~ in.the·township, but the railway line
. unnecessary shunting. '.
'.... ,
. ,7 '". was not affecle'd .to any extent.
:.' .::" ·.'i ,',.; \
A steam .laundry is in operation adjoining the 'new . On·the, Coollla·Jine. a washaway of considerable extent
erecting: shop, eqUipped with engines, boilers, revolving 'occurred all the '5th,' at niileage',I39-.j.o, about ·7·'1Jliles.
. washing:; machines~ hydro.extructo,:,.: boiling tanks, etc., from Goulburll, and the Sll rrounding country was Hooded.
comple~e;.and spe~lal :ovens for· drylllg the SpO!1ge-c!oths l'assengers were ·transhipped at the break" and" in', the
AI and waste'used f9r cleaning: all over: the rail ways.
. meantill1e a tempo'rary bridge was constructed· at··.the
': In audition to the .shops·already mentioned, two large spot, over which the tramc was resuJIled at reduced speed ..
_
sheds have been erected at the end bf the smiths' shop, at 8 p.fll. oil the. 6th .. A slight slip also occurred .at
one of.which will be used; for. a heavy. forge, and will. be Billi ling-ra, bul,was promptly r_epaired, and no delay to .
equipped with special' tools, :such: as.'a 4--t005 stealll tramc resulled. ' .
..
....
.'.' I1 : , .
hammer, . with hydraulic: cranes, furnaces, boilers, etc.,
On the Carnden line the water rose. 12 feet over.
complete, :a·.smull rolling mill, heavy special shearing' Camden Bridge on the morning of tile 5th, a~cJ all.tra~c.
· and punching ma~hine: for cutting, uP' old boilers, etc., had to be stopped..
"
J'
' . ' , . " •• "
: into scrap;: .and n. heavy cold saw for.. cutting bar. iron.
Soulh Coast line: On the South Coast line very' heavy
:i/rhe oth'er shop will be used for general purposes_.· . rains were experienced, and slight slips occurred at a
' .. ~. ,It .is·intended to. transform the rope-driveQ over-head number of places bel ween ,\Vaterfall. and: South Clifton.
cranes. in' these ',workshops into. electrically-driven Repairs were promptly effeCted, and ,drivers . were
machines, utilising for' that ·and other purposes. the instnH.'1·~d to reduce speed over the dangerous portions
electricity generated ·at the Ullimo Power-house,' The of the rO,ld, and keep a sharp look-oLlt,
No .se~~pus
· machinery for this 'change. is now under order.
delays occurred to trains on this l~ne,..
'.':,' " ... ,
:: ': ;":We.hope· to publish' a.'description of the carriage and '. Western line: .On the .western hne. a "ery heavy:snow",
:', ,waggon:sh6ps'and equipment in our~ next issue .. : .;: , .. 1\ • 'storm.: occurred :between Katoomba and' qrange •. ~;(fhe .
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~g~'I~~ii~i;:t;J;#~;'."~:~3~~ti:;;~~~L~s:.:;~~ij~~~~f!;:UJ.~{~;;t~~iI~~ri~0~:10
(1:

~~~~'+.~.~::~~;~.~V. ~~:~,~:.wn.y M~ 9.loai S,ool~t~. :the
t~n::;er;er-'is~
~s~~I: for' ;takiFg.~:th~::.;~~·i.~b~~~;.!~f:·~ri~ ·,;~~~IW.f;;;·;::\\>:
shops from ronds otltslde··:tlie:;maJ~:!bullCImg;·I,;:,r.here ..";·,:." :.'

('!: ~ .. ".::':.:' \;'. :.:' '. '.'" - - - . .' ,. ': .:~ ':~ '.
." .... '.'
~. O~~: ?f; the . ~e~t:. concerts' the n!JOve Society ho!\ ever'
~ ...;._ glve.n·:.took· place nt' the 'Instltule: on the 19th ult:,'
:.wlien·the:proceeds·were on·behalf of the; Iridian Famine
:..' l':t~n.~:f;~~ ~.ri~~rtuhatelY': .t~e.: ,veather ,"vas' ,·er)'. unrro.
Pltl.o~s,..and· Interfered 'wlth the attendance. 1 he ·pro·
. gr~~lme}\'a~:a··.,vel~ ·di.~e.rsified Olle, iitcltldin~ instl't1men:
: tallten~~;.~:o~. tbe'~ocJ(~ty; \V. J. Slent's Bnngo Club.
.' togethe~:w.tt.li.~·solos.by.],~essrs: J.·F. Trusc?tt, illn; .. G;
~ee.der,.Mlss.Lalla Ross,.Mr: Edward Jcnl(flls, n rccltn·
tI~n by:. Mi''' Orchard, n: lightning' sketch hy !II r. F. A:
";Su.lI~r, a. ·duet by 1...Iessrs: Sherlock and. Cochran .. The
~ wl~.<?l~ 0.( f~~ soloist); ·we·re ,'ei'); stlccessful ill their elTorls,
: M,:,.s: 1.:rliscotfs· beatiti!i.ll contralto voice beinA" heard to
". co~.~i,d.e:r~~~.~··ii.dvni1tage<.while Mrs~ 'Le~del: and Misll
~;R~~~ w~r~ grea,tly appreciated, the Intter inngmg It N eath
~~?l'~y":.: ~~Hr.c~(.. fr?m.: t.he·:: If H.ose ?f l'er~i.a.". 1Ilrs.
>_BI~~~Il ..~,~companled In he; usu,:1 sympathetIC manner,
. an.d: ~~:.• ?l~.erlock, occupied hiS lIsual. post. as con.
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;,TI~::P:: third.Of thi~ series ?f"erite.rta.illtile~t!'\ was held on
.... 24 th ultimo, and was, If possIble. even more stlcces!'l'
: ful :·th.nn .,.t1~; previol1.s on.es..
~lasters E. ,\ tkinson, J.
.Laldlo\v; S.·,McEvoy and'F. E1hs' secured well.deserved
. encores~~.'for.;n:heir::~S?IYgs;~:ra:Ji.a:: Miss' Amy· Home was
recalle~ for her: display: of" ·sklr~:U:iticiitg. . ·l\H.st.er·
.,S.e.~le~· ..sh.owed hllllself a master· of the banJO, wlnle
:plano. solos were excellently rendered by the Misses
·l\1t~rphy., A.tkinso~" and. Rttwald.
111 iss E. Thomas
recl~ed''':'wll1le song's' were acceptl1.bly rendered. bv the
.M!ss~s·:r:l!is, RttwRld. antr L~idlow; and n san(l.Jig by
l'vftss Ellts was much appreclateci. Dum.bell exerci~es
by.l'.uhlic, School pupils, rind a display of Indian Clubs
by ~ :t.enm ?f yotlng ladies, alTorded excellent proofs of
th~' poetry of. rri~tion:... The performances throughout
.wer~· of ·a· very hIgh o~de,: bf· merit, nnd the crowded
atldl~nce, both young. and. old, spent a "ery happy
evenmg.: . '
. '.' .;.
~ (:f'~; ,':'" . -.: ....... ' .
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e·;.Carrlage. and Wagon. Shops
.Evelelgh.

at

. .

F<?LLO\ViNG' the interesting c1e!'cription of rhe
.,' "locomotive side" of the workshops at Evcleigh,
which;.nppcared in tnst is!'ue,
rllbli~\; her(,ll1H\er a
brief description of the Carriage and \Va~oll, which "s
mentioned are 5itunted at Eveleigh, almost OI'l'oRite the
locomoti,·e.shops, but on the other !1ide of th~ lailwa\'
line.' The·buildings are necessarily extensi\'e ill view (;f
the laf'gn stock of cnrriaR'es and wagons required to ('Qn·
dttct the tmmc of sllch a larg'e concern a~ the NI'\\' Soulh
\Vales Rnilways, and it is not sllrprising', thcl'l'forc, to
firid Ih" t in these shops employment is afforded to over
5 20 men;'
. '
The mnin bu,ilcling of the Carriage and \V ngcm Shops
consists of ten bays, each 300 feet 1011r.' ami Go feet wide,
and this arrangement is as follO\vs :-'
. 'SHOPS' No. 1,:2 AND 3, are de,'otec1 to the repairs and
re-building. '6f wago:1S, and the constructi(,11 of new
wagons';. There are 15 roads, each ,providing sufficient
accol1111l0datioll for 70 +.wheel ,·ehides. 1\ " ground

we

are two" 1,2,ton o\'(~rhe'ld rope~d~.iven·' ~ri1.\'elling ;prdnri~;'\'I. :.
each.r.unlllng.the rulllengtli of shops No. ? nnd '3.I,...r) u). .
::f:Slidp!i~NOt';j.::Ai'II:i'5tnre \I sed, as a·sa.w'.mill;,·;J,l·hey. are,;l···.'
'~q\\ipped with mO?rirn ll1ach!nery.fo~. ~e.alin~ ei<pedi~iou81y.fI:·
with the preparation of all. timber reqtllred In these Ishops. '" .... .
:fhe ma.?itines consis~ 0.£ s:\w~,. planing;.~loulding\ tc~onr: "...... .
mg, bormA':and shapl~g' machllles,·n·ch.am sn~"."Il!~rt~dr)1"t:·,,:,
sa.n?'~.npenng machmes, ~ saw::' sharp~ners!" gnl~dl~gl.111.<"~:
machlne~; &c.· In nil, there are 47 nlll.Chllles·\I~·thet.Jl1ll1;'·II. "
No:.5 hhop n!so cont~ins tl.le hO.i!ers .and two: pnlrsh,?u '5°,;"
h.p. wall engmes winch dnve the.whole of the.mr!chUler~,."
. in the.se. shops:... .'
. .'
. ,..
: '.;!~'~';.: ·'i/·.. :.,' ;liYf~",ri. :> 1, .. ,,1.
;. No.: 6:S11or, is.llsed·as· a' 'smith's"machirie 'and' fitting .
SIlOP.'.' )t:.co·ntn.ill~ _,~.L; ~mi~'.? ::~.re~,: t\~:p'::~'r;11~ ~\liam q
ham:n~rs, a P;ll1Chl!Jg and.sl~enr.ll1g llmchme,. anti ~. 'b'dU
;nalung .1:Hlchme \\'ltlt· f~rnac~, also I~tl:es fo~,;v41ec;\ ~~I:r'}
lIlg at;u general worl<,~' shaping,. ?nlhng. ~i ,!iC~~\Xlll!f \
mac!1Il1es,. and .30 cll1pl~x automattc :scre\\:!n~ ,.n·vtc.l~Wfir:;r
-:J;be sl~op eqUlppe? wIth a 5·ton·.oyel·hcncl. F?p'e~99fip~d t
trnyellmg crane, which runs the full length of. tl~~II~I\<ilp~.f'l
OutRicle this shop, at one encl, i~ placed a r.lan,do~,p'len,~r
i?g axle~boxes, by boiLing. them .. ' . . :..... ·i"I~It:,i'~";!iir;".~)
:'. SHOI'S:·No.··7 TO. IOj.me used.as. cnrpor{I]"r:~PI\ITlng',rf
·shOl?S. :'Thcr~ arc q ':on~ls, with ~c~omIl10t!a..£iori fp.~.~;z/q",bogIe cars. Ioor focliJtatlng lhe bft1l1!; a.nd ,t;~9Yf/-lfrR~,")
veliicles, two 1:2·l011 oycrheatl rope.dl;i}:c.q Iltm\;~I\IJ?gi:1I
cranes are \1sed; they run the fulllellgthrpf,.s\1ol{,s ....NR· m,d
~ncl 9. A ~rolll1cl tra.\"erser is ·used for t1\1(ip.g.~)1~,rf~his~11~1
III ~tJ~l out ~~ the shops from the roads .01\ts;ldp.t1t~~bPW!1rr
bUlld1l1g. . .~ wo ne'.... G~.ft. trn\'crsers 1t:1..'~~J ~C!!11!-prc.jr.rCPrIl!
for the Carnage and ,\ agol1 shops; .theY.. ";t)l.lmlldn;vr-q,rl
b): electricity gCllCral?cl nt the Ultimo .PO)\'.~flFr,)\~sp.'·Ju~\ 1;, .
will be.lI1stftlled o\ltslde at ench end o[,tl)~ pF"I?b~!),d!pg,!'I'
a~d the space no\\' occ\lpi~c1 b.y. th~ prr-::~llt.~ ~r~y~.r~~.rRJ::.
\\,111 he filled \1(1, rIms glVlllf~ I11creas.edllr~:St;1nt.ll\oda~mJJ':"1
fOl'.tl.1C repairs of carria~e and Wa~C1l1S., .:.Cqn~pr~s~e(lpllr,·.r
IS Inld on throl.I~hotlt the shops: al1~t J \5,: ':IS~drJo,H~I1ft)
pnrp?~e of te~t\llg brl1 ke~, c1eal1~llg.; r;arnni1;~I,,!\II~...rP\ '1;
\\'orktn.l~ porta~le tools, ~~lch as drdl~,:,!Ju.sl.!eJe~tor;-;, ~G •...r
1\ portion of No. 9 ~hop .IS tl~ed by. th.c, .tru?lPlu~g .l~~~!T, ':'
where the whole of f he In.te lOr tnmr,t?II)/j1 .Ill;:t.tefll)); IUSr.C\ H'
in c:arriages is denlt with. Two pair~ }of:l!laiJ:lt~e~~itHL.1
machines- an~ at work, al~o machines',,{of.,tie:d,illli:;wjtp,tJIA:I .
felt t1~ed in I11nicinIT n)de·box hlhri~"tors~,,,,{\... .. pl~nt,,p.m!:t
rcc'!ntiy lo(?~n in~lalled in No. 7 shop, ;fo!;. r.1ct;ll;C'!lpJ;j.l~t.1g"
nU the 1l1ctnl \\'()rk fttljng~ tu;etl 111 ~hc.l j.J~lr.ri~'r ·,Q(·I·.c~~r~;:"! J
nge!'. Tt cornpris.cs dynamo, plalit;l'p';:;\,atf>, a.t1dJ.:Y<\\fl,!9.~''';
~tripping the old s;I\'(·f' and nicl((~Ur!J.I!I;.~~l,,!,.{it~ipj{.s ; :~I;f-!1'i
huninr, ancl p()li~hill~~ lnthp.s. Acljqllljpr, tllO })htWg"~o9:in;)
arc the caf'l'iar;e fil1i~hcrs' benchf'-;<;t;'w,l:l';,i;,,:, ~·~ . ,\1'}ipl(iJ,?i,.~1
th~ int;-rior WOO(!WOI k f"r carriow~!' i~ pr('I?;~te\I.~~n~Y.. f9r('1
fixlng 111 the ,'~hldes. A ~rore Is)oc::1:t.<'flll!l,~p!;I.'1;s\~qn,·
whict~ is a brnnch of the ~cnernl..s~o~e1.f\pd·~I<;.(,.Q!1~·}~IW~'?-.tly.J::
placed fill' the stipply of lllntennls',(c!~f,c1~l!y, l~s.ed!!~.'\~lt~:l
C,,;r,ri'lg'c nncl '\'agol1 S.hop~.
i'~~~/I;'i" ':I:d,,: .!_: ('I' ...·/.0 ')1
1111; {,,\Itn SHor, IS an CllLl~~IY'i s.cp;~r~.le:. ).l\lrlC!~!Hi.r)
from lhe Illain shops (No. I 10 II 0 ):rl1) l)!>., iI.()~~ )reh(}(}[~~'.'1
by 160 feet wide, and contoills:~i:Srrp~.(~~; ~~\l.Ul!nb'!·.n\e! ~\lJ'~11
length of the slwp, nlld has accotn~11.c:daLJ.C?~.,r8l' !!!1-f !;bm;i.errJ
\'~h~cle!', On ('!le ~id: t;1f th~ r'iltef'!. 1~/!l·I,p.<1:m~ .,s~?HI;:~~~r'·I'
mlxlllr; ro0111 , fittecl With .rallltt'.I)1.II!s:!.a~~JI PHf~rr.'1'~};I~~rii
are driven by n small eng'me. ,,~.!~O'l!,lOl!~~·!l.'£~ .~~p'IU~~·~
are engaged in uphol!=:tering ':,!'lr}"~if};.P.l?:G~.I!!·p..n~;·lsIP.l T.?hf1 '
the shop, and contains four·)~\!.~\:51l~rl!~!!l~l!I}:&:~ b,"J~F)bTJ~";
cloth and leather used for cushIon!; and lrtlllml!~B/?I;rRff(J
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r~lOo:,

------------------------------------------~-------------------------------------I,co~ducted
(;arriages
,is there d.ealt with. COlllpres~ed air is also
111 re,:{,II:d to the introductioll, of penny ,!Iections, and;
outside by pneumatic painting II1;lchilles. The

cash fa I:e!' , ;\ gre,lt increase of businesl1 had follo\ved the
change, bllt it was nol so profitable to tho COl11lilis.,
!-'ionel~. The chanl5c of ~ectiOlJs had IlIeant ;t falling-ofT.'!
ill the total earnings, although a Illllch larger lIumber. of
pa~sellljcrs wcre carried, nllt! in addition a largely
increased expenditure h,at! followed. The COllllJlissiolls,
howc\'r;!I', cl')lI!.idel'l.!d that Wh~ll the whole of the tram.
w:\ys \\'CI!1 \\'orked \1I1t.!er the olle syslef11-electric-the
I'l.!sults wOllld bc beller thnll they wefl'! 1I0W with the
c":istillf{ tli\'idct! !l),stCfIIS. Personally he did 110t consider.
the tralllS \'.")lIld over be sali!lfactory [or {he railway'
IHH.illcg~, and it would be a gretlt advnntogr, if the streets
(,olllcIIH! relie\'ed of the traffic hy ,t cOntilllJaticlll of the
railway lille inlo Ihe city, If the COllltllissiol1crs had their:
1 eet Tl'nll1wny.
Pr'oposed
CustleJ1engh-st!
",
• t
•
_ __
\\'ay they would start the city railway to-I\IOI'IO\\·. ' Oll a
busy day :;o,Or)(l people CilnlC in and out of Sydney by the
lI1~eting of the Pllblic \.VOr/'5 COllllllillee, 011 lire traillS. The lrlllllway traflic also had assuflled very large
'9 th IIlstant, Mr. J r. fllcLachlan, ~ccretarv If] Ihe
Railway COllll11issioner!;, waR exalllined with r~f{ard In I'lop'Jrli'JIIS. tile electric trams 011 a bU5V dn}' cnrryill/4
the proposal to construct a line or tralllway alollg Castle- IOO,Don pas!<elll:er~, 1II0re than equal to \\:ha& was cilrried
nn lire whole 01 tll() sleam lilies. Adding the tl'a1l1\\';\Y
reagh.street. '
,
'In' his evidence Mr. i\h:Lachlan stated that the trnflic and the Ocean-street cable amI the North Shore '
Commissioners strongly re(;onllllend tlte proposal, a~ lilies, a bll~y day's husiness on the tramways 111eilnt the
o( a qunrlcr of a uullion [ares",and this busi.
bein~ ,absolu~ely' nece~sal:y .to givc relief to tho tmlllway collection
servlce.s •• 'Since lhe, orrgllla\ PI'!.ll'osal was lIIade lhe ncss was /!ro\\'ill~. He thought it very desi~able tlmt "
C?IllIllISSloners recommended a depnrtul'l! ill r:Olllll!clioll they should look ahead. and that any e:<lellsloll ,of ,the',"
w!th the route, and they \\'ould prr:fer to ~C~ a ~il1gll.l line tr:lIl1S should Im c!)IlRiclcrcd not l1Jerely 011 it~ OWIl merits,:_
laid .. down Castlererrgh'stl'cet, turllillf,! roulld j)y the bUI' as pall of :t r,:ol1lprchensive schclIl!r that would follow '
Custom.house, and retllrnillg' by way' !)f l'ilt-~treel. a~ thrJ II!rlllirellll!nts al ose; amI ill cOllsidering' :'\Ily ,tram. ':
'fheir idea was to use'this route ror lire railway traffic, way oxtl.!lIsion, the COl1!missioners always I!aci in vie~'f)t~,',';
, '" ,'.
nnd 50, relieve George'stl'eet of the hu~ille!'s. ,\t the be<llilllr 011 other likely rQutes.
l\!
r.
C.
B.
Braill,
clct:lrical
enginccr,
Departmcilt"oC,
present .ti~1\e 150 cars a day wer!) l'llllllil1l( ill (ieor~e. Hailw:tl'~. Sllblllittcullwl the riallW)f fr01l1 city ltnl1lways ,
~~reet, diVIded betw,eel.1 the Newt!}wl1 and railway routes. was
weatly e~;'IJ~~enttcd.
, " "
I I~e number of trnlll~ 111 and out per day along' G~or{ZeThe suggestion of tllll l~:til W;t)' ,Colllmissioners, 'n!!:
,street Was 228o,' but It, had 'to be boul'l1l.l in lIlillr.\ thilt the
voiced ,by their Secretary, to the Parliamentary
traffic ,was ll1uch busier at certain lillles than nt others. Standing' COlllmittee 011 Public \;Y'orks, that inst,ead
For instance, uetween 5 and G 1'.111. 37 trains left thc
Circular Quay, and as un o'1ual 1l11111ber of tmlllS arrived of runnillJ,( ;t tlouble electric tmm line from Circular ','
Qllay ;t!01l;( Casl krea,,(h-HtrCC! to the Retlfern' Rai~wny . :
in,' 174 trallls passed up and dowlI Geoq;e-gtreet ill the
ion. it 1'':'Jltld be beller to 'lay one set o~ 'r,ails ',!
hour. It could be IIllder~tood, therefore, lhal wilh the slat
alollg' l'ilt'~1 rt!el lo l~edfe1'll, nnt! anolher back to Clrc~lnr,
congested slate of the traffic and the l1"rWI\'IJrJ5!; or, the Qlla y alunl{ C:\!;tl!:l eat~h Hnd LO[[u5-lilleets, has, ~een.
street there Was not much lIlargin [or thl) introdur.tioll 01 rl.!ceiVed with a cr,lIIsidcrable amounl of fnl'our by.'th'c
other routes ilito George'street, and the C()nlll1issil.}ll~n; puulic. Tlw propos;d is that the trams 51101114 ',start
did, not thin!c it was possiule to convert tlte Leicllhardt. frOll1 Circul:1I ('l1al', tlll'n into Pitt-5lrect, then Hill along
Balmain; Forest' Lodge, nnt! GIr:i>1J 1'I)illt tralll~;, HI III that tlmrouglrl:;i e to Rcdferll, :1Ilt! cOllle baclc 011\\ 'return
conduct the business alollg' Georgc-strel!!' If the r:til lI'al' Cllll'l~l1t aloll!! Castlcrr!~glt-street."':lt is poinled out' in'
tr~ms were t.alcell along the new roule it Il.!lt \'00111 fur th;~ SUP!'!)I t of lIJiR plall thal the single track of rnils will,,'uot
accolltlllodatlon of other routes. Ca~ll\!r!·:1f.;h alld I"ill- 1nl\!! lip !;O I1Il1!:h 1'r)0111 ill PiU-street "s " double track,')
stre,ets wer:e admittedly: not quite so C')I1\'cnienl as thnt it will.!lIl.'r:llIally divide lhe \'ehicIlJal',traffic, ,will be "
G~orge.street, but there was so little diflcrellce ill the less liable lo call"!! a congestion of trnflic ill thEl~ ..busy,,:
lo!:ation that he th~)Ught there woult.! be 110 incollvenience portions of f'i t t -slreet. ,1IId that when,; under . the j;llew ,,1
by the transfer." ';"""';'
syslem of III;tnag:illl5 the city ttamc by the: police, :heavy::;
Questioned as t6 the'earnings of lhe electric system, he IUlllberill1{ IU:lds of \\'001, hides; timber, and other,;:g?,ods,:
st,l?ot,ed that the Cotnmissioners were quile .~atisfjed with arc r!!lcJ.latet/ to bye-streets, the traffic of oll.a· of: tl~a,.,
:he results so far, although it might pcrhap'5 be too early leaclinlj thorollJ~hf"rcs of the city ~hollld be carned .ollt,m;
:0, give an ~bsolute opinion as to the {inal results.
No a satisfactur\' -llIa11l1or. The Railway COlllmissloners.
:loubt renewals, for illstnnce, would be heavier as tillle adlllit lhat Ilic cost '?[ laying down two sillgle traeles'is'25
Iv~nt'on;'but' the ~arnings to date ant.! the re5tilts wele per cent. grealer than if a double' trac!~ were laid, ,:but :
nost,satisfn'Ctory,' and:the-introductioll'of th,~ system had they alc cOlllit1C!l1t that the great convenIence the t,wo lInes
~leant a big'i,ncrense in,business. 011 thl! ~,:wtown line, will be lo the; public will amply repay the extl a expen~e.
or, example, under lhe,!ircalJl system the <\\'('ral{e: eal'l1- ',It is urlllt:r!;lur)'1 lhat Ministers approve of the proposal,:
!lgs were £166 per:day; 011 the clectrit; l"'~ al'eral~C was and the i\linislr:.r for \\'01'1es stntcs that when the, P:ublic".
r25~"pc!' day, due no':doubt to ,the great popularity of \Vtwks COllllllittr.e reports as to t~lel expediency: ofr;con. '
he :~le.~tric·,sy~tell1.:a!ld ~he' tmllls !\1n~lillg' :t\')II:.,(' Ge r.1t),{e:' strlJctillor tlte t\\1') single lille scheme, the 'Government ':
:treet, and so,obtal~~,?g, traffic wlllclt: formerly ,yellt by: win' bt,prepare,l to ask Parlialll,ent to sali~ti~n,~:t,l~e:
1.~1~ ~~·s·:~;!r:.~~ ;!~;~. :\ .:.··.~<·~:~~.r:~;~ ,.:~:
~
carrying out of,the ...vork; ,'" :
..
,",,' :'::-';:!'.i',','"
.
'
.
.... '....... .;.
, paint shop is heated by steam passing through sui ta ble coils,
, In dealing'with the rolliug stock, which Cl1l1oi"t:; of over
1.,000 c~rriages and 11,000 wagons, ,a larRe quantity of
timber Is,used annually, ant! to oblulII the best results it
.,is essential tbat the til11ber be thoroughly dry and well
'~easonecl before ueing used. Various processes of 5easonIIIg have been tried, none of which lilt \'C been so SItCC~SS
ful as, that obtained uy storage fur lengthy pcriotls in
well.covered airy sheds. For thi!'; pllrpc)!H~, large sheds
have been built, one at Evcl.!i~h and the other al Alexancjria,' where. various timbers,- apprOXilllalcly !!I.(ual to 3
years supply, are ,stored.
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Appendix F
Godden Mackay, Eveleigh Workshops Management Plan for Moveable Items and Social History
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